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be considered complete muess It, 1,;VlllJ:iJJJVU ,:,v.uv u~ u, -•- - - - o -·
Again, in Lord \Volseley's Soldier's Pocket
logical information."
Book, reference is made at a later elate to the rnlue of some amount
uf geological knowledge to the soldier.
I may, tberelore, take it as admitted by all competent authorities
that some acquaiuta11ce with the leading principles o! geology is of
,lecidecl a,lvantage, not only to the military engineer, who has to
co11struct earthworks of different kiuds, but also to those military
B

officers who ha \'e to make reconnaissance snrveys. Indeed, it is
useful to almost anybody who has anyt.hing to do with groundwork. I may accordingly confine myself this evening to the
endeavour to show some of the special ways in which such a knowledge comes in.
As you are a.11 no doubt a ware, geology deals with the nature and
structure of the rocks forming the crust or superficial coating of the
earth. And it takes into account not only the materials of which
such 1·ocks are composed, but likewise their rela.tions to one another,
their relative ages, the disturbances they have undergone, and the
extent to which they have been worn away by the action of rivers
anJ atmospheric agencies.
It is dne to the effects of subterranean
movements and to the wea.ring power of atmospheric a.gencies that
the surface of the earth has assumed its present form and contours;
and the reason for the existence of such can only be discovered
through geological investigation.
I must assume, in the first place, that yon are aware that the
rocks of the earth's crust are divisible into two great divisions,
according to whether they have been laid down as sed iment from
water, or thrust up from the interior in a molten or plastic condition.
To the former class, which includes such common rocks as sandstone, clay, and limestone, is applied the name of Redime1dti1·y, and to
the latter, as re~resented by granite and basalt, that of p/z,/nnit.
Plutonic rocks are met with in solid masses, structurally more or
less similar from t he surface to such depths as we are cnahled to
penetrate, and, therefore, pre::;enti11g fenr furth er features of interest
to the engineer, who knows that when be come~ to them he bas to
deal with the same intractable material througliont.
Very different is the case with the sedimentary rocks, which,
although originally la.id down in water, have now been npraised so
as to form a Ycry large proportion of the dry lane\ of the earth.
These form layers, or strata, superimposed one over the other; and
although, as in the case of Lhe chalk in this neighbonrhood, the.v
may he composed of the same kiml of rock for a very great thickness, sooner or later they arc underlain or overlain Ly beds of
different mineralogical composition an<l hardness.
Moreover,
although originally deposited in an approximately horizontal plane,
they have in most cases heen more or less disturbed or tilted while
much of them has been worn away by the action of ri\-ers a~d rain
from extensive areas of the earth's surface. It thus comes about
that bol<l cliff~ or escarpments l1axe hcen fol'med along ..:crtai11
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,lefinitc lines, while in adjacent districts plains of softer rocks have
heen exposed to view by the removal of the beds by which they
,were formerly over]ain.

Here, then, we are face to face with one very important fact,
namely, that the contours in a country composed of disturbed
sedimentary rocks are coin cident with tbe geological boundaries, as

is well exemplified in this neighbourhood. And the importance of
a due recognition of this fact to members of the military profession
,can scarcely be overstated. For it must be borne in mind that a
geological formation forming a line of escarpment mnst, ipso facto, be
of a different composition from the heels forming the plain at its
foot, the former being always harder than the latter. And how
important such a feature is in regard to the construction of roads
and the passage of troops across country, I need not remind a
_professional audience.

If, then, a contoured map of a new country were laicl before you,
yon would at once be able to say where some, at least, of the
geological formations came to an end to be replacecl by others ; and
if such map were also coloured geologically, you ,rnuld ha,-e further
important information as to the nature of such country, and its
practicability or impracticability for military purposes, if only you
-couhl read the meaning of such colouring.
There are, howeYer, several ways of arriving at a more or less
-exact conclusion as to the capacities and products of a country of

this nature.

The professional geologist would firsL of all set about

-discovering fossils i11 one or more of the constituent beds, by means

of which he would at once be able to identify the relative ages
,of such beds; for each period of the earth's history had its own
particular kind of animals and plants, by the remains of which
the peri od to which any series of rocks belonged may be determined.
But this kind of knowledge is not possessed, nor ind eed is it
ahsolntely cRsential to every military engineer.

with far less complete information.

.l\Iuch may be done

And here I must take it for

O'ranted that gentlemen in this room are acquainted with the
:ppearance and nature of some of the commoner kinds of sedimentary rocks, such as limestone, sand stone, clay, and slate. Hence
without any more information as to their age, except that the hi~ber

he,ls mnst necessarily be newer than those by which they are underlain, the min eralogical composition of the various strata may be

;roughly determined.
The next thing to find ont is the " lie, " or inclination of the
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different beds. All(! here I must call attention to the necessity of
familiarity with a few technical terms. First of all wo have the diz1,
or inclination which a bed forms with the horizontal, arnl the pointof the compass to which such dip inclin es. Care must, however, he·
taken to see from what direction we are looking at the hcds, as the dip
when viewed from the outcrop may appear horizontal, when it is really
inr.lined. At right angles to the dip is the strilce, or longitudinal
extent of the strata, as displayed in the nmp of Engiarnl; such strike
coinciding with their line of escarpment or outcrop.
,vb en strata
are raised in a saddle-shaped line of elevation, the strike of such
saddle is known as an rrnticlincil axis; and conversely, when they
form a trough, the name of synclin«l axis is applied to their line of
strike. The stretching of the strat.a in such an anticli nal line
renders them easily worn away, and accordingly such anticlinals are
frequently denuded into valleys. On the other hand, synclinals,
which originally formed a. trough, have been compressed, and consequently resist wear. Hence synclinal hills are not unfrequently
the final result of denuding agencies.
Now Jet us turn to the practical importance oi a knowledge of
their features. In bills where the strat,, arc hori.,ontal, that is, without any perceptible dip, it will be evident that if the edge or
outcrop of any particular bed be found on one side, it will occur at
the same level on the other. Auel that when snch bed is hard and
affords a good metal, a road may easily be carried ronnd the level on
the contour of that particular bed. On the other hand, it will be·
likewise evident that if we take the road across the hill it will
traverse the edges of the various beds in ascenrling series, and in the
reverse order in dcscencling. And it will thus be manifest that if the
heds consist of an alternation of hard and soft rocks, the better
course for the road would be round the hill.
Again, snppose the strata exposed on the side of the hill be
dipping towards its interior, or in other words to form an escarpment,
the outcrop of one of the hanler layers would be equally available
for a line of roacl along the hill, and would inclecd be better for this
purpose than in the former case, as the drainage would be good.
Moreover, there would be no danger of the overlying beds slipping
on those below, so that blasting or excavating might be safely
resorted to.
On the other hand, the road could not be carried round the other
side of the hill, for not only would the particular stratum be found
at a lower contour, bnt it would be dipping nway from the centre of
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the hill, so that there would be great danger of the oYerlying beds
slipping, while the road would be renderer! rotten by the drainage
flowing over it. "?hen taking a road along a valley, it will therefore
be eYident that the side in which the rocks dip away from the
·yallcy shonlcl l>c sclccte<l for operations.
These obserrntions apply with equal force as regards the selection
of sites for bnilrling in rocky di;;tricts. In cases where the rocks
above dip to"·n.rds the buihling site, great care should be exercised

that they arc not underlain by a bed of clay, on which t,hey would
be likely to slip in very "·et seasons. Sometimes the edge of the
cliff may be concealed by debris, and then it is important that
geological ohscrrntions should be made on the same line of strata at
a distance where they are freely exposed.
And here it may he mentioned t.hat hewing fixed the position of
one prominent hed of rock along a scarped hill, it will Ue unnecessary, in a. geological reconnaissnnce, to ascend the hills eYcry mile
or so, as it may be taken for grnnted that the same features will
continue right nlong the strike.

In another tnie of hills the strata of the two si,les will be found
to dip to\va.nls one another, this lieing the remnaut of an original
synclinal trough to which allusion has alrearly been marle. As
regards roa1ls, the observation~ made on hills with the beds on one
side dipping towards their centre will apply also in this case, hnt to

both sides of the hill. Moreover, the trough-shape, or, still hcttcr, the
Uasin~shape, as is sometimes tbe case, ea.uses all the ,niter that falls

on the strnta to percolate towards the centre of the hill, when it
descends until st,opped by an impervious stratum. And it is. therefore, eYide11t that there is every chance of finding water in such
sitnations. Indeed, in the oi<l d,1ys, hills of this t.ype almost always
forrne,l the sites of hill-forts, as \\'as exemplified by Schornyl's last
stronghold in Daghcst.a.n.
Preci-:;cly opposite to synclinal hills nre anticlina1 hill~, "·here the
.strata form a saddle, aucl where, of eourse, it would Ue fntile to
attempt to Jirnl water. NeYertbeless, the w,rnt of knowledge of
these most elementn,ry features in geology has permitted of well•
sinking in snch situations, as was exemplified some years ago by

a borin" in the chalk of Portsdown Hill.
In tl~e foregoing observations attention has been chiefly directed
to the importance of dip in practical geology; but when speaking of
the carrying of roads along n. hillside on a particular bed, it will be
understood th:it we a.re follo,ring on the li11e of strike. And a few

wonls may now be said as to the important part played by that
featmc. Firstly, as regards roads, it will be obvious that by followin cr the strike much less difficulty will be experienced in construction

th;n by running across t,he same, \\'hen not only arc hills and valleys
encountered, but rocks of different composition are met with, some

of which may be exceedingly bad for carrying the materials of a
road. This fact seems to have been well kn own to the ancient
Romans in this country as the result of practical experience, since

many of their roads follow the lin e of the hills. Apart from the
physica difficulties of another course, it is also ad visable to remember
that when a good stratum for a road bas been discovered, that is to

say, one that will not onl y afford a good foundation, but will likewise
supply material for metal, and builtling materials for bridges, etc.,

it is from all points of view advisable to follow the strike of that
particular formation. Of course, in selecting a line for a roarl, the
engineer would prefer to find a rock not too hard to be e:1sily exca-

vated, and also sufficiently firm to afford a solid ttoor for his metal.
And while the lin e of a synclinal trough would obviously be the·
worst, the crown of an anticlinal axis would clearly be the ideal.
Many of these remarks will apply also in the case of canals, where,
howenr, the line of a syncliml would be much superior to that of
an anticlinal. An even better line would, however, be a clay flat at
the foot of an escarpment of limesto ne or sandstone rock, since·
springs would be alrnost certain to flov,r along such a line ; two
essential features in canal construction being an impervious formation for the bed of the channel itself, and the accession of a supply
of water from feeding-springs during its course.
In regard to the construction of trenches, an acquaintance with
the direction of the strike and <lip of the rocks to be operated upon
is also of the highest importance. By this means alone can it be·
determined where soft and easily worked beds are to be met with,
::mcl likewise where hard impracticable rocks come in. In cases
where the strike of the strata runs towards the position of the place·
to be sapped, the relative position of the hard ar,d soft rocks can, of
course, be determined from the immediate front. If, on the other
hand, the strike runs transversely to the position, the relations of the
beds can be made out from some more or less distant point on one
side or the other.
An in stance in illustration of the above is statecl by Sir E. Hamley
to have occurred during the siege of Sebastopol. At the commencement of operations the French found themselYes in soft ground,

which conhl be dug out like garden soil; whereas the Engli.sh
trenches were dug in bard rock, mingled with flints. And a

geological map will show that Sebastopol stands on the line of
division between soft tertiary an<l hard creta.ceous rocks, a feature
which ought, of course, to have been taken into account when
planning operation~, but which seems to have been totally neglected.

In the selection of sites for forts, synclinal hills are to be preferred to anticlinals, on account of the facility for obtaining water
already al1111led to, and also because of their steeply scarped sides.
For camping grounds, as you are well aware, the two most
essential feature.-; are good water and goo(l drainage. And whether

the water supply be deri\'ed from a river, or from wells, it is eqnally
important to see that it be not contaminated by the drainage. In
this connection the lie of the rocks is all important. And if the
camp be situated on high ground on the outcrops of tilted strata,
en.re mnst be taken not to ta.p the same strata in the low grounds

where they flatten ont and become horizontal. Theoretically, gravel
and sand form the hest strata on which to camp; bnt if, as is 11ot
nnfreqnently the case, a gravel heel occupies a 1wllon·, and is underlain by a stratum, or '·pan" of clny, it ma.y form the ...-ery worst

site.

In a wet season, at least, the base of such a gravel bed is full

of water, and any sudden fa.II of rain may render the whole basin

saturated. and thus reduce the camp to the condition of a quagmire.
If such sites be selected, the only thing to do is to pierce through
the underlying clay pan, in order to afford the contained water a
means of escape ; then the ground will become perfectly safe, and
suitable for the purpose required.
The mention of water in this connection leads naturally on to the
important subject of water supply, and well-boring and sinking. In

this subject, which is one of considerable difficulty to realize fully,
geological knowledge is of prime importance, and for want of it

h1dicrous mistakes have freqttently been made. It may be stated in
the first place that all rocks of a porous nature are generally
saturate,! with water at a ,·ariable depth below the surface of the
ea,rth, and that owing to capillary attraction snch ston~d wat,er rises

in the hills very considerably above the level of the valleys beneath,
the height of snch stored water varying, of course, with the amount

of rainfall. Bttt it is not only porous and permeable rocks, such as
chalk and sandstone, that become thus satnrated with water. A hard
impermeable limestone, such as the Kentish rag of l\laidstone, if
interpenetrated by a number of fissures and joints, or having a few
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s~ndv heels interstratified, is capable of becoming as good a watcrbear~r as a porous rock. But, es peciaJly in the case of tilted rocks,
which are those with which we have generally to deaJ, one, or ra.ther
two, es:5ential cor11l itions must obtain. Firstly, the pervious waterhearing stratum must be undcrhin by an impervious clay bed to
prevent the water from escaping below ; while, seconflly , it must be
c:overed or overlain by a n equally impervious stratum to preYent
leakage from above. Such tilted strat..-i form, as a. rul e, portions
of synclinal anfl anticlinal folds, a nd it is, of conrse, in the
srnclinals that the water accumulates. But, the amount of water
c~ntained in such pervious water-stratum depends largely on the
nature of the exposed surface of such stratum. If the exposer!
surface forms the side of a cl iff; in which only a very small area of
the rock can act as a collecting groun1l, then, of conrsc, the su pply of
water is limited. If, on the oth er band, the exposed collecting area
i:::. large, and more or less flat, then the conditions are of the most fayourahle type, and the stratum will become supersatnrated with w,iter.
Snch a condition of things exists in this district, where the country
in the neighhourhoocl of nLLidsto ne forms the great col lecti ng area.
for the deep water supply of t he London basin. The. w:1ter-bcaring
r-.tratum is the one technically known as the lower greensancl, consisting locally of the rocks ter mecl the Aylesford sa.ncls arnl the
i,;;nbjacent Kcntish rag; the \Yeald clay, which underlies the whole
formation, stopping leakage from below, as does t he snperincnmhent
!(:tnlt clay of Burwell above.
As the same series of strata arc met wit,h in the reYerse order on
the other side of London in the Chiltern Hill s, it was naturally
ai,;;.=mme1l that t he Lonclon hn.sin formed a perfect synclinal trungh,
as does that of Paris, a n<l conse'}nently t lrn,t if a bore were pnt
down to tap the lower greensand in London, t he water won1d rise
to the ]e\'el of t,he surface, Ol' ahoYe-i n fact, nearh· to the le,·el of
t he ontcrop of i;:,nch he1ls. As a matter of faet. s~nch rise docs:, or
rather did, occur in th e basin , hn t, a,,5 was shown lnT l\fcnx's hori1~~
in Tottenham Conrt Road, it was due to t he iower greensfln;l
endin g ahrnptly ngainst a ridge of imperviou s older ro('ks1 which
effectually prevented the water from pen ctratin~ further. A true
:-irtesian well is sunk in a sy nclinal basi11 , and when other causei, clo
not interpose, the water will ri se, as already sa.id , nearly to the
le,-el of the outcrop of the stmta from whi ch it is derirnd.
A fa.n]t or dislocation of t he strata in a synclinal lxu,in will. how•
ever, produce a natnrri.1 artesian well, causing the watct to ri<..c up

-along- the side of the fissure and to flow ont 011 the surface. The
great Boxwc11 spring in Gloucestershire, which discharges 2,000,000
gallons " day, is an example of this. It hrings up to the surface
the waters collected in the ool itic limestones of the Cheltenham
district, which are prevented from escapin(l' below 11\· the midcdvinir
impervious lias c:lay. Fanlts are, indeed, ~o impo1·~u1t hotb in

~well

sinki ng and mining, as well as in all kinds of eartli works, that a few

minutes mnst be devoted to their consideration. They are dislocations of strata, where one set of beds has been lowered clown
against another part of the same set. There may, however, lw
faults forming a set of steps. Yery frequently, where a fault occurs.
the edges of the beds that have dropped down are tnrnccl np
against the mass alongside of which they have fallen by dragging
against it in their descent.
It will be ob\°ions that it woul,l be perfectly idle to bore for
water in Yertical strata; and also that a full kuowledge of the dip
and relations of the strata ,,f any particular district ,ire absol utely
essential before any we11-sinking or boring operation~ can be undertaken with any definite hope of success.
In a synclinal basin artesian wells may be bored into a number
of water-bearing strata lying one below the other. But it mnst be
rem em hered that if we a.re gettin g a gcod supply of water from one
bed, the putting clO\rn a bore into" lower one m.ir Ycr,v frequently
•drain the former, or. as the well-diggers say, let the bottom out of
It will further be ohYious that to whate,·er depths
the well
permeable beds in a hasin clescenrl, the water will follow until
Htoppecl hy their thinning ant, a fanlt, or Rome other canse; St)
that the permeable heds will becorne com1,lctcl~· saturated below the
lowest lcYel of esca pe. Ent, as already said, the ret.istance of the
rocks to the pas.--age of water, together with capillary attraction,
combine so to raise the Jeye] of the water in the hills that taey
contain a large hnlk abo,·e the lowest escape level. The further
away from the valleys, the higher will thi s level of storage water
become. \\'hen this storage water stands a,t its normal level, it
escapes at the foot of the hills as permanent springs; but when it
is above the average level, it gives rise to those i11 termittent springs
known n.s l1ourns.

L-ines of escarpment a.re therefore safe places to

search for water.
In all the foregoing ohservations I have merely talker] about the
altern,ition of permeable and impermeable beds :ts t he condit.ions to
.l)e notice,! in regard to water supply. And in fact snch can be

obscn·ed wiLh fair ease by any person of ayerage intelligence without any knowle1lge of geology, properly so called. But there is
another aspect of the case when geological knowledge in its highest
seuse must he cnlled in. In the upper second,try rocks of England
there are tbrce distinct heels consisting of hlne clay, frequently
so alike in hand-specimens that it would often be very diflicnlt to
say from which beds they were taken. But these three beds have
very different situations in the geological series, the first, or London
day, being above the chalk; the second, or ganlt, below the chalk;
ealden, below the lower greensand, which
and the third, or
itself underlies the gnult. And it is obvious that in any operations
for the purpose of obtaining water it is essential to be aware on
As an
which of these three clay beds the engineer is located.
instance of this, the case ma.y be cited of a civil engineer who put
down borings (1) in the London clay near London, (2) in the gault
near Redhill, and (3) in the ,Yecild cby near l\Iaidstone, under the
impression that be was all the time in one an1l the same stratum!
In the one case be would have had to bore 400 feet, in the second
100 feet, and in the thin! 600 feet.
Now how is this discrimination to be effected 1 In sorne cases it
may of course be determined by means of the superposition of the
,lifferent beds. But very often tbis method is impracticable, and
even when available does not tell us the exact age of the
different formations. This can only he done by means of fossils,
or the imbedded remains of animals and plants. As already
briefly mentioned, every stratum has its own particular series of
fossils, by which it can always be recognized, in spite of the
Yariations which occur locally in its mineral composition. Fossils,
in fact, may be likened to the styles characterizing different
architectural periods; with the difference, however, that whereas
architectural styles fix the absolute date, fossils give only relative
,[ates. From the study of fossils it has been found practicable to
And from
form a classified series of geological formations.
these it is easy to fix the horizon of any stratified formation in
In the case referred to, the London.
any part of the world.
clay contains estnarine fossils not very widely different from
the types of life found on the warmer coasts at the present
day; those of t.he ganlt arc marine creatures of quite a different
type; while in the ,vealden we meet with remains of freshwat~r and land animals, the latter including the gigantic
reptiles known as Iguanodoii. It cannot be denied that it is best f01-

,v
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the prnctical engineer to be acquainted with the lead in g types of
fossils characteristic of each particular heel by himself. But if this
he found impracticable, the fossils themseh•es can be irlentified in a
museum or by an expert, and the ages of the herls to be dealt with
thus definitely fixed.
It is not only, however, in respect to water-supply that the
identification of strata by means of their imbecldod fossils is so
important. It is equally so with regard to the search for coal and
other minerals. In Europe the greater part of the workahle~coal is
found in rocks of the so-caller! carboniferous period; and it is
therefore of little or no use searching in beds of other ages. The
whole series of carboniferous strata, of which the coal-measures
form the top, are overlain by a series of red beds known as the
permian and trias, and arc underlain by a second very similar series
termed the Devonian. Consequently, while the former may be
profitably bore,! in the hope of comin~ on coal, it is obvionsly
useless to sink ~hafts in the la,ttcr. From a. want of geologfral
knowledge mnth time and money ba,·c been spent in such futileefforts.
But it is h_r no means certain that coal will al,rnys be found
beneath the pcrmian and trias. For these, as a rnle, overlie the
carboniferons in what is termed an nnco11formable manner. That
is to say, the hitter had been tilte<l and denuded before the former
were deposited upon them, so that it is only in certain places we
come upon the trne coal-measures. The carboniferous rocks also
themselves often unconformably overlie the older rocks ; and gaults
µlay an important part in bringing the workable coal into an
accessible position.
The 011c definite means of a8certaining whether we are in the
true coal-measures is the nature of the fossil plants brought up in
the core cut by the borer. These are for the most part qnite different
from the plants of later epochs, consisting of gigantic club-mosses,
or lycopods (Lcpid,,clrndron), sigillarias, horsetails, and ferns. It was
by obtaining such 1,lants that the deep-seated coal at Dover was
ascertained to belong to the carboniferous period, and was therefore
likely to prove of commercial value.
Careful observations of the strata have shown that in various parts
of the Continent beds much newer than the permi11n and trias unconformably o,·erlie the coal-measures in certain districts. And this led
to the conclusion that the latter might be found beneath the eretaceous rocks of the south-east of England; a theoretical conclusion which
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It is of the greatest
has been fully justifie,l by experiment.
importance to determine the anticlinals ancl synclin,ils in such deepseatecl beds in order to know where to sink shafts \\'ith the best hope
Anrl here it may he mentioned that the
of firnling \\'Orkable coal.
great difficulty is to determine Lhe direction of the rlip, the cores
lJrought up by the horer showi ng the angle with great a.ccnn-~cy, but
giYing no clue a.s to the point of the compass to which it inclin~s.
In other parts of the world, not;ihly India, the chief heels of
workable coal a.re founcl in cleposits of newer age than the
carboniferons, chiefly the trias ftml jnra; and if you ha.Ye to search
for coal in that country, you haxc first to make yourself acquainted
with the characteristic fossil plants of the Gondwana series, as the
formation is called, on finding which you will be sure tba.t you are
on the right horizon. This is essential, since coal is also found in
certain Irnlian tertiary strata, but mostly in snch thin seams arnl
pockets as to be of little or ~o commercial value.
Another aspect where geology is of the highest importance to the
military engineer is connected with the supply of lmilding materials,
nn<ler which heading may he induded bnihling-stones, brick-clays,
roofing-slates, sand, anrl lime. Here it is of the first importance that
rocks presenting a superficial resemblance should not be mistake11
for one another, e.g., "·hite quartzite for statnary ma.rble; or
altere<l limestone for granite. Pyrite, too, has often been mistaken
for gold.
Another importaut. point is to realize that the mineralogical
composition of strata is not constant in different countries, the chalk
being represented in Inrlia hy a rerl s,mdstone. If therefore we fine[
a good bnil1.ling-sto11e in a pa.rticnlar stratnm of one country, the
odds are Yery great against its occurring in the same stratum in a
distant one.
\Vhen the snrface of a country is so covered up by superficial
deposits that the mtnrc of the snbjacent rocks is not apparent, the
.soil itself will gcnernlly give an inkling as to the composition of the
In the top soil a sandy
1atter, from which it is of conrsc derived.
nature will betoken sandstone rocks helow, while a. marly
.character indicates limestone. By digging down some distance into
snch soil fragments of the subjacent rocks themselves will generally
be met with in grea.ter or less profusion.
In regard to building-stones, the chief points to ascertain arc
whether they will wear well in the climate lo which the,· are to he
exposed, whether they arc easy to work, and whether th~ir position
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iu the quarry is such as to repay the cost of working. On such
questions it often depends whether st.one or hrick is to be the
material employed. In countries where there arc numerous old
buildings, the rate of wear of the materials may be easily
ascertained. In the absence of t hese, natural rock-faces and escarpments may be consulted. Where these weather into smooth faces,
without tendency to disintegrate into thin flakes and split up, they
may be consiclerecl to indicate a good building-stone. It is of
prime importance that the sto nes are laid in their original becldingplaues, as it is obvious that if they are not laicl horizontally,
especially in the case of copings, they will be much more liable tn
disintegrate.

1\foreover, when first quarried, stones contain a

considemble quantity of water, and it is therefore advisable
that they should be worked in to sh,tpe while in this comparatively soft condition, although they should not he used till fully
hardene,l hy dry ing.
In regard to the facility of working rocks, the presence and

number of the so-called joint-planes should he taken into considemtion.

If there are two of these crossing one another, more or less,

nearly at right angles to the bedding-planes and to each other, the
rock will be of the best type for quarrying. An<l it should be
worked along one face of the Yertical joints and the bedding-planes.
It is the absence of such joints that renders granite such an
intractable material to quarry.
The best kinds of buillling-stones are lim estones (magnesian or
otherwise) an<l fine-grained sanclstones. Compact limestones, such
as the mountain limestone of the carbo ni ferons series, arc, howe,·er,

too solid to work well, generally breaking with what is called a
conchoidal fracture. They are, therefore, better employed for lime
than for building-st0nes. The best types of limestones are those
displaying the so-called oolitic structure, due to the concreting of
carbonate of li1ne in concentric layers round minute grains of sarn.;
or other nuclei. These form the most perfect ki nd of freestone;
but it is essential that the oolitic structure should be comparatively
fine, as in the Bath-stone, since, if larger, and passing into a pea-grit,
it renders the stone more or less liable to disintegrate. l\lany
limestones, it may be mentioned, as the chalk, are largely composed
of the remains of minute marine animals, and all limestones are, indeed, ultimately of organic origin. The presence of such organisms
docs not, as a rule, in any way detract from the ntility of the stone
as a Luil<ling material.
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Next to Iime.-;tone comes sarnlstone, which, as its name implies, is
formed of grains of sand of various size cemented together by
silicious, ferrnginous, or calcareous matter. "'hen altered by heat,

.s uch sandstone becomes converted into qnartz-rock, or quartzite,
which is frequently less fittecl for building than orrlinary sandstone.
For snch purposes sandstone should he fine-grained and th ick-bedded.
like that of Cheshire, when it fo rms as perfect a freestone as lime-

stone. The coarser kinds, or grits, are more suited to other
purposes, such as millstones. Certa in grits, or coarse sandstones,
are used'. in stoves; and it is important to ascertain that these are
pure, which may be clone by testing in the fire. If t hey contain
limegtone, they will be converted into lime :tncl split.
Thin-bedded, or flaggy limestones, are chiefly employed for paving;
and these, like bnilding-sto11es, may be found in formations of any
.age, those of the Yorkshire oolites being largely nsed in this
.country.
Plntonic, or igneous rocks, are of less general Y:tlne as building
.stones, owing to the rli fficnlty of extracti ng them from the qnarry,
as well as insnbseqncnt working. They have, however, the advantage
.of great durability, a.ncl also of being capable of being laid in any
position, owing to the absence of beclcling-planes. In addition to this
feature, plutonic rocks may al ways be recognizer\ by their crystalline structure. Sometimes, as in the case of granite a11rl gneiss, this
crystalline struct11re is fully apparent to t he naked eye; bnt even when
the rock is fine-grained, and apparently liomogeneons, like basalt and
pitchstone, it can always he revealed by thin microscopic sections.
In India the basalt of the Deccan has been largely used on the
G. I.P. for the constructio n of bridges and stations: lm t a ny that
.shows a red colour sho11kl he r ejected, as being liable to perish,
owing to the presence of an undne amonnt of iron.
Before leaving plntonic rocks it is essential to mention how
impor tant it is to the snrveyor and telegraphist to be ab le to
recognize the appearance oi Yolca11ic rocks in the fiehl, eve n at 1'L
-distance. The former, if he approa~h too close. will have hi ~
.compass dettectcd, while seri ous distnrba.nces will result to fielfl
A part from cones, Yolcanic rocks arc
cables if la.id on snch rocks.
generall y recognizalJ1e as forming extensive tbt table-lands, like
those of the Deccan, or by their intru sion in the form of dyke::;
.among stra.tiHed rocks, like tbe whinsill in the north of England.
The uses of g r:1.nite as a building m:iterictl a.re too well known to
require special mention ; bnt, as an i11stance of t he importance
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-of geological observations in a new country before nndertaking constructive works, it may be noted that granite was exported from
England for Government House, St. John's, Newfoundland, where
the whole country is composed of that material.
As regards sources of lime, it is only necessary to recall the
observations as to the necessity of guarding a.gainst mistH.king
altered limestone for granite, or statuary marble for white quartzite
or felspar_ When no limestone is to be found in a conntry, the
shore, if in the tropics, should be searched for the presence of coral
reefs, or, if in temperate climates, for shell-banks.
With a few brief remarks on slate for roofing purposes, I may
bring my observations to a close. True slate, in place of dividing
.along the original planes of heckling, clea\res in new planes produced by pressnrc and heat at any angle to the latter, the beddingplanes being frequently shown by layers of different colours running
across the cleavage-planes. It is only true cleaYed slate which splits
into the extremely fine and perfectly flat plates with which we are
all familiar. Slate possessing this property of cleavage is of comparatively rare occurreuce, anll it can only be met with in rocks
which have 1,een subjected to a considerable amount of heat and
pressure. Obviously, therefore, it would be idle to look for such
slates in rocks of a loose and incoherent nature, such as those composing most of the tertiary strata of this country.

There a.re, how-

cYe1·, other so-called slates, such as those of Stonesfield, in Oxforrlshirr,
which are really shales or thin ttags, since they split into plates of
more less rnarkr:d thinness, conciclent with the bedding-planes. They
arc never so thin or so fla.t as true cleaved slates, although they ofte11
gi re a more pictnresqne a.ppearance to n. roof.

PAPER

II.

SOME FIELD SUSPENSION BRIDGES.
BY LIEUTENANT L. W.

S.

OLDHAM,

R.E.

THIS subject has been discussed at considerable length in previous
volumes of these papers ; but of such pre-eminent usefulness is this
class of bridge, and at the same time capable of assuming such
infinite variety of form, that perhaps there may be points of interest
in the following brief notes :During ne,trly four years at Gilgit it fell to my lot to build or
superintend the building of fourteen suspension bridges of from
100 feet to 500 feet span. There were thus exceptional opport,uniLies for testing the praciical value of rnrions modifications in design
and construction suggested by previous writers.
Among these is the nse of a double set of cables supporting
alternate slings, as a method of preventing undulation.
The substitution of imcrted catenary gny ropes Lelow the bridge
for ordinary wind-guys, etc., etc.
The three bridges to which reference is made below are:Length
1. The Gilgit bridge ornr the river of that name.
520 feet in one span of 368 feet, and a half span of 152 feet.
2. Tashot bridge oYer the Hunza river. One span 30-1 feet
C
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:3. Chamogah bridge over the Gilg it river just above its junction
with the Indns. One span 432 feet.
Scrvire Gonditions.--The general concli tions under which these
bridges were built, approximate to those met with on active seiTice.
The entire absence of material on the spot. The difficulties of
transport by pack animals for 450 miles of mountain roads from t he
nearest railways to site of work. The scarcity of labour, 0,nd the
imJ_Jerative necessity of getting the work done somehow, are all
characteristic features of field engineering.
Time was not so rigorously limited as is usualJy the case on
service. But on the other hand the want of fund s was an abiding
difficulty; and passes closed by snow for nine months in t he year
severely penalized any want of foresight.

GILG IT BRIDGJ,:.

Sile.-The best site that offered was not a good one, and necessitated a bridge of great length. Plate I. is a general view of the
completer! bridge from a photograph. Plate II. gives a section of the
river berl, and the bridge in elevation.
It will be seen that the rirnr at summer flood level bas a width
of about 350 feet.
The channel, however, which the stream has cut is 500 feet
wide, with Yertical sides about 20 feet above ordinary flood level.
It was decided to take the bridge across at t his level from bank
to bank with a central pier and frame as shown in the plate.
The reason for allowing so large a water way was that extram·•
dinary floods occur at uncertain inter\'als. They are caused by a.
side glacier in the Asbkuman valley, some 70 miles above Gilgit,
which in its advance blocks the be,l of the river, forming a
temporary lake.
Sometimes the pent up water gradually cuts a new ontlet, in
which case no damage is done. At other times the ice-dam fails
suddenly from the pressure behind , and a. devastating flood down
the whole Gilgit valley is the remit.
The bridge was designed and the pier hnilt by Captain Fowler,
D.S.O., R.E., in 189 4. Work was, however, interrupted on it for a
long time owing to the Chitral Expedition. The completion of the
bridge thus fell to me at a later date.
Pier.-The pier, 23 feet in height, is solidly built of dry stone
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masonry ; hrge blocks of undressed stone bound together with
string courses and binders of timber.

De.siy1t.-The desigu was adopted as being the most economical
,listl'ibution of the frame timbers available, these being unobtainable except at a great expenditure of labour and money.
It will he seen that the points of support are of very unequal
height, The two half-spans on either side of the pier frame are
symmetrical, each being 152 feet, while the remaining half-span is
216 feet.
CaUes, When first built the only cables to hand were two steel
cables -!} incho.3 in circumference, with a breaking strain of 70 tons.

Later were added on each side one 3-inch steel cable, breaking
strain about s,:, tons, two 2-inch steel ropes, breaking strain about
12 tons.
Traffic.-Traffic was regulated by a sentry on the bridge, and
was strictly limited to 50 men or 10 pack animals at any one
time.
Conslrnclion.-The details of construction present no features of
particular interest, except perhaps the erection of the frame on the
central pier.
There was no space on the top of the pier to put the frame
together i,, situ. It had therefore to be hoisted bodily into its place,
A derrick was first erected on the pier, its footing clear of the space
to he occupied by the frame sill. Guy ropes, foot ropes, etc., were
duly attached, the main guy being a steel rope across the river,
connected by a tackle to an anchorage in the far b,ink. The frame,
which had been put together ,it the foot of the pier, was slung to
the derrick by two 6-inch cables made fast round the uprights,
passed through snatch blocks attached to the top of the derrick, and
thence to two powerful tackles. At a crucial moment when the
frame had just reached the top of the pier one of these cables
parted. Though it looked sound enough, it must have deteriorated
considerably to break under the strain; however, thanks to preventer ropes and timbers no damage was <lone, and eventually the

frame rested securely in its destined position.
The rest of the construction proceeded in the usual manner, and
calls for no comment.
Stijfne,s,-The great difficulty with a light bridge of any great
span is to secure the necessary stitfness. When first put up the
handrail was of the ordinary post and rail type. The undulation
was, however, so great in even a modera.te wind that to stand near
u2
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the centre of the bridge was to he remindecl most unpleasantly of
the deck of a channel packet in a gale.
The substit,,tion of " light lattice girder, or rather of a handrail
with lattice braces, was a marked improvement. The form used is
simplicity itself, and necessitated no additional labour or iron work,
questions of primary importance under the circumstances (see
Plate II.).
The vertical catenary guy ropes below the roadway were added
two years later, and were a great success. Upon these I shall ha Ye
some remarks to make below.
Slings. -" ' hen first built the slings were of telegraph wire.
These, however, required such constant readjustment that light wire
rope was afterwards substituted, secured with thimbles and clips.
Diagonals were also added at the same time.
Ab11fo1cnts.-The roadway was free over the central pier, and over
the shore transoms at each abutment, the road-bearers being kept
in place by iron straps, which, however, a1lowed free movement
longitudinally.
TASH6T BRIDGE.

Si/e.-The Hunza riYer nms through a narrow gorge, here about
300 feet wide, and with perpendicular cliffs on either side. The
bridge was built to replace a light temporary structure of telegraph
wire, erected some years before, which was totally wrecked by a
tremendous storm early in I 897.
The frames remained standing, and the cables were 11ot damaged;.
but the roadway, which was secured with telegraph wire binding,
spikes and nails, was torn away, and chesses were recovered several
hnndred yards up stream, where they had been carried by the
wind.
The site was therefore one where the efficacy of arrangements for
withstanding wind pressure would be severely tested; and to these I
shall confine my remarks.
The new bridge had a span of 320 feet.
The weight of roadway was about 120 !Ls. to the runni,w
foot,. It was secured throughout with bolts and screws, and was a~
a height of 60 feet above ordinary flood level. The cables, 20 feet
apart at points of support, were bronght together to abont JO feet
at the centre, adding mnch to the stiffness of the bridge.
Instead of wind-gnys I adopted a suggestion made in a previous
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paper by Captain Capper, R.E., and substituted inverted catenary
cables below the road,rny, with slings to each transom.
The catenary had a dip or mther rise of one-twelfth. The ends of
the cables were secured to jumpers Icade,) into the rock on either
side of the centre line of the bridge.
This arrangeme nt seemed in ernry way satisfactory; the bridge
was a marvel of stiffuess.

It was possible, though of course strictly prohihited, to gallop
Llcross on horseback without causing any inconYcnient oscillation.

This, with a road,rny weighing only 120 lbs. to the foot run, is
worthv of note.
Th; mistake made was not proYiding horizontal wind-guys in
addition. The next hurricane t hat some months later swept up the
valley demonstrated this practically. Though, fortunately, the
damage done was not very serious, it was sufficient to show in
practice what in a recent letter to the R.E. J,mrnal Lieutenant
Carey, R.E., has worked ont in t heory :-That where no horizontal
wind-guys are provided, a catenary guy rope below the roadway is
itself subj ect during a gale to very seve re strain, and also causes a

g reat additional strain iu the main cables of the bridge.
The strain of course varies inrnrsely as tbe splay of the guy ropes.
The example quoted below is of a medium splay .
Bridge 320 feet span, as described above, with catenary guy ropes
below the roadway, but no horizontal wind-guys.

" ' -weight of roadway per foot run-1~0 lbs.
P = wind pressure per running foot of the bridge.
Slope of main cable slings
Slope of guy rope slings

"

T·

i·

T 1 - tension due to wind pressure in main cable per foot
run of bridge.

T, = tension due to wind pressure in lower slings per foot
..

run of bridge.

The area of resistance to a wind blowing at right a.ngles to the
roadway is 2 square feet per foot run of roadway.

" ' ith a wind pressure of 60 lbs. per square lootP = 120 lbs.
Main
Ca6!e

Wxw

·Inverted Catenary Guy Rope

Neglecting all loads except the wine! pressure and resolving
horizontally and vertically.
P=T, cos 0·+T0 cos!!:.
T1 sin O=T::i sin$.
00s 0 = -k about.
sin 0 = l
cos 0=·!.
sin 0= ·9.
P= 120.
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That is, the tension due to wind pressure alone per foot rnn of
he roadway is
In the gny ropes

In the main cables

... 218 lbs.
196 lbs.

l
J

More than three times the strain due to the permanen t loacl on
the bridge; a strain moreover from which the main cables can be
entirely freed by t he use of horizontal wind guys.
The obvious conclusion is, I think, t hat while guy ropes, preferably catenari es, helow the roadway are of the utmost utili ty to
secure stiffness in light bridges, hori zontal winJ guys are essential
in exposed situations.
CHAMOGAH BRIDGE.

Sile.-The chann el is here 400 feet wide. with perpendicular cliffs
on either si,le. Th e bridge was carried across at a height of about
40 feet above onlinary su mmer fl ood level in one span of 432 feet
(see Pioli- IY.).
App,-oachc.s.-On both banks the approaches had to be blasted out
of the solid rock.
Of 11ecessity they were indirect; but in a country where wheeled
traffic is unknown this does not signify.
On the left bank no frame 1rns required ; while on the right
bank a low pier and 20-foot timber fram e carried the cables.
Cal,/es.-These consisted of 24 l½-inch ropes of patent plough
steel, with a breaking strain of 9 tons for each rope. That is,
12 ropes on each side, and a total breaking strain of 216 tons.
The 12 ropes on each side were arranged in 2 cables of 6 ropes
each. These were kept perfectly separate throughout between the
points of support. The slings carrying the road way were attached
alternately to either cable.
The idea was borrowed from a paper in a previous volume of this
series descriptive of a suspension bridge in Iceland.
The theory is that the roadway being supported by two perfectly
distinct pairs of cables, the undulations set up in one pair of cables
hy a live load 011 the bridge will be neutralized when the load is
transferred at the next hay to the other pair of cables. The waYe
is thus polarized almost as soon as initiated by a following waYe at
h;tlf wave <listante.

:J-1.

The experiment had been Lried with success at Tasht,t, except
that the two sets of slings were a]J t to ride. To preYent this in the
present case, the outer cable on each si<lc was carried thro1!ghout a

foot above the inner one. Also the slings attached to the outer
cables were kept laterally 6 inches clear of the slings attached to the
inner pair of cables.

It would, of conrse, haYe simplified the construction Yery mnch to
ba,·e had fe\\·er and larger cables. This was, however, impossibl e.
In previous years coolies had been nsecl to bring up cables. They
were now no longer availa.ble. The limit of weight for eacb rope
was therefore a camel load.

On mountain roads thi-s may be taken

at 300 lbs. Each cable was roll ed from either encl in two coils, with
a slack piece in the centre, the slack hanging free under the camel's
belly when loaded.
Anchoragrs.-The transport limi tations precluderl the use of hea,·y
plates and bars. The anchorages were accordingly built up of the
following component parts (see Plate Y. ). \Yronght iron rods l Ofeet
long and I inch in diameter, with an eye at each end. " "hen in
position 011e eye was in a vertical, and the other in a horizontal

plane.

~-- - ............ _. ________ tO'. 0 ' . ______ .. _________________ . .,.

eye

/"diam.
A nchoraye Beu·.

Through the eyes in front was passecl horizontally a steel jumper
l{ inches in diameter. On this jumper, alternately between the
anchorage bars, were iron thimbles, round each of which one of the
ropes of which the main cables were composed was passed and
secured by clips. Through the eyes at the other end of the anchorage bars were a. row of upright jumpers from 3 feet to 4- feet long,
embedded in the masonry, with two iron pla.tes 3" x 2" x l" in front
to distribute the strain (see Plate V.).
Constntetion.-,Vhile the approaches, anchorages, and pier were
being blasted out and built up, the carpenters were busy putting
together the frames, scarfing the road-bearers, and preparing the

rest of the wood work.
Fra11ws.-The design of frame is shown in Plat, \'L

It is a

-0onnnicnt form wh en the approach to the bridge is indirect.
It is also convenient for the <lonhle cable arrangement jnst
described.
As soon as the anchorages ,rere built in, and the frames in position,

an overheat! rope was got across, and by its help the ropes of the
main cithlcs.

T hese were secured to the left bank anchorage, and arrangements
made at the right bank anchorage for their adjustment.

With so large a number of ropes the difficulty of getting them all

eq nall;- strained was considerable.
On pre,·ious occasions different methods had been tried ; hut the
most satisfactory proved the following :-

The ropes were got across singly, made fast at one anchorage,
and pulled up approximately to the required dip, the running end
of each rope being passed roun,l the other anchorage, and attached
temporarily to its own standing part hy a screw coupling (see
sketch).

The couplings used were of the ordinary telegraph pattern, with

,·ight and left-handed screws. The lightness of these small ropes
adds very much to the difficulty of getting them evenly strained.
A heavy cable falls of its own weight into a parabol a; but a
light wire rope which has been tightly coiled for camel transport
hangs in all sorts of sha,pes between the supports when unloaded.

To strai,,hten out the ropes, therefore, and to enable them to be
.eyenly s~-ained, a "traveller " composed of a couple of solid timbers
.and two rope ladders (ride sketch) was got out in the centre of the
span.
An intelligent man on each side of it shouted directions as to

:!Ii

which ropes required to be tautc11cd, ari,l this was done a.t the·
anchorage by means of the screw couplings.
12 ·, 8"
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The ropes were then made fast at the anchorage br me,rns of clips

The couplings were, however, allowed to remain, lUHl the work of
fixing the slings carrying the transoms was proceeded with frorn the
other end of the lJridge.
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By working from one end in fixing the slings kinks in any of the
ropes were pnllerl out.
The necessctry adjustment at the anchorage was effected by
remoYing the clips of that particnbr rope, and making the adjust~
ment required by means of the screw coupling; the slips were

then replaced.
The weight on the cable up to this point was only that of the
transoms and a few roa,l-bearers and loose chesses.

The latter can,

if necessary, be remornd while the adjustments are being made.
Finally, when the ropes of the mn,in cables are all evenly strained,
the screw couplings are removed and the roadway completed.
Rowlway.-The roadway is 7 feet wide, and is carried by four roadhearers, the outer ones being scarfed.
The handrail is lattice-braced for stiffness (Pi<lte IV.).
Triml-yu_1;s.-The wind-guys a.re horizontal catenaries, as shown
in Plate YI. Lateral oscille1tion is thereby red need to a minimum,
and the road way is subjected to far less strnin in a gale than is
the case with direct wind-guys attached at interrnls.
In this case the chords are continnons between the up stream anrl
do,rn stream catenary wind-guys. They pass below the roadway,
and are secnred to the transoms by staples (see Pl<tle YI.).
Of necessity all the measurements and fittings had to be clone on
shore. "'hen ready the ropes were launcher!. The four ends of
the wind-guys were secured to holdfasts of jumpers leaded into the
rock, strained ta.ut by means of powerful screw coupliugs, and ma<le
fast, the couplings being then removed.

Guy Eopes.-Below the roadway are the inverted catcnary guy
ropes preYiously found so inrnluablc to stiffen the bridge.

-
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PAPER III.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE DEFENCE.
BY COLONEL

l\L H. G.

GOLDIE,

R.E.

AN endeavour was made to show in a former paper* that it ought
to he possible to construct serviceable field defences, in spite of the
great power and accnracy of modern artillery and musketry fire.
Iu the same paper it was shown that field defences, applied on a
certain definite system, were found of convincing utility, both in
attack and defence, in certain battles of times more or less recent.
Tha~ exposition must be looked on, however, only as introductory.
It referred only to one system of defence, though an enquiry into
the true present value of the various systems of defence remains to
be undertaken. It attempted no explanation of the real meaning of
defence, though only when, that fundamental principle is clearly
understood can it he seen that there is probably but one path to
defensive victory. It g,we no hint of the connection between
model'n weapons and defensive action, though all history prepares
us for such a connection. And, finally, it dealt but passingly with
what is, after all, the ultimate criterion of value of any defensive
system, the great moral factor.
It is quite unnecessary to prove now that defence to be successful
must be active. Many writers, Napoleon among others, have ]aid
this down as an axiom. Here, therefore, this axiom will be made
the basis of all further argument. There is one way, and only one
way, in which defence becomes active; and that is by counter.. "Tactical :Rmployment of Field Defences." Pa.per V., Vol. XXIV.,.
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attack. It is conceivable that a force on the defensive might sit
down motionless and hammer away doggedly, in the hope of
wearing out the assailant before finally passing to the offensive.
Such a course has been tried ; but it will be proved in these pages
that it never has succeeded, and never can ~11cceed.
There is thus
110 alternative but counter-attack.
Hence it may be assumed t h.it
the relation between defence and counter-attack is permane11t.
Every great defence has been conducted with counter-attack for its
chief object; every great defence must al ways be so conducted.
But the connection between the weapons in use and the conduct
of defence is not similarly permanent. In the passage of time
immense improvements have been made in the gun and the firearm.
A mode of defence almost necessary in the case of the musket may
not be the mode of defence best adapted to take full advantage
of the extraordinary power of the breech-loader.
If then we would ascertain the present value of the different
systems of defe11ce, we must first estimate the extent to which each
system lends itself to the great fundamental idea of all defencecounter-attack. "\Ye must the11 enquire which defensive system it is
that affords the most improved weapons the fullest opportunity of
doing their work. It is not often, in modern times at all events,
that an action has been fonght on a plain, nor on smooth, glacis.like
slopes. Hence i11 all cases it mnst be supposed that the systems are
brought to their trial on ground of average irregularity, with woods,
villages, and farmsteads more or less scattered over it. A system
put to the tests thus far mentioned may meet with approval ; bnt
these tests arc insufficient. Unless a defensive system imply such
action as shall keep alive the offensirn spirit in the troops, and shall
encourage local commanders in unhesitatingly accepting responsibility, that system must necessarily be condemned.
It is the object of this inYestigation to test the different defensiye
systems, and to discover that system wbich best fulfils the conditions
above described.
In order that there may be no doubt whatever as to t he meaning
of the terms employed, it is essential to give a precise definition of
what is here understoocl by counter-attack.
There is no doubt that a clear distinction is not alwavs drawn
between counter-attack and what is usually called th; general
advance; and yet the ide..1. involved in one mode of action is quite
different from the idea involved in the other. If the general-in-chief
on the defensive has thoroughly grasped the situation, the general
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•~dvance will not t:cke place until the action has reached a certain
phase, that is to say, not until the power of the assailant is felt to be
exhausted. At ,vaterloo the Duke of ,vel!ington ordered the
general advance; but by that time the Pr11ssians had overcome
Napoleon's flank defence, the attack of the Imperial Guard was
shattered, and the French ca,rnlry pract,ically destroyed. The
power of his assailant was felt by the Duke to be exhausted. It is
stn object of counter-attack not to take adrn11tage of exhaustion, but
to bring about exhaustion.
,ve s.ty ,m object of counter-attack because that is not the only
,object. Counter-attack is of two kinds-the great organized
counter-attack and the minor, Jocal, impro\'ised counter-attack. The
object of these two kineµ; of attack is essentially different.
" 7 e shall first ell(leavour to prove that the object of all great
organized counter-attack is, and always has been, to brin~ about the
exhaustion of the assailant. To accomplish this it will be necessary
to show, in each case adduced, that the power of the assailant was,
prior to the great counter-attacks, by no means exhausted ; and that
.on the completion of these attacks either ,he assailant's power was
exhausted, or, if not, then the defence, having no fnrther resource,
failed. Of such importance is this point in the study of defence, no
apology is offered for treating it at some length ,
A detailed description of the Battle of Rirnli was given in the
former paper. It will suffice, therefore, to say here that the
Austrians advanced in six columns, of which three were separated
from each other and from the remainrler by great. natural features,
while three, advancing in the centre, preserved in some degree their
.connection. "'hat then was Bonaparte's action 1 ReceiYing the
attack of the Austrian right central column, he flung his troops
against the other two, and by that means succeeded in stopping
temporarily the whole Austrian central .tttack. That done,
Bonaparte flew with great fury on Qnas<lanowich 1 who was
advancing in all haste through the defile of Osteria Dugana and
.driving before him a small French force which had been intrenched
at the head of the defile. Quasdanowich being routed, Bonaparte
turned again on the Austrian ccnt.1·e:. which had meantime resumed
its advance, and put it to flight. The Austrian right column had by
this time penetrated far to the French rear; here, however, it was
assailed by a detached force supported by a strong reserve, and
practically destroyed. There can be no question that in this action
the Austrians advanced boldly enough to the attack, and were •o

aLlvancing when the counter-attacks above described, three north
and one south of Rivoli, were directed against them. There is also·
no question that at the conclusion of those attacks the power of the
Austrians was exhausted. There can be no difficulty then in
describing as great counter-attacks these fonr French attacks, which.
had for their object, ancl attained as their result, the exhaustion
of the Austrian power of action.
At Austerlitz the Russian attack was still in full Yigour at that
precise moment when Napoleon launched the great counter-attack
which cut the allied army in two. There can be no doubt that by
the time the great counter-attack was fairly oYer, the allies had
nothing to think of but retreat.
Laon, fought in 181!, furnishes an excellent illustration of what
is meant by the great counter-attack. Utilizing the villages of
Clacy, Semilly, and Ardon, Blucher disposed his right so as
completely to occupy Napoleon. Marmont advanced against the
Prnssian centre and left, which was concealed in a heavy mass
behind the rocks of Laon. Upon Marmont Blucher fell with
superior forces and destroyed him. No resource was then left to
Napoleon but rapid retreat.
At Neerwinden, in 1793, Dumonriez suffered a seYere defeat. It
was his intention to hold the Austrian right, 18,000 strong, by false
attacks, while with superior forces he assailed the Austrian left,
composed of 21,000 men. The Austrian left held its own; seeing
which, the Prince de Coburg ordered a great counter-attack on his
right. This attack swept before it the French left, and compelled
the retreat of the whole force. At the moment this attack was
launched the French had no thought of losing the day; had it failed
it is not improbable they would have been Yictol'ious.
When Landon attacked Frederic at Liegnitz, he was himself
attacked, and in a measure surprised, though he had hoped to
surprise the King. Until the King's counter-attack began to ma.ke
itself felt, the Prussian troops at many points were desperately on
the defensive. A defeat would l»we been rnin to them, but
counter-attack compelled Landon to retreat.
In the Battle of Flenrns, presently to be described, we shall fin,!
Kleber's great counter-attacks a very important feature. One of these
attacks made in great strength with a part of the reserve, and well
supported by artillery, completely stopped the ad Yance of the Austrian
right under La.tour; a second caused the retreat of Kaunitz on the
left centre. But the Austrian commander here broke off the fight.
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At Auerstedt a great attack by DaYoust drove back the
Prnssians, who till then had been entirely on the offensive; the
Pmssians could then do no more. Sauroren was a fight well worthy
of \Yellington's genius. Ula.use!, being sent by Soult to outflank
the British left, became separated from the French centre. At once
Wellington seized his chance and attacked. The 6th Division in
front, the 4th Division on his left, and a Portuguese brigade on his
right almost surrounded Clausel; this and some determined
advances by the 2ith and -!Sth Regime11ts placed it beyond Soult's
power to continue the attack. It is, therefore, plain that here
counter-attack on a great scale effected exactly what has been above
described as its r,Jle. In no battle does this appear more clearly
than in that at the Lisaine, described in the previous paper. The
• attack of Keller, on the morning of the third day, was made when
the French were still far from beaten. This is proYed by the fact
that Cremer twice beat Keller off. Still, Keller's attack really
effected its object, for Cremer never advanced again; on the
contrary, the whole French army retreated.
·when Landon Jed forward the great Austrian Reserve at
Knnersdorf, the repeated violent attacks of Frederic had fairly
Had the King been able to overthrow
· beaten the Russians.
Landon, he would have gained a tremendous victory. It has been
. said the Prussian troops were too exhausted to do mnch, but that
they were not then beaten is clear; for as the Austrian Reserve
adrnnced, Finck was still attacking the Elsbuch, and the Duke of
\Yurtemhurg hurried to his assistance at the head of the c,walry.
These leaders defe:tted, the Prussians had no fight left in them.
It has occasionally happened that the great counter-attack has
been used in battle, JeaYing the general result indecisive. The most
remarkable instance of this occmred at Eylan. On this occasion
Napoleon attacked incessantly as corps after corps arrived; only by
this means could he hope to maintain himself. The Russians made
four great counter-attacks, of which the first destroyed Augereau;
the second pierced the French centre, and was only finally beaten
off by the bodyguard; the third compelled the retirement of
Davoust; and the fourth stopped the adv,uice of Ney. By this time
fortunately night had fallen, for the French were completely
exhausted, showing th,it the Russian attacks had successfully
accomplished their work; they left the Russians, howeYer, equally
exhausted and hence no clecisiYe result was obtained.
It may 'also be shown that the f;ilnre of a great counter-attack
D
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may, in certain circumstances, lead to a. resnlt tactically indecisive.
This was the case at Vionville in 1870, where a French attack,
which assumed great proportions, and threatened the most serious
consequences, was brought to a stand by desperate cavalry charges,
and to a complete end by the opportune arrival of a part of the
German Xth Corps. Alvensleben's numerical strength was not,
however, sufficient to enable him to take adrnntage of his parti,d
success; he contented himself with his great strategical gain.
We come now to a set of cases where the defeat of the counterattack has implied the overthrow of the defence. This was
eminently the case :1t Breslau, already described in detail. The last
Prussian counter-attack was here organized by the Due de Beverne
himself, and ne,·ertheless failed, though a pre,·ious great c:1valry
attack by Ziethen had completely stopped Nadasti 's advance against
the Prussian left,. With the failure of JleYerne's attack all Prussian
efforts ceased, and in the night they retreated.
Toulouse is another Yery clear instance, for here everything
turned on the success or failure of Soult's last great enterprise
against Beresford. Full of promise, for Beresford was then
executing a difficult flank march within reach of the French
artillery, it completely miscarried ; and with that miscarriage died
out all hope of a French victory.
The Battle of 111osskirch was fought in 1800 by the French under
the command of Moreau, against the Austrians under Kray. It
consisted of a series of turning mo\·ements, met by many Austrian
counter-attacks, not one of which succeeded, unless indeed we
except the first, by which the village of Helidorf was carried. The
second, though well supported by artillery, was stopped by the
opportune arrival of a French division under Delmas. The third,
made with diminished vehemence, was repulsed by dfrisions
Bastoul and Delmas. The. fourth and last, met with similar
activity, JJUt an end to all Austrian resi1:tance. Among French
Yictories l\.Iosskirch accorrlingly takes a high place.
The desperate attempts of Fnad Pasha at Philippopolis, in 1878,
to draw the Russians to his left by heavy attacks, in the hope of
opening a way of escape on his right, are not necessarily to he
classed as counter-attacks; for the Russians closing rounll had
hemmed him in with his back to the mountains, and hence his
efforts may be compared with those of Bazaine to escape from llletz,
or Osman Pasha. from PleYna.
In the Appendices at the end of this paper are girnn the results
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of one hundred modern battles. Fifteen times only in these "·as
the defence succcssfol. "'hile enumerating instances of successful
great counter-attack we have just named no less than nine of thes.e
fifteen battles, a total of three-filths; of such importance to the
defence is the success of great counter-attack. It will readily be
understood how needful it is to understand exactly why these
counter-attacks succeeded, and 1vhy others failed. And this more
especially as the defensive Yictory gained, in the six battles not as
yet named, was t,he result in each case of an exceptional cause.
At Waterloo and Gettysburg the assailant was crushed by
superior numbers; at Rossbach and Fredericks burg the attack made
defied every recognized principle; at I~olin 1 Frederic's orders were
completely misunderstood, and the impossible attempted, and at
Yimicro, Jnnot made separate, clisconnectecl attacks, with inferior
forces, against a commander who knew how to crush each in tm·n>
using his forces in combination.
From the nature of the case an abrupt drop would not be
expected from the use of great counter-attack to the use of minor
counter-attack, each for its own specific encl. On the contrary, to
such an extent has minor counter-attack, sometimes in a single
effort, sometimes in a succession of efforts, replaced the great
counter-attack that to give every known inst,ance of the former as
a substitute for the latter would amount to describing in detail
almost eYery battle that has been fought. Yet very rarely in all
those battles has the minor attack, used as a substitute, had any
real effect on the result of the contest.
Towards the encl of Kolin, when Daun had lost all courage, a
thoroughly well-timed athck by a small Saxon detachment put the
Prnssians to rout ; but the Prnssians at that time were already
in a desperate plight. At Busaco, Cameron, of the 9th Regiment,
assailed and clro,·e off a portion of Reynier's attack, but he was
unable to do more than thus saYe the situation for the moment.
At Albuera a most brilliant counter-attack by the Fusilier Brigade
sa vecl the British force from defeat; but only that, for the condition
of that force at the end of the fight was such it could not barn
gone on. At Chancellorsville, Pleasanton so handled bis batteries
as to make what might be called a minor counter•atiack 1 and he
certainly stopper! the Confederate flank attack for a time; while
later1on au infantry counter-attack compelled the same Confederate
force to come to a halt for the night. But this had no ultimate
influence on the battle, which went against the Federals. At
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Spicheren an attack by Laveaucoupet, marle with troops from the
reserve, almost met with success, and might have been entitled had
it done so to rank with the greater counter-attacks; but it dwindled
away to nothing, m1s11pporterl by the French commander, and must
be classed with substitutes for great counter-attack.
There are doubtless other cases of similar minor attack on a trifling
scale attaining a momentary success; but ag~inst these are to be set
the hundreds upon hundreds of instances of the most complete
failure. And hence it is that misapplied counter-attack is one of
the chief reasons why the history of defence is such dismal
reading.
When a smaller force has for its task, or takes upon itself as its
task, to hold as nearly as possible where it stands a force of strength
so superior it cannot be tactically defeated, how does the smaller
force proceed 1 The Battles of Colombey and Vion ville supply the
answer to this question. The smaller force cannot under such circumstances merely observe the larger force, for that would not
prevent the larger force moving as it might choose, and the object
of the smaller force is to stop any movement. Accordingly von der
Goltz at Colombey and von Alvensleben at Yionville at once
attacked the enemy, who was in each case very considerably the
stronger, and continued to make such a series of ceaseless attacks as
forced the enemy to devclopc more and more of his strength.
Now this is the most important object of the minor connterattack. By no other means can au inferior force compel a much
superior force to stand to its ground. It is probable that as regards
a force on the offensive this fact is thoroughly recognized. There is
no difficulty, indeed, in drawing instances from military history
which tend to confirm that opinion . Take the case of Areola, presently to be described. The frequent attacks of i\Iassena, made
along the causeway in the direction of Porcil, could have had no
other object but to hold fast at Porcil the Austrian division placed
there. The attacks of Hill, Picton, and the Spaniards round
the French position at Toulouse were intended to prevent Soult
withdrawing sufficient forces for stopping the flank march of
Beresford, to whom the real attack was entrusted. The efforts of
the weak Imperial Guard to force the bridges at, Boffalora, Ponte
N ,wvo, and Ponte Vecchio sufficed to hold along the Grand Canal,
at l\lagcnta, vastly superior Austrian forces, and gave l\lc1\Iahon an
opportunity of turning the Austrian right. So the attacks made l,y
Sherman, costly as they were, on the Confederate iutrenchrneuts at
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Kcnesaw occupied the :ittcntion of ,Johnston, whose position was
meanwhile turned.
Coming to later times, there is to be gathered from the Battle of
KOniggr~itz a c1ear idea of the meaning of minor counter-attack.

Throughout this clay the first Prnssian army fought to hold to its
front along the Bistritz the bulk of the Austrian forces. In the
wood of lllaslowed, from 8.30 a.m. to 11 a.m., H Prussian battalions
with 24 guns found employment for 40 Austrian battalions and a
numerous artillery. Between ll a.m. and 3 p.m. the same Prnssian
force was holding in play no less than 51 Austrian battalions. This
result was only achieved by constant minor attack, in which sometimes one force, sometimes the other, gained ground. At Worth
the Germans attacked l\fcMahon on both flanks ; they were not,
therefore, idle in front ; on the contrary, the attacks made here had
a Yery definite object-to prevent the French withdrawing troops to
stem the adrnnce against their right. It will presently be seen that
the same idea pervaded the German plan at Le Mans. The Xth
Corps assailed and partly outflanked the French right ; every effort
was made, therefore, to prevent the accumulation of :French forces
against the Xth. With this object the IIIrd Corps aUacked the
intrenchments in their front, and the IXth Corps, while masking,
attacked the heights of Anvours. There is something in common
between the Battles of St. Quentin and Nivelles. In both cases the
field was cut in two by a river; but while the Nivelles is generally
fordable the Somme is not. Nevertheless, in both cases the real
attack was made along the two banks of the river, while the left of
the enemy was hotly pressed and his right contained. At St.
Quentin the German containing force carried out its rather difficult
duty by incessant aggression, sometimes on a larger, sometimes on a
smaller scale; and it distinctly succeeded, though "t one time
Yon Manteuffel found it necessary to withdraw from it a considerable detachment for the support of his real attack.
These illustrations show how active must be that force which aids
the general attack by containing superior forces of the enemy. It
is not so easy to find instances of a containing force by similar
activity aiding, not the attack, but the defence, though, as already
stated, examples are innumerable of minor counter-attack made as a
poor and treacherous substitute for the greater. That such an
instance may be accepted as valid there must be indubitable effort
on the part of the defender to contain by active measures, but only
to contain, on a part of his front the greatest possible force of the
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assailant. The Battle of Neerwinden, already mentioned, appears to
answer to this description : for here the Austrian left, 21,000
strong, undoubtedly occupied 30,000 of the ene,my, while on their
right 18,000 men fell upon 15,000. EYery partial advance made by
the Austrians on their left served to draw Dumouriez more deeply
into the great re-entrant, whence he could not easily issue to succour
his broken left. Laon, also already mentioned, may likewise be
accepted as illustrative. For Blucher, attacked by l\Iarmont on his
left and by Napoleon on his right, prepared to fall in great strength
on the former, while he at the same time kept the latter continually
occupied. ~ow here the olcl Prussian gene,:al had Napoleon to deal
with, and it must redouud to his credit that all his measures succeeded ; for it must have needed courage to withdraw troops from
before Napoleon that the destruction of l\Iarmont might be more
complete; and it must have needed great activity and firmness to
hold Napoleon where be stood while the destruction of l\farmont
was in progress.
In the Battle of Loigny, fought in December, 1870, the Germans
once assembled became the assailants; but at the beginning of the
action the Ist Bavarian Corps, fighting to contain the enemy, was
distinctly on the defensive. This corps the French endeavoured to
overwhelm on the line Beauvilliers-Ch/\teau Goury, while at the
same time attempts were made to stop the advance of the 17th and
22nd German Divisions. The task of the latter two divisions was
not Yery easy, but the l 7tb succeeded in continually advancing.
To inflict a heavy defeat on the French was much desired; it was
therefore the object of the Bavarians to hold the enemy fast, if possible, until help came. This they succeeded in doing by means of
an active defence, during which the 3rd Bavarian Brigade carried
out a counter attack that completely demoralized the French 2nd
Division. Such an effort, made at such a time, was in entire accord
with the true spirit of minor counter-attack.
Thus with some certainty the following conclusions are
reached:1. Organized counter-attack carried out, though not Yery frequently, on a great scale has been the cause of the greater number
of defensive victories. It follows that counter-attack of this nature
is the great object of a trne defensive system.
2. :l\Iinor counter-attack, generally improvised, bas been carried
out extensively as a substitute for great counter-attack; but only in
rare cases has it led to a decisive result. Therefore such an em-
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ployment of counter-attack stands self-condemned. This conclusion
is in accordance with the opinion of modern writers. For instance,
Bognslauski says : "Partial counter-strokes on isolated parts of a
battle-field, such as the French made frequently and with great
brnvery at Sedan, can only have a momentary effect."
:3 . .l\Iinor counter-attacks as the necessary weapon of a containing
force are well understood, and have been often used where the containing force has formed part of an army on the offensive; but
where the containing force has formed part of an army acting defensively, this e<1ually essential use of the minor counter-attack
appears to have been Yery uncommon. Yet it is clear that by this
means the assailant may be made to suffer iu two ways. First, a
large proportion of his force is thus occupied and compelled to stand
its ground. Second, worn down by repeated attacks the assailant
is rather forced to call up reinforcements than enabled to detach
troops to strengthen his real attack. Hence minor attack on this
system contrilmtes largely, if indirectly, to the ultimate issue of the
battle.
When a certain mode of action has been adopted sufficiently often
to prove that its efficacy has been acknowledged, and yet, when two
centuries of military history are consulted, is found to have been
adopted really only now and then, it is natural to ask if there be
not some almost insuperable difficulty in carrying out that mode of
action. As this applies precisely both to great counter-attack and
to minor atta.ck used as the weapon of a containing force, it is
necessary to discornr, if possible, the cause of difficulty in their
execution.
On this point von der Goltz, in a recent work, makes the following remarks. He says: "Tactical counter-strokes on the battlefield, except in the most simple form, by an advance straight to the
front after beating off an attack, demand great ability in the handling of troops, such as Napoleon bad. At Austerlitz he gave an
example thereof worthy of imitation, but snch examples are rare."
And again : ""~ith the same troops counter-strokes against one
part of the enemy's line, and then against another part, together
with tactical movements on inner lines, are scarcely ever possible,
because the opponents a.re too near each other; such a force wonld
find itself not merely between two opponents, but between ~wo
fires." And once more: "The picture of a force on the defensive,
crouching watchfully in its place until it has spied out a mistake
made by the enemy, then to fall on him at once, seems most excellent
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but seldom works out in reality. An army cannot leap like a
tiger with the speed of thought on its prey. Time is needed, first
of all, to discorer and realize the opportunity, then to form a
decision, next to send orders to the troops, and lastly to put these
in motion in the required direction. Thus a lapse of time is
accounted for during which most probably the attacking force, as it
contin'.ies the ge1:er~\ movement, will haYe left behind it the defenders opportumty.
These quotations show fairly in a few words why small counterattacks have almost always failed as substitutes for great counterTime is needed to organize great
attacks properly organized.
counter-attacks, and Oil the field of battle there ne,·er bas been time.
Hence there has been, as a rule, no resource but a straightforward
attack, made on the spur of the moment with such troops as happen
to be at hand, without any organization, rarely with the snpport of
artillery fire, aHd therefore on an unimportant scale, and in the least
telling direction. Such efforts haYe rtlmost always been Yery easily
repulsed by fresh troops brought up by the assailant in support;
because, as the attack is on a small scale, so it needs but a relatively
small number of troops to destroy its efficacy. To put this still
more shortly, counter-attacks haYe almost always been weak and
numerous because the defending commander has so rarely the power
of organiziug anything better.
What then has been the cause of this common want of power !
The answer is plain; want of clear foreknowledge, ignorance where
the assailant's blo,v may be expected, and therefore inability to
dispose the troops except on the simplest of all plans, at so many
thousands per mile. But there are certain victories which great
counter-attack claims as its own. These Yictories are Rivali, Austerlitz, Laon, Neerwinden, Liegnitz 1 Fleurus, Auerstedt, Sauroren,
Lisaine, Kunersdorf. Enongh has been already said to proYe that
in almost all these cases the defender had ample time to make the
most careful preparations. EYery move of Ah·inzi's was known
to BonapMte at Rivoli; the measures of Bonaparte proye it.
Napoleon's foreknowledge at Austerlitz is prornrbial. Blucher's
dispositions at Laon, considering he was then fighting Napoleon,
preclude the idea of chance. N eerwinden was a simple battle; the
Austrians had but to advance a wing. At Lieg11itz, Landon was in
no strength. At Fleurus, the French army stoo<l. on a great semicircle with resen·es rnasscd at a central point ready for any emergency.
The Prussian generalship at Auerstedt was so in<l.ifferent, Davoust
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was :.hie to do almost as he pleased. Sauroren very much resembled
Salamanca, the difference being that at the former battle"'ellington
di,1 not immediately, though he did after a time, assume the offe11sive, while at the btter he assumed and retained tbe offensirn the
moment llformont's error stood rernaled ; i11 both cases he had the
element time in his favour. At the Lisaine, von "\Vercler so placed
his great reserves that he was ready for any emergency ; yet here
also ample time was given to set the reserve in motion. The
Russian resistance at Kunersdorf, once the direction of the King's
attack was evident, gave Landon all the time he required to bring
up a geeat reserve stn.n<ling in a ceutral position.
To these instances may be added that of Toulouse, for Soult had
ample time to form his great reserve, and clear indications where to
use it. His failure was not in conception, but in execution, and this
latter failure was, under the circumstances, inexcusable.
The failures of great cou11ter-attack at Breshtu, l\losskirch, and
Philippopolis, if that battle be included, are equally important, for
in none of these cases is there any evidence of timely, careful
organizatiou. The same remark applies to the indecisive results
obtained at Eylau and Yionville.
It follows that the one essential to successful great counter-attack
is careful organization, for which there is time only when the
defender has a clear idea where be is likely to be attacked.
All this does not apply to the minor attacks of a containing force
forming part of an army on the defensive. Of such attacks von der
Goltz says nothing. Such a containing force must make its attacks
in precisely the same way as any other containing force. Instances
will be given presently of forces on the defensirn contained by
artillery fire alone ; but such instances are not instructive. '.Much
more to the purpose is it to examine such actions as Loigny and
St. Quentin, where both opponents were full of life and energy.
Here the Germans, employing all three arms, held superior forces to
their ground by continued attacks. These att.:1.cks were instituted
and carried out by local commanders as circumstances allowed. It
is clifficult to see how they could be carried out in any other way.
Their object is not to bring about rlirectly the total defeat of the
enemy, but by compelling him to fight to pin him clown where he is,
just as the German IIIrd Corps, aided by a part of the Xth, pinned
clown the whole French armv at YionYille.
Minor counter-attacks of this nature, made with this object, lia,·e
almost always been frontal. Yet there is no doubt an intellige11t

r
and energetic local commander, thoroughly acquainted with the

nature of bis task, and determined to carry it through, will find the
means of someti mes ta.king the enemy in flank, and inflicting upon

him fearful loss.

The action of Nachod, fought in the war of 1866,

furnishes two instances of counter-attack carried out in this intelligent and brilliant manner. The Prnssian ~~dvanced guard, composed

of 6½ battalions, 8 squadrons, and 12 gnns, bad been attacked by
1-1 Austri>in battalions, a,nd forced to yield ground. After this a
part of Roscnzweig's brigade attacked the Prnssian centre; it was met
by two battalions, one of which assailed it in front, the other on its
right flank, and dron it back with great loss. \Yhen the Prussian
Vth Corps at last reached the field, it was unable to advance against
the fire of SO pieces of Austrian artillery. The Austrians therefore
resumed the offensive. One of their attacks was made by 5 battalions
against the village yokow, l½ battalions of this force taking part
by a flank movement from the north. This flanking movement was
met by I battalion in front, while half a battalion took it in flank.
The Austrian movement was easily repulsed, and their attack
failed.
\Ve are now in a position to test the value of the different defensive systems, as respects their utility in favouring the employment
of connter-attack; for the criterion to be applied is established.
That criterion is the extent to which each system aids the clefender
in forming an opinion where the enem/s real attack is likely to be
made, and thus enables him to mass his troops where he would most
wish to find them when the attack is in progress.
In the Appendices are given the names and some particulars of
one bnndre,l battles fought in the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries.
As some very familar names do not appear in these lists it is desirable to give the general considerations which led to the inclusion of
certain battles in preference to others. Those general considerations
are the following :I. Battles are included in which the numbers of men engaged

,v

were very great; as \Vagra.m,

Lcipsic,

Solferino,

KOniggrii.tz,.

Gravelotte.
II. In which the resnlt was especially decisive; as Rossbach,
Jena, Waterloo, Aladja-Dagh, Vittoria, Blenbeim.
III. In which remarkable generalship was displayed ; as Austerlitz, Salamanca, Sauroren, HarnilJies, Leutben.
IV. In which the struggle was well maintained; as l\Ialplaquet,
Albnera 1 Borodino, Knnersdorf, Gettysburg, Spotsylvania, Essling~
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Y. 'Vhich contain features of particular interest; for example, all
those battles thus far mentioned in these pages.
YI. \Yhich were fought by commanders of renown.
All the battles included i11 the lists were fought by trainee] European a.rmics, with the exception of those belonging to the American
\Yar of Secession, and to the Rikh "'ar. The Sikh army being well
,irme<l and trained, and also skilled in intrenching, its chief battles
:,gainst our own troops seemed worthy of a place in the chosen
hundred.
All battles, such as Sedan, which at bottom imply efforts to break
through an investment, are excluded from the lists; ,!so battles,
such as Inkerman and Balaclava, which, though glorious episodes,
t1llowed no room for the display of skill; and, finally, a number of
ba.ttles in which the men engaged were not trained soldiers.

It will be observed tlrnt the number of lists is three. In such a
matter it is not possible to be very precise, yet . little difficulty was
found, except in two or three cases, in placing these battles in their
respecti rn lists.
The first list contains the names of nineteen battles. The force
on the <lcfensi,·e in all these battles occupied a position which,
including the flanks, was wholly fortified ; or was naturally extremely difficult of access at all points; or partly one and partly the
other. Among these nineteen battles is to be found no instance in
which the clefeuce was successful, though in two cases the result of
the contest is marked "Indecisive." A battle is indecisiYe when,
though the assailant is compelled to abandon the attempt to gain his
end by one means, be is immediately ready to a,ttempt gaining it by
another, as was the plight of the Federals at Spotsylvania and Cold
Harbour; or when, though the assailant is exhausted, the defender is
erjlmlly exhausted, but not compelled to retreat, as at Eylau,
Allmera, and Antietam; or, when one force drawing off the other is
unable to interfere, as at Talavera, Corunna, Colombey, and
Yiom·ille. The indecisive Battle of Busaco answers most nearly to
the first of these definitions.
The second list contains the names of sixtv-four battles. In all
these cases the position defended was no,~ here forti fled, or if
fortified, then so slightly or in such a, manuer that the result in no
way depended on the presence or absence of fortifications ; also the
whole position, including the flanks, was easily accessible, or
accessible with no great difficulty, in the absence of natural obstacles.
It will be noticed that villages have not been reckoned as fortifica-

H
tions, e,·en ·when preparerl for defence, for reasons to he hereafter
explained. In the battles of this class the defence was ten times
successful, while seven actions, all referred to above, were indecisfre.
Leaving the indecisive actions out of account, the proportion of
defensive victories is ten in fifty-seven, or nearly one in six.

The third list contains the names of seventeen battles. Here the
defended position was always so occnpied that, including the flanks,
a part of it was very difficult of access, owing to field defences or by
nature, or partly owing to t.he one cause, partly owing to the other;

and this portion of the position might he called the defensi,·e zone.
The other part of the position was easy of access, in the absence of
field defences and natural difficulties-the offensive zone. In these
battles the victory fell fh·e times to the defence, and one action,
already referred to, was indecisive. If this last action be left ont of
account, the proportion of defensi,·e victories is five in sixteen, or
nearly one in three.

It is believed that the hundred battles named in these lists comprise practically all those fought in the past two centuries, which are
important to the subject under discussion. Likewise, that the di,·ision of these battles among three lists gives, with a certain <legrce of

roughness, a sufficiently near view of the truth. To each of these
lists has been allotted one particular, <lefinite system of defence. It
may consequently be assertecl that in each one of these battles,
either the first, or the second, or the third system of defence was
adopted; and that no fourth system of defence eYer has been
adopted.
What has been here called the first system of defence is now to he
examined. Positions occupied for defence on this system h,we been
wholly protected, front and flanks. The protection where natural
might have been a marsh, as on the right flank at Creveldt; a deep
strtam, as on the left and part of the front at Torgau; a range of

heights, as at Le llfans; or a stretch of country in which deployment was impossible, as at Cre,-eldt and Le Mans. The field
defences used in this system consisted sometimes of continuous lines,
as at Spotsylvania and Kenesaw; or of lines of re<lonbts, sometimes
connected and sometimes unconnected by trenches, as at l\Ialplaqnet,

Nivelles, ancl Shipka.

So long as the field of battle is arranged on

the whole defensively, and shows no clear offensive zone where
great counter-attack might be maJe, the system of defence adopted

is here held to be the first.
In a defensive system of this precise nature there are three great
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defects. To the defending commander his position appears almost
unassailable ; hence he is over-confident and becomes careless · does
not cause his cavalry to be sufficiently active, nor his ou,tposts
properly alert. This over-conficlence anrl conseqtrnnt carelessness
can he traced in the details of Creveldt, Ni,·elles, Chancellorsville,
Kenesaw, and Shipka.
As it is the object here of the defender to make his position at all
points as strong as possible, it follows that the degree of strength
everywhere approaches uniformity. If a certain point be judged to
fall in strength below the standard of the whole line, that point is at
once strengthened. To the defender the11, 11ltimately, all his position looks alike; he may know his adversary will think differently,
but how precisely his adversary will think and decide he does not
know. So that for two reasons an equal distribution of troops
along the line is called for-First, because works of equal strength
seem to demand defence by equal numbers ; and second, because the
uncertainty where the attack will come makes it necessary to be
Great difficulty has always been
equally strong at all points.
experienced, in battles fought under this system, in distinguishing at
first between real and false attacks ; this was so in a marked degree
at Creveldt, Nivelles, Kenesa,v. It follows that there has always
been almost fatal delay in concentrating and moving to the reaily
en,langered point the troops needed to saxe it.
For the same reason, jgnorance of what may be expected, there
has neYer been a real chance, on this system, of organizing a great
counter-attack. If a glance be cast oYer Appendix I. it will be
noticed how varied, in all the battles therein named, the mo,le of
attack has been. Against all this variety the defender has had
nothing to pit except absolute ignorance or mere guess-work. He
never in any instance knew where to post his reserves so that at the
crisis, when a great counter-attack carried ont on the instant might
h,ne saved the day, those resen-es should be just where wanted. In
the series of battles there are but two, the counter-attacks in which
,leserrn to be mentioned. The first of these is Breslau, where
Ziethen's great cavalry attack di<l, as already mentioned, stop
Xadasti's effort against the Prussian left. But this ,ms "!most
wholly a cavalry attack, which, though successful and of immense
utility, is not what would now be understood as an organized
counter-attack. Also the plan of attack at Rreslau cannot be
reckoned a masterpiece, as it consisted of four separate parts in no
way related to each other. The second is Borodino, where the
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Russian defence was marked by /:(reat activity. Different reasons
have been assigned for Napoleon's unusual condttet of this battle.
Without entering into detail it may be said that he attacked the
Russians at their strongest pointi; that owing to the great loss of
time thus caused he gave them an opportunity, which was utilized,
of drawing to their left the whole of the troops from their
nnassailed, uncontained right; and that the Russians obtained in
this way at least the chance of organizing, late in the day, a great
counter-attack. This, in the confusion of one of the most desperate
battles in history, they never thoroughly succeeded in doing, and
all their efforts were foiled.
Brought to the required touchstone, this defensive system
evidently fails, and it would be unnecessary to say anything more
about it were it not that a tendency to wholesale intrenching is still
observable at field manreuvres. A system thus practised might be
carried into war, where as yet it has never succeeded, except in th3.t
one minor instance in 187i, often quoted to prove how ill-considered
it is possible for an attack to be. Therefore to show still more
plainly under what difficulties defence on this system labours,
three illustrations will he drawn from the battles mentioned in
Appendix I.
Creveldt has the unique ,listinction of exemplifying all three
defects above mentioned. For the French commander relied
absolutely on his defences, and neglected his outposts ; he failed
eutirely in massing his troops to meet the attacks he could not
foresee; and, with the exception of a small ea valr,r skirmish, he
could set in motion no counter-attack at all. N"irnlles illustrates the
enormons power conferred by this system on the assailant, of choosing his point of attack and concealing the preparation of his means.
If ever this mode of defence had a great chance of success, it was at
Le Mans. The defenders were to the assailants as three to one,
were brave men fighting for the highest cause, were aware a
victory was of the greatest consequence and demanded any sacrifice,
and were not ill-led. The country in their front ,ms of such a
nature that the enemy was almost certain to attack at all points in
small bodies, thus eliminating one of the most fatal defects of the
system.
Creveldt (see PlClle I.) ,ms fought on the 23rd June, 1 i5S, b_,- the
allies, under Duke Fer<linanll of Brunswick, against the French, on
the defensive, under the Count de Clermont.
The French stood hehind the Landwehr, a high, thick w,tll ,rith
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a broad and deop ditch on each side. This dyke wa., passable at
only a few points, such as ~token and Hiikesrned. The roads leading to those points were bordered by trees, and wound through
gardens and fields surrounded by hedges and ditches. The right was
covered by a great marsh ; tho only access to the left was through
woods, by n:1rrow roads, crossing numerous brooks.

The only

advanced posts were at Crevelclt and Anradt.
The only country in front of the position sufficiontly open for the
action of artillery was that abont Creveldt, the remainder, towards
Anradt, being a succession of bush-covered heaths. From this point,
therefore, Spoerken, who commanded 16 battalions and 20 squadrons,
with a numerous artillery, was ordered to maintain a liYely cannon-

ade. Oberg, with 6 battalions and 6 squadrons, was ordered to
more from St. Antonius very slowly on Hiikesrned and Stoken.
While the attention of the French was occupied by these two corps,
the Duke, who had surveyecl the whole country from the church
tower of St. Antoniu~, moved a force of 16 battalions, 28 squadrons,
with artillery, in four columns on Anradt. This march was
absolutely concealed from the enemy, bttt very difficult. It occupied
many hours, though the distance to be coYered was insignificant;
for in some places the breadth of front was limited to eight paces,
and at some points, such as Borselsbaum, the advance is said to have
been made in single file. For the guns it was necessary to cut
roads.
The Comte de Clermont appears to have been fully occupied with
arrangements to meet the adYance of Oberg against Hiikesml?d and
Stiiken and a now anticipated attack from Cre,·eldt, when suddenly
he heard with astonishment that his ontposts were driven in at
Anraclt, a proof that he allowed himself to be surprised. And 110\\'
came the proof that his dispositions were not calculated to meet the
Duke's attack. Either because he could do no better, or because he
still doubted how e\'ents were thickening, he 1110\·ed towards Anradt
only 15 battalions and 30 squadrons. This force very nearly
equalled in strength that brought up by the Duke; yet such is the
effect of irresolution when opposed to decision, the Duke was ne,·er
really stopped, except by difficulties of the ground. In three hours
he had crossed the stream south of Stoken, passed the woorl, and
broken in on the French left. Oberg now crossed the Landwehr
and connected with the Duke's left, so that their nnitetl forces swept
the French position.
As it was here found impossible to post a force which should stop
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the allied advance, it is not, to be expected time or opportunity coulcl
be found for that much harder task, the organization of a great
counter-attack. A.ncl so, forming his troops as best he could,
de Clermont retreated as he might.
NiYelle (PltLle II.) was one of Wellington's finest strokes. For
months Soult had been engaged fortifying the Ni,·elle positio11,
which on the clay of the battle was thus occupied. On the left
stood cl'Erlon in two lines strongly intrenchecl. In the first line
stood two brigades, left on the rock$ of Mondarain, right at the
forge of Urdax, on the Nivelle. The rest of d'Erlon's two divisions
occupied the second line some miles in rear of the first. The chief
works of this line were four redoubts, each for 500 men, thrown up
behind a ravine. The left of this line was in rear of the centre of
the first, the right on the Ni velle, ..t the bridge of Amotz.
Resting on the Nivelle, Clauzcl's main line continued that of
d'Erlon to Ascain, also on the river, which here made a wide sweep
in Clauzel's rear. This line was strongly fortified with redoubts and
abattis, and was held by two di,-isions C!auzel, and one division
rl'Erlon. In front of the left were the St. Barbe and other redoubts.
The smaller Rhune, well fortified, was occupied by a brigade-it
formed an advanced work on the right.
Beyond Ascain the intrenchecl camp of Serres was held by rather
more than one clivision. Yilatte occupied a ridge crossing the
gorges of Olette and J olimont. Reille held the right, strongly
fortified behind inundations. These latter forces combined amounted
to 40,000 men. Foy, who was on Soult's left, had instructions to
fall on the British right in case of attack.
The Nivelle aboYe Amotz was fordable; hence 1Vellington
designed to pass the first French line, and attack the second at the
Nirnlle, so as to turn both Clauzel and d'Erlon at their point of
junction. The foll0wing were bis dispositions :-Foy and d'Erlon 's
first line together numbered 12,000 men. To hold these in check
were allotted 6,000 men, including four lx,ttalions opposite the
Mondarain rocks watching Foy. This left Hill 20,000 men and 9 guns
to deal with 5,000 in d'Erlon's second line. Beresford assembled
24,000 men, with artillery, composed of the 3rd, 4th, and itb
Divisions, and Girmi's Corps, at the greater Rhnne, Zugaramundi,
and the Puerto Ji Echellar, to attack 10,000 men under Clnuzel.
Alten, with the Light Division and Longa's Corps, 8,000 men, was to
concentrate at the greater Rhnne, and attack towards Ascain, so that
he had to deal with about 3,000 of the enemy. Thus on this sicle,
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while 6,000 men occupied 12,000, a force of 52,000 men was available to attack 18,000.
Freyre assembled 9,000 men and 6 guns at Fort Calvaire and
towards J olimont to preYent the detaching of support from Serres.
Hope had 19,000 men and 5.J. guns, composed of the 1st and 5th
Divisions, 2 brigades cavalry, and 3 additional brigades infautry,
opposite Reille. Thus on this sirle 28,000 men contained about 40,000.
A combination such as this required not only great care in
arrangemeut and exactness in execution so that the parts might fit,
but concealment from the enemy lest he might interrupt. There
was no interruption. .As a preliminary the smaller Rhune had to
be stormet! ; this outwork was inaccessible in front, but could be got
at from the flanks. So perfect was the ignorance of the French, the
necessary positions were gained without their knowledge, and after
a sharp strnggle the smaller Rhune fell. The redoubt St. Barbe and
its neighbours gave little trouble.
After a difficult night march Hill reached the required positions
at 7 a.m. The gorge of Urdax and Amhoa were quickly cleared,
and d'Erlon's second line attacked at 11 a.m. The 6th Division
turned the ravine and, wheeling to the right, cleared the nearest
reclonbt; the other <liYisions then in succession cleared the remaining
redoubts, anrl the French retreated oYer the ri,·er. Meanwhile to
the left of the 6th, Beresford's 3rd Division pushed in at Amotz and,
supported by the other divisions, cut d'Erlon from Clanzel, thns
uniting Hill and Beresford. The whole of Clauzel's left now
retreated, his right alone endearnuring to make a stand. This failing before the adYance of Alten, the retreat became general and
disorderly. At the approach of dark three divisions were firmly
established in rear of Soult's right.
In front of Reille the advanced positions of the Sans Culottes and
Bon Secours were rapidly taken, and the Nassau Redoubt assailed,
a false attack being maintained until Clauzel retired. Reille then
withdrew, covered by Vilatte.
The French loss amounted to 4,265 men, 51 guns, and their great
fortified position ; that of the British to 2,694 men.
So surely was the weak point of this position, invisible to Soult,
detecte,l by W cllington, and a mass of men thrown upon it irresistible by any dispositions Soult then had it in his Fower to make.
A part of the so-called Battle of Le Mans (Plate III.) was fought
north of the Huisne. This part may here be neglected, as it had
but little to do with the main action. Confining attention to the
E
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great Fret1ch position, the right rested on the Sarthe at Anrnge, and

then ran ,ilong the Chemin aux Bceufs to 1ne station

This front

was protected by emplacements, shelter trenches in tiers, and road
barricades at Arnage, Les 1Iortes Aurcsi to the east of Pontlieue,

and at Le Tertre, and was occupied by four divisions.

The left

was on the AuYours Heights, fonncl un<l.er the circumstances of

the case to be assailable only with difficulty.

Here were two

divisions.
The circumstances were peculiar, owing to natnre of the country,
the inclemency of the weather, and the shortness of daylight. So

close was the country no cavalry could act, artiilery could not find
positions, and infantry could scarcely deploy. !:;now lying deep
marching was very difficult, and much marching had to be done as

owing to the bad weather the troops could not bi\'Ouac.

Little

time was, therefore, available each <lay for fighting, pushing ahead,
and definitely gaining ground. As the assaihtn.t actcLl agai11st such
difficulties, the position of the defender, well intrenched or aided by
hedges, hollow ways, and steep slopes, was strong, bnt uniformly

strong. It seemed probable that in sucb country the assailant would
be compelled to attack in small bodies at all points; and if this were
so, the situation was relieved of one of the chief dangers inhP.rent in

this system of defence.
On the 10th January, 1871, the IXth and Xth German Corps
being still at some distance, the IIIrrl Corps pushed on alone,
captured advanced posts a.t Parigne l'EYeque, Le8 Guettes Farm,
Change, Champagne, etc., in spite of French counter-attacks, and made

5,000 prisoners. This was a serious m:itter for the French.

It proYecl

them Yigilant; but such costly defeats must have seriously lowered
their nwntle, while improving the spirits of the Germans.

Next day the IXth Corps came up opposite the heights of
Au,·ours, captured Villiers and a few farms, a.nd coYerecl the right

of the IIIrd.

That corps penetmted to the Chemin aux Bceufs,

capturing Le Tertre; it also took, but lost again, Les Arches Chateau.
Here the Fre11ch made many minor counter-attacks, and fa,irly held
their ow11, though at night they were in close contact with the enemy

from Les Arches. through Le Tertre to the Parigne-Pontlieue roaJ.
Here the lllrd Corps \\'OS in contact with the Hth Uarnlry Brigacle
of the Xth Corps. Thtit corps had passed :i\lulsanne in the morning
and, advancing solidly through Yery close and difticnlt country,

captured by night Les :i\Iortes Aures, La Tuilerie, and Les Epi nettcs.
This was the O\'erpowering attack Chanzy conk! not foresee; the
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chance to which perhaps his idea that he m«st be attacked eYerywhere had blin,led him.
It was resolved that on the 12th the Xth Corps should continue its
ad rnncc, aiJed hy the left of the IIIrd, while the Auvours Heights and
the rest of the position was contained. The French made one
serious effort to retake Le Tertre, but "bandoneJ it as the pressure
of the Xth Corps made itself heavily felt. One thousand prisoners
were lost in an effort to recapture Les Epinettcs. Retreat then
hcca.me general, Le Mans was takcll, and the French army almost

entirely broken up.
The second clcfensi,·e system is that in which fortification has not
hcen employee!, nor natural features relied on. A few words of
explanation are necessary to show why certain battles are reckoned
as belonging to this category, though slight fieldworks and natural
obstacles were present in front of the position.
The obstacle at Kolin was a rather marshy stream, but it did not,
it is thought, hinder the advance of the Prussians in a11y marked
degree. The great line of Russian intrenchments at Kunersdorf tlicl
not, owing to the direction of the King's attack, play any part in the
battle; the short line of flanking intrenchment was captureJ by the
Prussians as easily as though it had 110 existeuce. The real obstacle
here was the Kuhgrund. But it had never been expected that the
King wou!J attack over the Kuhgruncl, a long steep-sided hollow of
the existence of which he ha<l no knowledge. Thns the Kubgrund,
a5 an obstacle, was not a factor that determined the dispositions ot
the allies; it was not the cause why they were able to make their
great connter-attack.

Remove the Anstrian reserve from the field ;

~1-oul<l the Kuhgrund then have stopped the King 1 Assuredly not.
For this reason Kunersdol"f, like Kolin, a Yietory for the defence,
has been placed to the ereJit of the second system rather than
to the credit of the third.
The ma.in Fre11ch intrcncbments at Rivali were hardly at all used.
The intrenchments on the right flank were defended, but their

length was very insignificant, so that they can harJly be reckoned as
The great numerical strength
amounting to a true defensi Ye zone.
of the forces engaged gives the Battle of Essling consideraUlc

''

importance. Iu this contest the villages Essling and Aspern were the
f:;<.:Cnes of desperate fighting. Looking, howe,·er, to the nature of the

struggle as a whole, it was judged that this battle could not be
accepted as one fought on the third Jefensive system.
The only other battles requiring mention are Bnsaco, Alma, and
I◄;

:2
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Spicheren. At Bnsaco the British force stood on a ridge, the slopes
of which were steep; yet the steepness of the slopes does not
appear to have materially hinclered the French advance. The
redoubt in front of the British at Alma was certainly a bone of
contention, bnt it cannot be said to have constitute,! for the
Russians anything like a defensive zone. The intrcnchments at
Spicheren almost entirely served l,o cornr the French retreat.
No commander is more likely to be watchful than he whose troops
are not intrenched. Occasionally troops not intrenched have had to
pay clearly for carelessness, as they had at Wcissenberg and Beaumont; but these were very exceptional cases, a surprise being
regarded as a greater disgrace than a defeat. This watchfulness,
extending from the comm:rncler to the troops, and thus leading to
discovery of the enemy's moYements, is itself a cause why the commander, owing to early intelligence, bas often found himself in a
position to forecast events.
But suppose the contrary, and suppose also th:it one commander
has occupied a simple position unintrenchecl, while another has
occnpie,l a position wholly intrenched, then in what respect is the
former better situated than the latter as regards the power to
predict where he is likely to be attacked l It 11·ould appear at first
sight as though both commanders were in precisely the same case,
the one perplexed by just the same Joubts as the other, both
compelled to prepare an equal resistance everywhere, since the point
at which attack may be pressed hardest is a mystery which only
time can solve.
But there is a difference. The commander who has thoroughly
fortified his position has created something, in the efficacy of which
he firmly believes. Should he discover a flaw in his armour he
repairs it, perfecting his defences nntil if there be a flaw he does not
see it. The commander who does not fortify has created nothing ;
he bas taken up a position such as it is. He bas no reason for selfdeception; if there be a flaw, he sees it but leaves it alone. There
is probably no such thing in nature as a position of absolutely
uniform strength, eYen where nature is least abrupt. Why did not
Ney carry out precisely Napoleon's early orders at Waterloo, where
the position taken up by the Duke of \\'ellington was such that it is
usual enough to speak of "the plains of Waterloo ! " Because, he
said, the slight depressions he would be oblige,! to cross were then
too heavy in mud. That slight change in the execution of an order
made an important difference.
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An nnfortifiet.! position has practically never been an uniformly
sLrong position, and so much a. commander must certainly see and
k11011·. It is naturnl that this knowledge should lead to abandonment of uniformity in allotting troops for defence. This can be
tested, for the general disposition of troops on the defensive is noted
in the Appendices. The information on which this column of the
Appendices has been filled has been sometimes full and clear, sometimes of such a nature that it has been possible only to make an
inference. The result of a comparison between the dispositions
made in the first system and the dispositions made in the second is
that in the latter case there has been a much less tendency to
uniformity along the position. If then in many instances c01nmanders ham massed their troops more strongly at some points than
at others, it is reasonable to infer they must have had clear ideas
where they expected attack. Yet for each case in which a defender
was attacked as he expected may be quoted another in which attack
came not as anticipated. The strength of a position and the
disposition of troops in it may be misjudged; but, apart from this,
reasons may urge an assailant which none but the greatest commander could fathom. For instance, he might take a tactical risk to
gain a strategiccil ad vantage. Of this natme was the Russian attack
at Austerlitz, and that of Napoleon at 1Vaterloo.
Where the dispositions of the defender at all approach uniformity,
there is one cause which in a number of cases has <lecided the point
of strongest att~ck, and this, for want of a better word, must be
called chance. Suppose two great lines of combatants, one of which
A division
is seeking an opening at which to thrnst in the wedge.
trained to more than average thoroughness, or animated by an
ardour beyond the common ; or another division at some distant
part of the field, favoured by slight accidents of the ground which
would escape any but the most vigilant eye; or the sudden
determination to concentrate every gun on some joint in the defence
where a first•rate artillery comman<ler caught a glimpse of wavering;
any of these chances might decide what till then no man in the field
foresaw.
It will probably be judged then that while the commander who
does not fortify escapes temptations which appear to the commander
who does fortify an imperious demand, yet the f?rmer has, from a
variety of causes, little adrnntage over the latter when he comes to
ask himself whero he expects to be attacked, or, if he have an
advantage, it lies in his own genius.
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The second defensive system suffers from the disadrnntage that it
is extravagant of troops. In the majority of cases the length of
front ddended by one division bas not been far from unequal to the
length of front defended by another. Hence when the crisis has
come at some one part of the field, there have always been at other
parts of the field many bodies of troops with no opportunity of ever
firing a shot. In this sense a want of economy may be also charged
against the first system. B11t suppose now the defender, abandoning
the idea of rigidly allotting bis troops at so many thousands to
a mile, forms a first line sufficiently strong, as he supposes, to beat
back the first tentative efforts of the assailant, and posts a few very
strong reserves at considerable intervals. Within easy reach of each
There
reserve there is only a certain definite part of the first line.
must then be fractions of that first line which must, whatever
happens, rely for a considerable time on their own poll"ers of
resistance. As any one of these fractions may turn out to be the
assailant's chief goal, all must alike from the beginning be proportionately 8trengthene<l. At everyone of the fractions not
seriously attacked this extra support is so much waste, a draught on
the re8erves by which the result of the main struggle is to be
determined. "'hy sltould not these fractions be fortified, so that the
original first line might hold them, and the necessity be thus avoided
of sending them extra troops 1
Sixty-four battles ,we named in Appendix II. as fought or. this
system, or two out of three in the complete hundred. This simple
fact is a recommendation which must appear of some weight. Therefore, instead of relating in detail the course of any one battle, it will
be more interesting to analyze the enumeration of successes and defeats in the appendix, and thus obtain a clearer notion of the true
value of the system.
Ten victories were won by the defence under the following
heads :-By great counter<tttack seven, namely, Knnersdorf,
Liegnitz, Neerwinden, Rivali, Austerlitz, Au~rstc,lt, and Laon; in
one the attack completely miscarried, namely, K.olin ; in one an illconducted attack was destroyed by a stroke of generalship,
namely, at Rossbach; and in one the assailant was overpowerc(l by
superior numbers, namely, at \Yaterloo. It mu8t also be remarked
that at Liegnitz the assailant, Landon, was numerically weak and
partly taken by surprise : and that at Rirnli the Austrian generalship, at Austerlitz the Russian, and at Auerstedt the Pn1ssia.n, were
all particularly bad. It follows that, when put to a fair trial, the
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Yalne of the system as a cause of victories is even less than at first
sight might appear.

Sernn times the result of the battle was indecisive. This has
been ,,!ready ach-erted to ; and here it will only he added that, as a
nrntter of fact, at Eylau anrl Antietam the defender retreated, and
at Corunna embarked; at Colombey and Vionville the strategical
object of the numerically ,rnak assailant was gained. At Albnera
the defender was wholly exhausted : and at Busaco, after two
wholly nnsupported attacks, Massena drew off his forces, and immediately turned "·ellington's left. In none of these battles, therefore, did the second defensive system prove its superiority.
The battles fought on the first defensive system contained but
one fought by the Duke of ,vellington, and in that he assumed
the offensive. Appendix II. contains the names of six of
Wellington's battles, in four of which he attacked: at Vittoria and
Orthez without qualification ; at Salamanca, as soon as he perceived
1Iarmont's fatal error ; and at Sauroren, on the second day, his
great connter-attack having succeeded. At Bnsaco and Waterloo,
and on the first day of Sauroren, be was defending, and on each

occasion beat off his assailant.

These might appear Yeritable

triumphs for this defensive system but for one mitigating cause.

The French tactics were no matd1 for the tactics of Wellington.
The French a,! vancing in column were met by the fire of British
troops in line. To this fire the colnmn could lrnrdly reply, and thns
before it bad time to deploy it was practically destroyed. The
counter-attack then took the form of a ch,1rge, which rapidly ended
the business.

But this is impos8ible now. Against modern infantry

fire no troops conld adrnnce in column; they would not attempt it.
Troops in line will not again have troops in column to contend
against; li11e will meet line. And this again implies a certain discount in estimating the true value of the system under consideration. Favoure,l though this system has Leen by numerous comma11ders, we cannot ho11estlv conclude that it yields mnch of
promise. Indubitably it J_Joss~sses adnwtages oYer the first system,
for it tends to n'Jake the commander and the troops careful and
watchful, ant l it does not in the same degree tie down the commander to a rigid system of nniforrnity. Yet m1less he possess true
genius he has the same difficulty in fathoming the designs of his
adversary, and, therefore, cannot tell how to set a.bout org:1.nizing a great counter-attack. If we appeal to reason, the prospect of
a, succcssfnl defence on this system seems small; if we appeal to
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history, Such is the uncertainty of war, the chances rii;;e, chiefly
owing to extraordinary errors in the combinations of assailants,
almost to one in six.

We now come to the third defensive s1·stcm, in which the position, including the flanks, is divider! int~ offensive and defensive
zones. The latter are fortified or protected by natural obstacles,
such as a marsh, a ravine, or a difficult stream.
Much has been written concerning the advantages of attack and

defence respectively. It is unnecessary to repeat here the old
arguments, but a view of the question, which is perhaps novel, will
be given here, as it is hoped thus to reach a conclusion which bas an
important bearing on the defensive problem.
The greatest commanders have seldom reaoh·cd to act defcnsiYcly
except for the most cogent reason. Napoleon was on the clefensiYe
at Rivoli; but this was um,Yoidable, because at the moment when
he joined the army the Austrians were alren.dy advancing; and the
manner of that advance was such that the truest wisdom lay in allowing its continuance. At l\1arengo numerical weakness compelled the
French to stand at first on the defensiYe : but on the arrival of
Desaix the tables were at once turned. At Austerlitz the, for
themselves, unfortunate precipitancy of the Russians was a parallel
to the Austrian extravagance at HiYoli. Essling was a desperate
effort to maintain a footing on the northern bank of the Danube;
Leipsic an equally desperate struggle ::igaim;t vastly superior numbers; Brienne and Arcis were expiring efforts made against foes
who had become innumerable.

Frederic the Great was for the first time on the defensiYe at
Rossbach, but his defence amounted in realitv to a violent attack.
At Hochkirch be was surprised. At Liegnit; he found himself reduced to almost his last biscuit, and snnon11ded by vastly superior
forces of the enemy; he was only too happy then when the impetuous Landon attacked him unsupported, and thus left open the
road to Breslau.
On no occasion did Marlborough wait to be attacked.
Considering the character usually attributed to \\' ellington he
assumed the offensive pretty often. At Salamanca, Yittoria, on the
second day of Sauroren, at Nivelle, Orthez, Toulouse, as well as in
many minor combats, he attacked and defeated his enemy. At
Talavera be defended because he conic\ not trnst the Spaniards.
Busaco bas been called by Napier "a political battle," which
\Yellington would not, under ordinary circnmstaaces, h.:we fought
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at all. Consi,lering what had happenecl at Ligny, and the dollbtfu]
composition of his own army, 'l'ellington could harclly h,we l;een
expecte,l to fight offensi,·el_r at ,Yaterloo.
Among generals whose fame stand s lower, Duke Ferdinand of
Brunswick was only once actually attacked, by the Duke of Broglio,
at Minden ; hut at the same b"ttle Duke Ferdinand assailed and
defectted the French on the other wing. Crevel<lt, Minden, ,Yi[.
helmsthal were his chief offensiYe victories.
This general desire to assume an offensive r/Jle, so stroug in all
-confi<lcut commanders, proves their feeling of superiority. Bnt it
must not be forgotten that in almost eYery case of actual contest

there has been a marked difference between the talents and chatac·
ters of the opposing leaders. Frederic had most frequently to deal
with such slow and cautious men as Braun and Dann. 1'1arlborough
neYer, Napoleon seldom, in his earlier days at all events, was

matche,l with equal brains and eqllal force of character. In the
presence of Massena, Wellington was always most careful, as he himself allowed ; but he launched out against Soult or King J oscph.
Still, allowing that leaders ham sometimes felt their spirits over•
crow'd, and that such humility has led, and might again lead, to a

capitulation, such as that of General Mack at Ulm, it seems fair to
assume that the acceptance of battle in a defensiYe position implies
genernlly the recognition of defecti,·e means. Such a defect must
in argnment be represented by inferiority in numbers, since, in a
suppose,! case, the abilities of the leaders, the momle of the troops,
and the antecedents of the campaign are unknown quantities which
mu st be ignored; ,Yhile the weapons used must, as a matter of

course, be presumed the same on both sides.
It will be noticed that in each of the appendices the list of
battles is dividecl into three parts. One of these parts is headed
{A), Muskets, the musket having been the weapon in use when the
battles under this heading were fought. The second part is headed,
for a similar reason, ( 8), Rijlee, and the third part (C), Breech./oader.,.
As the progress of inYention led to successfre improYements in
weapons, oµinion was freely expresse1l at each stage that the
-defensiYe gained an oYerpowering advantage. It is now necessarr
to test the grounds of this opinion.

Appen<lix I. giYes ten battles fought with muskets, every one of
which was a defeat for the force on tbe defensive. Appendix II.
names forty-nine battles as fought with the same weapon; of which
ten were victories for the defence and four were indecisiYe.
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Appendi,x III., in a similar way, gi,·es tweh-e battles, in which the
d efence wns victorious twice, while one battle was indecisive. On the
whole, ont of seventy-one battles here named as fonght with muskct2,
in fifty-four the attacking force was victorious, in twelve the force
on the defensive, and the were indecisive. But in these five inclecisi,·e battles, namely, Eybu, Corunna, Busaco, Albuera, and
Talavera, since the attack was actually beaten off, there is sufficient.
grournl for attributing the mnskctry superiority to the defence.
Hence the successes of the attack "re to those of the defence as.
54 to 17, or rather more than 3 to l.
The rifle was introduced. The defender was now able to strike
down his adversary at a much greater distance, that is, the zone of
danger was now considerably increased; moreover, firing h:ul
become mnch more accurate, though r,'l,idity of fire probably
remained nna.ltered. Bnt the assailant was iu like case: be could,
open fire much earlier, and plant his shots more truly. There wasr
however, between the new powers of the defender and those of the
assailant this important difference. The assailant was still compell ed
to halt and stand up in order to load. The clefender was under nosuch necessity; hence the target presented by the assailant to the
defender was much greater than the target presented 1,y the·
defender to the assailant. The invention of the muzzle-loading rifle
was therefore a real benefit to defence.
In Appenrlix I. six battles are shown as fon::;ht with rifles; of
these, four were defeats for the defence, and two were indecisive.
Appendix II. girns only four b"ttles fought with rifles, of which
three were clef eats for the defence, anrl one was indecisive.
Appendix III. names three such battles, of ,d1ich one was a defeat,.
two were Yictories for the defence. On the whole, of thirteen
battles, in eight the attacking force was victorious, in two the force
on the defensive, and three battles were indeci:~i,·e. The three
inclecisi\'e battles were Spotsylvania, Cold Harbour, and Antietam.
In the two former the attacking force must be held to have been
beaten off; lrnt at Antietam this was nut so clearly the case, though
Lee in the evening expressed himself LletermineJ to continue the
action. Therefore the victories of the assailant to those of the
defenders may be put at 9 to J, or 2¼ to 1.
Then came the breech-loader. The range of the ritte being now Yery
materially increased, the danger zone was correspondingly broadened.
But i11 a1ldition to this, as the accuracy of tire had become sti1l
greatel', and its rapidity much grea.ter1 the zone of danger h,ul
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become far more ditficnlt to cross.

But the assailant conic! also to a

great extent reckon on these ad\'antage.'S; and he had one more

which g,wc him back mnch that the rifle had cost him. He conld
load while prone on the earth, or, if he preferred it, as he ran
forward. The target offered to the clefender was thus materially
reduced. Hence it is a very donbtful question if the breech-loader
wa~, as many supposed, a real a(h·antagc to the defence. It is qnite
as likely that this inYention has actually been murc adrnntageons to
the assailant.
In Appendix I. three battles, all defeats for the defence, are
shown as fought with breech-loaders; in Appendix II. eleYen
hattles, all defeats for the defence, except two which were indecisive;
an,! in Appendix III. two battles, one a defeat, and one a Yictory
for the defence. Here then is a record of sixteen battles fought with
l,reech-loaders, of which the attack won thirteen, the defence one,
an<l of which two were indecisive, namely, Colombey and Yionville.

If, as before, these indecisive l.,attles be allo"·ed to the defence, the
ratio of defensive defeats is to that of defensirn victories as 13 to~.
or 4} to I. Thus, in one hundred battles of modern times we firnl
the defence much less successful with the breech-loader than it was
with the rifle, allll eren less so than it was with the musket.
It may be rnry truly said that in these three periods, while the
nmnUcrs of battles fought with riflee and breech-loaders ,rere nearly
equal, the number fought with mnskets wae more than two-thirds

of the complete series.

This cannot be helped.

covcre'1 11ea.rly a century and a-half.

The musket 1,criod

It is also true that this period

,rns illustrated by the victories of the greatest military leaders, who
shone more lJrightly in attack than in defence; that the rifle period
inclnclccl the American \rar of Secession, when defensive fighting
was rather in YOgne; and that the breech-loader period jnclurles the
Franco-German \Yar, when the forces on the defcnsi,·e "·ere not, as
a rule, well led, and when the superiority of the German artillery,
OYerbalancing the superiority of the chassepot, contributed very

rn,,terially to the success of the attack. If all these facts could be
allowed for, they would no donbt modify the figures given aboYe.
The allmvance cannot he made, but the analysis lea,·es us this
important result-that the desire to attack, shown to be so strong i11
the hreasts of the greatest leaders, has no way diminished, in spite of

im1,rornments in arms; on the contrary, not only is the attack still
faxoured, but it is carried out with at least the old success, and
perhaps even with more.
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But has any modification been introduced in the general plan of
:ittack 1 The general mode of attack in each of the one hundred
battles enumerated in the Appendices is therein given. In the
battles of the first period the number of instances in which attempts
were made against the flanks or rear was, roughly speaking, about

three in every se,·en ; in the battles of the second period six in
thirteen; and in the battles of the third period ten in sixteen.
Judged from this point of view, there would appear to ham been a
growth of caution, simnltaneously with the improvements in
weapons, an increasing tendency to sub3titute the less direct for the

more direct method of attack. This tendency would appear to haYe
become more pronounced with the introduction of the breech-loader.
If the attack of villages be considered, we shall reach the same
conclusion. In former times hesitation was never shown in attacking a village directly; since the introduction of the breech-loader,

it has become a general rule to attack a village by the flanks ; this
was noticeal;ly the case in the Franco-German \Yar.

This conclusion,

that while the attack in general has never lost its farnur, the indirect
methocl of attack has become more common, is a conclusion of the
utmost importance, if fully warranted.
It is certain that, since the introduction of the breech-loader, it
bas become more costly than it used to be to carry by frontal attack
a strongly occupied position. It is to be anticipated therefore that
any improYements in the breech-loader will increase this costliness,

and therefore also increase the tendency to indirect attack. Since
1878 the breech-loader has been much improved, and the magazine
aclded; it therefore seems reasonable to suppose that to carry by
frontal attack a still strongly held position would now be Yery
costly.
On the following data then (1), that it would now be Yery costly
work carrying a position still strongly held by frontal attack; p),
that therefore an increased tendency to the indirect attack of such
positions may be expected; (3), and that the adoption of the defensive will still imply numerical inferiority-on these data the third
defensive system will be exarnine<l, with reference to the extent to
which it favours the organization of great counter-attack.

In this system the front, including the flanks, has been formed
of strong defensive zones a11d open otfensiye zones.

Illustrations of

this method of defence will be given presently, but it will conduce
to clearness to define such a position as it might be formed at the
present tirne.
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As already stated at the beginning of this paper, the country to
be clefencled is not to be supposed a. ;,lain simple ridge. Almost
every ridge bas spurs running ont to the front a.t various angles, and
is cut into by depressions ta.king Yarious directions. \\ioods, farmsteads, and possibly vil1ages may exist in rear of the position, within

the position, or in front of it.
Villages in the line of adrnncc, even when off the direct line of
roa<l, have always exercised a considerable drawing power on the

forces of the assailant. There is possibly no single instance in
military history of a Yillage in such a situation having been left
under observation only. There is in fact a sufficient reason why
a ,-illage occupied by the defencler c,mnot well be passeLl. If a
Yilhge in front of a position can be brought under the artillery fire
of the, assailant, and is not unclcr the artillery fire of the defender,
then the latter cannot continue to occupy the village, and in such
a case the task of the assailant is ob,-iously a Yery easy one. A
village subject to capture in this manner is a disadvantage to the

clefender, ancl a great defect in his position.
This <lefoct is not an uncommon one, and has occurrecl c,·en in

carefully chosen positions. Thus the farmstead of Hougoumont was
The loss of this post
a, defect in "'ellington's position at Waterloo.
would have had a bad moral effect on the whole British force, out of
all proportion to the had effect on the French army of failure to
capture it. For the attack on Hougoumont had not as its end the
capture of the farm, but to compel Wellington, in his determination
to hold it, to draw thither reinforcements, and so weaken his left,
the point at which Napoleon aimed his real effort. In this objec~
Napoleon in a great measure succeeded, for at one time the British

left centre was actually in great peril. In a similar way the whole
strength of the Prussians, at the BaLtle of Ligny, was exhausted by
the defence of the villages Ligny ancl ::lt. Amand, so that when they
could be no longer defended no further resistance could be made to
Napoleon's great attack in the centre.
It is because villages have so often been no friends to the defence
that, in the absence of clefinite information of additional intrenchments, they have not been held in this paper to constitute true
defensive zones.
Ent could we suppose a village in front of a position, or jnst

within the position, so placed as to be concealed from the artillery
fire of the assailant, or masked therefrom by a fold of the ground, or
by the interposition of a belt of trees, then snch a village might be

made the nucleus of a very strong defensive zone, especblly if well
fhmke(l by the fire of some of the defender's guns.
It would of course he necessary that the vill,,ge should be pnt in
"perfect state of defence, that intrenchments should be thl'Own np
so as to bring into the firing line an adequate number of rifles, an1l
that the ga.rrison should have for their own fire ~t sufticiently clear
The cost of canying such a position by the direct attack of
field.
infantry alone would be very great.
In the absence of a villa.ge, a woud suitably placed might answer
the pmpose. The attack of a wooJ has always been one of the most
dangerous operations of war. An ill-placed wood, like an ill-placed
village, is a great disadvantage to the ,lefencc, bnt if small and suitably placed, the woocl, put in a thorough state of defence, may
he made the kernel of a strong defensive zone. "\Yoods properly
held on the defensive zone are of great value," says Hom£',
"enabling the front of the army holding them to be extended. A
woorl of very great extent cannot be so treated."
Or a defensive zone may be created, by the construction of a
proper system of field defences, with this great adrnntage-tbat in
choice of position there is here great latitude.
Supposing then one or more such defensive zones, not exposed or
but little exposed to direct artillery fire, to bave been carefully prepared, the defender possesses this certain knowledge-tlrnt if the
enemy's infantry en<lca.Yom· seriou~ly to carry these positions, it will
be force,! to submit to Yery heavy loss, with a great probability of
failure; that endea,·ours to carry such positions by direct assault a.re
less probable than cndea\'onrs to turn them; that the remuinder of
the position, though all strongly held, is open, and therefore may
apparently be attacked with, to the assailant, better prospects of
success than is olfere<l by direct assaults in the defensive zone.
Therefore the defender has it in his power to economize in 1uen in
the defensive zones, thereby increasing the strength of the great
resetTes, with which he purposes to attack in the otfensi,·c zones.
This general sketch may serve as an explanation of what tlefenc-e
on the third system is s11pposed to mean, and may enable us to test
more exactly the value of the system.
The drawing power of Yilfages has been mentioned, but there is
nothing strange in the idea of a force 011 the tlefensi,·e cxcrcisin~
that power o,·cr the force on the offensive as a whole. On this poin;
,,on cler Goltz says: "The power of the defcnUer to dnn,· the
attacker after him is naturally the greater the less the superiority of
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the attacker in numbers, etc. It must always be possible for ,,
defender only slightly the weaker to draw the attacker after him
wh cresom·er he chooses. so long as the theatre of war affords him
pla.y room.' 1 Thi s is t he more forcible since n ow armies 110 longer
man(en,Te to th e same extent as formerly; the objectire of the force
on the offc nsire almost n]ways is the army of the e nemy where,·cr
Thns, thongb the force on t he offensirn is said to l,ave the
found.
initiath·e, t here a re cer tainly powers of which the defen,ler nee,! not
be depriYcd.
Says von der Goltz: " If the position occupied he snch that before
reaching it the attacker must cross obstacles which can be passed
only :lt cert;"tin points, as a river where he is restricted to bridges,
the 1lefemler has the advaHtage of knowing beforehand on what
points he must concentrate his f.re. Moreo,·e1·, the movements of the
attacker are in such a case compulsory, a nd the clefernler can picture
An appare nt weakness, as at
to himself what to expect.
Ansterlitz on tbe right flank , may be advantageous, because it
induces the enemy to advaJJce in a direction easily percei,·ed. ln
fact it is conveni ent that a part of the front be naturally strong:
because, as a rule, one must suppose the Jefender the weaker of t,\·o
opponents, a ml if he woulJ certainly gain the upper hand on one
part of the field, he must be sparing of his troops in occupying the
other part."
The corre<:t interpretation of t he third defensive system is not, as
is often stated, the economy of troops at one point to gain in
As put by ,
numerical strength at another; it is more than that.
von der Goltz, it implies the creation of very strong points, in
attacking which the euemy could ha rdly hope for success, and where
therefore economy is possible ; and parts of "apparent weakness"
inYiting attack, where the defender has massed hi s heaviest rescn·es
for sudden counter-attack on a g reat scale in favourable directions.
In Appernlix III. are giYen the na mes of seventeen battles, five of
which were Yictories for the d efence, a nd of which one was
indecisfr e. In all these battles the position, inclmling the fl an k ,
wa.s partly strong by 11a.ture or was artificially made so; while at the
other part of the position there was no natural obstacle, nnd if fielil
defences were ma.de, still the difference in strength between the two
parts of the position was great and ohvious.
Now at first sight this definition might seem Yery nearly to
correc,pond to the description which has just been gi\·en of a position
pl'Cpared for defence on the third s!·stem. For here there might

a.ppea1.;-to be the "strong points)) and the pa.rts of 1 ' apparent weakness" inviting attack, just state1l to be the modern interpretation of
Yet this in reality is not
the terms defensive and offensive zones.

so. It will presently be shown that until the rifle began to be use<l,
a defence on the thir, l system, as now understood, though it might
of course have been conceived, could hardl y have been executed.
He11ce the illustrations we haYe of this defence, prior to Magenta,
arc imperfect; in each case the form was t,here, but the form was not
Here the
Take Talasera as a11 instance.
animated hy the spirit.

Duke of Wellington pnt the Spaniar<ls behind parapets; but was
that to make a strong ,lefcnsive zone 1 Probably not. It was more
likely in the hope the Spaniards might be thns induced to stand by
him. If then in those days a defence on the third system was
so only in form, it seems probable that for troops armed with the
musket the second defensive system was more Suitable. As a matter

of fact, ant of forty-nine battles shown in the A ppen<lices as fought
on the second defensive system with the mnsket, thirty-five were
Yictories for the assailant, or five in eYery seven; out of twelve
battles shown as fought on the third defensive system with the
musket, nine were victories for the assailant, or three in every four;

a much higher proportion. When we come to the battles fought
with the rifle and breech-loader, this proportion is reversed, being
t,rnlve victories in fifteen battles fought on the second, and two
victories in five battles fought on the third, defensive system. This
difference is striking, though the number of battles, on which
the latte,· comparison is founcled, is too small to make the result
convincing of itself. The result may, however, become convincing
when its reason is presently explained.

In onler to arrive at that explanation a few of the battles fought
on this system of <lefence will now he followed in detail. By this
means we may be able at the same time to ascertain if commanders,
in choosing points of attack, appear to have been influenced by the
unequal strength of the parts of the defender's position; and
possibly to form an opinion as to the true cause which gm·erne<l the
defender in strengthening some parts of bis position, and not other
part!:! .

Of all the hnndred battles named in the Appendices the earliest
fonght was Blenheim. In this battle (Piede IV.) the French, 56,000
strong, nnder Marshal Tallard, were drawn up behind the river
Nebel, the right resting on the Danube, here 300 feet broad am!
The left reached the wooded hills above
nowhere fordable.
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Lntzingen, so that the front covered abont three miles. From
Oberglaub to Blcnbeim the Nebel is very marshy, but especially
so below Untcrglanh, where in many parts the stream cannot be

passed. Tow,irds the Danube the points of crossing are confi1wd to
a few places near the mills. Such were the natnml obstacles. The
Yillage of Blenbeim was prepared for defence, and protected by
abattis and banicades. Thus on the right flank, protected by the
Danube, and at the centre, owing to the marsh, the position was

much stronger than on the open left. Though on the right the
passage of the Nebel was easy, the village of Blenheim formed here
a serious obstacle. Whether designedly or not, the position was
stronger at one part than at the other.
Marshal Tallard poste,l all the infantry of the right wing in and
about Blenheim. On the extreme left 18 battalions of infautry
formed a sort of oblique flank, between which and the village of
Oberglauh stood a few battalions. Oberglauh was occupied by an
infantry picket, and behind the village stood 30 battalions under
lllarsin. All the remainder of the line was occnpied by cavalry.
Between Blenheim and the Danube was a brigade of dismounted
dr.lgoons; to the left of Blenheim were 8 squadrons of gens d'armes,
between whom and Obergbnh were 50 squadrons, and in frout of

Lutzingen tbe remainder of the cavalry. From this clistribution it
m:iy be infened that the :French commander expected attack on his
left, :wd also opposite Blenheim, out certainly not in the centre;
,U1d if that were so, l,e must have considered the marshy Nebel
impossible to cross. There is no evidence in this of an ader1uate
conception of defence on the third system.
The allies numbercJ 53,000 mell and 52 guns. After carefully
reconnoitring, the Duke of Marlborough orclerecl an attack on
Blcnheim, and P l'ince Eugene was directec.l to attack l\Iarsin in front
and on his left. This answered Tallarcl's expectations, and no doubt
served to put him off his guard. But meantime the Dttke, who

ne;;lected nothing, ha,\ ,lirected a careful examination of the Nebel,
arnl found it no such obstacle as llfarshal Ta\lanl had supposed. A
sntficient number of fascines havi1ig been made, causeways were

f0rmed, by means of which at its least formidable points the
ditficulties of the marsh were overcome. There was no lack of
poutoons; hence it was found possible to throw a bridge across the

river above the village of Unterglanh, and fonr below it. The stone
bri<lge having been also repaired, no less than six: passages over the
tiYcr were proride,l where a single passage had been deemed impossible.
F
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Eugerie's attack on l\1arsi11 was not interfered with, but that on
Blenheim, which promised to be ,·ery costly, was reduced to a
demonstration. Meantime four lines bad been drawu up in the
centre ready to cross the river. These lines consisted respectively
of 17 battalions, 36 squadrons, 35 squadrons, and 11 battalions.
By 3 o'clock the passage of the river was complete, the Duke was
able to advance, and by 5 o'clock he had cut the French in two. It
need hardly be said that the advance was in this case made against
the point of least resistance. This point had been doubtless
recognized by the Duke, for in those clays it was possible to
reconnoitre close up to an enemy. And no donbt as soon as he
saw that which would, if it were possible to be done, make his task
a simple one, he resolved to ascertain that which the French
commander might certainly have ascertained before him.
Unfortunately for Marshal Tallard he could not quit his positio11,
for the Nebel barred the way; in no way therefore could he
interfere with the Dnke's passage, except by an enfilading fire of
artillery, which caused loss, but not a very serious loss. Long
before troops from Blenheim could be brought up in sufficient
numbers to interfere with the British a,hance the passage had been
thoroughly made good, and the French centre was pierced.
Nor could Marsin lend any important aid. Eugene had attacked
with his accustomed vigour, and, fighting ,yith varyi11g success,
t,urne<l the French left, a11Cl forced it beyond Lutzingen. Thns
l\larshal Tallarcl, abandoned to his own resources, found the fire of
his scarce formed infantry overpo,YereLl, saw his caYalry and infantry
melt into a crowd of fngitiYes, and was himself taken. .I\Ieantirnc
the French left was also routed. Then Blenheim, in which ,ms still
a strong garrison augmented by crowds of fugitives, was attacked
and surrounded. This was one of those cases where a village proYed
no friend to the troops defending it; for every man in Blenheim
was either killed or taken, though it cannot be said the Yillage was
any impediment in the way of the attack.
Now here, it is to be observed, there was no great counter-attack.
At first it was impossible to make one, for the Nebel, ll'hich the
French could not pass, flowed between them and the British. "-hen
the latter force was oYer the river it ,ms too late to attack them in
force. This is the important feature of the battle from our present
point of view; not merely that no great counter-attack took place,
but that, from the nature of the situation, the possibility of making
one was almost precluded.
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The Duke of l\farlborough's great victory of Ramillies, fought
the 23rd !IIay, 170G, offers similar points of interest. The French
army (Plate V.), numbering 62,000, was drawn up to westward of
the Little Gete. The right of the position was covered by the
lliehaigne, at TaYieres; thence the front curved round, concave to
the enemy, through Ramillies and Offnz to Autre Eglise. All the
course of the Little Gete is a morass, ,end hence the French left ,ms
very difficult of access. Thus the difference in natural strength
between the two parts of the position, from Tavieres to Ramillies,
anti from Ramillies to Autre Eglise, was strongly marked, and the
more so as no attempt was ma1le to strengthen the right by means
of fortification. Thus here again the natural features of the ground,
in the absence of field defences on the right, pointed to a defence on
the third system.
One brigade uf French infantry stood at Tavieres on the river
Mehaigne. Twenty battalions were posted about Ramillies, where
also there was a considerable number of guns. All the remainder
of the infantry was formed in two lines, from Ramillies by Offuz to
Autre Eglise. The tomb of Ottomund is the highest point in this
district; it was not occupied, and in front of it stood only 100
squadrons, filling the space between Taviercs anti Ramillies.
It follows from this distribution of troops that Vilieroy, the
French commander, felt perfectly sure of attack on his left alone,
that is, in the space between Ramillics and Autre Eglise covered by
the Little Gete. There is therefore no eYi<lence here of a deliberate
intention to lea Ye a part of the front so apparently weak as to im·ite
attack, for where the front was weak tliere was not a single infantry
soldier.
The Duke of llfarlborough began the battle by moving the bulk
of his forces to the heights of Foulz, as though it were his object to
cross the Gete, and attack the French left. Confirmed in his hopes,
aml therefore the more readily deceiYed, Yilleroy rapidly piled up
troops in rear of his left, drawing them for that purpose from the
centre. As soon as he perceiYed that this mornment had been
thoroughly established, l\farlborough proceeded to carry out his
real design.
The French army formed, as has been shown, an arc, of which the
-chord was within ~farlborough 1 s power; for his troops set in motion
from his own right, hdiving a shorter dist..'\nce to march, were able
to pass Ramillies before the French left wing, moving by the cir•
cuitous route of Offuz, coulcl hope to overtake them. But more than
F2
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this; as- the Little Gete has bills on both banks, it was possible for
Marlborough to conceal his fl:ink march from Villeroy, and this gave
the British a considerable start.
Leaving in front of the French left at Foulz a sufficient force to
continue an active clcrnonstra.tion, niarlborou.sh retired his second
line behind the shelter of his hills. As soon as this lin e was withdrawn completely out of sight of the French it filed off to the left,
and a great attack was beg1111 1 having as objective the tomb of
Ottonnmd. There is no doubt, therefore, that in this battle the
great English commander drove str:iight at the weakest part of the
defender's line.
Every detail was thonght out by Marlborough, and all eventualities provided for. Ta.vieres was attacked and carried; 12 infantry
battalions were directed against Ramillies; in rear of these attacks
the heads of the great force moved across from Foulz marched on
the tomb of Ottomnnd; a special cavalry force was told off to delay
the march of a11y reinforcements moYecl across from the French

left.
As t he day wore on Villeroy at last Lliscornred he had been
deceived. At once he made endeavours to move troops from his
left to the centre, but the cavalry told off to in terfere with this
attempt successfully performed its task. :-Ieantime, in a series of
great- cavalry charges, the bundrcrl squadrons of the French army
were overthrown, the great infantry attack occupied the tomb of
Ottomund, twenty additional battalions drawn from the British
right completed the capture of Hamillies, an<l i\Iarlborough, now
facing to bis right, enfiladed the whole French position.

Villeroy, as a last resource, endeavoured the n to form a fresh line
of battle between Offnz and Geese it Gerompont. Ent now i\Iarlborough, continnaJly drawing troops along the chord from his right,

pushed forward from Ramillies and the tomb of OUomund, ,tncl the
new French line gave way.
l\Ieantime the British right bad found means to struggle across
the morass of the Little Gete. HaYing succeeded then in rolli11g
up the remains of the French left, these troops joined in the pursnit,
which rapidly become a rout, hotly pressed by the carnlry.
In this battle the French lost 15,000 me11, SO standarcls, an<l ,ill
their artillc,·y and baggage. The allies, who were numeri<.;ally

rather inferior to the French, lost 4,633 men.
As at Blenheim, there was no great connter-attack.

had been posted in a position from which

,1

No troups

great counte,·-attack
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could be made; for it "'as impossible for such a movement to ha,·e
been attempted across the Gete.
Kessels,lorf, fought on the 15th December, 1745, was not interesting in its details; perhaps, therefore, the following summary will
suffice.

The Prnssian left, and Austro-Saxon right were separated

by a deep raYine neither coul,l pass: the Saxons 011 the left, about
Kesselsdorf, which was put in a state of defence, were easily assailahle. Thus the position was muchstrongernt onepartthanattheother.
Rutowski, who commanded theAustro-Saxons, posted 16,000 behind
the mdne, 19,000 about Kesselsdorf; but the right wing neither
moYed nor fired a shot, so that there is no evidence to show what

Rutowski's design may have been. Dessauer attacked at Kesselsdorf, where alone attack was possible. The Saxons made a counterattack, but it was unsupported, and therefore failed.
We come now to Lowositz, the first battle of the Seven Years'
Wttr, of date 1st October, 1 ,56. This battle has been compared to
Hamillies, though it is difficult to see why. The attack at Lowosit.z,
both in conception and execution, was far below that at Hamillies,
nor had it a similar object not· method. llforeoYer Braun's disposition of his troops was totally different from that of Yilleroy.
The whole of the Austrian left and centre (Plate VI.) was covered
by a stream with boggy banks, and forming lakes at intervals.
From Salowitz to Lowositz the stream is in a deep bottom, and this

can be crossed only at one small stone bridge. Lowositz was
slightly fortified, and before it some small redoubts had been thrown
up. Thus the left and centre could not be immediately assailed ;
the right, however, was not nearly so strong. Hence this battle
comes under the third system.
On the long frontal slope of the Lobosch-berg there is finally a
steep drop towar(ls Lowositz, in front of which are many vineyards

separated by stone walls. Here, about E, the Austrian commander
had place<l thousands of Groats, supported by some battalions of
Hungarian infantry. The caYalry of the right wing was forward to
the left of Lowositz, near N. In and about Lowositz, Brann had
placed his best infantry and a numcrons artillery, a strong battery
being formed near the reUoubts.

The remainder of Braun's force,

which was in all composed of 52 battalions, 72 squadrons, and 98
guns, was between Salowitz and Lowositz 1 so that the wings were

separated by the brook. From these dispositions it would appear
Braun rather anticipated attack on his right, but sought to strengthen
that part by artificial means.
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The Prussian army, composed of 26 battalions, 56 squadrons, and
102 guns, stood at I I, the right of the infantry being between
Radostitz and the Homolb-berg. The latter hill, where a heavy
ba ttery was placed, commands the country as far as Salowitz. The
left was on the Lobosch-berg. Up to noon the day was foggy, in
the early morning it being impossible to see a hundred yards. As
the fog partially cleared, the cavalry at N and the redonbts and
battery near Lowositz Lecame visible, but nothing else, a.nd the
King thought he might have to do only with a rear guard. Certain
movements he had heard in the enemy's camp during the night
strengthened this idea. To clear matters up he sent forward a
dragoon regiment and some squadrons to attack the enemy's cavalry.
The enconnter took place at Q; the enemy were driveu back, bnt
the pursuit being carried too far, the Prui;sians came under a hot
artillery fire from Lowositz and Salowitz, and were compelled to fall
back with heavy loss.
The fog n0\1- lifting, the whole Austrian army was disclosed drawn
up in position. "After carefully reconnoitring," says Tempelhof,
" the King judged the enemy's right flank the weaker on many
grounds, but especially because it was commanded from the Loboschberg. " The truth is it was impossible to attack anywhere else, as
will appear from the following account of the battle.
The King first advanced to the line Lobosch-berg-Homolka-berg,
and the left wing, sufficiently strengthened, was despatched, under
cover of a well-served artillery fire, towards Lowositz. The Groats,
though supported by some of the best Austrian infantry sent forward
from the right wing, were driven back, and a counter-attack
attempted by Lascy being repulsed, fell back on Lowositz.
The Prussian adnmce was now for a time suspended, so that
fresh artillery might be brought up to the Lobosch-berg, and to allow
of the restoration of order which had been lost in fighting in the
uneven and intricate ground before Lowositz. Then the advance
was resumed as close as possible to the Elbe, so as to avoicl the fire
of the great Austrian battery.
i\Ieantime the Prussian right continued to occupy the Homolkaberg, remaining in observation of the enemy's left and centre, which
for their part attempted nothing, standing motionless behind the
swampy brook. From this it is clear the attack of the Prussi>t11s
conld not have been attempted at Salowitz, 11or between that village
anrl Lowositz.

With only one bridge at his disposal it was ,lifficult for Braun to
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draw troops to his right from the left; he had, therefore, no resource
hnt to throw the whole of his right into Lowositr.. Here the fight
was long and obstinate, but eventually the arlrnntage passed to the
Prnssians, who were greatly aided by their artillery on the Loboscbherg. The Yillagc being set on fire, ,ind the Austrians being much
crowded and in ,lisonler, a retirement became necessary.

This was

rather hmriedly canied out, covered by the cavalry.
No great connter-attnck was attempted; it could not in snch a
situation have been done; though when Braun saw his right was

defeated, he ordered his left to adv,mce through Salowitz aud
attack the Prnssian right. Only a small nnmber of the infantry
succeeded in passing the Yillage, and these could not form under the
heavy artillery fire from the Homolka-berg, which is only a few
hundred paces from the dyke, over which lay the single passage
across the boggy brook. The small force which had crossed retired
in confnsion.

"The only object of Braun in this, " sa.ys Tempelhof,

"must have been to clmw the attention of the enemy to that side
and gain time to prep'.lre his retreat. '1

Braun did effect his retreat in good order, and succeeder! in taking
np a fresh position, which the King did not immediately attack. The
Duke of Bevern was, however, detached with a strong force of

infantry and cava,lry by Tschiskowitz to threaten the Austrian left;
whereupon Braun withdrew over the river Eger, and the object of
the King was attained.

The Austrian loss :tmounted to 2,98-!, the Prussian to 3,308.
The Battle of Pragne is too well known to need any detailed
description here. ·what will presently be said of Fleurus includes
pretty nearly all that might be said of Prague, except this-that
since at Pragne the Austrian right formed a crochet,, that alone

pretty well insured defeat.
Hochkirch was

a.

surprise; it is not, therefore, necessary to

attempt any deductions as to the motives of the two commanders.

At Flemus (Plate VIL), fought the 26th June, 1794, Jomdan on
the defensi,·e defeated the Prince de Cobonrg. Tbe French position
formed round Charleroi, which had just been taken, a semicircle of

no less than JS miles in extent, the left and right both resting on the
8amlJre. Although many woods and villages were scattered over
the interior of the position 1 there were no natural fea,tures of
sufficient importance to prevent attack at a11y point. As, therefore,
the right of the position from Heppignies, almost as far as the
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Sambre, was strongly intrenche<l, this defence is clearly :rn illustration of the third system.
The distribution of troops was as follows :-On the right divisions Marceau and IIIeyer, 16,478 men occupied the ground from
the Sambre to Carnpenaire, with a<lrnnced posts at Baulet,
Wansersee, and ''elaine. Lefebvre prolonged to \Yagne with 8,815
meu, hrwing an adYanced post at Flenrus; and di,·ision Charnpionnet thence to Heppignies, 9,088 me11 1 with achanced posts at
J\lellct an<l St. Fjacre. Before Gosselies :tnd Thnmeon was division
l\forlot, 8,578 strong. l\iontaign commanded the left, 8,358 strong;

its right was at Pieto11, left at the woods of i\Ionceaux and Forchies.
The following troops were in reserve :-At Ransart, l 1.06! men
under Hatr,v; at Gosselies and Jumet, 2,713 ca,·a1ry unJ.cr Duhois,

and 9,969 infantr_v under Kleber; at Fontaine l'Ereque, Lernes,
and Vespe, 5,90! men under Dauricr. If Daurier he considered
rather as forming the extreme left of the French line, we thus ha,·e
34,381 men intrenched on a front of about five miles; 22,8-10 men not
intrenchecl holding a long line thirteen miles in total length: and a
great central reserve, in two nearlr equal masses, numbering in all
2:3,746 men. This cannot be considered a disposition proYing that

the French commander, Jourdan, delibemtely left his front from
Heppignies westward to the Sambre unfortified, so as to in.-ite there
an att,,ck he hoped to overwhelm.
Moreo.-er, the enormous length
of front scantily occupied entirely pl"Cclu<les such an idea.
The ,lispositions for attack were as fol101,·s :-On the right three
columns, directed by the Prince of Orange and Latour. attacke,1
Fontaine l'Ev&qne, the wood of ~Ionceaux, and Trasegnies. These
colnmns numbered 20,000 men. Quasdanowich, with 11,-100 men,
mo,·ed against Frasnes, l\fellet, and Gosselies. De Ka.unitz, with

8,800, marched by Mellet and Fleurus 011

Heppig11ies.

The

Archduke Charles, rather weaker, mored on ~,leurus . Beaulieu,
with 17,000 men, attacked on the Archduke's left, mo,·ing on the
wood of Lambusart along the Sambre. Thns the attacks, manr in
number, were made literally half round the compass, had no
pa.rticula.r connection with each other, and were sep:1rated, as to the
extremes, by more than twelYe milcs,all the inte1Tcning country being
occupied by the enemy. It is needless to say n.nything more of such
a clesign, except tha.t. almost any species of defence might ha.ve been
made good against it.
On the Anstrian right wing the Duke of Orange attackeLl T>auricr
ineffectively; he then attempted a flank moYement, l.Jaurier ha,ing
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meantime been joined by the left brigade of l\1ontaign; in the
result the Duke ha<l to retire on Forchies, and so quitte-cl the field.
Latour passed the Pieton ancl ,vlrnnce,l in echelon from the right on
TrasCgnies.

After a long crtnnonade he forced l\fontaigu to retreat

Marchienne, except the brigade which joined Daurier. Latour
then occupied the wood of l\Ionceanx and cannonaded Marchienne.
After this he he:inl of the Dnke of Orange's retirement.
Probably these long cannonadings gave Jourdan time to despatch
Kleber to the Pieton. The cocmter-attack was strongly supported
br artillery. Kleber attacked the wood of l\Ionceaux, turned
Latour's left, cine!, snpported by two regiments of cavalry, drove him
h,ick on Forchies. Thus Latour also was disposed of.
Quasdanowich deployed in advance of la Cense de Grandchamp.
An attempt ,rns made hy i\Iorlot to stop him by menacing his flanks ,
imt Qnasdanowich tnrnecl the tables by attacking Morlot's right, and
the latter retired on Gosselies. Quasclanowich was still adrnncing
when be received orders to break off the fight.
The left of Championnet rested on a great redon bt, arm eel with 18
hea,·y piece., and commanding t,he plain between Fleurus arnl l\Iellet.
He was attacked by Kaunitz, who, after clri,·ing in the outposts, had
The French resisted obstinatelr,
-deployed towanls St. Fiacrc.
nrn,king a c~walry counter-attack from ,v agne, which, howe.,·er, was
-011

repnlsed.

Kaunitz later on sought to tnrn the French left when, in

consequence of a false reporL of Lefebvre's retreat, the redoubt and
i:intrencbments were

abandoned

in

Cliampionnet's

retirement.

Jourdan upon this bronght np G battalions and 6 squadrons of
Klt:bcr's command, and directed Cbampionnet to advance. The
Austrians were driven back, but just then Kaunitz had recei\·ed
.orders that the retirement was general.

The Archduke Charles appears to have effected little.
Beaulieu, sweeping away the French ;1,1_h·anced posts, and haYing
c,urie,l l\.1arceau's intrenchments, dro,·e a large part of his corps
across the Sam bre. Lefebvre then detached 3 battalions and
Hatry also furnished three to enable Marceau to make good his
defence; but Lefebvre himself retired to his intrcnchments by
echelon. A hot contest then began for the possession of the ,·illage
of Lcimbnsart, and HaLry was ordered to succour Lefebvre because
Beaulieu was ernleaYouri11g to turn the Yillage. A murderous
combat ensued; but the 'village remained in French possession .
.About this time Beaulieu recei,·etl retiring orders.
TLe Prince de Cobonrg had originally hoped to succour Charleroi,
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an1l ordere1l a retirement on hearing the place had already fallen.

Still, it is probable he conl<l h,we done no more than he did, attacking on such a plan.

The chief sncce:'is of the defence was due to a.

great counter-attack; but this \\'as rendered possible by the Yery
m, ture of the attack.
The Austrian position arnl ,listributi0n of troops at Areola (Plate
YIII.) corresponded almost exactly to those of Villeroy at Ramillies,
bnt a rnriety was introduce,! by Bonaparte in the method of attack.
The Duke of J\farlborough discovered •1uickly the weak point of his
adversary, thrust himself in thP.re in heavy mass, a.nd inflicted an

oYerwhelming defeat with no great loss to his own army. Bonaparte
was three clays at Areola, two of which he spent hammering at the

strongest Austrian gates; not till the third dc1y di,1 he take
adrnntage of the Austrian weak point. This method was natnrnlly
Yery costly to the French, "'hile the defeat of the Anstrians was not.
nearly so crnshing as that of the French at Ramillies.
The Austrian right was at Porcil, near Caldiero, left at Areola.;
but owing to the position of the French forces at and south of
Ronco, the left bank of the Alpon as far as its junction with the
Adige must be considered a necessary part of the Anstrian position.
The ground between the Alpon and Adige is lower than the rivers,
and is impracticable except on the causeways ; one of these leads

from Ronco to Areola and St. Bonnifaccio, another from Ronco by
Porcil to Cakliero, where it joins the Yerona-Vicenza rnad. The·
wooclen bridge at Areola was then narrow and high; it had been
barricaded and protected by ,wtillery; the neighbouring houses were
also loopholed.
Thns from Porcil round to Arcoln. the Austrian po,;ition was

almost impregnal,le, for a small number of troops might easily have
held the causeways. South of Areola, in the absence of opposition,
there \\'as nothing to prernnt the p:issage of the Adige or the Alpon;
hence this part of tbe position, as long as it was undefended, was

quite open to attack.

This constitutes the resemblance between the

Ramillies and Areola positions.

Six Austrian battalions were at Porcil, U battalions and 22
Slilladrons at St. Bonnifaccio an<l Areola, a strong detachment holding the bridge. There were no Austrian troops south of Areola.
Thus in the distribution of troops the resemblance to Ramillies was
complete.
l\Iassenai with 0,540 men, and Angerean, with 8,340 were ahont

Ronco.

On the 15th November the former was directe,l along the

Porcil, the latter along the Arcol,i causeway. Massena succeeded in
forcing hack the Porcil detachment, lmt as darkness approached
considered it rn~ces~ary to retire on Ronco. Angerenu could do
nothing at Areola, for the strong reinforcements brought up by the
Austrians repulsed eYery attack. Meantime Bonaparte detached
Uuyenx tomrnls Albareclo, with orders to cross the Adige, and
mo\·e a.long the left bank.

The crossing was easily enough effected,

but nothing more could be clone, as the daylight was by that time
,,;one. Therefore Bonapute broke off the action, am! ordered all
his forces to recross the Adige, except the 12th and i"i:ith DemiBrigades left to guard the bridge at Ronco. The Austrians retained

Clll their posts from Porcil to Areola.
Xext day the French, baYing recrossed the Adige in the
morning, met the Austrians advancing towards the bridge at Ronco

on both the causeways. ·The Austrians were forced back, and then,
except f011 one or two incidents, there was a pa.use in the battle.

One of these incidents was an attempted advance by th e Austrians
;tlong the right bank of the Alpon, south of St. Bonnifaccio; this,
boweYer, was easily stopped. Another incident was an ~tttempt by
Bona.pa.rte, which on that day remained incomplete, to cross tlrn
Alpon o,·er a trestle bridge. Night coming on, the French retireLl

as before, leaving only a guard on the left bank of the Adigc.
The shortness of the November clays may ha,-c induced
B0naparte to attempt at first a ,-oup de main. Two days thus lost
roused him, a.nd his measures were now very different. On the
third morning, the advancing Austrians having been again driYen
back along the causew:iys, the following dispositions were made.

The French 3Jncl Demi-Brigade was posted in the wood at the
confluence of the rivers; tbe 18th Light was posted at Ronco bridge;

the I 8th of the Line moved on Porcil, the 7.5th on Areola. The
trestle bridge having been completed, Augereau crossed the Alpon,
near the junction with the Adige.
The 7 5th, heavily attacked on the Areola causeway, was forced
hack towards the wood, hotly pursued by the Austrians. But now
the 18th Line, advancing from Ronco bridge, supported the 75th;
the I 8th of the Line, returning along the causeway from Bioude, fell
on the Austrian rear; and the 32nd, moving out of the wood, took
them in Hank. Attacked on all sides save one, the Austrians were
thrown into the marsh, arnl lost two or three thousand prisoners.

Meantime A11gereau, haYing crossed the Alpon, found himself
If the

stuck in a morase:, a11d for a long time was unable to rleploy.

,6
statement of Jomini is to be belie,·ed, Bonaparte withdrew attention
from Angereau in his difficulties by causing Lieut. Her~ulus, wiLh
only 25 guides, to cross the Allige and ad Yance towards St. Gregorio
"~hat seems more
with a loud sounding of many trumpets.

credible, two battalions called up from the south did no\\· at this
crisis reach St. Gregorio; and this miglit have serYed to gi,·e
Angereau time for deployment. At all ernnts the Austrians now
began to retire, so that l\Iassena got across the Alpon at Areola, and
Augereau extricated himself from the nmrsb.

The Austrians made

good their retreat, but lost 8,000 men.
Thus Bonaparte, after vain attempts to capture tl1e Austrian
stronghold, succeeded when he attacked them where they were
weak.

It will readily be seen how impossible it was for the Austrians to
make a great counter-attack. South of Areola they had no troops.
For the rest they had, as it were, two narrow doors. In at those
doors the French could not enter, hnt out of those doors the
Austrians could not issue.

Of Vimiero, the next name in Appendix III., hut little need be
sai<l. A part of the British line stoo,l opposite a deep ravine, but
the centre and extreme left were assailable.

Numerically weak,

Jnnot attempted both attacks, gi\'ing Wellington time to beat off
one attack and then moYe the same troops, concealed by the groun1l,
to beat off the other. Had \\' ellin~ton been left to himself he
might haYe raised Yimiero to the rank of RiYoli; but he w:.1.s not

left to himself, aml Junot comfortabl]' escaped. It seems
improbable that Wellington deliberatel]' left two openings to
invite attack, for that would haYe been to expect Junot to cli,-icle
bis inferior force into two \\·idely separated parts, each of \\·bich
could be met and repulsed by one concentrated force, as actually
happened.
At Tahwera, ,vellington thoroughly fortified his right, and placed
there the Spaniards, ,Yho were Yery shaky, under an untrustworthy
leader. He placed the British on the left in the open, hoping no
doubt they would sustain the main aUack; as they did, for the
French almost ignored the Spaniards, who ne,·ertlieless in great
part fled, carrying wild confusion to the rear. The battle, therefore,
properly enters the thinl tlefensi,·e system as regards µosition, but.
not as regards execution. It was not probable the Spaniards would
quit their protectiYe works to make a great counter-attack; 11or did

they.

At liberty to bring to bear on the British portion of the
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Duke's line the whole weight of their superior numbers, the French
p:ave him no opportunity of making anywhere a great counter-

attack. Probably had the French ma,\e their attacks with more
skill the battle might not have been indecisive. It is inferred then
tbt though the British c0mmander did desire to be attacked, as he
was, on bis left, this was uot because he saw hi.-, way to inflicting on
the French there a staggering blow, but merely because he did not

trnst the Spaniards.
:-loult, though he defended almost round the compass at Toulonse,
,woiclcd J onrdan's great extension of front at Fleurus, and by carefully-arranged field defences he reduced the l\'Cakness of the salients,
so that he ,rns at least well situated for the execution of a great
counter-attack by meang of his central reserve. Yet it seems
improbable that he intended, by leaving his right flank open,
deliberately to invite attack there; for if he did he must have
reckoned on his adversary committi11.<; a palpable fault.
It was shown in the former ]Xtper, where this battle ,l'as clescrihed
in deta,il, that ,Yellington conkl reach Soult's right only by making
a flank march, and to make a flank ma.rch under the very eyes and
noses of a practised force has always been accounted a fault that
should be dearly paid for. Why then, since the fault was committerl,
die! ::loult fail to take advantage of it ? He was not thoroughly
ready, though he had ample time.

Only here and at Fleurus did a force armed with the musket,
tlefcrnling on the third system, obtain a real opportunity of making
a, great counter-attack. In both cases tlie line of defence was in the
form of a con,·cx aec, and the reserve making the attack was

centrally phteed. At Fleurus the attempt succeeded because the
columns of the assailant were too wiJely separated to act in combination.
At Toulouse the attempt failed, possibly bec,rnse Sonlt
scarcely supposed he would have the chance he was offered, and
therefore prepared for it too late.
The Sikhs were great intre11chers, sometimes turniug the use of
the sp:ide to ;-ery good account. At Sobraon (Plate IX.), fought
the 10th February, 1846, they had throw11 up very extensive works,
l>0th flanka resting on the river 8utlej. These works consisted of
lofty parapets with deep ditcbe.;;, ill se\'cral lines, armed with guns
of hea\'y calibre. The centre of this position conic\ hardly be ass:iilcd,
so stupendons were here the intrenchments; on the left the works
were les;,:; formidable, and on the right considerably so, in spite of
the ttanking fire of some batteries constructed on the opposite bank
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of the river.

This ,mnt of uniformity in the strength of the Sikh

line existed, but there is nothing to show the want was duo to a.

fixed purpose.
The British were formed for attack at 2 a.m., but so thick at th,,t
hour was the fog, all action was postponed till after da,rn. Then
for two hours a cannonade was maintained; bnt the Sikh guns were
not silenced, and British ammunition began to run short.

Sir Robert Dick was then ordered at 9 a.m. to move fonrnrd on
the left. The a,.!Yancc of Dick's first line against the enemy's right,
by far his weakest point, was coYercd by the fire of the batteries of
Horsford, Fordyce, a11d Lane. When it arriYed within 300 yards
of the position a rush forward was made, and the first line of
intrencbrnents occupied, not a shot haYing bee11 fired, except by the
flank companies against the Sikh batteries beyond the riYer. As in
spite of this lire the batteries continued to enfilade the attack, it was
necessary to adrnnce the second line, the 10th and 80tb Regiments
being told off to silence the batteries, which they effectually did .
By this adYance the Sikhs ,rnre driven tomtrds the centre of their
line, and endeavoured to bring up supports from the left. On this
side, however, Smith now advanced, and a.fter two attempts succeeded
in carrying the intrenchments, though the ground at this part wa3

much broken, and the parapet difficult to climb.
In the centre Gilbert's division adYanced, but had twice to fall
hack on :.ccou nt of the extremely high intrenchments. The third
attempt succeeded, but it was made considerably to the left.
The Sikhs now retreated across the bridge of boats which here
gave passage ornr the Sutlej. In the confusiou the bridge ga,·e
way, so that the total Sikh loss amounted to 10,000 men and Gi guns.
The British lost 320 killed, including Sir Robert Dick, and 2,063
wounded. The action was over by noon.
It is ,·ery cleaL' that the true attack was here made aga.inst the
weakest part of the position, and that no counter-attack was

possible.
\Ve now come to the period of the rHie, during which were fought
three great battles belonging to the third defensfre system, namely,
~Iagenta, Fredericksbnrg, ancl GettyslJurg. At l\lagenta, already
described in detail in the fonner paper, the Anstrians coyererl a p,lrt

of their front by the very easily defendc,1 Grand Cano!, the r ight
flank remaining perfectly open.

It is as certain as anything can be

that in this the Austrian commander had no deep-laid design.

The

.French made their main attack ag:iinst the Austrian right, but with-
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out skill ; for which reason it was certainly in the power of tlic
An::;trians to have made a gre:1t and succe.:;sfnl counter-attack. None,

buwe\·er, was attempted.
It is only necessary to say of Fredcricksburg that the principal
Federal attack, over grounJ. thoroughly searcbed

by artillery fire,

against a strongly held line of intrencbments, or what amounted to
that, was a useless waste of life.
At Gettysburg the Federal left was stro11g by nature, the right
was defended by breastworks, the centre was open. No design is
apparent in this. Lee appears to haYe wished to draw the Fcderals
to the ftanks and then pierce the centre by a great attack. For this
he was fa.r too weak 1mmerically, and his attacks were not suffi-

ciently knit together.
Since the introduction of the breech-loader two great battles
ha vc been fought on this system, Gra rnlotte and Lisaine, both
That Bazaine might, had
described in the previous paper.
he so willed it, have saved his army at Grnvelotte by a great
couuter-attack on his right has been very often demonstrated.
No one will need to be reminded that in this battle the German real
attack was made in the French offensive zone; but here Bazaine had
omitted to post a reserve.
At Lisaine, von "'enler acted very differently. Parts only of l1is
front were fortified or natur"IIY protected; the right was quite en /'air.
Though expecting attack chiefly on his left \·on "~erder, like a good
general, formeJ heavy resetTes available at all points. \\'hen
then the chief French attack was made against the open right,
a great counter-attack in that quarter successfully ended the
battle.
This investigation shows that of t\\·eh·e battles fought with the
musket, the force on the defensive occupying a position of which one
part WtlS mnch stronger than tbe other, none shows clearly that the
defending commander did designedly leave a part of his position
apparently weak, so as to induce attack where a thoroughly organized
counter-attack was prepared for it. In two cases only was there
" great counter-attack. In both of them the line of defence ,rns "
convex arc, at Flenrus a very considerable arc, which the enemy
attacked without attempting to concentrate his forces. It seems improbable that Soult counted on \Yellington making a flagrant enor
at Toulouse ; and more improbable that, having counted on it, he
would nevertheless be found unreacly when the error was made.
Except, then, in two accidental cases, there was in these battles no
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conntcr-a.ttack; and lt seems very nearly impossible this should ha.\'e
been othcrwbc.
The eflective range of the musket was limited to 200 or ~aO

prds. Up to that limit :cttacking troops conic! advaJtce without
loss, except from ctrtillery fire, and then a good rush carried them to
the defender's lillcs; such a. rnsh as Sir Robert Dick's division made
at Sohraon. But if a determined assailant got that fa,· the odds

were very heavy that the defender lost his position at that particular
point.

To prevent this catastrophe an obstacle was used, bnt it had

to he such an obstacle as snfliced of itself to keep the assailant out;
nothing short of that was of much use. At Blenheim this obstacle
was the marshy N ehel ; at lfamillies the still more nrnrshy Gete ; at
Lowositz a muddy stream; a.t Areola a swamp; at Kesselsdod a
ravine; and so forth.

Bnt such an obstacle, an obstacle the assailant could not cross
under the defender's fire, cqnally served to keep in the defenders
and bar them from any advance. Thus, though the defender never
darecl to deplete his defensive zone of troops and so economize, the
assailant was perfectly safe in leaving at this part of the field a
comparatively small number of troops to amuse the defenders, or
sometimes even iu ignoring the defensive zone altogether; for in
neither case was the defending force able, on account of its own

great protective obstacle, to move out against the flank of the
At
assailants marching on to the part of the front left open.
Lowositz, by artillery fire alone, the breaking out of Braun's left
wing was prevented; at Areola a few battalions on the causeways
produced the same result; at Ramillies a small force left opposite
AuLre Eglise kept for some time nearly the whole of Yillerny's
army idle; at Kesselsdorf and Talavera the defensive zo11e was left
practically ignored.
Bnt having this power the assailant was at liberty to throw nearly
the whole of his forces against the open part of the position, a.nrl the

On e\'ery occasion
defender could do nothing to prevent him.
where the weapon was the musket, ,md where the plan of attack wa:;
not demonstrably had, this was exactly what happened.
To meet these very superior forces the defender could employ
only such troops as he himself hawcned to have in the offensirn
zone, and these, under such circumstances, never sufficed for a really
great counter-attal'.:k. Attempts were sometimes made to draw orer
in a desperate hurry part of the force standing useless behind the

great obstacle; hut these attern1Jts sel<lom saved the clay.

At
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J'\.esselsdorf, Lowositz, Pragne, Areola, Talavera 1 no such attempts

were made; at Blenheim, Toulonse, Sobraon, they were made without any success; at Ramillies a. very simple precautionary measure
rendered the attempt ,mgatory.
But when the rifle came into use, more especially the far-ranging,
accurate, rapidly firing breech-loader, the necessity for the great
physical obstacle entirely vanished. At great distances the assailant
began to suffer loss ; as the distance diminished his losses increased;
he could no longer approach, without enduring very serious loss,
near enough to the position to take it with a rush. The true
obstacle had become sustained, well-directed infantry and artillery
fire. The slight firing trench sen-ecl not to keep the assailant out,
anrl therefore to hem the defender in, hut merely to reclnce the size
of the target offered by the defender's body to the assailant's aim.
It follmrnrl that the assailant conic] no longer afford to ignore the
troops posted in the defensh-e zone, for to do that would have been
to offer a flank to a body of troops which could in a moment dash to
the attack oYer its insignificant para.pet. Neither was it now possible, as formerly, to contain the troops posted in the defensive zone
by a mere show of force. To keep those troops pinned clown where
they were it was necessary to oppose to their fire at least an equal
fire; and this, considering the difference in the size of the respective
targets, implied the employment by the assailant, at this part of the
field, of a body of troops numerically much superior. Greatly did
this detract from the assailant's power to attack elsewhere. What
a small number of troops were left over for the turning movement
at (+ravelotte, and for the turning movement at the Lisaine !
Therefore it is argued that the division of the field of hat.tie into
two pa.rts, one much stronger than the other, brought to the defender
in the clays of the musket no real advantage, but that when the
musket vani&bed the disadvantage of this position vanished with it.
It then became possible for the defender to make a true division of
his field, and a corre;,;ponding disposition of his troops, with a clear,
definite object, the organization of a great counter-attack.
For if we consider the five great battles--there were 011ly fivefought, since the rifle was introduced, 011 this system, we shall find
that in four of them the assailant made his chief attack in the
offensive zone, while in the fifth, the only occasion where he :ittacked
directly a well-prepared, stoutly-held defensiYe front, he paid a
terrible price and lost the battle. No doubt at this battle, Freclericksburg, the ground OYCr which the FcUerals adrn.nce<l was thoroughly
G
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searched by artillery fire, and swept by a hail of bullets from the
wall of the Telegraph road. But that is a condition always to be
seemed when a defensive front is designed. Gra,-elotte and the
Lisaine likewise showed how costly frontal attacks must be on
defensive fronts held by steady troops.
Therefore it is concluded that the first defensi,·e system stands
self-condemned; that the second system, though much superior in
some ways, is extra.Yagant of men, a.nd does little to help the

defender to a knowleJge of what he may expect; that che third does
help the defender to this knowledge, helpiug him, in the days of the
musket, only too well, for it showed him exactly where he would be
beaten ; and that now the third system is economical of troops,

helps the defenrler in forming a conclusion as to the probable course
of events, and guides him in so disposing his troops as to have them
at hand for the great counter-attack.
We now come to the most difficult p:1r of this problem, the determination of the extent to which the second and third systems
respectively bring out the power of the latest modern weapons.
To do this it is first necessary to giye a more complete, though
still quite a general, idea of what may be a possible distribution of
troops suggested by this system of defence.
Most probably the general-in-chief would first desire to find suitable positions for his artillery. If this cannot be done, a successful
defence becomes impossible. The positions found must be such that
the artillery can perform three great duties. First, it must be able
thoroughly to search the ground in front and on the flanks of the
defensiYe zones. Second, it must be able to support the minor
connter-attacks made in those zones. Only by this means qan the
troops there posted hold in front of them heavy forces of the enemy,
and sufficiently reduce the balance of force left to him for decisi,-e
action elsewhere. Third, it must be able to support in the most
efficacious way the great counter-attacks. \Yithout such support
these attacks must fail.
But as the artillery could uot carry out these duties if it \\'ere
always a target for the enemy's guns, it is equally important that
the ground in front should afford the enemy no advantageous
positions for his own artillery. To yield him this would be to grant
more than the defence can afford. To see without being seen, to
t:i.ke every advantage ancl yield none, must be a cardinal principle.
Next come:, the business of choosing the localities for defensiYe
zones. Some gronnd is better suited for <lefensi,·e, some for oft'ensi,·o
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action. The absolute necessities have been already stated. The
lines to be held must be concealed or masked from the fire of the
enemy's artillery: the front occupier] must suffice for a considerable
number of rifles, and the clear fiehl of fire to the front and flanks
must be ample; the supports and reser\'es should not be exposed to
fire.
These zones cannot be chosen without reference to the artillery
positions, in which possibly modifications may become necessary to

ensnre the infantry the aid of their own artillery.
There can be little difficulty in apportiouing the troops allotted to
tlie defensiYe zones.

They mnst ba.ve their own reserves, whose

all-important duty it is to carry ont the local counter-attacks.
It is to be presumed the offensiw zones will also have their firing
lines and supports for very ob,·ions reasons, the chief one of which
is that time must always be required to set in motion the main
reserves. Their actual distribution must depend on the accidents
of the ground.
Of the main reser\'es it may be said with some certainty that they
should be in masses, and perfectly concealed from the enemy's vie\\·.
Possibly this latter fact may in some cases settle their first positions.
Ent if there be a choice, it is suggested they might be well place,!
if in rear of the wings of the defensive zones; for then in the eyent
of the great efforts of the enemy being made in the offensive zones,
they can, by marching straight forward, strike the assailant obliquely.
To do this suddenly and ,mexpectedly would be the defender's aim.
No great counter-attack could be carried to completeness without
the action of carnlry. No doubt a considerable fraction of this arm
will be employed in obtaining, what is of the utmost importance to
the defending commander, information ; and a portion must, of
course, be occupied frustrating the attempts of the enemy's caYalry.
But the defender's task cannot be performed unless he keep postecl
in good positions sufficient bodies of horse to finish what is begun
by the gre.ct counter-attack of infantry, supported by artillery.
The defender has still two arms, the mounted infantry ancl his
machine guns, required for special duties. "-hat these are will ba
suggested later on,
In this idea the flanks of the general position are included as a part
of the whole. Ent it should perhaps be stated that in posting the
main reserves it is contemplated that to them shall belong the duty
of actively meeting a turning movement. Therefore some of these
reserves must be posted accordingly.
G2
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Two factors there are which never change in wat\ the men who

fight, am] the ground they fight on. One factor is always changing,
the weapon. That the defe11der may be enabled to take full
aclvantage of the wonderful powers of hi:s weapon he must be so

placed that his weapon alone defends him, because then he can
advance at will in :lily direction should the fire of the enemy slacken.
Bnt the ass&ilant has also arms of precision; he, too, can hurl in a

tremendous storm of missiles, ,wcl he hurls them against a steady
target. Therefore, as m::rn has remained unchanged, wh il e the
means of putting him out of action ha Ye become much mOJ'C effectfre,
it is necessary to refuse the enemy the power of using his wr.apon to

full advantage. This may be to some extent clone by making the
target of the assailant as small as possible, that is, by taking
adYantage of the ground.

If then we would estimate the extent to which one defensirn
system surpasses another in enabling an army in position to reap
the benefit of arms of precisio11, we have to consider first the power

of the weapon, and second the smallness of the target offered by the
defender. A third item, the present increased tendency to turning
movements, would probably on the whole affect hoth systems alike.
Let it be supposed then that a force on the defensive has taken
up a position, not perhaps precisely in the manner already described,
still somewhat on those principles. And let it be supposed that an
assailing force has approached the position with the one object of
crushing the defender where he stands. Assnme that the arlrnnccd
forces and posts, if there be any, have already cleared the front,
so that the contest is now to be settled by the two main bodies.
It is to be presumed the attacking commander will at first see
little in his front, except perhaps a line of guns, an<l that he will
aclY<,nce his line to draw the defender's fire. Let it he snpposecl
then that the contest has reached this stage when the two forces
are more or less engaged all along the line. For the sake of
simplicity, let it he also supposed that the defender's position comprises, including the flanks, only t"·o zones, one offensive and one

It will be understood that in snch a case one of the t,rn
flanks must be, owing to natural features, difficnlt to turn, as was

defensirn.

the French left flank at Gravelotte, or the German left flank at the
Lisaine, or the Austrian right flank at Lowositz, or the British right
flank at Talavera, or Sonlt's right flank at Nivelle, and so on in a
vast number of cases.

That being so, we shall snppose that the defending commander
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has become aware, fron.1 Yarions indications. that the assailant is
massing liis forces preparatory to a determined attack in the offensive zone. The point now to be examined is not the suitability to
such a state of affairs o[ the distribution of troops just suggested,
for every commander would have to settle that for himself in each
separate case, but the extent to ,d1ich troops pai-tly in a fortified
defeusive zone, a.nil partly in illl open offensiYe zone, as comp:1red
with troops on a front nowhere fortified, and everywhere more or

less assailable, benefit by the power of their own weapo11s, a11d rob
the enemy o[ the power of his.
The number of troops on the defensive being in both cases the
eame, we may call that 11umber anything we please, and shall
suppose it to be some number A+B, of which the part A has been
allotted to the defensive zone, and the part B to the offensive zone,
the third defensi,·e system being employed. Then if the force A
perform its duty it holds in its front a certain considerable number
of the enemy's troops ; and it has been shown that A can do
this in virtue of the immense power of modern rifles, and for no

other reason. The number of the enemy's troops A can hold in
front meagures the extent to which the defender benefits by the
The extent to which A in hie
power of the modern weapon.
intrenchments snffers loss measures the deprivation of that power to

which the enemy has to submit.
If, now, we suppose the defe11der nowhere fortified, we may put it
that the assailant has chosen some part of the field at which to drive
home his great attack, and that he is containing all the rest of the line.
\Yhat then is the state of the case along that part of the defender's
line which is contained, the length of which we shall assume roughly
eqmtl to the length of front defended 1,y A 1
To produce the same result the number of the enemy's troops
held iu its front by the contained line should be the number held in
a similar way by the force A; otherwise the assailant's great attack
woul<l be stronger against the front of the second system than

against the offensive zone of the third.

But to effect this a much

stronger force will be necessary on the contained line of the second

system than in the defensirn zone of the third, that is, than the
force A; for thongh an nnfortified force has nearly the same ]JOWer
of rifle as a fortified force, it offers a much greater target, and therefore suffers much greater lusses; so the number of its rifles is moro

rapi,!ly reduced. Let then the contained force on the second defensi,·e system be represented by A+ C. Although the force A+ C
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will at first be mnch stronger in rifle fire than the force A, yet
shortly, owing to its much greatc1· losses, it will find itself able to
do no more than A.
But it now follows that the force left over to meet the great
attack of the assailant is not B, but only B - C. Eitlier then a
force equal to C must he added to the defending army, or that army
must he content to meet its opponent's great attack, under precisely
similar circumstances, with wea,ker forces. Thus the strength of
the force C is the measure of the economy due to the adoption of

the third defensive system.

But that economy arises from the em-

ployment of intrenchments; and it is the modern rifle which renders

the use of these simple intrenchments possible and sufficient, as has
been already shown. Hence the third defensive system gets as
much more out of the modern rifle than the second system as wonld
he represented by an actnal additional force. But this only applies
as long as the great attack is made in the offensive zone.
Let it be next supposed that the assailant resoh·es to make bis
main effort in the defensive zone, the offensive zone being contained.
Then since the troops in the offen~ive zone a.re in the oµen, they are,
in that zone, in precisely the same condition as the troops in the
contained part of a front under the second system ; :,nd therefore
there is no economy in the offensiYe zone due to the employment of
one system or the other. But in the defensive zone the main attack
is directed in the one case against troops fortified, and iu the other
case against troops not fortified. There must be some economy of
troops in the former case; that is, the third defensiYe system is here
also the more economical. But this economy is not essentially 1lue
to the rifle; it might arise eYen in the case of the musket. Thus
Picton was beaten off with heavy loss when he attacked Soult's
fortified flank at Toulonse.
It is concluded that in what has heen, and probably will continue
to be, the more usual mode of attack the third defensiYe system
gets more out of the modern rifle than the second system does;
while in the rarer form of attack both systems are in this respect on
a par.
A great attack made against the defensirn zone has been called
the rarer form, because it should be possible to make a defensive
zone almost impregnable as regards frontal attack, and an attack in
flank seems exposed to some danger.
In the case supposed, that is to say, a. single defensive and a
single offensiYe zone, the defender would proln,bly h,we est:,blishecl

two great reserves, one in rear of the right of the defensive zone,

one in the offensive zone well on the right fl11nk; a disposition of
the reserrns somewhat similar to that adopted at the Lisaine, and
often proposed as one Bazrtine might well have adopted at Gravelotte.
These reserves could not he moved until the defender knew for
certain in which zone the main attack was being pressed. Once he
had that knowledge the defending commander has merely to order
his reserves to ad van cc.

But the flank of the assailant's m1tin attack would he covered by
his own containing force; consequently before that flank can be
struck the containing force must be in some way disposed of. If
that were done, the reserve posted in the offensive zone, moving
forward obliquely, would strike the flank of the great attack, while
the reserve in the defe11sive zone, moving straight forward, would
strike its hea,1. Sncb a combined movement is possible on the field
of battle, because it can be directed on the spot by a single mind;
a.nd bas often been snccessfnlly carried out, as at Salamanca, Yittoria,
N 1\'elle, Le l\Ians, in attack ; 8aurore11, in defence.
The containing force is, it is to be presnmed, about a· match for

the contained force. The sndden appearance of a fresh force on the
flank of the containing force might then make it possible for the
contained force to take the offensive, and clear the ground for the
advance of the rcse1Te. It is suggested tlu,t the great mobility of
the mounted infantry fits it to perform the rule of that fresh force.
For it might advance ,·ery rapidly from a conceale<l position, take
up a flanking position, anrl suddenly open an enfilading fire.
Machine guns, being also able to travel with great rapidity, might
be of great assistance here.
A battle has occasionally been not.iced in many respects similar

to some prerio11s battle, yet no one probably would like to undertake beforehand the description of a battle, given the fullest detail
of the whole scene of action, and ~verything else that might be

arbitrarily fixed. So that the aborn suggestions of possible movements are merely intended to imply that if reserves were posted
suitably to meet a probable attack in the offensive zone, they wonld

not be altogether hadly placed to meet the much less probable case
of an attack in the defensive zone; and that the defender wonld
usually have means by which be conkl gain the time necessary for
the mo,·ements of his reserves, and for clearing the way for their

action. II he were wholly without those means, then be would
still be worse off under the second delensi ve system than he would
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under the third, because none of his troops being intrencbed they
could not hold out so long.
It might be asked why object to the defender's troops in the
firing line of the offensiYe zone being intrenchcd 7 There would be
no objection if it were not a moral certainty that then the whole front
would become one great defensive fro1Jt 1 with no offensive zone at

all; and thus the defence would descend to that of the first system,
which has nernr scored a Yictory. But this need not happen, it
might be suggested, if the ground were stronger by nature at one
part of the position than at the other, as indeed, was the case at
Gravelotte. It might so happen, it might be tbat nature so demarcated the field as to make the presence of a few firing trenches in the
offensive zone unobjectionable; it might then be mere pedantry to
object. And it might be further urged that if, against probability,
the assailant choose to contain the offensive zone, then intrenchments

would be of great value to the force defending there. It might be
added the containing force would itself probably intrench, and so be
enabled to economize. And this brings the one answer to all these
doubts: let the intrenchments be made by the defender in the
offensive zone when they are found to be necessary, but not till
then.
Finally, these ideas apply only to the contest of unequal forces,
when one force, owing to numerical weakness, is compelled to adopt
the clefensi ve. ,vhett two armies, not uuequal in strength, engage,

they would probably settle the matter in a totally diffel'ent \\·ay.
The solution here proposed of the defensive problem makes
everything subordinate to the nece~sity of organizing counter-attack
on a grea.t scale. Solutions have also been attempteLl, adopting
non:1inally the third system, in which great counter-attack, though
mentioned, is not the most important feature. As Captain Deguise,
a Belgian officer, has worked ont the subject in great detail, a brief
description will be given of his proposals, as illustrati,·e of these

alternative methods.
It is the ide:i of Deguise that above all things, and before anything else can be done, the sting of the attack must be plucke<l out.
Acting on this idea he supposes that the whole defensiYe line must

be prepared for a stiff-necked defence, which shall last until the
enemy begins to give signs of having had enough.

Then counter-

attack, which hitherto had been local, and having for an object to
prevent the withdrawal of the enemy's troops from some parts for
massing i11 front of others, is to be carried out on a great scale, as
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great a scale, that is, as the defender's numerical stre11gth allows 1

by means nf special reserves.
But this is not great counter-attack at all; it is merely another
uame for a general advance of the whole army, to convert a repulse
of the enemy into a decisive victory after the enemy's pm,·er to

1.11

advance bas been knocked out of him. And that reduction of
power Deguise proposes to effect solely by minor counter-attack.
But it has been already shown from history that that can hardly be
done.
Deguise declares himself a pronounced opponent of uniformity
in fortifying the front of a position. He accordingly divides the
position to be defended into t,rn parts, or, in cases where the front
13 of great length, into series, each of which has two parts, one part

l"e;erved for defensi,·e, the other part for defensive-offensive fighting.
Both parts arc to be fortified by redoubts, each capable of defence
by one or two companies (250 or 500 men), the redoubts being
eonnected by shelter trenches. In the defensive zone these redoubts
are 500 to 600 yards apart, and in the defensirn-oftensive zone from
800 to 900 yards apart.
It is claimed for these redoubts that they characteristically draw
to themselves the fire of the enemy, that they can be more easily
-defended than the same length of mere shelter trench, and, thereHence the closer together the
fore, are economical of troops.
re,loubts the greater the economy of men; and it follows that by
this means troops are economized in the J.efensive zone, wl1ere the
grournl is more favourable to defensiYe than to offensive fighting.

In the defensive-offensive ,one the redoubts are partly intended to
render possil,le a stiff defence, but also to serve as poi,il, cl"appui, in
ease the local counter-attacks here made should miscarry.
It is not proposed that the defence shall be entirely passive, even
in the defensive zone.

On the contrary, the regimental and other

resenes posted at this part of the field have as Lheir duties, in
aUdition to feeding the fight, to execute minor attacks with the
intention of holding the enemy, and, in case the enemy should
succeed in breaking through, to act against his flanks.
To each unit in the defensi,·e-offensive zone is assigned a some-

what shorter breadth of front than in the defensive zone. Con
serinently here, where the ground is supposed to be more favourable
for ofl'ensi ,·e action, there is a stronger balance of troops available to
,carry out that offensive action :it the moment when the position is
.assaulted.
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The army resen'CS are intern.led to act on the flanks, and to make

whtit is e1T~neonsly called the tinal counter-attack, when the whole,
force passes to the offensive.

The defensive process is here accomplished in a tolerably simple
A very destructive infantry fire ii; directed on tl1e enemy
from all parts of the line by intrenche,l troops, aided by local
counter-attacks, much stronger and n10re frequent in the dcfensiveoffensi ,·e than in the defensive zone, made by local reserves. This
way.

tremendous fire is maintained until the forces of the enemy are

sutliciently thinned and his fire sntliciently beaten down to warrant
a general advance.

The passage from the defensive to the oft'cusfre,

always found so difficult, is here rendered e,asy by the maintenance in
the troops of the oftCnsi vc spirit, due to constant minor counter-a.ttack.

This appears simple; but it appears also as though the defender
were here fighting the whole tough part of the battle with only a
fraction of his forces, while the enemy uses the whole of his. For
the whole of the defen<l6r's army reserves remain quiescent nntil
the enemy is pr~ctically beaten, and then they are set in motion to

complete the diro11/e.
Bnt to maintain for a considerable time a. destructive fire along

the whole front of a position would demand the employment of
very gre,tt numbers, for the object is to produce a decisiYC effect
on the enemy; and the fire must be maintaineLl at its hottest until

it has produced tlmt effect. During the whole of this period the
t!efen,lers are likewise under fire, both from artillery and infantry,
and, on the supposition that the defenders continue to thin off the
assailantE", the defenders are themseh·es being thinned off, arnl their
numbers must he maintained. Hence it seems more th<.tn prohablc
the army reserves would themselves be used up.
But a.re these suppositions in accordance with true tactical ideas 1
,viU the attacking commander continue to send up his men to be
thinned off in this manner 1 Seldom, in all military history, haYe
attacks been made thus. In the earlier stages. of the battle, no

doubt, the enemy's troops will appear all along the line, but only
to fight over a great part of it a containing action. Against some
parts attacks in great force will be dri,·en, not by troops drawn
from elsewhere, but by t,roops who have not yet been under fire.

It is not clear by what inspiration the defender is enabled to foresee
where these parts will be, nor how he is to be prepared with
sufficient forces at the right spot arnl the right moment to meet

those attacks.
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In a word, this mode of defence is not a defence on the third
system; it is merely the first uniform system in a very thin disguise.

Captain Deguise makes very little reference to artillery. It is
not clear how he proposes the artillery of the defence is to be used
so as to assist the infa.ntry.

Counter-attack, great or small, not

fully supported 1,y artillery fire bas ahrnys been ba,1-ren of results.
The situation of the enemy's artillery is, as has been stated, just as

important a matter to the defence as the use of his own. 1 et it
woulcl seem Deguise must have forgotten what the artillery of the
assaihnt would be doing when he advocated such an unlimited use
of redoubts.
Certainly when Deguise wrot-e, the howitzer field battery hod
hardly been introduced, and the effoct of a high-explosive shell
bursting in a confined situation was f\. thing unknown. To be
tenable now a. redoubt must be not merely storm-proof; its existence,

or at all events its situation. must be unknown to the enemy's
gunners. In any ordinary position it is not likely that au endless
string of redoubts could be constructed fulfilling these conditions.
If, with this object, they were placed behind the crest-line of a long
ridge. their very restricted fielcl of fire would render them perfectly
useless, and defeat the object with which they were tlirown up.
There is still a use for the redoul,t on the hattle-fielcl. Though
we could never expect conditions of gronncl admitting of the nse
of a long string of redoubts, it is reasonable to anticipate the

possibility of constructing a few which shall fultil the required
conditions. It is always possible that at some part the clefensiYe
line might he overpowered and momentarily driven back; in such

a case points cl'appui firmly held would be of undoubted use. It
bas been already sairl that a defensible village or " small wood
suitably placed might form the nucleus of a defensiYe zone. For
many reasous well-designed redoubts would be even preferable.
It has been conclurle<.l that troops disposed on what has been
called, for shortness, the third defensiYe system have an achantage
over troops wholly fortiiicd or not fortified at all, since they can on
th,1t system be more readily organized for the cxecntion of great
counter-attack, and derive greater Uenefit frorn the power of modern

weapons. There remains the moral question-Does this method of
disposing troops tend to reduce or to increase the initiative of
suhonlinate commanders?

It is admitted that in these days of accurate, long-rn11ge rifles
troops once sent forward are very soon quite beyond the co11trol of
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the commander who despatched them.

This fact car,·ies t\\'o

consequences, one of which is that as much initiative as possible

becomes desirnhle in the actual leader of those troops. The uuexpccted nu,y at any moment be upon him; he mnst then have the
strength of will to do instantly the right thing, cost what it may.
The commander who gave the leader his oeden is far in rear, in a
position he cannot quit, wbe11ce he can sen<l orders to the different

corps to ensure co-operation, and despatch special troops on
particular service as necessary.

Circumstances may be no longer

exactly what they were when the leader received his orclers. He
must rely entirely on himself; he must ach,pt his action at once to
the spirit of his orders, and, as it were, pull the thing through somehow.

This is so absolutely necessary that any system which inter-

fered with the self-reliance, boldness, and fertility of resource of the
subordinate leaders must be radically wrong.
Suppose, as an extreme case, a general-in➔chief to have under his
command corps, divisional, and brigade leaders absolutely incapable

of carrying out an order, except with perfect literal fidelity. Then
no system of :.ttack or defence could be conceiYed by the brain of
man which should aYoid the necessity uf a stream of aides-de-camp,
despatched every two minutes in all directions with revised orders .
But even if the general-in-chief noticed eYery single change-which

is physically impossible on a wide field of battle-the dnty of the
aides-de-camp is equally impossible. For most likely it would take
an aide two minutes to reach the briga.dier1 an<l by that time it

would h,we become necessary to despatch a fresh aide with a re,·ised
order. Such a stream of aides-de-camp is just what must be al'oided.
The brigadiers must do without revised orders; they must be
capable of acting in their absence.

Does the third system of defence tend to make brigadiers expect
the stream of aides-de-camp 1 A suborrlinate who is always giYen a
definite task, a.11d is left to carry it ant in his own way: grows
accustomed, if he is worthy of employment, to acting for himself.

Everyone must be familiar with systems in ordinary public life
which encourage this mode of action and of making men, an<l with

others which do not.

The soldier is no exception.

The essence of

the thing is a clear definite dutr set. without one word as to how it

is to be done. He who does ;,ot know or will not think ho11' the
thing is to be done rnnst be set Lo find out. \rhen m·eryone bas
found out, then on1y is an army thoroughly trained.

It is pretty clear that in the defensi ·1e zone the subonlinate com-
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ma11der has a definite task to perform.

It is his business by energy,

agility, and andacity at one moment, and by perseYerance and

stllbbornness at others, to keep in front of him, ont of the main
fight, the greatest possible number of the enemy. The measure of
his success is the amount of relief he affords his comrades, at all
other parts of the field, by forcing the assailant to diYert into the
dcfensiYe zone troops not originally intended to fight there. This
object is marked out for him with perfect clearness, and giYes ample
scope for the exercise of tlio highest qualities.
The commanders in the offensive zone, whose troops are earliest
engaged wjth the enemy, would also have ,,err definite rluties.

\Yithout the aid of field defences they haYe, as much as possible, to
hinder the enemy, and prevent him gaining any ground from which
his great attack might be launched with advantage, and also to com-

pel him to show his hand by his early massing of troops.
During the earlier stages of the battle the commander of one of

the grnat reserves to be presently used in counter-attack is probably
ascertaining for himself the precise nature of the command he is
snre in the course of time to receiYe. Once that command has come,
it may be an onler for counter-attack to the flank, or for attack
obliqnelr, or for attack straight to the front; that matters not, the
,lutr is as precise, as clearly defined, as separated from el'ery other
duty, as is the duty of this commander's comrade in the dcfensi,,e
zone.

;,·

This third defensive srstern, then, absolutely requires that
distinct duties shall be allotted to the Y;trious commanders : and
when that requirement is neglected the whole system goes by the
board, and disaster follows.

At Gravelotte, for instance, Bazaine,

having placed the Imperial Guard in reserve, sent a part of it to the
2nd Corps and a part of it to the 3rd. Against this breaki11g uµ and
frittering away of bis command Bonrbaki demurred. The Guard
should .have been used, urnlcr its own commander, as one huge

powerfnl engine for great counter-attack on the right. Left with
bnt a fraction of his command, Bonrhaki-nothing is more c,·idcntlost all initiath·e, advanced, hesitated, ha.Jted, and finally merely
coYerecl a retreat, amid the jeers of those he might have saved.
And now for the second point. The general-in-chief is responsible

for failure or success, hut he is compelled to band oYer to suLordin11tes the working out of the parts of his scheme. Therefore it is
..11 the more necessary he sbonld think out tborongbly beforehand
all the detai ls of hi; defence which can he foreseen and appear
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demanded by local circnmstances. At the Lisaine, 1·011 \Vcrcler Imel
to defend a wide front with a small force, but he was opposccl to :in
enemy very strollg in numbers, though of inferior qualit.y.

He

worked out the problem thus :-A number of points were fortified
and prepared for defence ; a. fe\v atl \·a nee parties were thrown out ;
large arti\1ery positions were formed ; two great reserves were

suitably posted.

These reserves were used certainly as required,

but were always maintained a.t their full strengtl1. This alone
enabled von \Vercler to meet the crisis when it came on his right.
But the pm,ting of troops in this way is not a simple matter_; it

results from a host of considerations.

The condition of the enemy,

the t:omposition of his force, his means of supply, the ground avail-

able to him for at·tillery positions, the roads he can nse, at what
parts the enemy's march will be impeded by natural difficulties,
where he can move easily and rapidly; all these ,ind other factors
influence the commander in determining his dispositions.
As
the first steps taken are now more important than ever, the

commander cannot think ont the pi-oblem too carefully. \\'ill
all that care on his part and early attention to detail re,cppear
.as a hin<lrance to the initiative of subordinate commanders 1 If so,
the effect must be produced unconsciously, because they know
nothing of the exact reasons leading to this or tha.t decision. That

is, the effect, if produced at all, reaches them through the character
:1nd temperament of the general-in-chief.
Is there anything,
then, in this particular system of defence ternling to make a commander 11nnsually anxious and fidgetty, and inclined to interfere
with or usurp the commands of those subordinate to him 1

The simple answer is that the same early attention to detail wonld
now have to be gfren hy the commander on any other system of

defence. So that in this respect all possible systems stand on the
same footing. Only it may be said that the commander will be least
anxious, and least likely to interfere with his suborJinates, who
carries out that systern which he has practised in peace time, and in

which he thoroughly belierns.
The extent to ,Ybich this system of defence encourages the offen-

si,·e spirit in the troops is tolerably plain.

\\'hen we read militai·r

history nothing seems more striking than the exhausted condition of
both forces after a Yigorously fought engagement. Rarely }ms tht•
vivtorious force, e,·en when it has acted consistently on the ofl'ensi,·e
been in a condition to undertake pursuit. Exceptional c,lses thcr~
haYe been, of course, where the lack of pursuit was 11ot due to the
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,:,xhaustion of the Yictors. Thus, at Yittoria, where \Vellington
totall,r defeated King Joseph, there \\'as no pnrsuit; hnt here the
British troops took to plundering.
At Salainanca there was no
pursnit, owing to a tactical error. Yet what has usually preyente<l

pursuit has been ex haustion. When troops on the defensi\'0 harn
bettten off the enemy ther have not as a rnle been able to do more.
At Cold Harbour, Lee inflicted grecct loss on the Feclerals, bnt he
did not furth er interfere with them ; so t hat t he Federal army was
ahle to Jraw off1 cross the James rfrer, and at once begi;1 the
campaign which ended in Lee's ruin.
So also at SpotsylYania;
{+rant was again and again repulsed, but he remain ed jn a conrlition
to move at hi s leisnre on bi s sontlnn1.rd march. There were, in fact,

in the hundred battles here discussed on!,· three in ,vhich a defensive victory was followed up by a great pursuit j and of these three

one was \Vaterloo, where the Prussians did what the British could
hard ly have done.
It is fairly clear then t hat the offensive spirit most survives and
o,·errides exhaustion where the action of the troops has been continuously offcnsiYe throughout the day, though e,·en in t hat case,
as has been said, the balance of remaining energy has not been very
g ren.t.

The task to be performed in a defensiYe zone demands offensiYe
action, continnons though local ; in no other way would it be possible

to force the enemy to bring np fresh troops dirnrtecl from t he oflensiYe zone. In the offensive zone itself the whole id ea of the defence
is hy counter-attack. There is nothing then i11 the system to injure
the offensive spirit of the troops: on the contrarr, from beginning
to end offensive action is required.

We arrive then at th e general conclusion that, of all possible
systems of defence, that system is on all points most ad rantageons

which ,rn have called, for shortness, the third.

But it would appear

this systern demands, if success is to be attained by it, an uncommon
degree of training in the officers, if not in the troops as well.
Owing to his multifarious duties the general-in-chief may only

have time to oversee generally the choice and preparation of the
position he has to defend. \Yithin the limits allowed br strategical considerations there may be considera.ble choice of ground

available to the defender.

No one by the light of nature conic! say,

within a rca!.onable time, which position out of se,·eral offered the
greatest advantages, or the fe"·est disadvantages. It require::; sorne
training of eye and mind so to understand ground as to he able to
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perceive whether from the positions availahle for artillery the whole
of the front can be thoroughly swept, ,ind if this can be done without fear of undue annoyance from the gnns of the assailant. And
possibly eYen more carefnl training to be n.ble to judge the adaptability of the ground to good defensive zones, and if the offensive

and defensi,,e zones bear to each other a due proportion, If these
points can, beyond doubt, be settled farnurably, the officer who is
choosing the positioll mnst be able to assure the commander of many

things-that the troops can see without being seen, and can readily
reach their posts; that the reserves can be massed in perfect concealment, and can move rapidly in any direction; that the cavalry can
be posted behind cover, where the ground is snitahle for their action;

and that the flanks, if not naturally protected, can he defended by
co,mter-attack; besides all the ordinary poiHts common to all
systems alike,
But great knowledge and training are necessary to him who woulrl

choose a defensive zone_

It is essential that it should be most

rliffic11lt for the enemy's gunners to get the range of the intrenchments j and yet from those intrencbments the defenders must have

a clear field of fire, ll'hile the grournl in front must he swept by the
clcfcndei's artillery fire. It is almost impossible to find gronnd
combining these conditions withont yielding at least some advantages
to the enemy.
Judgment, which comes from traiuing, consists in
making those advantages indecisive.
And then when the defensi ,·c zone has been chosen it is neeOful
t,o know what to do with it. An error in siting the redoubts, or in
putting a small wood into a state of clefcncc, might have fa.tal conseqncnces, or at least might make the defence extremely costly.

It would probably be of no great utility to s.tndy one or two very
accessible positions, especially once they had become familiar topics
of conversation. Novelty is the implement. A report drawn np
after careful study of new gronn,1, discussed on the spot by representa.tivcs of all arms, each from his o" n point of view, in the
presence of military students of all hranches of the sen-ice, might he
a contribution to the great end. J\fany such studies, always of new
ground, conducted in this way might build up an education, wh ich

should be the property of 1 considerable number of officers, Possibly
the training requirerl might be obtained i11 some other way, hut that
it mnst he obtained by hard work and ll'ell,clirectcd effort is at all
cn•nts clear.
It may not perhaps be readily granted that it is clesimhle troops
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should have always a precise idea what it is they are going to do;
but as to the officers there can be no question. It has been often
said that in the strain of battle no more should be expected of the
average man than that which by practice has become his second
nature. If then officers are thoroughly trained in the difficult art of
carrying out minor counter-attacks in a defellsive zone, they are

more likely in battle to take the right step than if they suddenly
find themselves in a position which bears no relation to anything
they have ever practised in time of peace.
Even the troops, it might be imagined, wonld be more easily led,
would obey with greater alacrity, would go forward more readily, if
it were firmly irn pressed on their minds that their small performance
was an essential part of a great whole, a part so essential that if it
were not thoroughly carried out the scheme of defence would fall in
pieces, or be made good only at fearfnl cost to their comrades. How
coulcl this idea become familiar to them if first suggested in battle j
But there is a more pressing fear, the fear that for want of
familiarity the troops might mistake the whole idea of defence,
might conceive the holding of earthworks to be an ultimate object,
not, as it is, merely a means to a much greater end. To get troops
to quit cover when bullets are flying must surely be more difficult
when those troops ha.-e not been accustomed to use and, as a matter
of course, to quit cover at peace manceuvres and training than it would
if that process were the only way they knew. But to learn to use
and quit the protection of earthworks the troops must make the
earthworks; and this, not for the practice of making them, which is
a small matter, but for practice in Jirst using and then advancing
from them, which is a very great matter. And where are the troops

most likely to take in the true meaning of the intrencbments, ~nd of
the advance from them 7 Not surely where they are thrown up
rather as samples; but where the training ground is a defensive
position, and every detail is carried out as it would be in the actual
field.
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APPENDIX

I.

Position, incl«ding Flanks, wholly Fo,.tified; OI' N«t«ralty very D({tfrull
of Access at all Points; or pa,./ly one and ptirtl11 the other.

I

Battle.

Date.

Disposition
of Defending
Troops.

1. !'tlalpln.quet

11 9 00

Practically uniform.

In ceut1·c; left Atta.ck.
flank
turned,

Breslau

22 11 5i

Uniform ...

At four points .

3. Cre\·eldt..

23 6 58

Uuifonn ..

A~ainst

Genml mode

of Att,ck.

,·,cto,y ro, ~ -

(A ). Jlw1ket1>.

~~i71:d~

CO n •

flank;

Great caval1·~
counter-attack.

Attack

left Attack.
front

co11tained.

4. Torgau

3 11 60

Uniform ..

On

right

flank

i,~alse attack 011
left co111erted to
real.

Attack

anrl rear; allm
on left.
5. Freiburg ..

29 10 62

Uniform ..

Left turned

O. Jemmapc.3

6 9 92

Vniform ..

Crochet
\·eloped.

Borodino ...

9 12

Ldt 6trnnger ..

Left and c,mtre

8. Bautzen ...

,u 5 13

Cniform ..

Right
t.urued: Attac-k.
left
a1:eailed;
ceut 1·e contained.

10 11 13

40,000011 ri1.d1t, 2::S,000
contni11 Attack.
1.3,0oo on left.
ri;;ht,
50,000
a'l~ail left.

10. Ferozeshah

21 1Z -l,)

Uniform ...

11. Chancel-

5 63

Attack.
en-

AttaC"k.
Attack

I

Parallel line~

...

Defence giveu
time to :;upport
ldtfrolll ri~ht.

Attack.

(B:. RiJle1J.

lor.!\'ille.

Fnifortn

Right

front
tained.

turned: .\ttack.
con -

12. C h i ck amau~a.

~u

o;{

l"11iform ..

Ldt

t"ig-ht

Attatk

1::1. C h at t a-

~7 11 U3

Fnifomi ..

on <'entre when

.\lb.ck.

noo.;t1.

!)

a11d
centre.

denuctetl to
11in;;s.

8UJl(}Olt

HiJ.('ht centre \\'as
attacked when
denurlecl to support ldt.
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APP1'NDIX

l.-Co1tlinued.

Position, includillg Flanl.-s, wholly Fortified ; or Na/1<rally very Difficult
~f Access at all Points; or partly one a1td partly the other.

Battle.

I

Di@pm,ition

Date.

of Defending-

Troops.

General mode
of Attack.

IYicto,,. lo,

,______

\ B). RiJlrs-co11timied.
1

12 564

Uniform ...

Frontal

Indecisi\•e.

Har- I

1 6 64

Uniform ...

.F'rnntal

Indecisive .

6 64

Uniform ...

Position turned; Attack.
confront
tained.

H.Spotsyl\·ania.
15. Cold
bour.

lG. li:enesaw ...

2i

(C1. Breech-loaden._

li. Le Mans ..

Right stl'onger

Right
front
tained.

ls. A I a dj a
Dagh.
HI. Shipka

15 10 i7
!)

1 iS

turned;

Attack.

con-

Attack.

l'11ifonn ..

Front and rear...

Uniform ..•

Rear; front con- Attae:k.
ta.ined.

Non.-U11iform here meam.~ roughly so, and not necessaril_r in contin uous lines.
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APPENDIX:

II.

Pusi!ion nowhere, or very slightly, Fortified ; including Flanks, everywhere
Accessible, iii the absence of Xatuml Obst<tcles.
DiHposition
of Defenrling

General mode
of Attack.

Yictory for

Battle.

Date.

20. Oudeaarde

11 7 08

Uniform ..

Rig-ht
tu rn1:d; Attack.
left cont,'\ined.

21. Chotusitz

17

Uniform.

Parall el lines

Troops.

tA) • .lfusltd11.

22. H o h en•
friedburg-.

5 42

4 6 45

23. Soor ..•

30 9 45

Uniform ..

24. I\olin

14

Unifo rm ...

6 57

Attack.

Defenders c ru,; hed as tht:y mo\'ed Attack.
on to the field.
Sug-~estion of Attack.
oblique attack.
Flank march

Defence .

on Attempted flank

Defence .

25. Rossbach...

5 11 57

Fought

26. Le uthen ..

5 12 57

Uniform ...

Left flank : rig-ht AU.ack.
contained.

27. Zorndorf ..

25 S 58

In a n oblong ..

Nar r ow
a~~aile<l.

1 8 59

Neve r f u 11 y
drawn up.

Against left

march.

28..Minden

Attack quite miscarried.

march.

fac e Attack.

Attack

Right wing- of deferidersattaeked.

29. Kunersdorf

12 8 59

Across ori~ina l Left flank (ori• Defence.
posit i-o n:
ginal /.
great rescne
formed.

Great cou11ter•
attack 1:1ucceed e.

30. Liei,.:-nitz ...

15 8 60

Uniform ..

Counter-attack
succeeds.

31. Wilhelmst.hal.

24

Uniform ..

32. Nee rwindt:n.

18 3 93

6 G2

Leftstrnnger..

Fronta l

Defence .
in

Attack.

Into re-entrant ...

Defence

Great counterattack on ri:;ht
i;ucceeds.
Comb ined mo\'emcnt.

33. Montenotte 12 4 06

Uniform ..

Ell\"Ciopin;.:-

Attack

34 . Castiglione

Uniform ..

Front an d rea r..

Attack.

Unifor111

General

Attack.

\Vholly countn-at.tack.

l11 1:"ixcolumns ..

Defence.

35. Wurzbour<.;

5 8 00

3 9 96

H

197

Fou r counte rattack~ 1:1uc1·ce1:1ful.
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II.-Contillued.

APPENDIX

Positivn nowhere, or rery slir,hf/.11, Port(/lf'd: inclwling Flanks, ever.11wherc
Acces.,ible, in the au;ence of Nnluml Ob.stc,cles.

Battle.

-

Date.

Disposition
of Defendin"
Troope. ~

I

General mode
of Attack.

Yictory for

-----'-(A). Jlu11ket11-co1Jtintted.

'37. No,i. ..
3::s. :Mosskirch
39. Marengo...

15 8 99

Uniform ..

Uniform: re- Turningsen·es massed. ments.

G 00

I. Uniform. General
II. 011 the
march.

H

Attack.

General

5 5 00

move-

Counter • attack
failed.

Attack

Both at• A battle in two
parts.
tacks.

40. Hohenlinden.

3 lZ 00

On the march On column~ de- Attack.
bouc:hing from
the forest, and
against left

-41. Austerlitz

2 12 05

Left and centre Right flauk
strong"er.

flank,

Defence .. Great counter•
attack succeeds.

4:!. Jena ..

14 10 00

Uniform .

General

Attack.

43. Auerstedt

H 10 06

Arri,·e succes- General

Defence

Great counterattack succeeds.

Sil'dy .

H. E~·Jau

S 2 07

Uniform ...

JndeciSi\·e.

Successirelr
...

45. Friedland

H

6 07

Wings separa- Left crushed
ted bf lake
and st1·e::11n.

4C. Corunna. ..

lG
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Uniform; two Ju three columns
strong
sen·es.

47. Eckmuhl...

22

4 09

Uniform ..

48. Essling ...

~~

5 09

Chieflr in two Yillages
\'illages .

4!). Wagram ...

50. Bu...aco

51. Barosa

6 i 09
2i 9 10

5 3 11

Attack.

Indecisive

Defender
barked.

Comliined mo\·e• Attack.
ment.
Attack.

Uniform ..

Lef~ and centl'e...

Attack

Counter-stroke

Uniform ...

Two unsupported
attacks.

lndecish·e

Massena then
turned Wellington's left.

Uniform ...

Parallel lines

Attack.

fails.

Indecisire

52. Albuna ...

16

5 11

Right stronger Against right

53. Salamanca

2i

7 12

At first mo.s!!'ed Detaches to out- Atto.~k
fla11k ri~ht.
uniformly.

, ..

Brilliant counterattack succeeded, but defcnderexhausted
Welling-ton assumes offensi\'e
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II.-Continued.

Position nowhere, o,· very slightly, Fortified: including Flanks, everywhere
Accessible, in the absence of Natnral Obstacles.
Disposition

Date.

Battle.

of Defending

Troops.

General mode
of Attack.

Victors for

- - - - - 1 - - - - : - - - - - t - - - - - - , - - - - - - - -- - (A), illw1kets-co11tim1ed.

...

5 13

55. Vittoria ...

21 6 13

56. Sauroren ...

30

64. Lutzen

7 13

Rencontre

..• Rencontre ...

Centre and ldt En\'eioping
stronger.

··· 1 Attack.
•..

Ultimately
attack.

Separate mas- Successkelr

Attack.

II. General.

57. Gross Bee-

23 8 !;l

58. Dresden •..

H

ren.

59. Dennewitz

ses.

S 13 Left weak
6 9 13

Attack.

I. Jn two lines. I. Detaches
to
II. Uniformly.
outflank left;.

Wellington surrounds left
attack, then assumes offensi\'e.

On both wings... Atta.ck.

Uniform ...

Flank attack

...

Attack.

60. Leipsic

½~ 10 13

I. The French attack on the N., Attack.
defend on the S. IT. Great
attack on the French-parallel

61. 1-fanau

:m

Uniform .

Parallel lines

... Attack.

2 :! 14

Crochet ...

General

.. .

Attack.

~

Massed
centre.

lines.

62. Brienne .
63. Orthez

64. Laon

27

10 13

14

9 3 U

in

On both flanks, Attack.
then suddenly
in centre.

Right uniform; Agaiustrightand Defence ..
left.
centre and
left in concealed masses.

G

Defender weak
numerically.

65. Ards

20 3 14

Uniform .

General

66 Ligny

16 6 15

Uniform

Ri).:'ht attacked, Attack.
then centre,
when denuded
to support right.

67. Waterloo...

18 6 15

L'niforn1 ..

A8:~•: ~ed ct~1!~~:
1

port right.
US. Ch illian- 13 1 ,W
wallah.

Unifor111 ..

Parallel lines

At.tack

I' eat counteratt-ack on left
succeeds.

O\'erDefence ... Napoleou
p owe 1·e d by
arri\'a.l of Pruasians.

Attack

Attack loses touch
tnhersiu~
in
jungle.

10:3

II.-Co11tinued.

APPE!\DIX

Position nowhere, or ccry slightly, Fortified; including Flcinks, everywhere
Accessible, in the «bsence of N«t«ral Obstacles.
Disposition
Battle.

Dnte.

General mode
of Attack.

of Defending

Troops.

V ictory for

(BJ. Rifles.
20 9 54 Right stronger Stronger against Attack

69. Alma

left.

70. Solferino...

24 G 59

Uniiorm ...

Stronger against Attack.

n.

Antietam ..

17 9 61

Leftstronger ...

Against both
flauks.

72. Opoquon...

19 9 64

Uniform ..

Frontal; by Attack.
cavalry against
left.

73. No.chod ,..

t7 G 66

Uniform twice General twice

74. Skalitz

28 6 66

Left massed; Three successive Attack.
centre and
columns.
right uniform.

AttaC'k on redoubt
indecisive.

right.

Indecisive

Defender
treated.

re•

(C). Breech-loaders.

Both at• Alternate attack8',
taC'ks.
ns at Marengo.

75. J\Oniggriitz

3

7 66

Uniform ...

Front contained; Attack.
right flank
attacked ; left
obliquely.

76, Wo1·th

G 8 iO

Uniform ..

En\·eloping

Attack

Breastworks
important.

Piecemeal ...

Attack

Fie Id defences
covered retreat.

...

77. Spicheren

6 8 70

78. Colombey

1-1

79. Yiomille ..

16 8 iO

8 70

Uniform ..

Rear guard Containing ...
supported.

Indecisive

Uniform..

JndeC'isi\·e

Containin~ ...

~

l'.! 70

Both s ides Turning
attacked.
ments.

Sl. Beaugem>y

i8o

12 70

\;1:iform .. .

~2. 8t. Quentin

rn

00. Loi:p1y

1

n

I

~~

}TacUcall,-.

mo,·e- Atta.ck.

u,,;1onn .. . ... Di,·ided by Attack •
I

b3. I'hilippopois.

un-

I

1 78

Somme, a\0111;
whic-h nttacks
made; right
contained.

In t~ree su<;- Envelopingt·eS~J\-e po~1tions.

Attack

I
Uniform has here the same meanin; a8 in Appendix J.

Fuad's
four
counter-attacks,
thou:;h hea\·y,
failed.

APPENDIX

III.

Position, incl,aling Flanks, partl!J Difficult of Acee.,.,, as Fortified or
by Nature (Defensire Zune) ; part/_11 Ea.sy ~f Access, as Unfort(fierl
or by Nature ( O.f!ensire Zoue).

Disposition

Battle.

Date.

General morle
of Atta.ck.

of Dcfendin~

Troops.

Yictorr for

(A). Afosket11.

8.J. Blenheim

13 8

Q,l

I~\~~;s:~~vri.ii~- l1~8;~re~~; ri~~~
l1l

centre.

Altack.

cont,ained.

S~.Ramillies 23 5 06

i\Iaso;erlonleft, Against right: Attack.
I r ,\' on
left contained.

86. Kesselsdorf

15 12 45

Left stronger...

Si. Lowositz..

1 !O 56

88. Pra.i;:-uc ...

18 5 Si

89. Hochkirch

90. Fleurus .

91. Areola

;i~~t

..\g:linst left

Atta.ck

Right unassailable

Right stronger Against; right

Attac·k

Left nnassn.iln.ble.

Crochet .

Crochet broken..

Attaci(.

14 8 58

Nearly uniform

Right flank; front Attack
contained.

20 6 9.J

Rii?ht strong-er: All round
g-reat central
semicircle.
reserres.

g

Hassect on 1·ight
and cent re.

ll 96

I

the

J. Against right
auct ceutre. II.

Defence .

A surprise.

Great counterattaek succeedi:1.

Atta(-k.

Left.
02. Yimiero .

21 8 03

Left weak

Centre and left...

Defence .

Defender a.llo\\·ed
time to e rm;h
attack on centr;anrl then on left

0~. Talavera...

~~

Right fo1'tified Ag-ainst left anrl
left flank.

Indecisive

Attacks

!H . Toulouse ...

10 4 14

Uniform; ce11- Against right: Attaek
tral reser\'e.
left and cPntre
contained.

o:..

10 2 4C

Uniro1·m ..

with

i:iame

troops.

Sobraon .

7 0!)

A).{ainst weak Attack.
partofintre11ch111ent i:1 .

i I!-

planned.

G1·eat coti n terattac·k faili:i.

10:;
APPEKDlX

III.-Cnntinned.

I'o.<ilio,1, i11clwli11,1 Planks, pal'il!I Dijficnll of Acce.,s, as Fortified ,,,.
by Na/111·c (D,f,11sice Zone): pal'tl!J Easy of Access, as Tl,ifol'li.fied
or by Na/111·1· (Uj/ensil'e Zone).
Di~position

Rattle.

l>ate.

of Defeurlin~

Troops.

General mode
of Attack.

Yictorrfor

(B· . N(tfe~.

fl(.;. i\fa~enta..

4

G 50

Strongei·

Against open
fla11k.

Attack.

Left fortified;
right massed.

Against left

Defence.

Flanks fort ified; or diffi-

Against flanks,

Defe,we ...

canal.

97. Fredericksburc-'.

13 H 62

%. Gettysburg

cult.

then against
centre.

Assailant weak
numerieally.

{C\, Bl'eech-loader8.

!Y.l. Gravelotte

1(1(),

Lisaine

1S b 70

H

1.i

Uniform, reser11e nrn.ssed
on left.

Front contained; Attack .
ri~ht
turned.

Left fortifierl.

flank

Point~ fortifiect: Front contained; Defence...
turniug mo1•e two great
me11t against
artillery posiright.
tio11s;two
strong retHir1·ei:1.

l'niform hae here the same meani11i: as in Appendix l.
Thron;.:-hout t he term~ right aud left refer to Defender,

G1·eat con n tc 1·attack efl:ectin·.

.

'

PAPER IV.

THE PERMANENT WAY OF RAILWAYS.
LECTURE BY JAMES

C.

INGLIS,

EsQ., M.

INST.

C.E.
t

Tm,; subject of to-night's lecture is a very wide one, but, uulike
many of the engineering questions discussed here, it is free from any
great complexity of design or practice. The permane11t way of any
railway cau be understood at a glance by the least technical person,
and yet, curiously, it is a subject which has been surrounded by an
atmosphere of discussion from the earliest times in railway history.
This apparent anomaly is clue to the extremely \'arying conditions of
its use, and to the widely <liffereut conclusions which obserrers and
irnprovers draw from the effects of wear and tear.
Much has been discovered about permanent way since George
Stephenson laid a section of the London and North Western Railway
on granite blocks; and since Brunel, on the Great Western Rail"·ay,
p10Yided piles to support each rail joint in bis first longitudinal road
-whicb 1 by the way, had 'a rail weighing 45 lbs. per yar<l, and,
strange to say, was provided with a skew joint.
Immedi,ctely the speed and weight of trains began to be increased
on railways proper, as distinct from tramways, the conditions
go\''erning the construction of the road bed commenced to be
differentiated, and it was soon generally found and admitteJ that
while a rigid road bed had been quite serviceable for tramway purposes (both goods and passenger), a more elastic anJ uniformly
yiehling bed was necessary for higher speeds and weights.

.

.
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Incidentally it may be mentioned as an instance of the Yery
earliest id eas of permanent way, which are fast disappearing and
passing into history, that some 15 yean; since, during the r.onversion

of a rather long length of the Plymouth and Dartmoor Railway (or
Tramway) into a portion of the Princetown Railway, a quantity of
cast-iron fish-bellied rails, each about ~ feet long, carried on chairs
and attached to granite blocks by means of wooden treenails arnl
iron spikes in the centre, were removed.

This line was constrnctecl

in l 840, and h~d been used for the trnnsit of granite blocks, in great
quantity arnl at times of excessive weight, from the quarries at Tor
Hoyal; but notwithstanding the great age of the line, at those places
where it had been properly maintained the original rails were in very
fair condition a.nd workable as a tramway for the conveyance of heayy
loads ,it low speed: as a railway it was quite out of the question.
One other illustrntion. The longitudinal road designed by Brunel,
which was uni,·ersally adopted for the Great Western Railway and
for other lines now forming part of that system. There are still
some 600 miles of this type of way in existence, hut it is rapidly
being superseded hy cross-sleeper road owing to the fact that while
it was founcl amply efficient for the requirements of the broad
gauge, it coulcl not continuously withstand the increased strain of
narrow gauge working, thereLy involving a higher expenditure for
maintenance, while being a less satisfactory running road.
There is now an abso]nte concensns of opinion as Lo the

superiority of cross-sleepers for supporting the rnils of railways of
less than (say) 5 feet gauge.
But apart from this change of views
in railway engineering circles as to the design of permanent way, the
a.Iteration in practice is due in no small degree to the reduction in
price of :steel rails, a large quantity having been purchased a few

years since by the Great Western Railwar Componr for £3 14s. Gd.
per ton 1 while that company is now obtaining rigidly inspected steel

rails capable of passing the stanrlard tests prescribed for £5 12s. 6,1.
per ton.
In England and Scotland a bull-head mil with chairs, keys, and
cross-sleepers is used generally for all main lines and most branches.

while in Ireland there is a distinct preponderance of the /lathottomed Vignoles rail, attached to Lhe sleepers by fangs or clips. Iu
this connection the lecturer noticed a. curious development when in

Ireland last year.

On the Great Southern and Western Railway,

where a Vignoles rail is the standard section, c.ist-iron chairs, or hc;l-

platcs, attached to the sleepers by bolts, were being used.

This is
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the only case which has come under his observation of chairs being
employed with the Vignoles rail, although lie has seen small beclpl"tes introduced below the joint in the course of maintenance,
to prevent the rail being forced into the sleeper at this point.
In America the Vignoles r,1.il is use1l universally; and on the
Conti nent., with the exception of 0110 or two French railways, this
kind of rail is generally employee!.
That the supporters of the bull-he"d rail are convinced of the
superiority of this type is evinceLl h.Y the strong passi,·e resistance
offered to any departure thnrefrom in spite of the continual adverne
criticism of the bull-head railroacl by the supporters of the Vignolcs
mi!.
The lecturer proposes to desc,·ibe the present mo,le of co11stmcting
perrnanent wtiy on the Great \Yestern Railway, and in doing so, as
the points arise, to make some comparison with the pcrm(tnent wa.y
of other railways, at the same time stating a few of the results of
his rnaintenance experience, and of such experiments as be bas had
carried out from time to time.
The whole of the Great Western lines are t!iviclecl into three
classes, viz. :(I). ]\fain lines.
(2). Secondary main lines and heavy branches.
(3 ). Light branches.
For the first two of these classes it is now the practice to employ
rails weighing 95 lbs. per yard, and H feet 6 inches long. Until a
very recent periotl the standard rail was 32 feet in length, and the
reasons for depa.rting from this section will be dealt with presently.
If we exam ine carefully the effects of wear and tear upon express
roads we shall see in as strong relief as ea11 be brought out the
various ;ictions which tend towards the deterioration or failure of tbe
road, and this knowledge can be applied to lines where there is no
express running, and is believed to afford the safest guide in
designing a road which shall be as free as possible from tht: known
we,lk features of permanent way, because the dominating principle
of all permanent way is that it mnst be altogether as mechanically
souw l as the locomotives and carriages which nm thereon.

Ru1s.
Commencing with rails. As observed in the opening remarks, the
vrice of steel ha,ing been so greatly rednced, the almost universal
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use of steel rails has resulted.

Unquestionably the introduction of

steel for rails has been of immense advantage to the railway com-

panies, and may be said to haYe largely saYed the situation in the
later conditions of express tra.vclling.

The difficulty which had to be met in iron rails was the great
tendency to scale or strip off owing to imperfect welding, this
weakness arising from the process of manufacture, and applying

more particularly perhaps to rails for which a different quality of
material was used for the running face from the remainder of the
rail.

But numerous instances have been recorded of long lives of

iron rails on the Great Westem Railway under fairly heavy traffic,
comparing fayourably with many steel rails much more recently laid,

manufactured by the Bessemer process.
Owing probably to the non-development of knowledge of this (the
Bessemer) process, the earlie.st steel rails used were generally manufactured by the Open Hearth system, and these have almost
invariably proved of a very satisfactory quality, as Fig. l and the
following particulars of rails laid near Swindon in the year 1878 will
show:Bull-Heud Rail.
Laid in 1S78 on the Gloucester branch, near 80¼ JVI.P.
Taken up in 1898.
84 lbs. per yard.
S0 ·64 lbs. per yard.
3·36 lbs. or 4 per cent.
82.

Original weight

Weight when taken up
Loss per yard
Number of trains per clay in 1898

----~

-A.

~

\ ... zi ·---•
Fig. 1.

The steel for the present stanclard rail is made by the Bessemer
process, and is most satisfactory both as regarcls strength ancl

Ill
wearing capability, but very careful inspection is necessary during
the various stages of manufacture.

The <lonble-he:icl rail was the first section adopted with the
cross-sleeper, chaired road. The t heory of the use of this rail was
that it might be turned top for bottom every two or three years,
thus equalizing the wear on both members until the limit of life was
reached. This practice of turning rails used to be most common, but
has of recent years fallen into general disfavour on account of
the fact (apart from the clecidecl opposition of the Board of Trade to
the principle) that rails itllowecl to remain long in one position disclose when tested in the opposite position a great loss of strength,
much more than that cine to the wearing of the top smfacc. This
deterioration is known as "hammer-hardening." It is fair, however,
to remark that had the original period for turning been adhered to,
Yiz., every two or three years, the evil would never have reached the
extent to which it can be proved to have done. The lecturer bas a
specimen of a rail broken in the road which shows the peculiar
cracks running transversely to the direction of the rail, which have

been the subject of Mr. Kircaldy's recent paper delivered at the
Institute of Civil Engineers.
Following the double-head section came the bull-head , which,
as we now understand it, simply tneans making the heacl of the rail
as much more massive than the foot as wo,1kl be represented by the
loss of metal clue to wear which might fairly be calculated upon in
the section of rail. Bearing upon this, Fig:{. :3 and 3 are of interest;
these are cross-sections of old Great \Vcstern rails, the one,

Fig. 2.

Fiq. 3.

weighing 81 lbs. per yard, nsed on the Shrewsbury and Birmingham
line in 1861; and the other, the standard section on the Great

ll~

Western system in 18i6, weighing 84 lbs. per yard. These
sections are peculiar, and both contain features which, although
uifferently worked out, can be observed in the bull-head rails of
to-day; and with regard to the web, they present a feature which is
now hcing discussed, viz., whether the thickness of the web of the
present up-to-date sections is quite what it ought to be to withsta11<\
the molecula,· stresses induced by unequal cooling. This point will
be rcmarkerl on later.
Turning from these old sections, Figs. -l to 7 show cross-sections
of the Great ·western 95-lb. rail, rolleu in 4-!-foot 6-inch lengths;
of the London and North Western Company's rail, 103-} lbs. per
yard, and 60 feet in length; of the Midland rail, weighing 100 lbs.
per yard, rolled in 36-foot lengths; and the standard 100-lb.
American section. All these rails are the latest types used for
express tmffic.

_ _ _ _ _,<_ ......

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

•

Fig. 7.
As an in_dication of the points consi<lered jn designing a new rail,
the followrng were the changes ma<le upon the prn,ious section
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,vhen the 9:i-lb. rail was introduced on the Great Western
Railwo,y
Width of rail increased.
Flatter top provi,led.
Undercutting of the bull-head o,bolished, and
straight sides substituted.
The bottom member enlarged and flattened.
Dealing with these consiclerations(i. ). Tridlh of Rail increased.-This is an important point
in a cross-sleeper road, giving it more lateral rigidity. There
had from time to time been indications that with the previous
standard rail the margin of efficient lateral rigidity was not
sufficiently far off from every-day possibilities. The increased
strength in this respect is considered one of the most
important advantages ll'hich the permanent way has secured,
by the more general adoption of the heavier section.
.
(ii.). Flatter l'op.-This allows a greater length of rolling
contact, and so reduces the destructive hammering action by
the engine and carriages on thR top surface, further teuding
to rednce wear.
(iii.). Undercutting of Ball-head.-The original intention
of this feature was to ensure clean wear, thns obviating any
possibility of a shou Icier, as the metal was removed from the
top and sides. However, it had the disadvantage of involving
a widening of the gauge of the top of the rail as it wore down
(iv.). Enlargement and Flattening of Bottom flfember.-The
early bull-head rails were furnisher! with by far too light a
bottom member. For manufacturing reasons, if the size of
the bull-head of the rail is increased, so also must the bottom,
to prevent undue twisting after rolling, and to reduce the
molecular stresses resulting from unequal contraction.
As to the flattening of the base, it must be borne in mind
that the bottom member of the rail has as much to carry as
the top, and an ample base is therefore a necessity to prevent
"nicking." A r:1il with a flat-bottom member is also on the
whole more satisfactory for the manufacture of points and
crossings, which are invariably made from the same section
as the rail in general use.

Comparing the Great 1Vestern rail with that of t.hc London ancl
North We.stern (Figs. 4 and 5), the difference between the respective
I
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95-lb. ancl 103}-lb. sections entirely arises from the thickness of
the web, a point already noted. Undoubtedly the thickening of
the web is a movement in the direction of safety; but so long as
manufacturers experience no difficulty in rolling and straightening
the thinner web rail, and while engineers find no tendency to
fractures arising from internal molecular stresses, the point is, in
the lecturer's opinion, not one of the first importance.
American practice favours a square-headed rail, as t.he crosssection of the 100 lbs. per yard association rail shows, and in this
country there is on some lines a tendency to approach that section
of head. This American standard section is the result of many
enquiries by experts in the manufacture of rails, and also by railway
engineers, and the particufar radius adopted for the top corners was
largely based npon the cross-section of rails "'hich had worn
showing the same radius. Fig. 8 "'ill show that, for instance, with
the Great "'estern standard, the radius of the rail approximates to
that of the tyre running upon it.

Fig. S.
This figure (8) also shows the relative position of a locomotive
wheel tyre when in a central position on the road, and it will be
observed th;Lt with a 4-foot SJ-inch gauge there is a clea.l'ance of
} inch for "play" on ea.eh side of the centre line. This clearance
explains the practice which is adopted on the Graat Western
Railway of laying the line exactly to gange, making no allowance
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for curves, except those which are exceedingly sharp, and which
practice undoubtedly has a tendency to secure smoother running
than the older one of laying the road exactly to gauge on straight
lines, and from { inch to -} inch wide on curves.
One word in passing about tyres. The worst enemy to station
yards and junctions is a hollow tyre, i.e., a tyre with a groove worn
by runnin.~, as illustrated by Fig. 9. Such wheels when travelling
over crossings necessarily bump the road on the back of the "tread,"
and so heat the fittings to premature disruption.

I .

I

Fig. 9.
The alteration in the standard length of the Great Western rail
from 32 feet to 44 feet 6 inches was prompted by the desire for
fewer joints, and consequently less labour in keeping them tight,
more particularly in tunnels. The argument used against the
adoption of the longer length was the greater loss which would
result if a rail failed; this objection is met, however, by the extreme
scarcity of fractures with the heavy section, and by the adoption of
closer sleepering.
The additional cost of laying was also urged, but this contention
is altogether mythical, seeing that in any case a large gang is
employed for re-laying, awl it is fonnu that the cost is no greater
whether the rails are 32 feet or 44 feet 6 inches long, or even
60 feet, as the additional length merely involves the employment of
I 2
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a greater number of men in carrying and adjusting the rail at the
moment of 1aying.

Forty-five feet may be taken as the maximum length which the
English mills prefer to roll in large quantities ; and it is found that
this length can be properly straightened after rolling, a very
important matter for good running.
CHAIRS.

Upon the adoption of a new rail a new chair is an obvious
necessity; consequently when considering the design of the bullhead rail, prior to the introduction of the 95-lb. section, a new
chair was designed.

This chair weighs 46¾ lbs., is 7 ½inches wide

across the base, and l¾ inches thick underneath the rail. The
thickness was decided upon as the result of experience, and after a
long series oi falling tests, an<! is thought to he the lowest
practicable under severe ~onclitions.

The changes made in designing the new chair compared with the
previous one were:(a). Key jaw lengthened from 4 inches to 4¾ inches.
(b). Base enlarged.
(c). Serrations provided on the underside of the base.
Fig. 10 will clearly illnstrate the points mentioned.

)<. ---·-·--- ------------ ----- ------

----------- ✓~Jfz" -- ------------

---------.. ---- - J

Fig. 10.
EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION.

In laying the road provision has to be made for expansion and
contraction through a range of 70 degrees Fahre11heit; this is clone by
using a series of st.ops varying acconling to the temperatnre of the
atmosphere. These stops, known as expansion gauges, are
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introduced between the ends of the rails at the time of laying, and
are allowed to remain in the joints until they are properly "fished"
up, and the road slewed into its proper line and "topped."
SLEEPERS.

Turning now to sleepers. The dimensions of those used upon the
Great Western system are 9' x 10" x 5", and they are creosoted before
being put into the road. Indeed, this class of sleeper is almost
generally used, and the dema.ncl is now so great that it is a standard
item iu the market.
As is well known, practically all the sleepers used on English
railways come from the Baltic, and it would be unnecessary to give
an account of the points to pay attention to in their selection and
employment. It is, however, most desirable to stack the sleepers for
one year after their arrival in England. Of course th is only an
arbitrary period, as in busy seasons and in exceptional cases when
the work is urgent many sleepers have to be oreosoted and put into
the road, although they may only have been stacked six months.
The number of sleepers laid per mile of railway on the Great
" Testern system (and indeed on a l,irge number of other railways)
has changed from time to time as circumstances demand eel. Up till
about three years since t1celve sleepers invaria bly spaced a 33-foot
rail, thus providing a total hearing surface of S·JS square feet per
lineal yard of road; but on the Metropolitan lines of the company,
where the trains follow one another exceedingly rapidly, it was found
that, nuder the exacting conditions, this number wa.s insufficient, an<l

additional beariug area was provided by substituting 9' x 12" x 6"
sleepers for the 9' x 10" x 5". This change from twelve JO" x 5"
ordinary sleepers to twelve 12" x 6" special sleepers increased the
bearing area ~0 per cent. at an additional cost of £180 per mile.
Such an expensive remedy could only be np)Jlied to the busy lines
and not to the ordinary lines of the company, but the defect thns
remedied pointed to a weakness in the general design of the
permanent way, more especially as it had already been noticed that
in certain parts of the system where the formation is soft, althouµ;h
the rails, sleepers, and fittings were good, and the ballast consisted
of broken stone, it was impossible to maintain a smooth ru1mi11g
surface in wet weather.
The lecturer particularly noticed the bad conditiou of one part of
tLe line, anJ although the inspector in charge wi.1s au experienced
one, bis power of maintaining first-clas:-; roa<l was for the time
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doubted. Ent, experimentally, it was eventually decided to lay a
length of road with 13 sleepers to the 32-foot rail alongside another
length which had just been completed to the old standard of 12
sleepers per rail. The difference due to the introduction of the
thirteenth sleeµer was remarkable, and whereas it bad been impos•
sible to maintain a good road at the place during the winter, it has
become quite a normal task; and, moreover, a reduction in the
number of men requisite to maintain the line has been brought abont.

The result of these observations was a decision to increase the
number of sleepers to thirteen 10" x 5" to the 32-foot rail. These
are laid with a space between centres of 2 feet l inch at the joints,
2 feet 3 inches between the first and second sleepers, and 2 feet
6} inches in other parts of the rail.
In addition to the effect upon the road, there is the important
consideration that the introduction of an extra sleeper reduces the
girder length of the rail from 2 feet 9} inches to 2 feet 6} inches,
thereby relieving the body of the rail from considerable unnecessary
stresses developed by a longer span between the chairs.
It thus appears that the intensity of the pressure of the sleepers
is an important point in securing a roacl which will, :1s has heen
shown, require a minimum amount of labour for maintenance, and at
the same time present a good running surface.

The cost of thirteen 10" x 5" sleepers, with chairs, fangs, and keys
complete, is about .£5 5s.; and the cost of twelve 12" x 6" sleepers
with identical fittings amounts to abont £6 l5s. The difference is
due to the increased cost of the larger timber, as a 10" x 5" sleeper
can be purchased for (say) 3s. 4d., while a 12" x 6" sleeper of the
same length would cost (say) 6s. ld.

Cost per Sleeper.
Clean sleeper
Creosote

s.

d.

3

4·00
7'53

l'lO

Coal, stores, etc.

Wages

...

1·08

2
I

1 ·7 1
·49
1 ·38
3·1 3
7·93

8

%4

4

Adzing and boring
Chairing
Chairs ...
Bolts
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The wearing effect upon the sleepers dne to the action of the
traffic is greater than that of natural decay, and the extent to which
these actions combi ned ,letermine t he life of the road depends upon a
v:triety of causes-careless maintenance being a neYer-failing one.
This extreme wearing can only take place when slackness is allowed
to exist for a long period, and can he entirely prernnted by keeping
the chair securely fastened to the sleeper during the 11·hole of its
life.
Considerable lengths of permanent way have been known to
fail from non-observance of this precaution alone.
Another ca,use in determining the life of a sleeper is the enlarging

of the spike or treenail holes, dne to the actions of decay and
vibration; but this also can be obviated by the fittings being kept
tight continuously.
On the Great Western Railway the practice has been adopted of
a,lzing and boring the clea n sleepers after they have been duly
seasoned, bnt before they arc creosoted.

By this means, when in

the creosoting cylinder, the creosote has access not only to the surface of the sleeper, but to the surfaces of the bolt holes, arnl can thns
spread around the holes for the depth of the sleeper, thereby
strengthening it consideralJly at its weakest point, viz., under tile
chair. The abnrnlant suppl y of creosote likewise prevents the rapid
decay of the bolts.
Plate I. shows the extent to which creosote is absorbed by sleepers;
and it may be surprising to some to fin d that so little penetrates the
harder wood of the sleeper, although when being creosoted the

sleepers (which have previously heen thoronghly dried) are subjected
to a pressure of about 100 lbs. to the square inch for a period of
from 1-§- to 4 hours, in a cylinder exhausted of a.ir.
On all lines there is a decided tendency to "spread," an<l in new
lines laid to gange this is freqneutl,r noted, thereby showing that the
chairs aml bolts hav e at times to resist a considerable shearing force.
In Yiew of this fact, and to avoirl the breakages of the rails, which

frequently occurred, the diameter of the bolts used on the Great
,vestern system was increased from ¾ in ch to -£ inch, with
satisfactory results; but doubtless on those lines where two spikes
a11<l two treenails are used for securing each chair the tenllency to
"spread is met when the timber is fresh better than by two bolts
11

or fangs, either ~-inch or fr-inch, as the sectional area of the four in

the, former case is greater than that of the two in t.he latter. On the
Great ,vestern Railway the difference has, however, been overcome
by providing serrations on the underside of the hase of the !=itan<lanl

l~O
chair, nnd this arrangement offers resistance to shearing to a greater

extent than any other device with which the lecturer is acquainted.
But the lack of accurate wo,·kmanshi p in the casting of the chairs
and the holes in them soon ma<le it evi<lent that the provision
of serrations as descriLed involved a difficulty which bad not been
foreseen; hut this dofect was in turn overcome hy insisting upon the
chairs being cast exactly to a standard pattern. Snch accuracy could
only Le obtained by daily inspection d11ring the process of manufacture, and hy frequently gauging the castings, those varying more
than (say) t,; inch from the standard being rejected.
Moreover,
arrangements worn made to ensure the accnrate adzing and boring

of the sleepers; and in this way it was possible after a time to get
absolutely correct measurements between the jaws of the chairs when
Hxed upon the sleepers by the chairing machine.
CHAIRING MACHINERY.

Before proceeding to describe the process of chairing sleepers by
machinery one instance might be given of bad hand-chairing which
came under the lecturer's personal observation, and which bad con-

siderable influence in the decision to adopt the more modern method.
A long length of new straight express line was laid in a chalk
cutting; apparently it was in first-class condition, but, strange to say,
express trains did not run as steadily on this new road, even after it

had taken its bearing, as they did on other portions of the line.
To ascertain the cause the permanent way was minutely gauged,
with the result that variations in gauge up to ¼-inch were discovered,

proving that the platelayers had not been sufficiently careful in
boring the bolt holes. These ,·ariations were quite sufficient to
prevent the smooth running of trains, which was only obtained by
re-laying the line with accurately chaired sleepers.
It is admitted that good platelayers do lay a roacl to perfection,
but where, as on the Great 1Vestern Railway, some 200 miles of line
have each year to be re-laid, geuerally under conditions unfavourable
to minute accuracy, the practical result of hand-chairing is, in the
lcdurer's opinion, unsatisfactory.
Again, it must be remembered that with hand-chaired sleepers an
extra force of men have frequently to be maintained for some time
after the opening of a new piece of road for the purpose of
tightening up the bolts as the trains seat the chairs on the sleepers.
Havmg these facts in mind, the chairing machine illustrated by
Plates II., III. and IV. was devised.
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,vhen the adzed and bored sleeper has been placed into its proper
position upon the machine, with the necessary chairs, hydraulic rams
(each exerting 10 tons) press the chairs to tLe sleeper, and while
this pressure is on, box spindles descend and engage the nuts of the
bolts, screwing them up tightly to a point determined by friction
pulleys.
The sleeper thus prepared, with chairs so accurately and firmly
attached at the very commencement of its career, is protected as
mnch as possible from deterioration during the earlier years of its
life, when really most of the damage to permanent way takes
place.
liAIL

,J OIN'l'.

Another important point for consideration is the rail joint. On
this detail much discussion has taken place and many experiments
have been made, but it is not improbable that the final solution has
yet to be found.
On investigation it is found that the greater number of rail
fractures during a period of several years occurred near the ends.
This fact is doubtless clue to the tendency to slackness which exists
at the joints, and to the conseqnent possibility of additional
hammering as the vehicles pass from one I ail to a11other. The
weakness can be much diminished if care is taken to ensure the
fishplates fitting accurately to the shoulder of the top and bottom
members of the r:,.il. Pl«te V. shows a fracture clue to badly fitte<l
and maintained joints; the seat which thi s loose maintenance has
enabled the fishplate to make in the shoulder of the roil is ,·cry
obvious, while it will be seen that the fishplate itself is also worn
away. In 110 part of the perma.nent way is accuracy so advantageous
as :1t the joints, ancl attention cannot be too strongly called to the
rapid deterioration of all kinJs of permanent way (more especially
the tittings) from careless maintenance.
The fishplates must be rolled to true lines, holes bored in exac;t
positions; while, similarly, the fishbolts must be well made, with
trnly parallel threads. Well-made fishbolts with parallel screw hold
better than those tapered in the thread, but without rigid inspection
a good bolt with perfect thread is not a natural output of a bolt
factory. At one time spring washers were considerably used, but
since the employment of a higher class of fishbolt their use has
been discontinued.
There can be no doubt that the joint is the weakest point in the
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rnad longitu,lina.lly; records of fractures and the familiar jerking
noise when travelling attest this; but by nsing heavy rails and fishplates of a goocl stout section, weighing (say) 31 lbs. per pair, and
with sleepers 2 feet 1 inch apart, centre to centre at the joints, and
men who understand packing the line, a good roafl can be obtained
on any ordinary class of ballast, jm;t the slightest pulsation being
noticed when travelling o,·er it. The life of any road which cannot
be so maint,cinerl must be consi,lera.bly rc,h1ced if the line is used for
fast running.
Several experiments are being made with arrangements for the
joint which bear upon the adjacent joint-sleepers, bnt obviously
these cannot compete in cost with the ordinary fishplates, so that
their superiority must be very pronounce<l ere they a.re brought into
general nse. For joint-plates bearing upon joint-sleepers the flatbottomed or Vignoles rail presents considernble advantage OYer the
bull-head rail, with its chairs closer to the joint. A joint.chair,
receiving both ends of the rail, usccl to be the standard joint 011 the
Great Northern Railway, but it was abandoned years since. Like
many other devices, however, it is again cropping up (this time in
conjunction with the fishplate), and is in experimental use on
sernral railways; of some patterns the lecturer has heard good
acconnts.
A first principle, and one which inventors do not always keep in
mind, is that permanent way fittings should have as few parts as
possible. As a general example of the application of this axiom it
may be pointer! out that, in addition to the longer rails used, it is
now the practice to make the wings of crossings quite long. At
first sight it would seem that this is an awkward featnre in the
manufacture, but in practice it is not found so, more especially as
the corn plicated fittings are now put together at the factory, and are
simply laid into position on the ground. Formerly the practice was
to order the crossings and lay them in on the ground according to
the necessities of the site, or the views of the permanent way
foreman carrying out the particular work.
In connection with the length of crossings, an important point is
the provision of shoulders at the mitres of the points, as well as
"joggles/' so that in case of "creep" the tendency will be for the
shoulder anrl ,c joggles 11 to push against the solid mass of metal. as
opposed to the rlragging action upon the bolts holding the point
and the crossing together, which might otherwise be the case (see
Fig. 11 ). From want of attention to this point many crossings
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have had to be renewed long before the expiration of their nat,,ral
life. Of course the longer the wing rails, and the firmer the
fastenings of the crossing to the timbers, the greater the tendency to
stop "creep."

1,,:·.=:,,H

•

JOGGLING IN WING RAIL

(gJ ~
JOGGLING BLOCKS.

Al,..

DOVETAILING OF

Pornr & SPLICE. RAILS

Fig. 11.
Perhaps all are not familiar with :, creep" in rails, and a slight
digression may be pardoned. "Creep n is a slow movement of the
rn.ils in the direction in which the trains, or the majority of
the trains, travel, and is due obviously to the fact that the whole
of the tractive force of the locomotive is expended in dragging the
carriages over the rails. This drag on the rails is considerable, and
it must be remembered that only the internal friction of the
carriages and one or two slight losses, such as that due to wind)
have to be deducted from the total drag to get the amoun i of this
action in any one case. ''Creep" is necessarily worse on newly laid
roads in consequence of the hallast not sutficieJJtly holding the
sleepers. It seldom disappears altogether, but is greatly reduced as
the road takes its bearing, and is well ballasted. "Creep" on a
rising gradient, i.e., in an upward direction, is not unusual.
BALLAST.

Ballast is one of the most important factors in a good express
road. The term "ballast 1' comprises two kinds, viz., "bottom
and "top." The "bottom" ballast is usually broken in pieces
capable of being passed through a ring not exceeding six inches in

11
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diameter, while each piece of "top" ballast must be able to pass
through a 2-inch ring.

In constructing a railway the geneml practice is to lay a layer of
about 9 inches thick with "bottom" ballast, npon which is placed a
3-inch layer of "top " ballast, and upon this the sleepers are laid,
and 0,re ultimately "boxed" up with "top" ballast to at least the
level of the top of the sleeper.
Broken stone or slag (by preference cold \,last slag) makes the
best possible ballast. Express roads laid in gravel ballast have
proved to be much more easily shifted than lines ballasted with
stone or slag, and for this reason the use of gravel ballast has been
abandoned, except in cases where the ballast is "boxed" up above
the top of the sleepers.
Much copper mine sand has been used in Cornwall (i.e., gravelly
sand from old copper workings); this sand is a coarse, heavy, clean
gravel, slightly inclined to cementation on the top surface after
exposure. It was invariably used with stone "bottom" ballast
covered with 3 inches of "top," and the road "boxed" up half-way
up the sleepers. Luxuriously smooth running was obtainecl with
this ballast, far beyond any result with stone ballast, but its use had
to be discontinued owing to the dust and dirt given off by it in dry
weather. In the lecturer's opinion the satisfactory result to some
extent arose from the self-wedging action of the sand when a train
passed o,·er the road.
Experiments with open, clean, free, river hallast (such as that
from pits at Theale, near Reading, where there is a little fine sand)
gave similarly smooth results when the ballast was placed over the
sleepers up to one-half of the depth of the rail on the outside.
ADMINISTRATION.

No talk abont permanent way would be complete without a few
observations on the administratio11 discipline and arrangements for
maintaining the lines.
1

1

Express lines are mostly double; here and there are four lines. On
n.n ordinary double line the permanent way gangs in normal circumstances, withont many sidings, maintain a length of about 2~
geogra:phical miles. Each gang comprises a ganger, suh-ganger, and
about three men. For every 10 to 15 gangs, depending upon the
locality, position, and accessibility, an inspector is appointed, whose
duty it is to sec that the men skilfully and diligently perform their
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respective tasks; and also to inspect periodically the roads, bridges,
and structures on the line. Over 8 to I 6 inspectors a divisional
engineer is placed, the extent of whose division again depending
upon the geographical position and accessibility of the lines. This
completes the chain of arrangements for the maintenance of the
lines, the divisional engineers being of conrse responsible to tbe
head office.
In connection with each division there are bridge gangs, a l,ridge
foreman, and re.laying gangs, as well as a complement of med1anics
for carrying out any works which the permanent way men coultl not

undertake.

These men are located at a central rlepot in the busier

divisions, and, in the less busy divisions, in districts.

Questions as to the number of men required to maintain the lines
n.iturally crop up frequently , and to deal with these, detailed returns
of everr g,ing, with full particulars of the railway, roads, and
structures maintained, are kept in the head office; on these returns
particulars of any special features in connection with the line are

noted. The returns are summarized and compared district by
district, length by length, and by means of a diagrnm show in each
inspector's district the number of men per running mile, as well as

the total number of passenger ancl goods trains passing over the
line. In this way not only can an accurate knowledge be obtained
of the work performed by the various gangs, but healthy rivalry is
established between the divisions, which is the only sure method of
obtaining a uniform and economical manning of a large system of

railway.

PAPER V.

THE DUTIES AND WORK OF A FIELD
COMPANY, R.E., WITH A DIVISION
FIGHTING ON THE OFFENSIVE.
BY COLONEL C.

F.

C. BER,:SFORD,

R.E.

I TAKE as my text the well-known observation of Napoleon:" Those who neglect the support which the art of the engineer
can give in the field gratuitously deprive themselves of a power and
an auxiliary, never hurtful, al ways usefnl, and often indispensable.
To maintain that victory falls to him who can advance and manreuvre,
and that it is not requisite to work is to say what tends to produce
error, and is false."
This should be read in conjunction with another maxim of
Napoleon:,, Field fortifications are always useful, 11ever injnrious, when they
are rightly understood.))
There is a wide-spread feeling among Royal Engineer officers, as
expressed in numerous letters to the Corps Journal, and -in an
article entitled "The Fourth Arm" (contributed by Colonel Bell,
Y.C., to the Journal of 1hr Royal Unile<l Seufre l11slilation), that tbe
part to he taken by engineers on the battlefield has not received
that recognition which is its dne.
During recent years the work of the Corps has been rolling up
like a snowball, which we almost dread ma.y break iu half from its
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own weight. We have been ga,thering up the teachings of science,
and applying them to war in the shape of balloons, telegraphs,.
submarine mines, railways, fortress and field engineering.

Units to work all these have been carefully organized and trained,
and have taken their well-recognized places in peace and war,
except that in peace tra.ining there appears to be no provision for
the right understanding of the field company on the day of battle.
Why should this be 1 Is it because there is apathy on the
subject, and that the army at large has never seriously considered
the intelligent use of field defences, or are we of the Engineers to
blame for never having brought the subject into notice with
sufficient persistency 1 If such be the case we should mend our
ways forth with, and my remarks to you to-day are made with this
object in vie"-, and in the hope of inducing some of my brother
officers, better qualified for the task, to take it up.
You have only to read the reports on manreuvres in England to
become aware of the fact that the tactical use of field engineering is
neither seriously practised, or even well understood; not that its
practice is so easy when the factor of time is so generally and,
perhaps, unavoidably ignored at all peace operations.
I would ask anyone present if he can call to mind a case when a
commander at manreuvres included in his dispositions for attack
the serious nse, intelligent or otherwise, of a field company, RE.
As far as my own knowledge goes, I can only recolleCt it occurring
at the late Irish manceuvres; and the fact that one of the generals
took into account the tactical use of his engineers was commented

upon to me by a distinguished authority on the art of war-an
infantry officer -as unique in his experience.
I feel sure that many of my audience live in hope of one. day
joining a field company, and I know of no unit in the army that,
having assumed its proper position, will have a better prospect of a
great future, or be able to give its officers such opportunities of
studying the art of war, and afford them so sure a path to distinction
on active service.
A committee has lately been sitting at Aldershot to co11sider the
training of engineer units. I have not heard whether the result of
its labours have been promulgated, but one thing may be safely
predicted, and that is, the efficiency desirable will only be obtained
by a thorough knowledi:(e of tactics by the officers and the constant
exercise of the field company dnring peace time in conjunction with
the other arms.
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It woul,l be quite beyond the scope of this lecture to do more
than lightly touch upon some of the many and various questions
that arise when we begin to disct1ss the subject of field defences, a
s11bject which has been so fully dealt with by well-known authorities,
and in the following list you would find ample food for reflection.
"Preci.s" of l linor Tactics, by the late Colonel Home, R.E.
Chapter on Engineers.

"The Fourth Arm," br Colonel Bell, V.C , R.E., Jo,.rnctl ,if
Eo!!al Uni/eel Sen•ire Institution for December, 1897.
Handbook of Fie/cl Trorks, by the late Colonel C. B. Brackenbury.
"Tactical Employment of Field Defences," by Colonel Goldie,
R.E., in, the R.E. Professional Papers for 1898.
"The Difficulties of the Tactical Defence, anrl How to l\Ieet
Them," by Major i\Iayne, R. E., Journcil of Royal United Service
I,,stitution, September and October, 1896.
I think this list would offer to any officer new to the subject an
excellent gronnd•work on which to base his sturly, without having
to dive deeply into the abstru'3e reasoning of some writers on military
tactics.

I will confine myself then to a r:pid survey of the fi eld company
at home, and a horoscope of its fortune in war.
FIELD COMPANY A'l'

Hmm.

The daily stage of duty run by a field company in peace time is
more or less under the influence of bricks and mortar- the constrnctio11 and maintenance of barracks- which duties, strange to say:
a.waken in the breasts of both military aud civil critics a. much
keener interest than that aroused by the work for which military
eugineers were created. It touches them nearer home.
" \Ve build them nice barracks ;
They say they are bad.
'!'hat our colonels are Methodist,
Married or nmd,"

sings the poet-a. sweeping condemnation.
A civilian architect or engineer may fail-a Hoyal Engineer never.
\Ve appreciate the compliment, as it places us only "a little lower
than the angels "-somewhere in the same category as "Cresa.1:'s
wife "-and comfort ourselves with the remark of the late Captarn
May, of the Prussian Army, who said:" An engineer who is a good soldier and an indifferent architect
K
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will always be serviceable." In contradistinction, of course, to a
good architect and indifferent soldier.
But for all that we must say a good word for the barrack work.
It not only teaches the non-commissioned officers and men, and
keeps them practised in their trades, but it teaches the officers selfreliance, organization, and the art of controlling and supervising
large works and bodies of men. There are sermons in bricks and
mortar as well as in stones, which, if we accept them in the right
spirit, will have no small share in our preparation for the day c,f
battle.
FrnLD COMPANY ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
Let us now suppose our field company has waved its last adieu to
the "Incidental Item," and is fairly launched on a campaign as an
integral part of an infantry division, and endeavour to sketch out
its career on the march and in camp, and its destiny on the day of
combat. Try and pictnre t.o onr mirnls what the struggle might be,
what share the field company conic! take in it; touch on the
question as to whether the present organization and peace training
give us what is wanted, and consider some suggestions for impro\·~
ing our methods of tactical instrnction.
Tables I. and II. give you the composition of an infantry division
and of a field company, R.E., at war strength.
TABLE

I.

COMPOSITION OF A DIVISION OF JNF'ANTRY.

Divisional Staff.
2 Infantry Brigades, each of 4 Battalions.
1 Squadron Cavalry.
1 Brigade DiYision, RF.A.
Ammunition Column.

Staff, /Field O~cer (C.R.E.), 1.
Regimental
Divisional Engineers. -lCapt. 0 ,1 Sub. (Assist. C.R.E.), 1.
N.C.O. sand l\Ien, 5.
l Field Company, R.E.
Supply Column.
Field Hospital.
Total, 10,034 Men and 1,780 Horses.
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TABLE

II.

FIELD COMPANY,

l
l
4
l

R.E.

Major.
Captain.
Su1",lterns.
i\leclical Officer.

~ Mounted :,Haff-Sergeants or Sergeants.
6 Dismounted Staff-Sergeants or Sergeants.
I Shoeing Smith.
~ Bnglers and Trumpeters.
48 Mounted Rauk and File.
146 Dismounted Rank and File.

13
6
39
5

Officers' Horses.
Public Riding Horses.
Draught Horses.
Pack Horses.

I Maltese Cart for Medical Purposes.
4 Double Tool Carts.
3 Forage Carts.
l Forge
agon.
2 Pontoon ,vagons.

,v

We m,iy take it that work for the company will begin as it puts
foot on shore at the base of operations, snpposing our army to be
based on the sea. There may be piers to be built for discharging
war material, huts to be erected, water supply to be organized, roads
and bridges to be put in order, and many minor services to attend to.
Or the march up country may commence at once.

The duties of a field company on the march will clepencl on the
natural features and resom-ccs of the country ancl the distance from
the enemy, but will generally include road making, bridgiug, water

supply, and any other work to facilitate the progress of the division.
The company's place on the march should be in front-partly
with the advanced guard, and partly with the head of the main
body, otherwise it cannot be h1 a position to render the most
efficient service.

In camp, when out of touch of an enemy, water supply will be
its chief care, or possibly the preparation of roads for a further
K2
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advance; but as soon as a hostile country is reached, and outposts
receive a greater importance, then will the defensive art of the
engineer be looked for to assist at any special work requiring expert
skill.
I say special work, because it must never be allowed that the
infantry soldier is not quite capable of making his own defences
when they are of an ordinary character.
And so the march goes on from d,iy to clay without calling for
any exertion from the engineer beyorHl what he is equipped to carry
out for dealing with the ordinary necessities of a march and the
physical ch,iracter of the surroundings.
\Vhen, however, the army, of which we may snppose our division
to form a part, comes into touch with a hostile force, "then comes
the tug-of-war," and them it is we should find the r&le of the
engineer obtain a great development.
In his "Precis" of Modern Tactics Colonel Home has remarked : " It is oft~n sa.iJ that war is now so offensi ,·c in its character that
in the fielcl the use of earthworks is impossible, and, except in so far
as the pioneer's duties are concerned, modern war finds no room for
field engineers.,,
He then points out the fallacy of this creed, and shows by many
examples the influence which field engineering has m·er, ancl must
ever have, when used intelligently.
To accomplish anything by brute force is always the simplest
method, and saYcs time and trouble of thought, and exercise of
intelligence; but then you must have the brute force in sufficient
quantity, an<l even then the results do not always commend thcmselrns to the human understanding.
Those who decry field defence in any form seem to me to do so
in or,ler to escape a difficulty, or rather, the difficulty of judging
t.he proper time, place, and character of such works, npon which
their whole utility depends. They shirk the question as too
intricate, and assert t.bat defences injure the nwral of the soldier,
and are merely the fads of the engineer nurtured in the bosom of
permanent fortification.
Now experience has shown that inferior, undisciplined, or beaten
troops are very difficult to retain or bring back into action if
shelter exists close at hand; but the same danger does not exist
for well-led and well-disciplined regiments, who have been taught
to nnderstand the proper use of all defence.
The expression "defensive operations" is always likely to be

.

.
.

.
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misunderstood. No general of the present day who has any views
of crushing his opponent, or indeed of holding his own, will ever
adopt a purely defensive attitude, anrl the condition., of modern
war all point to the increase,! value of the offensive.
Entrenchments have at all periods of history been nsed, when
intelligently constructed, as weapons of offence, and never to so
great an extent or more intelligently than in the American \Var of
1861-~.
If you study the battles of that war you will find how time out
of time the generals on both sides used fiel,l works to cover their
front while they engaged in a counter stroke or a flank att;.tck,
Field engineering on the offensive was here put to its legitimate

purpose, i.e., to enable a smaller bocly of men, than would otherwise
have been necessary, to hold on to a certain extent of ground, antl
by means of defences and local connter attacks to hold the enemy
in front while he was being struck at on the fhmk.

This is the view of field defences which shonld be instilled into
the soldier-That they are not places of refuge, but "pivots
of manren vre" to enable greater fo1·cc to be given to the
attack.
Trenches are made for tactics, and not tactics for trenches.
The word defence is used in its proper meaning by the pugilist,
who speaks of "The noble art of self-defence." He does not mean
by this that he stands in one spot with his arms across his face
awaiting his adver.~ary's onslaught, but that by using defensive
operations with one hand he gives, or endeavours to give, the
knock-out blow with the other.
THE ATTACK.

Before organizing the field company for the combat we must
have some idea of what we may expect this to be.
The battles fought by the British army against savage or semisavage nationalities present so many different characteristics tha_t it
would be impossible to pnt forward a sealed pattern for our gmde.
The drill-book has accordingly given us a platform to start from by
assuming tlrnt the typical battle is fought against a civilized
opponent under the most advanced conditions of war.
It gives us the principles which have been evolved by the best
authorities on military history, but distinctly forbids us to take the
picture it presents as a standard to bP. servilely followed: directing
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us to consider the attack as a problem which cannot be treated
under set conditions.

Let me refresh your memories by a brief sketch of the fight as
set forth in the drill-book.
Fir5t, the screen of cavalry covering t he advance, protecting from
surprise, and reconnoitring the enemy.

The enemy in position with a force of cavalry, horse artillery,
and infantry pushed to the front.
These must be driven back by our cavalry, guns, an<l mounted

infantry, who find out all they can of the enemy, and t hen withdraw
to the flanks as the latter shows up in greate,· force.
Our advance guard now approaches and takes up a strong
position, holding its own as best it can, snpported no doubt by a
section or so of our field company.
The cavalry are now on the flank watching against counter attack.

The advance guard endeavoms to draw the fire of the enemy, and
make him uisclose his position.
The general is making his reconnaissance accompa.niecl, we hope,

by the officer commanding the field company. AnJ we fur ther
hope that all the other field company officers are employed on the
same dnty.
The general's plans are made, t he infantry come up in to a suitable
position, and orders are given.

The artillery open the ball in order to beat down the defence and
prepare the way for the infantry.
The infantry are launched into the 1,attle in three bodies or
lines~
1st. To ,levelop the attack.
2nd. To support, reinforce, and compiete it.
3rcl.

To confirm success, cover retreat, or meet any emergency.

The 1st line begin firing, possibly at 1,500 yards or over, but
profer:i.bly hold their fire for medium ranges, 800 to 500 yards.
The troops begin to get mixed up, bnt the line fights its way on.
The 2nd line has been closing up until at about 500 yards from
the position it joins the firing line, who are endeavouring to

entrench themselves, we trust assisted by some of the field
company.

The 2nd line carries the 1st line on to the final rush, assault, and
victory-a success which, of course, is to be confirmed by the
picks and shovels of the field corn pany.
The 3rd line all this time has been taking up a good defensive
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position, and here again I dare say its comrades of the R.E. have
been doing some useful work.

Having carefully read this picture of a battle in the drill-book,
we should qualify the impression left on our minds by a study of
one or two hattles of modern times; and I don't think anyone can
do better than to take The Life of Stonewall Jack.son, by Colonel
Henderson, for the purpose.
There is a realism about his
descriptions which brings very vividly before our minds the picture

of the battlefielcl as it was, or may be, for men of our own race
fightin g very much as we may expect our soldier~ to fight, and
making an intelligent use of the art of the engineer.

,vith our minds thns prepared we shonld be in a pos1t10n to
discnss the question of t he field company, R.E., anrl where it would
come in on the clay of battle.

Dun,:s

OF THE OFFICERS.

A thorough reconnaissance of the ground at once suggests itself
as the first duty for all the officers. In order to do the right thing
at the right moment you must first of all know where you are, and
what are the conditions which govern the case.

The senior R.E. officer should now ascertain the general's plans,
and whether he has any orders to give as to the employment of the
Engineers.
Here we at once come upon a certain difficulty.
It will he found in practice at peace manceuvres, or on active

service, that the Staff are so occupied with their other work that
they have neither the time nor the inclinati on to undertake £◊
responsible a matter as legislation for engineer operations.
The same thing may be noticed in other armies, as at the Battle
of Mars la Tour, when two of the companies of pioneers received
no instrnction for work, until at last they applied to be used as
infantry in the attack, and were so used.
Now with an English division there is no R.E. officer on the
Staff, so that the senior, who will be responsible for the work of the
Engineers, will have to act largely on bis own responsibility ; and
this I strongly would recommend him to do, and not to wait for
orders that may never come.
He should, however, do all in his power to get into touch with
the Staff, so that he may bave a good knowledge of what is
arranged, without having to bang about asking questions.
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V{e will suppose him to have acquired all the necessary information.
He now knows bis ground, and makes up his mind as to what
measures he will take for meeting any eventuality, and arranges for
the best distribution of his company, keeping in mind that it is
desirable to break it up into smaller tmits according to the charncter
of the ground and formation of the attack; but to keep in his own
hand, if possible, the power of re-uniting it for any special work of
importanceDUTIES OF THE COMPANY.

Assuming that our division has been sent forward to the attack,
aud that the country is one intersected by fences, streams, and
roads, and dotted over with villages, woods, and homesteads ; that
we have hills to climb, marshes to cross, and bridges to defend.
The field company must be ready toClear away obstacles req11iring demolition.
Open up roads especially for artillery.
Make hasty repairs to bridges.
Lay down light bridges for infantry.
Prepare bridges for demolition.
Assist the infantry in putting villages, farms, woods, or other
tactical points in a state of defence.
Or in opening up passages through villages, removing barricades,
loopholing walls.
Follow np the fighting line and organize points of defence to
strengthen the attack, check a reverse, or cover a retreat, and, in
case of snccess, secure the position won. In Colonel Brackenbury'~
handbook on Fielclworks, Chapter X., on " Attack of Posts," he says,
"Do not advance your column of attack nntil the obstacles are
destroyed, or in a fair way to be so, and let this duty be allotted to
a body which has nothing else to do."
In short, the work of the company will be to form a nucleus for
the infantr_y working parties, and to carry out work requiring
special appliances, all with the v iew of g iving the attacking force a
grip on the field of battle.
The idea that the whole of the field engineering dnring an
engagement is to fall on the Sappers, and that the infantry have
no part in it, is a mischievous idea for peace manceuvres, and an
impossible idea for ,var. U nless the intention is to enormously
increase the engineers with an army.
The ,engineers arc there to direct their efforts to the principal

points, to perform work of a technical nature, and to give unity and
cohesion to the whole of the defensive or offensive engineering
operations.

In a work by Capt. Gall entitled Aioclem J'aclics, a book much
used for promotion examinations I believe, the author, in his
chapter on engin~ers, gives as his view tha.t temporary independence

for each arm in field engineering is indispensable, and that the
infantry should be responsible for their own fieldworks during the
attack, leaving the more solid work of heavy bridging and the like
to the engineers.

The soundness of the principle 011 which Capt. Gall bases his
views is undeniable; but it would scarcely be practicable to carry

them out. The occupation of the infantry in attack is so absorbing
that the proper preliminary measures for well-directed fieldworks
would be lost to mind.
The case co,iid, I thi11k, be met by attttching an Engineer field
company of liUitable size to each brigade, and
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active service

reinforcing it by an officer and a detachment of infantry. This
woul•l tend to giYe the necessary coherence between the Engineers
and the other troops.
The work of the engineers must be entirely subordinate to the
tactical requirements, and they should not only be in touch with
the Staff as to the plan of attack, but also with the commanders of
divisions, brigades, and battalions as to the necessities of the moment.

A difficult role to play, and one which req11ires tact, forethought,
and power of orga.nization.
It has been remarked that the engineer arm, not only in the
British, but also in continental armies, is apt to isolate itself and act

independently, with the result that, from want of tactical knowledge, their work on the battlefield bas sometimes been worthless,
if not mischievous.
There is an undoubted truth in this which e\•ery engineer would

,lo well to remember, and, as an example, I may quote the Battle of
KOniggr~itz, where entrenchments were thrown up by the Engineers
without reference to the divisional commanders, with the consequence that they were in the wrong places, and never occupied

except by the enemy.
0RGANIZA'l'ION AND EQUIPMENT.

Having sketcher! thus briefly the position and clnties of a field c?mpany, I come to the most important points for present cons1derat10n.
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Is our field company's orga.niz,1tion and equipment such that it
could do itself justice in the field 1
Is its peace training sufficient to prepare it for its war duties; and,
if not, ho11· conic! it he improved 1
You see by Tables I. and II. the present war establishment of a
company, and that a division has one such company attached to it.
Is this sufficient 1 A. question very difficult to answer without a much
la.rger experieuce of the company employed on its legitimate duties

in the field.
My own feeling is that better results would be obtaine,1 hy attaching a company of somewhat smaller size to each brigade, in addition

the clivision:il company, and I would even go farther .tnd suggest
that this organization should exist always at the larger stations in
peace time, so that the company of Engineers belonging to a brigade
t0

sh;:rnld work, <lrill, and maucenvrc with it, and also be responsible for

the barrack repairs of that brigade.
The c1uestion of equipment resolves itself into the tools and
material carried, and the means of carrying them.
The first is a matter of general experience, and presents no
difficnlty to an engineer, when he knows the class of work he is

expected to cu-ry out, and the number of men for whom he has to
provide.

TABLE

III.

BA1"l'ALION OF INFANTRY.

Tools.
Axes, Pick, 6¼]bs.
2¾lbs.

,,

Intrenching

S:indbags
Crowbars
Shovels, Intrenching
Light
,,

Universal ..

Spades, N.P.

26
5

128
20

12
256
8

25
11
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TABLE

IV.

TOOLS AND STORES.

Fielil Co1,ipany, E. E.
Axes, Felling
Hand ...
Bill-hooks
Reaping-hooks
Axes, Pick

S,u1clbags
Crowbars
Shovels, Universal ...
Spades
Gal vanize,1 ,Vire
Guncotton { Wet .. ·
...
Dry Primers
Detonators { :~: ~3 Fuze { Instantaneous
Safety
...
Exploders, Dynamo, Electric
Tripod Pump
Hose ...

43
2G

47
6
75
1000
10
115
13
lbs. 112
lhs. 372
lbs. 48 oz. 12
100
3~4
yards 200
fathoms 128
1
1
feet 300

P,ick Animals.
4 for Technical Equipment, and
1 for Medical Panniers.
TABLE

V.

TOOL CART.

Sandbags
Pickets, Tracing
Tapes, Tracing
Axes, Hand
Felling
Pick .
"
Bars, Boring

316
60
3
6
11

17

;,

Crow ...
Jumping

2

Dogs, Sawyers'

JG

,,
,,
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TABLE
TOOL

V.-Contin,ied.

CART.-Continued.

Hammers

Hooks, Bill ...
Reapi11g
Saws, Cross-cut

Hand ...
Rhovels, Universal
Spades
Rope, Tarred, 1f
Yarn, Spun ...
F
{ Instantaneous
uze Safety
...
Primers
Guncotton { Wet Slabs

Detonators ...
Slow Match.
,Vire, Iron

7
11

2
1
4

30
3
. fathoms 113
lbs. 3~
yards 60
yards 80
200
64 = lbs. 134

l~O
lbs. 28

The present tool cart has its opponents and its advocates; and not
Lrnving ever had the advantage of service with a fiel,l company, I
don't feel in a position to offer an opinion, but wonld leave it to
those who have had experience of it at manceuvres. I may, how•
ever, place before you the points for general consideration, as forming a part of the problem, which, I hope, will soon receive the
attention it deserves.
Does the present cart fulfil its object ! Is it strong anrl light, arnl
capable of croesing a rough country 1
Does it hold all the necessary tools in the most com·enient way
for distribution in the field 1
Are the tools of tbe right sort, and in the right proportion and
sufficient quantity 1
Is there enough guncotton carried 1 Shonkl the field company
carry the heavier entrenching tools for tbe infantry and distribute
them 1
Is the pack equipment serviceable, and should it be increased!
All this has, I know, been thoroughly consid ered before now l,y
the officers concerned, but hitherto there has scarcely been a
sufficient basis to work upon, because the field corn pany has not had
opportunities at peace manceuvres of carrying out its duties for war.
And this brings me to the question of its training.

TRAINING.

Not much fault can be found with its technical education; indeed,
the only question raised is whether this training is not of an
unnecessarily high order for the work required in the field, and it
has been often alleged that the ordinary pioneer would carry out the
duties jnst as well. To this I cannot agree. All my experience
goes to prove that the highly-trained man is worth lrnlf-a-doze11 of
the ordinary workman, put him to work at what you will.
But where is the tactical instruction gained 1 I look to reports of
manceuvres, but cannot trace it.

The ditliculties to contend with at manreuvres seem to belst. The necessity in many parts of England of obtainin~ a good

water supply, coupled with the id ea that too mnch hardship or
roughing it for the solrlier is prejudicial to recruiting.
This ditliculty, I think, might be met by employing special workmen for the more elaborate water supply, thus releasing the field
company, and also by providing each unit of the army with a pump
and trough of its own.
2nd. The difficulty of obta.i11ing permission to break gronnd, put
ornamental villas into a state of Jefence, or demolish railway
bridges.
3rd. The uni ver.sal pra.ctice of ignoring time as a factor in
tactical operations.

This again is influenced by the hardship of long hours and the
recruiting question.

!th. The want of touch in their work between the Royal
Engineers and the other branches of the service, and tbe consequent
mutual ignorance of each other's duties.

IRISH MANCEUVRES OF

1899.

I now lay before you an account of some efforts we ham lately
made in Ireland to meet the difficulties mentioned, and under rather
adverse circumstances to gain instruction in the duties of a field
company.

I have already sent to the R.E. Jvwwil an accou11t of some of tlie
work carrieJ out at the Irish manreuvres, which took place between
the 9th and 17th of August in the present year, and of which I now
propose to give you a verbal description.
What was done by the R.E. is not put forn•ard as a perfect modd
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to follow, but as an example of one way of obtaining instrnction in
spite of the unrealities of mimic war.
The P/(t/e shows the greater'part of the manamvre area, which was
situated in Kilkenny and Queen's County, one of the most fertile and
well cultivated districts in Ireland.
The country is very much enclosed and well wooded, except to the
S. and S. W. of Durrow, where it assumes a more broken, open, and
hilly character.
The whole area was a difficult one, especially for cavalry and
artillery, and quite unlike what we aee accustomed to at English
manceuvrcs.

The numerous rivers and streams simplified the water supply to a
great extent, but made a pontoon train a necessity for one of the
opposing forces.
The general idea was that a Blue Force from Cork seeking to join
a Blue Army from Galway was opposed by a Red Army from
Dublin, which endeavoured to prevent the junction and to destroy
the Cork Force.
The departure of the 7th Field Company, R.E., for South Africa
rather upset our plans, so that our only resource was to organize
provi!Sional field compan ies.
The composition of these, as well as that of the two opposing
forces, you can see on Tables VI. and VII.

TABLE

YI.

R. E. AT !RISH MANCEUVRES, 1899.
Red Force.

C.R.E.
Officers.

BRIDGING TRAIN.

N.C.0.'s
& Men.

Horses

37th Co., R.E . ...
3
H
14
R.A.
15
22
2 Pontoon Wagons; 6 G.S. ,vagons; 35 yarcls
Bridging Material.
PROVISIONAL FIELD

Co.

Officers.

R.E.
2
R.A.
Connaught Rangers
4 G.S. Wagons an<l 1 Water Cart.

N.C.0.'s
&Men.

Horses.

25
6

31

lU

TABLE VI.-Continued.
R.E.

1899.-Continued.

AT IRISH MANlEUVRES,

B! ,,e Fl/l·ce.
PROVISIONAL FIELD

Co.

Officers.

N.C.0.'s
& I\Ien.

Horses.

2

~t
8

12

2/East Yorks Regiment
1
5 GS. Wagons and 1 Water Cart.

31

R.E.
A.S.C.

TABLE VII.
IRISH ll1ANlEUVRES, 1899.

Composition of Opposing Forces.
Red.
Cavalry Brigade
1st Infantry Brigade
2nd Infantry Brigade
Royal Engineers

.

{ l ½Regiments.

l Battery RH.A.

4 Battalions.
4 Battalions.
{ Bridging Train.
... Provisional Fiel,l Company.

Brigade Division, R.A.
Cavalry Brigade
Infantry Brigade
Brigade Division, R.A.
Royal Engineers

Blue.
{ 2 Reziments.
..
l Battery H. H. A
5 Battal10ns.
Provisional Field Company.

In order to give as much reality as possible to the work, it was
arranged by the direction of the Field l\J arshal Commanding that the
R. E. were uot to precede the other troops to the rnrious camping
grounds to make elaborate preparations, but were to keep in their
proper places on the line of march, and act as they would do in war.
Directions to the following effect were issued to the R.E. :In order to gain instruction from the manreuvres, and in the
absence of a field company, R.E., and opportunity for real work,
the R.E. officers attached to the two forces will carry out the duties
enumerated below : 1. A thorough reconnaissance of the ground to be operated OYer.
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2. To accompany the troops during all operations, and make
themselves thoroughly acquainted with the course of action.
3. The preparation of schemes for any engineering work thought
desirable on the supposition that a field company at war strength
would be employed with each force, and with due regard to the
time, tools, and material necessary for each work.

4. With the permission of an umpire to erect distinguishing flags
to denote that posts were defendeJ, bridges prepared for demolition,
etc.
5. On the conclusion of each day'.~

manre1nTes to hand in

reports, illustrated by rottgh sketches, of the work they had
provided for.
Canvas screens were not to be carried to represent shelter
tre11ches.
The following is a sketch of each day's operations, with 11otes on

the part taken by the skeleton field companies, R.E. :In considering the work clone by the Blue Engineers you must
note that there were only two R.E. officers assisted by an infantry
officer as acting engineer; a11d when the company is referred to,

that this unit eonsisteu of perhaps 10 sappers and 10 privates,
while the sections were represented by :3 or 4 men, or possibly by
only I non-commissioned officer or sapper.
At the commencement of the manceuvres the R.E. officer in com-

mand of Blue Engineers took great pains to instruct the non-commissioned officers a.nd me11 in ma.p reading, iri drawing up schemes,

and making reports. All this would generally be done by the
section officers; but as these did not exist, the duty devolved on the
men representing the sections, and was very creditably performed.

On the 9tb of August tl,e opposing forces entered the manoeuvre
area, and the position at the close of the day was as follows :Reel cavalry main body encamped at Bullyroun with outposts on
the line Ocitlcinds Ilouse-Ballinakill.
During the day they lmd reconnoitred the upper Nure and reported Poormcin's a11d TVaterloo Bridges as unoccupied, but had
observed Blue cavalry at Ba/lyragget and Attmwgh, and come into
tonch with them at Watercastle Bridge; they also discovere,l the
main body of cavalry camping at Darrow.
The Blue cavalry dmi11g the day bad blocked the bridges ornr
the Erkina, Rfrer, and reconnoitred towards the 1'lo,.e and Balli,wkill
but had found ont nothing as to the position of the main body of
Red's cavalry.
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II"

Blue cavalry camped at Dnrrow for the night.
The main armies had reached Bert Bridge and Johnsto,m respectively.
No tactical work was performed by the Engineers on this day.
10th August.-The Red cavalry occupy Abbeylefa and B<lllinakiil
with scouting parties west and south. They failed to capture Poor11wn's and Tr!lterloo Brid!fes; but one patrol pushed on to Dnrrow,
till it was checked at one of the bridges by a section of the field
company, R.E.
Blue cavalry concentrated } mile west of Knapton House, and
held the bridges over the Nore from TVciterloo Bridge to Kilbricken;
they also patrolled in the Ballinakill direction, bt1t were driven back
to Du,1Tow.
The main Red force marched from Bert Bridge to Ballyrocin.
Blue from Johnstown to Durro,c.
The R.E. of the Red :Force were solely employed on water
supply. On the march they were at the tail of the column!
Blue Engineers were sent forward ahead of the advanced guard
to secure the bridges at Dnrrow.
On the march they receiver! an order from the senior R.E. officer
to hurry on and take steps to defend the two bridges 1 mile N. of
Dnrrow, Tctllyho Bridge, and the cross road s about ½ mile S. \V. of
llfoyne House.
This is an example of an officer very properly taking the initiative, and shows that he thoroughly appreciated the tactical position.
His action was entirely borne out by the subsequent orders of the
Chief Staff Officer for the line of outposts, which exactly corresponded with the defended points.
•
The section not only put these points into a state of defence, but
occupied them until reliernd by the infantry outposts, and in one
case checked the enemy's cavalry.
11th August.-Blue cavalry held the passages at Poonnan's and
TVat<rloo Bridges with detachments at New Bridge and TVcitercastle.
The main body, covered by the cavalry, marched i-iii Ballycolla,
and took up a position near Ballneehin House.
The Red Force halted in Abbeyleix, and, being completely in the
dark as to the movements of Blue, sent 2 battalions, a field battery,
and subsequently a 3rd battalion to Bcillinakill.
Another battalion went to Poonncin's Bridge, and found it
destroyed.
Matters now came to a standstill, so that the day's operations
were practically over.
L

U6
Although there was no engagement, the Director of the lVIanceuvres

remarked that he never remembered an occasion when peace
manceuvres represented more accurately the actnal service conditions during the preliminary stages of a battle, the two forces
being :1bsolutely enveloped in ignorance of each other's movements.

The Engineers of the Red Force were little employed; a scheme
for putting Balli,wkill in a state of defence was, however, drawn up
by one oflicer.
They marched in rear of the column, and were so placed when
the troops were halted in Abbeylei.t.
No attempt at reconnaissance seems to have been made, and
when their services would have been of the greatest use in bridging,
or repairing bridges, over the 1\Tore, neither the pontoon train nor
the field company were on the spot.
With the Blue Force it was different. The field company was
with the adrnnced guard on tbe march to Bcillygeehin House, while
parties were detached to prepare Gully and TVaterloo Bridges for
demolition, put the posts there in a state of defence, and assist the
cavalry to hold them.
The cavalry prepared TVatercastle Bridge for demolition, and
assisted the R.E. party at Wcllerloo Bridge, where by their combined action they drove off some of the enemy's cavalry.
This R.E. detachment then made for Poonncin's Bridge to assist
the cavalry there, and subsequently to re-join their company near
Gorinaclea House.
Gully Bridge was prepared for demolition by another detachment
Meanwhile, with the conc11rrence of the 0.0. of the advanced
guard, it was arranged for the field company to secure the left flank
of the main position .
This was done by two sections of the company preparing Gor/naclea
Bridge for demolition and putting the surrounding ground in a state
of defence.
Kilbricken and New Bridges were then similarly dealt with by the
other two secLions.

These measures practically made the position secmc, and rendered
the success of Blue pretty certain.
l~th August.-The special idea had now to be changed, and Blue,
supposed to have been driven across the Erkinti River, broke the
bridges.
Their orders (supposed to have been received from Cork) were to
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hold the ridge south of DwTow as long as possible and then retire,
resting their right flank on the Nore and destroying the bridges.
Red 's orders were to push Blue and destroy him.
Blue took up the position ordered with 3 battalions entrenchccl,
supported by the hrigade division of artillery on the right flank,
and with a reserve of 2 battalions for a counter attack, the ca\'alry
being on the left flank. The RH.A. battery was posted on Sesl,in
Hill to aid the counter stroke.
Tallyho B,·idge was destroyed, and also that at Ballyraqqet,
somewhat prematurely by orders of the 0.0. cavalry at that
point.
Red, being unable to cross the river in Durrow Park on account of
the owner's objections, threw a bridge over the Erkina alongside the
demolished bridge in the village.
Red then sent a battalion to Caponelt<tn TVoocl to divert attention while he attackecl the right flank of the position with 7
battalions, the attack being prepared by the field artillery from
beyond the Erki>w.
As the leading troops were gaining the crest of the ridge the
attack was checked by the delivery of the counter stroke, and would
probably have failed.
l\Iean while the Red Cavalry Brigade crossed the river at Ballycorira
Ful'cl, and pushed back the Blue cavalry almost to Lisdo,rney, thus
threatening Blue's line of retreat.

The Engineer work was as follows :-Blue fi eld company was
ordered to send a party to destroy 1'allyho Bridge, and then proceed
to Bcillyragget and prepare the bridge there for demolition. The
remainder of the company were to assist at strengthening the

position on the ridge.
The 0.0.RE., however, fully understanding the position of
affairs, very properly took upon himself to senrl a section direct to
Bcillyraggat in orcler to make sure of defending that point. The
bridge here was quite capable of defence, but was destroyed by the
section under orders from the caYalry commander.
The section, having carried out this order, marched to Bcillyconra
Ford, where it met the party from 1'allyho Bridge, and together with
half a squadron of cavalry they prepared for defence by loopholing
walls, making clearings, and finally, under decision of an umpire,
stopped the Reel Cavalry Brigade for half an hom.
This had an important beu.ring on the day's operations.

The Red cavalry, however, eventually got over and pressed
L2
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forward, threatening Aharney Camp, which was defended by the
R.E. and infantry, who were at work on the water snpply.
The Red Engineers threw a bridge over the river at Durrow, bnt
appeared to have been nnemployed <luring the remainder of t,he day.
The probability is that Red's attack wonld have failed; in that
case they might haYe been thrown back on Durrow in confusion
with on ly one point of passage over t he ri ver, and that under
artillery fire at a range of about 2,500 yards; and yet no steps were
taken to put D1trrow into a state of defence or strengthen the post
at " The Brick.fields" so as to check pursuit.
14th August.-Blue was now ordered to evacuate t he position of
the 12th; retire southwards, trying to draw the Red Force down the
right bank of the Nore; make a stand to check him near Sweet hill
House~· then slip across the river at Lis11wioe, and so endeaxour to
march north and join their main army from Galway.
Red was ordered to press on and crush Blue without delay.
Blue accordingly retired under the protection of a line of outposts extend ing from Ballykealy cross roads to B"llyconm. The
outposts as they r etired formed a rear guard, while the cavalry
secured the left flank
A position was taken up N.1Y. of Sweethill House.
Red was somewhat slow in advancing, but finally threatened
Blne's left flank at Beechjielcl and Clone Hozises, ancl deployed for
attack
Blue, a.fter an ineffective counter stroke, commenced to retire on
Lismaine, and cease fire sounded.
ACTION OF

Il..E.

The Red Engineers were apparently again unemployed.
The Blue field company was ordered early in the day to prepare
Lismlline Bridge for demolition, fortify a position on the left bank
to protect the baggage, and make road ways for the artillery to come
into action.
Wh en this was clone half the company was sent to assist at the
defence of the main position, which was hard pressed. They helped
the infantry to loophole Clone Honse, and to place a cottage and
some outhouses in a defensive state.
15th August.-The Blue Force, having been supposed to !,ave
escaped across the river, camped near Ballyragget on the night of
the 14th.

The Red were at Grange.
The defeat of their main army being reported, Blue was ordered
to re-cross the river and make for Gori,.
The JJOn toon train was attached to Blue for the occasion.
The Red commander divided his force into three sectionsThe northern section to watch the river from l'ltllyho Bridge to
Ballinaslee.
The centre section from Ballinaslee to Bnllyconra.
The southern section from Ballyconra to Bnllyragget.
Blue cavalry crossed by the ford at Ballyconra and pushed on
towards Lisdowney. There they encountered the head of the
southern brigade, and were driven back to a point on the road about
l ½miles from Lisdowney, where Blue horse artillery were posted.
A bridge having been made at Ballyconrn, the Blue infantry
crossed, and pressed on towards Lisdowney, outflanking the Red
brigacle. l\Ieanwhile 2 battalions of this brigade moved round and
cut off Blue's communications with the bridge.
Red cavalry and R.H.A. went to Brookfield Honse to cut oft
Blue's escape in that direction. Reel artillery were in action on
Seskin Hill.
Three battalions from the centre brigade now moved down on
Blue's right flank, and threatened to envelope it, when cease fire
sounded.
ACTION OF

R.E.

The Blue field company assisted at the bridging operations at
Ballyconrci. There was a good deal of work required here to make
the road way to the bridge passable for artillery, as the approach was
boggy.
Unfortunately the greater part of the company were cut off by the
flanking movement of the Red brigade, and were put out of action.
A small party that hacl escaped occupied themselves at endeavouring to extemporize field observatories.
The Red field company were at Lisdowney, when their southern,
brigade was driven back by the Blue advance with serious loss.
There was a farm at this point which, if it had been put into a state
of defence, might certainly haYe checked the enemy, but no steps
were taken in the matter for at least half an hour, when the General
himself coming np, ordered the work.
This was the closing day of the manreuvres proper, and I have
endeavoured in the foregoing sketch to show what was done by a
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field company, skeleton though it was, what might have been done
and what was left undone. As I have already said, I do not put
this forward as a faultless example of the course we might follow
at manoouvres, but I think it is possessed of germs which might be
considerably developed at future peace operations so as to bring
forth good fruit.
CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Before closing tbis lecture I wish to draw yonr attention to an
admirable way of studying the work of Engineers in the field
suggested by the late Captain R. <la Costa Porter, and described by
bim in an article which you will find in Vol. XXI. of the R.E.
Professional Papers.
H e takes the Battle of Woerth as an example, and, having closely
followed its details, works out a scheme showing what might have
been done by the Engineers which was not done, and what effect
this might have had on the final issue.
Any of you who feel inclined for the task should take some
battle of which we have detailed account; imagine yourself in command of a field company, RE., at war stre11gth attached to a
division, and work out step by step what action yon would have
taken with the men, tools, material, and transport at your disposal ;
draw up a narrative of this, with your deductions as to the influence
your work would have had on the result of the battle.
And now for one word addressed especially to the more junior
portion of my audience, who are on the threshold of their career.
The welfare of the Corps is in your hands as the " trustees of
futurity. " Keep in mind that the art of war is your first study;
that all your other work is subordinate to that-and never forget
you are "Soldiers first and Engineers afterwards."
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VI.

SUBAQUEOUS FOUNDATIONS FOR
BRIDGES AND DOCKS.
A Lecture delfrered c,t the Royc,l Engin eers Institute, Glwtham, by
E. CRUTI\YELL, M.lNST.C.E., M.I.l\IECH.E., 7th December, 1899.

THE present paper cle,ils briefly with various methods of constructing
foundations for bridges and dock-works when situated in water or in
water-bearing formations.
The w0rd "foundations" usually conveys the idea of preparing

or excavating the ground for the purpose of obtaining a solid basis
to build upon; but the term also includes other types of construction,
which may be summarized under the head of " piled foundations. "

Where the nature of the ground is favourable, such as in silt,
sand, gravel, or clay, an economical pier, or abutment for a bridge,

or a quay for a clock, may be made by driving piles at suitable
intervals, and bracing them together above the level of the ground.
Piles of fir timber, unless required for temporary purposes, are
usually creosoted; but, for marine work, in situations exposed to

the attack of worms, the best timber to adopt is greenheart.
Rolled iron or steel may also be driven as piles, and cheap constructions may often be made out of old railway metals.
Cast-iron screw-piles are used for piers of bridges when it is
known that the ground through which they are to be screwed is
free from large stones or boulders j but cast iron is not to be recommended unless the piles are secure against collision from vessels or

other floating objects.
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Piles, whether of timber or iron, shonld be braced in all direccions,
ii possible from ground level upwards, at intervals of 10 feet, or at
most 15 feet, from one set of bracings to the next. Where the
depth of water in which the piles are rlrinn exceeds abont 10 or 1-5
feet at low tide, the bottom sets of bracings must be bolted up by
divers. Sueh work is always expensive) and seldom so satisfactory
as work done above the water level.
In great depths of water,
therefore, a piled foundation, except for temporary purposes, is
usually undesirable.
\\' here piles are used for the front of a quay, they arc usually tied
with iron rods to a row of back piles dri,·en from 6 to 10 feet apart,
and abont 20 or 30 feet away from the front row. Two, or perhaps
three, tiers of tie-rods are often necessary. The front may be
driven with sheet piles close together ii there is much pressure from
the filling of the quay to be resisted (see Fig. I) ; or, where the
pressure is not so great,, the piles may be driYen at intervals, with
thinner sheet piles or planks interposed between or at the back of
them (see Fig. 2).
II rubble stone or chalk are easily procurable, they may be formed
into rough walling behind the piles, so as to relieve the piles of part
of the earth pressure. The pressure is apt to be greatest where the
range of tide is considerable, for in such cases there is at low water
a mass of wet earth behind the piles tending to slip forward, with
no counterbalancing weight of water in front of the quay to resist
it. II the quay is to be used for the handling of heavy goods, or
where railway sidings are to be laid alongside, it is generally adYisable to carry the filling behind the piles right np to the level of the
quay (Fig. 1); but, where the expected traffic on the qnay is light,
it may sometimes be more economical to reduce the pressure on the
front piles by sloping the filling at the back, as shown in Fig. 2. In
the latter case the qua}'. space between the front piles and the top of
slope is made good with planks supported on bearers resting upon
the piles.
The greatest objection to the use of timber for permanent structures is thctt it is so liable to decay, especially at the parts sitw,tecl
between the wet and the dry, or at about the level of the water.
The parts continually below, or those co11tinnally above the water
do not decay nearly so quickly. The same may be said of iron arnl
steel structures, although not to so great an extent as in the case of
timber. For bridges, therefore, wbene,·er enough money is available,
those parts of the piers which are not accessible for painting will, as

a general rule, be best constrncted of masonry, brickwork, or
concrete. The same applies to dock-works generally, although the
extent of such works often renders it necessary on the score of
expense to constrnct the quays of timber in the first place. In later
years, when the necessary funds may be more conveniently raised
than in the first instance, the timber q nays can be replaced l,y more
lasting materials. The possibility of reconstruction at a later date
should be borne in mind when designing all structures of a more or
le,ss tcmpomry character. The construction shown in Fig. l, for
instance, offers far greater facilit,ies for putting in a new wall than
that shown in Fig. 2. In the former case a trench for the new wall
would be excavated at the back of the sheet piles-the piles acting
as a cofferdam to exclude the water from the trench whilst excaYating the fonn<lation and building the wall. In the latter case a
large quantity of new timbering would be necessary to exclude the
water before the trench could be excavated.
The construction of concrete, brickwork, or masonry foundations
will necessitate a certain amount of excavation, except, perhaps, in
the case of a rocky bottom having no deposit of soft material abo,·e
it-and even then the surface of the rock will often require leve!li,;g.
Wherever possible, it is desirable to execnte the final portions of the
exca,·ation a.nd the building of the permanent work, whether of concrete, brickwork, or masonry, in the dry by excluding the water from
the site of the foundation; but, under certain circumstances, where
such a procedure would entail probjbitive expense, the lower portions
of the foundations may be put in beneath the water. Due precautions
must then be observed to prevent the cementing medium from being
abstracted by the water. This can be best effected by the use of
concrete deposited in bags or sacks, which are allowed to remain
permaneutly in the work; or, where the water is not disturbed, by
lowering the concrete through the water in a skip or box fitted with
a moveable bottom, which opens downwards on a catch being
released by the man in charge of the lowering gear.
Shallow foundations 1 when situated in tidal waters, may be put in
"tide-work," although it is preferable to exclude the water entirel:v
unless the cost of so doing is excessiYe. ,Vhen tide-work is resorted
to1 the excaYation (nnless in rock or other material not liable to fall
into the trench) is timbered in the ordinary way with paling-boards,
t·unners, or !-.beet-piling, as the case may be; and the trench is
pumped out at each tide as soon as the water falls below the top of
the timbering. Care should be taken that no more of the excavation
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is bottomed up at each tide than can be completely covered overwith the concrete, brickwork, or masonry of the permanent work,

otherwise the ground will be disturbed b,v the incoming tide, and
unequal settlement of the foundation will probably result. The
permanent work should be protected before the tide comes in by
covering it all over with sacks or matting weighted with stones or
other heavy materials, so as to pre,·ent their being disturbed by the
inrush of the water, The work should be thoroughly cleanecl ancl
sprinkled with cement before resuming the succeeding layers or
courses. A certain proportion of the cement is almost sure to be

washed out by the incoming tide, so that it is advisable to mix the
concrete or mortar strongP,r than where the work is executed in the

dry,

The cost of the extra cement and the increased cost of pump-

ing will, as a rule, render it inexpedient to resort to tide-work

except for shallow foundations extending only a few feet beneath
low water level.
There are many ways of constructing deep foun<lations, the choice
of which must be determined according to circumstances. Before a

proper decision can be anfred at, the nature of the ground should
be ascertained, if necessary by trial borings, or, in important works,

by the sinking of a trial cylinder at or near to the site of the
intended foundation. The cylinder may be of cast iron, or of
wrought iron or steel, from 6 to 10 feet iu ctiametP,r, and in segments
of convenient height bolted together so as to be thoroughly water-

With cast iron the joints can be machined and fitted
tight.
together with red lead; hut with wronght iron or steel the joints,
eYen if machined, will generally require a strip of indiarubbcr to
make them water-tight. An example of a cast-iron joint is shown in
Fig. 3, and a wrought-iron or steel joint with a strip of indiarubber
in Fig. 4. The cylinder can be sunk through water-bearing strata
by excavating the material from inside with machine grabs or
dredgers, when its own weight will generally force it down. If

not, weights must be added at the top, or pressure can be applier! by
hydraulic jacks somewhat as indicated in Fig. 5, In the event of
boulders getting jammed beneath the cntting edge of the cylinder,
and so preYenting its descent, it may be necessary to remove the
obstruction by divers, If clay or other impervious material be met

with, the cylinder, when sunk sufliciently into it to resist the
pressure of the water, can be pumped out, and the excavation can
then be proceeded with by ordinary digging.
If clay is met with at a moderate depth-say about 40 feet belO\v

high water level-the cheapest way to pnt i11 the foundation will
probably be to dri,·e a cofferdam so as to enclose the site. The dam
may consist of a single row of sheet piles where the grounrl is soft
and of uniform cousistency; but where stones or rough graYel are
to be met with, the piles are apt to be deflected out of line, i11 which
case it will be safer to drive a double row of piles and fill the
intervening space with clay puddle.
The piles of a single dam are frequently grooved, and a wooden
tongue about 2 inches square, nailed in the grooYe of one pile,

slides in the adjoining groove, and so helps to keep the piles in
line. If made an accnrate fit, the tongne aids in making the
joint water-tight j but there is a danger with tight-fitting tongues of

splitting the piles.

It is questionable whether in rough ground the

tongues are an advantage; bec;:1..nse, when the point of a pile is

driven upon a stone or other obstruction, the pile may be deflected
with such force as to cause it to split somewhat as indicated in Fig. 6.
In some parts of Rnssia, where round timber is very cheap, an

excellent plan is adopted of adsing out the side of one pile to fit the
natural curvature of the adjoining µile, as shown in Fig. i. The
piles are thus kept in line, and they are less liable to split than
when tongued and grooved.
A single pile dam will frequently leak even when tongued and
grooved, in which ease the joints are caulked from the inside
The caulking is done
with oakum, like the seams of a ship.

by gradually working down from the top, so as to keep pace
with the lowering of the water when the pumps are set to work
inside the dam.

A single dam without tongues and grooves will

require caulking at most of the joints. A double dam with
properly rammed puddle should require neither caulking nor
tongues, although often the tongues are put in as a precautionary
measure.

The excavation within the dam is sometimes taken out right up
to the sheet piles ; but it is safer, especially in the case of deep
foundations, to set the sheet piles back some distance from the
excavation, and to drive strutting piles at intervals along the edge

of the foundations. The strutting piles should be driven well
below the bottom level of the intended excavation, but the sheet
piles need not necessarily go so deep.
Fig. 8 shows the method adopted in putting in tbc foundation for
one of the shore abutments of the Tower Bridge. A single row of
sheet piles was driven 15 feet beyond the outer face of the
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excavation, and the strutting piles were clri ven at intervals of 9 feet.
Before closing the dam, struts were inserted between the sheet piles
and the strntting piles, and also between the strutting piles and the
old river w,dl.
The last-mentioned struts are clotted in Fig . 8.
The foundations were 102 feet long by 80 feet wide. In order to
avoid the risk of opening up such a large area all at once, the

foundation of the abutment was executed in two portions. The back
portion, behind the old river wall, was put in first, and the cofferdam
was supported against it by inserting tiers of struts between the
strutting piles rmd the work already built as the excavation of the
front portion progressed downwards. The face of the trench next
the coft"'erdam was secnrecl with 3-inch deals driven as rnnners-the
ground not being firm enough to admit of the use of poling boards.
The bottom 12 feet of the excavation through the London clay was
taken out in short lengths of 18 feet, in order to minimize the risk
of a "blow" from the external pressure. The tiers of struts were

removed after the permanent work had been brought up to their
undersides.

The lower setting of runners was withdrawn a foot at

a time to keep pace with the concreting. The piles :lbove the
concrete were strutted back against the front footings of the
abutment, as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 8, in order to
admit of the removal of the Jong struts extending to the back
portion of the abutment. When the building had reached above the
level of the foreshore up to the undersides of the upper tiers of
struts, short timbers were inserted between the strutting piles and

the face of the abutment so as to afford support to the piles of the
dam. As soon as the work was brought up above the level of high
water, a trench was sunk alongside the cofferdam, for the purpose of

boring holes . in the piles at a depth of 3 or 4 feet beneath the
foreshore, so that the piles might be broken off at this level. The
strutting piles were broken off in a similar manner level with the top

of the concrete.

It was considered that settlement of the foundation

o: of the neighbouring warehouses might possibly haYe ensued if the

piles had Leen withdrawn entirely.
A double-piled clam with puddle between, as now being used for
putting in some of the new quay walls at l\liddlesbrough Dock, is
shown in Fig. 9. Here the excavation is taken out right up to the
piles.
Fig. 10 shows how the old quay walls at Limehouse Dock haYe
recently been deepened and strengthened by exca,,ating and filling in
concrete at the back of the old work, and utilizing the old sheet
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piles as a cofferdam. The excavation was taken out in lengths
of ttbout 15 feet at a time, and at least 30 feet was left undisturbed
between any two lengths jn progress simultaneonsly.
A difficult type of cofferdam is where the site consists of a rocky
bottom without any overlying material into which the piles ca;1
he driven. Such a case occurs at the Falls of Connel, in Scotland ,
where a large bridge on the Callander and Ohan Railway is
now being constructed. The dams arc made by fixing a single row
of upright iron joists of H -section in holes bored in the rock about
6 feet apart. Horizontal· planks 4 inches thick are laid in the
grooves formed by the fhtnges of the joists (see Fig. IOA.) The
jnnction between the lower planks and the rock is made good hy
throwing in sacks of cement concrete on both sides of the dam, and
ramming them tight before the concrete has become set.
In the case of foundations extending to depths of 50 feet and
more below high water level, it will often be cheaper and safer
to employ cylinders or cai;;sons of some sort, instead of the foregoing
cofferdams. The cylinders and caissons are sunk to the necessary
depths by removing the ground from inside them, either with
machine grabs and dredgers, or by digging, or hy a combination of
both methods. The digging can be execnted by divers if the bottom
of the caisson is not entered sufficiently deep into clay or other
imperYious material to reurler it safe to pump out the water;
but the grabs or dredgers will take out the bulk of the material,
an<l the divers, as a rule, will only have to clear the cutting edge of
the caisson by working the ground ,,way from the edges towards the
hole made by the grabs. The divers usually dig with ordinary
tools, but in some kinds of soil, such as silt, sand, or fine gravel,
it may sometimes be found advantageous to use a pneumatic
or hydraulic jet for displacing the material round the sides of the
cylinder or caisson. The jet is directed by the diver through
a portable nozzle connected by a flexible tube with a compressor
placed on the staging above.
If no clay is to be met with, and it is desired to put the foundation in in the dry, it will often be necessary to resort to pneumatic
pressure in order to exclude the water from the cylinder or caisson~
This process is slow and expensiYe, because the excavation has to be
taken out, and the building materials--at any rate for the tirst few
feet of the fouudation-have to be entered in through air-locks, and
the workmen must also pass in and out Uy the same means. The
provision of the air-locks and the necessary air-tight decks or
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The largest of them was 100 feet long by 60 feet wide by 11 5 feet
high.

The cribs were llivided up into numerous pockets by cross

partitions of timber.

The outer and some of the middle pockets

were weighted with gravel so as to aid the descent of t he cribs.
The cribs were snnk through a mn.ximum thickness of about GO feet
of mnd, silt, and sand, clown to the gravel, which t,hcy rea,ched at a

maximum depth of about 135 feet below high water level.

The

sinking was executed entirely by dredgers or grabs working in the
inner pockets. The latter were filled with concrete pnt in under water.

Another good example of American practice is found in the BlairCrossing Bridge on the Missouri Valley and Blair Railway, as
indicated in Fig. 14. Here the caissons were M feet long by 2-l feet
wide by 17 feet high. The sides were formed of single baulks of
timber with two thicknesses of planks Ja.id crossi11g one another on
the outside of the timbers.

The sides were supported with numerous

timber struts placed across from one side to the other.

A deck

consisting of double timbers, and lined with planks on the underside,
was constructe,d, so as to form an a.ir•t,ight excavating chamber

extending over the whole area of the caisson.

Access to the ex-

canlting chamber was obtained by an iron cylindrical shaft provided

with an air-lock . The ground beneath the caisson was loosen ed by
directing hydraulic jets against it, and the loosened material was

lifted by sand pumps through pipes passing up through the ceiling
of the air•chamber. The sand pum!JS were on the ejector principle,
by which a stream of water under pres!::ure is forced down through
a small pipe, and discharges as a.n annular jet in an upward direction
into a suction pipe through which the sand or other material is

drawn by the partial vacuum produced by the jet. The suction
pipe can be fitted with a telescopic joint, or else witb a flexible connection, so that the end containing the annular jet may be inserted

in the material to be lifted. Gravel and stones as large as will enter
the an nular space may be lifted in this manner.
Timber caissons are useful where they have to be sunk in exposed
situations, because they can be erected in conYenient places elsewhere,

and be afterwards floated into the required positions. A caisson built
of materials which do not float can be floated if fitted with a deck, or
with buoyancy compartments. If the caisson is not arranged with
a deck for working under air pressure, a false bottom can be tem~

porarily fitted, and be removed after the caisson has been floated
into place. A caisson may also be suspended from pontoons whilst
the floating operations are in progress.
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If the caisson is to be erected at the site of the foundation, some
sort of temporary staging is necessary to erect it upon, and to
accommodate the machinery and other appliances used in sinking
it. 1Vhen the water is not too deep, the staging can be supported
on timber piles, but in great depths a floating staging is usually
Tlie latter, however, is objectionable owing to the
employed.
constant changes both in the lateral and vertical positions of the
staging.
An ingenious combination of floating and fixed staging "as adopted
in sinking the foundations for the piers of the new Tay Bridge, as
indicated in Fig. 15. Several pontoons were braced together so as to
form a platform, with two open spaces, or well-holes, to receive the
pair of cylinders forming the pier. At each corner of the platform
was a column, or leg, which could be moYed up or down by hydraulic
apparatus. The bases of the legs were splayed out so as to get a
good hold on the silt and sand composing the bed of the Tay. The
platform was floated into posision with the legs lifted high enough
to clear the ground. The legs were then lowered to the bottom,
and at about high water the platform was secured to them by cotters,
or pins. \Yhen the tide fell, the platform remained supported on
the legs, and by means of hydraulic jacks was lifted to a convenient
height above high water. The foundation cylinders were each
23 feet in diameter, of wrought iron lined with brickwork. They
were bolted together in the well-holes, and were kept suspended
from the platform until a sufficient number of lengths to reach the
ground had been added, when they were lowered gradually by
hydraulic jacks. The excavation inside the cylinders was taken out
chiefly by machine grabs or dredgers; but where silty s~nd occurred,
it was pumped up through 6-inch flexible hoses manipulated by
divers. The concrete fi lling was lowered through the water in boxes
with hinged bottoms. On the completion of a pier it was a quick
and simple operation to set the placform afloat, and remove it, with
its legs, to the next pier.
When large caissons have to be sunk in deep water or in exposed
sitnn.tions, it is generally Jess expensive to make them buoyant and
to float them into position than to provide st,1ging and lowering
appliances for building them fa situ. The method of sinking the
caissons for the piers of the Hooghly "Jubilee" Bridge-the
abutments of which have already been described-is a case in point.
These caissons had to be pitched in 30 feet of water at low tide,
and sunk through about 60 feet of silt before they reached a clay
M
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foundation.

The caisson for each of the rnr.in piers was 66 feet

long, with semi-circnlar encls, 25 feet wide, and 108 feet high. It
had an outer skin of wrought iron, and was divided into three
excantting wells by inner plating extent.ling from top to bottom.

Except for the rounded ends and the iron ph,ting extending all the
wa.y up, the caisson was generally similar to the abutment caii::son

of the same bridge shown in Fig. 11.

The spaces between the

outer plating and the cxcaYating wells served first as bnoyancy

chambers, but were ultimately filled in with concrete and brickwork.
The caisson was built for a height of 16 feet above the cutting
edge in a sheltered position, and was then floated out to the site of
the pier. The plaut for excavating and building was contained on
µontoons moored alongside. The lower portions of the buoyancy

chambers were filled with concrete, and 4-foot lengths of the
caisson were added and backed with brickwork until the cutting-

edge reached the bottom.

The excarntion was performed by

specially constructed boring appliances, consisting of a hollow

vertical shaft rotated by steam power, h,n-ing radial cutters fixed to
the lower end, which made holes in the ground from 10 to 14} feet
in diameter. The excarnted material was forced up the hollow
shaft, and out into the river, by a hydraulic ejector. "-hilst
working in the silt the borings were ma(lc 10 feet in diameter, and

they were usually kept about 10 feet in advance of the cuttingedge.

The ground betn·een the borings and the rutting-edge was

forced into the bore-holes by the weight of the caisson, which was
constantly increased as the sinking proceeded by filling up the
buoyancy chambers with concrete. \\'hen clay was reached, the
boring had to be enlarged to H} feet before the caisson could be
forced down. After entering a few feet into the clay, the water
was partly pumped out of the caisson, and the loss of flotation thus
effected enabled the cutting-edge to sink to a depth of I 0 or 12 feet
into the solid clay. 'l'he water pressure would probably ham
caused a H blow" if the caisson had been pumped out entirely, so
the wells were concreted nncler water, as in the case of the abut-

ments of the same bridge already describeJ.
\Vhen the area of a foundation is very large, it is sometimes
cheaper and safer to sink a number of comparatively small caissons
rather than a single large one. Figs. 16 to 21 show how the two

piers of the Tower Bridge were constructe<l. Here the base of the
foundation measured 100 feet wide by 20J feet 6 inches long. The
bed of the river was gravel for a foot or two from the surface,
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with London clay beneath. Parliament forbade the driving of a
colferdam into the bed of the Thames, so that the im·estigations of
the engineer were narrowed down to a decision upon the best type

of caisson t.o adopt. It was found cheapest to place comparatively
small caissons at intervals around the middle portion of the pier, as
shown in Fig. 16, to connect their adjoining ends together, to hnild
the outer portion of the pier within them, and to utilize the
permanent work thus built as a colferdam for execnting the middle
portion of the pier.
Temporary staging was driven around and in the middle of

the pier.

The caissons ,,.ere put together on platforms laid

across from one staging to the other, as shown in Fig. 17. There
were fonr caissons 28 feet square on each side of the pier, and
two 35-foot triangular caissons at each end, making twelve

caissons altogether.
They were all spaced 2 feet 6 inches
apart. The caissons consisted of a single skin of wrought iron,
} inch thick at the bottom, diminishing to ¾ inch at the top.
The skin was strutted with timber frames from 3¼ to 4 feet
apart, as shown in Figs. 16 and l 'i. The cutting edge was
supported at interrnls of 3 feet by iron joists placed vertically at
the back of the two lowest timber frames. Four 2¼-inch lowering
rods with long screws at their npper ends were attached near the
corners and suspended the caisson from overhead beams, as shown

in Fig. 17. The rorls were in lengt.hs of 8 feet, with eyes at each
end, connectecl together by link-plates and pins. When the rods
were in position , the screws were set up and the platform removed
from beneath the caisson, which was then lowered by the screws

until there was room to add another length to it beueath tbo
beams. The lengths were from 10 to 12 feet high, and were
jointed with indiarubber1 as shown in Fig. 4. In fleeting the
lowering rods, the weight of the caisson was taken temporarily by

chains and hooks, which clipped the rods beneath the connecting
link-plates. On reaching the heel of the river the ground was
removed from the middle of the caisson by machine grabs, and
divers worked the stuff from the edges towards the hoM made by
the grabs. Cast-iron blocks were stacked on the timber frames to
weight the caisson down. A sluice was provided in one side of the
caisson, so as to let the water in and out with the rise and fall of

the tide. When the cutting-edge had reached 5 or 6 feet into the
clay, the sluice was closed at >tbout half ebb, the caisson was
pumped out, and the remainder of the excavation performed by
j)f 2
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nav,·ies digging in the dry. The ticle was admitted again at about
half flood, but was excluded altogether when the cutting-edge had
penetrated about 12 feet into the clay. In order to spreacl the
foundation, the clay was undercut to the extent of 5 feet beyon,l
and 7 feet below the bottom of the caisson, as shown in Fiq. 17.
The sloping face of the undercutting was timbered with two
settings of poling-boards strutted against the ground. This part of
the digging had to be executed, and the timbering put in, very
rapidly, so as to prevent the clay from falling in, and for this reason
the undercutting of each caisson was taken out in three or four
bays, one after the other, as shown in plan on Fig. 19. Each bay
was concreted up before commencing the next. The lowering rods
and beams were not removed until the concrete had been brought
up a foot above the cutting-edge all round. The rods were very
useful in controlling the descent of the caisson; for, by allowing
one fiide or one corner to take the lead, the caisson was worked
over bodily towards the opposite or highest side or corner, thus
bringing it back to its correct position. The timber frames were
removed one by one after the concrete had been filled up to the
underside of each.
When the concrete of two adjoining caissons had been brought
nearly up to the level of the river bed, the piles shown in Fig. 16
were driven for the purpose of excluding the water from the space
between the caissons; but before this could be done it was necessary
to insert additional struts (shaded dark in Fig. 16) to take the
place of the diagonal struts which would cease to do their wol'k as
soon as the water pressure was remO\·ed from one end, whilst still
remaining upon the other end. The ground between the caissons
was dug out, and the space filled in with concrete up to the level of
the concrete inside the caissons. The adjoining siJes of the
caissons were jointed close to the piles, as shown in Fig. 18. By
removing the adjoining sides, two caissons were converted into one,
an<l the brickwork and masonry of the pier were built through
from one to the other. By repeating the process 1 the twelve caissons
composing each pier were eventually all connected together, and
the outer portion of the pier built so as to encircle the mid,lle
portion (see Fig. 16). By means of a sluice, the tide was permitted
to ebb and flow within the middle portion nntil the encircling wall
ha,! been completed. The sluice was then closed, and the midclle
portion pumped out and excavated in the dry. The backs of the
caissons were then taken away, and the concrete and brickwork
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filled in. In order thoroughly to incorporate the whole of the
work, the various portions of the concrete were dovetailed together,
anrl the brickwork throughout was racked back where possible, and
indented wherever it was necessary to leave the faces vertical. The
finished pier, or rather the lower part of it, is shown in Figs. 19,
~O, and 21.

The Tower Bridge arrangement of caissons is equally applicable to
the quay wall of a dock or the side walls of a lock entrance. In the
latter case the side walls would be each constrncted inside a row of
caissons, and the inrnrt would correspond with the middle portion
Caissons on this principle have
of the pier described above.
been recently sunk at the new entrance locks of the Tyne and
Middlesbrough Docks.
Pneumatic caissons were used for the main piers of the Forth
Bridge. The four caissons at the South Queensferry Pier were sunk
from 33 to -19 feet through silt and boulder clay until they reached
their finished depths at from 71 to 89 feet below high water level.
The two caissons at the Inchgarvie Pier were founded on rock,
which they touched at 51 and 64 feet respectively below high water;
but the rock was so steep that in order to get into it on the
downhill side of the slope the caissons had to be sunk to depths of
64 and 72 feet below high water.
The lower portion of each caisson (see Fig. 22) was 70 feet in
diameter, and in varying heights to suit the levels of the foundations.
The upper portion, 24 feet high, diminished to a diameter of 60 feet
at the top. Above this was a temporary caisson, 62 feet in diameter
and 30 feet high, bolted on to the lower or permanent caisson. The
latter consisted of a double skin of wrought-iron plate stiffened
between with latticework "'itbin the inner skin, and at a height
of 7 feet above the cutting-edge, was an air-tight deck of wroughtiron plate supporter! from above by iron girders. Three wroughtiron shafts, 3 feet 6 inches diameter, extended upwards from
the deck, each fitted with an air-lock a.t the top. One lock was for
the workmen, and the two others for removing the excavation and
lowering the concrete.
The caissons were built on launching-ways in the first instance,
and were afterwards floated out to the site. Cement concrete was
filled between the outer and inner skins, and above the deck,
Airin quantities sufficient to sink the caissons as required.
compressing engines were connected by µipcs and flexible hose wit,h
the top of the workmen's she.ft, down which the air was forced into
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the working chamber. The chamber was lighted by electricity; no
less than 5 or 6 lights of 2,000 candle-power each being requirerl.
The method of removing the mud and si lt from the Qneensferry
caissons was as follows :-A sump was formed in the gronnd at the
bottom of the air-shaft, into which water from an overhead tank was

:1llowed to flow through a pipe regulated with a valve in any
quantity desired.

A discharge pipe, fitted with a valve and with a

flexible hose at the bottom, communicated with the outside air.
The flexible hose was manipulated by a man standing in the sump,

who held it partly immersed in the diluted mud and silt.

The

compressed air in rushing tbrongb the discharge pipe carried the
mud and silt with it, and diocharged them ontsiJe the caisson abo,·e

This meth o,l was only applicable to the
the level of the tide.
upper layers of soft material. When the boulder clay was reached
it proved so hard that ordinary digging hat! but little effect, and
machine spades worked by hydraulic rams and butted against
the ceiling of the working chamber were specially constructed
for excavating it.

In order to giYe the Inchgarvie caissons a level bearing upon the
sloping surface of the rock, a series of supports for tbe cutting-edge
were made by heaping up bags of sa nd and concrete whereYer
tbe surface m,s below the highest part (see Fig. 22). The rock
beneath the caisson, and for a foot or so beyond it, was drilled,

at first by ordinary hand jumpers, but afterwards rock drills driven
by compressed air were used. The holes were charged with
explosives which were fired by electricity after the men had
withdrawn from the working chamber. The rock was also quarried
wherever possible with crowbars and sledge hammers in the ordinary
way.
The concrete was mixed 011 top and lowered through 18-inch

tubes to the bottom of the caisson, whence it was shifted into place
hy hand, and gradually bronght up until the working <:hamher was

completely filled and packed tightly against the ceiling.

The shafts

and upper portions of the caissons were also filled in with concrete.

Instead of caissons, a diving-bell is sometimes usei.l where the depth
of the excavation is smal1, or where the ground does not require
support. Iu such a case the excaYation is commenced at the highest
point, and gradually worked downwards until the edge of the cli"ing•

bell obtains a bearing all round upon the solid gronnd or rock. The
co~1crcte or masonry is then built up in layers-the divi11g•bell heing
raised as the work proceeds. 8uch a system is not expedient in the
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case of Yery h,rge foundations, because either the diving-bell must he
so large as to become unwie!Jy, or else it must he shifted about
horizo11tally so as to cover the foun<lation bit by bit, thus entailing
much troul,le in bonrling the bits together.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the foregoing examples are a
few only of the nmny methods which have been and may be adopted
in constructing subaqueous foundations. The subject has not been
exhausti,·ely treated-in fact, almost every case presents features
peculiar to itself-hut it is hoped that, so far as they go, the
examples giYen may pro,·e of some value.
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IN the early days of railways bridges were not considered so
necessary as they are now, level crossings being of frequent
occurrence even on main lines, but now, owing to tbe increase of
traffic, both on the rail ways and on the roads, bridges are required
for general safety. In the case of light rail ways, where the speed
is limited and the traffic small, bridges are less required, but for
ordinary branch lines, worked at the usual rate of speed, brid ges
have to be proYided for the public roads, and also in m~ny cases for
farm roads.
The average number of bridges to the mile on an ordinary branch
line is about three, and it is, therefore, evident that by studying the
cheapest effective style of bridge for the locality a considerable
savin~ in first cost may be effected.
Three classes of brirlges are met with:(1 ). Those carrying pnhlic roads across the railway.
(2). Those carrying accommodation roads across the railway ; and
(3). Those carrying the railway across streams or watercourses.

1,0
1.-PUBLIC ROAD BRIDGES UYER THE RAILWAY.

Figs. 1 an<l 2 show a usual style for bridges of this description.
Fig. I has box wings, that is, wing walls carried back at right angles
to the face of the abutment, whilst in Fig . 2 the wing walls arc
splayed.

The box wings a.re to be seen on a considerable number of

pnblic road bridges, and they certainly have the advantage of looking neat, and of being easy to design and buil,l, but in point of cost
they do not compare favourably with the splayed wings shown on
Fig. 2. By designing the wings to encl at a point where the slope
of the road approach catches the slope of the railway cntting, the
length and height of the wings are mnch reduced, and a structure
of equal stabi lity is secured at a lower cost. The saving in masonry

b,r using tl1e type shown in Fig. ~ amounts to 43 cnbic yards,
which at 18s. per cubic yard amounts to over £:38. There is, further,
a saving in the length of the parapet of about 100 feet, or OYCr
23 cubic yards, which at £2 represents £46, or a total sa\'ing in

favour of design 2 of £84.
It is often the custom to use girders, with jack arches or patent
trough flooring for carrying the road over the line, instead of an
arch, but, except where the crossing is much on the skew, it is in
most cases found to be much cheaper to use an arch.
Fi[JS. 3 and 4 show comparative designs. The arch is constructed
of 4 rings of brickwork, and has 4 feet of rise; tb"e girders are

1 !out 6 inches deep, and the dead loacl of about 45 tons is
distributed between them. Taking the price of the masonry at 18s.
per cubic yard, the brick arches at 22s. per cubic yard, and

the girders at £16 pet· ton, the cost of the arch design works out at
£52-±, and of the girder design at £667, showing a saving of £14:3

in favour of the arch.

lo places where building labour and

materials arc scarce, sa,·ing of time in erecting the girders may
occasionally counterbalance their extra. cost.
In the case of double line bridges the saving is less, owing to the

greater rise of the arch in the middle between the two lines of way
necessitating a longer road approach.

The extra rise of the arch does not materially increase the
building quantities, but in the case of a long road apµroach

every foot of height increases the quantities of the bank a11d
road metalling.

As an instance of this, attention is Urawn to Fig. ;\

which) shows a double liue bridge over the Forfar anJ Brecbiu
Railway at Careston Station. The height of the road embankment
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is abont 18 feet, necessitating at a gra,lient of 1 in 20 a length
of approach of 360 feet 011 each side. The arch, as shown on dotted
lines, requires 2 feet more of height, thus increasing the length of
the approach by 40 feet on each side, the ea,rthll"ork Ly over 2,000

cnbic yards, an,! the road metalling by over 200 superficial yards,
the extra cost coming to over £ 100.
A neat llcsign for carrying a public road over &. railway in
deep cutting consists in building an arch on each side of the
main arch, thus rCLlucing the masonry in the wing walls. Fig. 6

sholl"s an example of this. It was built on the East File
Uentral Rail ll"ay in a cutting 19 feet deep.
At this depth the cost
of the side arches a.bout balanced the saYing in the wing walls,
hut with a greater height of bri<lge the saving becomes more
rnarke<l.
2.-PUBLIO ROAD BRIDGES UNDER TH~ RAILWAY.

The span of these bridges usually rnries from 20 to 35 feet
the sqnare, and the general practice is to nse girders to carry the
railway. The rea.~on for this is that no two roads come exactly the
same width, or the same angle of skew, and girders are easier

-011

to proportion to these varying conditions.

The style of super-

structure most often 11scd for single lines consists of two steel
girders with cross girders resting on the lower flanges of the main
gir<lcrs, and tbe flooring consists of either buckle<l plates or

4-inch creosoted planking. The cost of such a briuge for a single
line and over a 25-foot road works out at £487 ; and Fi_q. 7 shows a
sketch of a bridge of this type, erecteu on the East Fife Central
Railway. The span is 25 feet, the thickness of the abutment from
G to 4 feet, and the weight of the steelwork 12 tons. The dead loau
is 36 tons, all(l the Ii ve load 61 ½ tons, being at the rate of 2½
tons per foot run.
These weights give a stress in Lhe centre of 60
tons on the flanges, and the girLlers are designed to carry this.

It frec1uently happens that it is a matter of importance to keep
the distance between rail Jeye) and the surface of the roa<l under
the bridge as small as possible, so as to save excavation of the
rrntdway; and to accomplish this various forms of steel flooring
have been introduced in practice. Lindsay's tronghing, and others
of that description, are equivalent to increasing the number of
cross gir<lers until they almost tonch; and by spreading the weight
-O\'er sm·eral cross gir<lers or troughs diminishing the strain on each
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one, and thus permitting them to be made shallower. In the
bridge shown in Fig. 7 the distance from rail level to the underside
of the main girders is 3 feet; bnt by using troughing, and by
carrying the rail on a 7-inch running beam resting direct on the
flooring, this distance can be reduced to 2 feet, and, if necessary 1
sleepers can be placed in trough. Comparing the superstrnctnre of
the bridge shown in Fig. 7 1 having a floor of cross girders and

buckled plates, with the superstrncture of a bridge having a floor of
troughing, there is a saving of 14: cwt. in favour of the former.

The saving in point of cost is not largu; but in the case of ordinary
cross girders and buckled plates the delays in delivery are got over,
and it has always been found that troughing, especially in the case
of skew bridges, is more difficult to erect.

3.-BRIDGES FOR OCCUPATION ROADS.

In the case of a farm road over a rail way the style of bridge, of
course, depends to a large extent on the acreage, the produce of
which has to be led over it. The width of the roadway is generally
from l 2 feet to 15 feet, and the gradient of the approaches from
1 in 12 to 1 in 16.
A serviceable type of bridge over a single line of railway, and
which will carry any weight that is likely to be 1,aken over it, is
shown in Fig. 8. The superstrnctnrc consists of steel joists 10
inches by 5 inches, with 4-inch creosoted planking, or concrete jack

arches for the flooring. A thin layer of asphalte is spread on the
planking, and the road metal is thus provided with a goorl foundation, and will not injure the timber. The cost of such a bridge,
with splayed wing walls, timber floor, and wrought-iron parapet
carriecl by the two outside joists, works out at £287. If concrete i&
used in the form of jack arches between the joists the cost would be
slightly incre~sed, owing to heavier joists
the extra weight. The difference in cost
for concrete can easily be procured.
It is often the case, when an occupation
the main haulage road to a farm, that

being required to carry
is not large if materials
bridge is not situated on
the produce of a com-

paratively small acreage only has to be taken over it. In such a
case as this a bridge built entirely of timber, as shown in Fi11- 9,
answers the purpose and effects a considerable saving, the cost of

such a structure being only £198.

Bridges of this type are only
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designed to c"rry light loads, such as ordinary farm carts and
reaping machines, and are not meant to carry traction engines. If
the timber is of good quality, and is kept well tarred, it will be
many years before any renewals arc required.
In carrying the railway over a farm road, if the road bas to be
lowered, it is a usual practice to use tmugh girders in order to save
headway, these girders having to be very shallow, in order to
clear the moving parts of the locomotive, ancl alao to enable the
platelayers to dri\'8 the chair spikes, and, therefore, only suitable
for small spans, such as are met with in occupation bridges. Fig.
10 represents a bridge of this class recently erected on the East
Fife Central Railway. It will be noticed that the rail level is only
1 foot 2 inches above the bottom of the girder, and in this particular
case it enabled the necessary headway to be given without disturbing a large covered drain, which the line crossed at that point.
These girders are proportioned to carry a rolling load of 3½ tons per
foot run, and weigh about 21 cwt. each. The cost of this bridge
works out at £291.
4.-BRIDGES OVER STREAMS AND WATERCOURSES.

It is now proposed to give examples of the most suitable structures for carrying the rail way over watercourses. Fig. 11 shows a
viaduct consisting of 6 openings of 50 feet clear span, the distance
between the centres of the piers being 55 feet, and the extreme
height above the bed of the stream 60 feet. The abutments were
constructed entieely of 7 to 1 concrete, and as owing to the shortness of the wings they would be, to a large extent, covered by the
earthwork of the embankment, no special material was used for the
facing. The piers were constructed with a Urick face anJ. concrete
bearting. Fig. 12 gives a section of the girders and flooring, showing
the method of construction; the brickwork casing consists of 18-inch
and 9-inch work alternatin,g, each thickness consisting of 9 courses.
When 18 courses had been-built, concrete was filled io, a reasonable
time being allowed for the brickwork to set.
A 9-inch brick wall was built up the centre of the piers as the
work progressed, which serrnd to tie the side walls of the casing
together. This method of construction has been most successful, no
movement of any sort haYing taken place.
The stone and gravel for the concrete \\'as got on the groun<l close
by, and the bricks from works not far distant.
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The superstrnctnre consisted of lattice main gi rd ers placed 8 feet
apart, with cross girders of ordinary 10" x 5" rolled iron joists,
weighing 4-0 lbs. per foot run, on the top flange; the weight of each
of the main gi rd ers was a.bout S tons. The flooring co nsisted of

-!-inch planking laid on the cross g irdcrs1 and the rails were carried
by longit udin al running beams 14 inches wide by 12 inches deep.
In preparing the drawing for this viaduct. a design consisting of
arches instead of girders was considered, bu t it was foun<l the cost
of the centres would be consirlerable, and owing to the low price of
iron at that d,,te, 1889, it was found better to use girde rs. This
viaduct was erected over the R iver Eye, in Berwickshirc, and cost
£3,700, or rather less than £ 12 per foot rnn.
Pig. 13 shows a viaduct of 4 spans of 40 feet, at present in course
of erection on t he Gifford Light Railway in H ad d in gtonshire. In
this case arches were fo n11 cl to he more cco11omica.l than gi rd ers,
owing to stone of good quality being procurable in t he neighbou rhood. The a.rches consist of 6 rings of brickwork built in cement,
resting on springe rs of ashlar 2 feet 7 inch es t hick and 12 inches
deep. The fo undations are of 6 to I cement concrete, mad e from
gravel taken from the bed of the stream. The height to rail level
above the bed of the stream is 50 feet, and the length over all
19± feet.
The following are the quantities
Excavation
cub. yds. 526
Concrete in foundations
359
l\1asonry in abutments, wings, and haunches
680
:Masonry in piers
236
Brickwork in arches
376
Masonry in parapets
15
Ashlar in springers and cope ..
. .. enb. ft. 1463
Face work
sup. yds. 660
The cost of the Yiaduct when completed will be about £2,043.
The total length is 19± fe et, giving a cost per foot run of a little
over £ 11.
An alternative design for this bridge (Fig. 16) was prepared,
consisting of four openings of 40 feet clear width spannetl by steel
girders. Taking the same rate of prices as in the arch design, the
cost works out to about £2,412, or over £12 per lineal foot, thus
showing a considerable saving in favour of the first desian. It will
be noticed that in both cases the wiug walls were kept as short as
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possible, the earth work slope being arranged to nearly cover the
high abutment.
Fig. 17 shows an ele\·ation of the Tyne wa.ter bridge, at present

heing constructed on the Gifforcl Light Railway. It consists of
three spans of 20 feet each. The River Tyne flows through the
centre opening, the two side optlnings being made to give access to

the intersected portion of the fields, and also to act as flood arches
if necessary.
The abutments and wings are of snecked rubble, ancl the
arches consist of five rings of brickwork. The wings are kept
short so as to allow the toe of the earth work slope to fall in front
of the abutment to within 12 feet of the side of the pier, this
being the width of road way necessary for farmers' carts.

There were two al tcrnative designs prepared for this bridge.
Fig. 19 shows one with three spans crossed by girders instead of
arches, a.nd Fig. 21 a design for one span only, this fa.tter being
prepared with a view to avoiding the sinking of the foundations

close to the river. The cost of the first of these designs works out
to £1,006; of the second to £1,149, and of the third £1,400. The
saving in favour of the arch is very marked, and as the piers and
abutments are founded on strong clay, no serious settlement is likely

to take place.
From the varions examples given it will be seen that no two
bridges are exactly alike, althongb as much as possible certain

types haYe been adhered to. Every strnctnre has to he designed
to suit the locality, botb for the class of m,iterials available, and the
class of labour to be got in the district. In some cases bridges have
to be built in such a manner that when the line comes to be doubled
only the superstructure has to be rai sed ; the method of doing this
consists in sloping off parts of the abutment on the c\onble line side
to the line of the single railway earthwork embankment, the wing

wall being constructed to stop at the foot of the single line slope.
The foundations only for the wing walls arc put in for the whole
length.
In preparing designs for 1ailway bridges, especially H stone is to
be used, corners should be aYoicled as mnch as possible, and pilasters,

except on the parapets, should be omitted, as people when they are
travelling do not notice ornamental details.

In conclusion, the thanks of the lecturer are due to Mr. R S.
Cole, M.A., who prepared the slides, and assisted in the preparation
of the lecture.
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NOTE.
THE title given to this paper by its author was "The Co-operation
of Engineers and Infantry in War and in Peace Manrenvres. " This
appeared to be misleading, as only a small portion of it is devoted to
combined work. The article may perhaps be assumed to be a lecture on Engineers for the information of the other branches of the
service, just as Prince Kraft's Letters on Artillery were designed to
diffuse a knowledge of the artillery arm.
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INTRODUCTION.

General Organbtlion of Field Ellgineer Troops in Peace and TT"ar.-

In accordance with the R egnlatio11s Concerning the Duties aad
Orgtinb1,tion of the Field Engineer Troops, published in "General
Orders, " in the Jllililr<ry Bulletin, No. 200, of 1894, the active
engineer battalions are formed in time of peace into seven engineer

briga<les.

On notification of the mobilization of the a,rmy, one

battalion is assigned to each of the army corps, its commander,
while continuing to carry out his regimental duties, performing

also the work of corps engineer. In time of peace the engineer
battalions are attached for two or three weeks annually to their
corresponding army corps at the season of field operations or
manceu vres.

The separation of the engineers from their army corps in time of

peace, and their subordination to the independent commanders of
the engineer brigades, was ordered with the object of introducing
a more rigid system and more uniformity in the execution of the
special work of engineer troops, which in this relation receive orders

from and are controlled by the Engineer Committee of the Central
Engineer Bureau.

In 1889 the nomination of the Inspector of Field Engineer
Troops as a member of the Engineer Committee strengthened the
real control and management of the instrnction of the engineers in

special work, and quickly led to the best results. At the present
time the field engineer troops exhibit excellent technical capabilities, and will, it is to be hoped, show themselYes of the greatest
value in war.

The object of the present article is to make clear what is the role
of the engineers attached to army corps, and the reciprocal assistance which the engineers and infantry ought to give each other.
The illost Important Duty of Engineers in Conjunction with Infantrythe Strengthening of a, P osition.-Amongst the numerous operations
which the engineers may be called upon to execute in conjunction
with infantry by far the most important is the strengthening of a
position. The foll explanation of the role of the engineers in this
relation is the more necessary, as at µresent the strengthening of
positions in the field is receiving exceptional attention.
The Importance of Entrenching on the Defensive.-The range and
penetration of the small calibre magazine rifle and the highexplosive shells of the field artillery compel every unit which is
forced by circumstances to remain on the defensive, instead of
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attacking, to entrench itself directly it arrives on a position, or, as
it is said, to bury its fighting line in the ground. In this eventuality the party on the defensive, while lying hidden and having full
power to direct a fire on the enemy advancing over the open, will
be exposed to comparatively slight losses. If it neglects to entrench,
it will suffer considembly to no purpose.
One of the Stages of the Altack.-If the time at the disposal of the
defender enables him to construct not only trenches but fight.ing
pivots, he strengthens considerably his chances of a complete
success in the coming struggle; success, as we think, not only in
the mere beating off of the attack, but in the thought of the pursuit
of the enemy (when he shall have exhausted his strength on the
position), and therefore his complete annihilation. In a word,
undel' modern conditions the defensive must be regarded as one of
the stages in the preparation of the attack by a numerically weaker
siue; and we add that this stage is most certain of success if the
position has been properly prepared for defence.
Regimental Co11inuinders Responsible for Hasty Defences. - In
accordance with Reg,,/ations for the E,;ecution of Field Entrenchments,
1891, the regimental leaders are responsible for the arrangement of
the work in the hasty strengthening of a field position. This
direction corresponds to the conditions (the forge number of
iufantry and small proportion of engineers), and is thoroughly
reasonable and right.

O,-gani.:ation Permits of an E,igineer Compilny being A ssigned to Each
Infantry Dil'ision. -However, in the new organization of the field

r ,,

engi11eer troops each army corps receives a sapper battalion; a
company can therefore be assigned to each infantry division. It is
evident that the sappers, as specialists, will ineYitably be called
upon to assist in the strengthening of positions prepared by the
infantry. In this relation sappers will be of the greatest use, if
only they are properly made use of-the officers to reconnoitre and
prepare schemes for the fortification of the position ; the rank and
file to instruct the infantry in the completion of the work, and in
the construction and preparation for defence of pivots.

Troop Leaders should Accu.storn Themselves tv milke Use of Enqineers.It is, therefore, of the highest importance that troop leaders should
accustom themselves in peace time to make proper use of the sappers
in work undertaken in common with the infantry, so that in war
many mistakes and muddles arising from want of knowledge may
be avoided.
N2
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Troops must Entrench whenerer they Hcilt for /he Night.- I t should
also be laid down that e,·ery body of infantry must instinctively be
accustomed to entrench its fighting line directly it takes up a position, that is, directly a march is over a position must be taken up,
reconnaissances carriecl out, entrenchments made, and only after
these precautions may the troops turn their attention to preparing
their bivouac.

CHAPTER I.
The Duties of Engineers.-The Organization and Duties of the Sapper and
Field Telegraph Companies of t..he Engineer Battalion.-Two Rinds of
Work Carried Out by the Sappers Attached to Infantry Detachments.The Orders Issued in the \Varsaw District on the Combined ,vork of
Sapp1:;rs and Infantry .-The Necessity of Assigning Riding Horses to the
Captains of Sapper Companies at Manceuvres.-The Necessity of
Granting Money for Carrying Out E ngineer \York a.t :Manceuvres.-The
Rights and Responsibilittes of the Corps Engineer of an Army Corps not
Operating Alone.-The Necessity for Agreemeut Between the Portions of
the Regulations for the Administration of an Army in the Field, which
affect the Corps Engineer, with the Regulations for the Organization and
Duties of Field Engineer Troops.

D11lies of Field Engineer Tlnits cis Lciid Do1cn.-The duties of the
field engineer units are laid down in Section 3 of the Regull,tions for
the Organization and Duties nf the Field Engineer Troops. According
to this section they are as follows :-(a). Fortification of positions.
(b). Attack and defence of fortresses. (c). The constmctiou of
ordinary roads and the repair of railroads. (cl). The construction
of passages across every kind of obstacle, both with special equipment and with extemporized materials. (e) . The diversion and
destruction of railroads and other engineering works. (!). Demolitions. (g). The construction and maintenance of the field telegraph
between the headquarters of t he corps and divisions, and between
detachments inside the divisions.
Composition of a Sapper BaU"lion mid of Its Companies.-Th e normal
composition of a sapper ba.ttalion, according to the regulations, is
three sapper and one field telegraph comp,mies. On mobilization a
detachment of the field engiueer park is attached to it. This
carries engineer stores corresponding to the requirements of
two infantry divisions, one cavalry division, and one sapper
battalion. The first two companies have, in addition to the
entrenching tools and demolition eqn ipment, a lig ht bridge train, by
means of wbich a bridge 70 feet in length can be constructed. The
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bridge e'lnipment of each company is carried on six three-horse
carriages of a special pattern.
The Field Telegraph Compa.ny.-The field telegraph company of
each battalion consists of two air-line and one cable sections. Each
air-line section carries sufficient material to lay out a line 15 miles

long. The cable section carries material for a line 21 miles long.
Consequently the company can lay a line 51 miles long. Besides
this, each of the three sections of the telegraph company carries
equipment for two heliograph stations, so that the company can
post six optical telegraph stations. Occasionally these stations are,
with advanta,ge, united under a separate "heliograph" command, as
was done in the
arsaw manreuvrcs.

,v

On arrival of its army corps in the theatre of war, the field
telegraph company, as h,wing strictly defined technical duties, is
taken from the sapper battalion and dividecl into three sections, as
above described, to maintain communi cation between the various

_j,.

.,

headquarters.
The Field Compa.nies.-The two first companies (with light bridge
trains) take their places in the infantry divisions of their army
corps, but the third remains, as a rule, with the staff of the corps,
and is the only company of the sapper battalion which is left under
the immediate control of its battalion commander (he is the corps
engineer). The commanders of the companies attached to the
infantry di visions natmally perform the duties of divisional engineers.
Division of Engi,wer lVork.- \Ve have already given a summary of
the work required of the engineers; it divides itself into two
groups:l. EXCLUSIVELY ENGINF:Ea WoRK.-1'hose operations which are

ca.rriecl out exclusitely, or nearly exclusively, by the sappers-the construction and maintenance of telegraph lines, demolitions, passage of
obstacles, field and temporary bridges, construction n.nd repairs of
ordinary carriage roads, and repair of railroads.

If it should happen in some of t hese operations that it is found
necessary to call for artizans-carpenters and smiths-or for simple
labourers-for constructing a.ncl repairing roads-from the infantry,
nevertheless the work remains a pnrely engineer business. Its
success, be it small or great, depends entirely on the sappers, or

perhaps it would be more correct to say on the degree of training
and preparation t.hey have received in peace time, always supposing
that the costly material for the work, or the means of immediately
obtnining it, are to hand.
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3. WORK IN COMBINATION WITH INFANTRY.-The second gl'onp is
fol'med by the operations undertaken by the sappers i,, combinrilion with
whole ,mils of the infnnfr.11, in which the former appear only as guides.
To this group belong the strengthening of positions and the attack
ond defence of fortresses. These operations are more complicated

(as far as organization goes, though technically they are easier tba.n
Group 1), particularly the first. In the attack and defence of
fortresses the rUle of the engineers is evidently a. prominent one, as
there must be trained men who can at once fulfil the demands
created by the urgent necessities of a siege.
Cm,ses of fll-Success of Combined Wol'k.-The complications, and
often the ill-successes, of these combined operations at peace
manceuvres are due on 011e side to the ignorance of the infantry
commanders as regards the duties of engineers and a disinclination
to fatigue their men by making them <lig; on the other side, to the
inability of the commander of the engineer company to orientate
himself quickly under circumstances of which he has had no previous
experience, perhaps to a want of courage on bis part in insisting on
bis rights in the organization of combined work when there is a
senior infantry officer present, and, finally, sometimes to the physical
impossibility of carrying out his duties. For in peace time the
commander of an engineer company (except the field telegraph) has
no riding horse, and, having to make the march on foot with his
men, is not in a condition at the end of it to carry out a reconnaissance of the position and prepare a scheme for fortifying it, as is
in the majority of cases necessary. ·
Necessity for Practice in It.-It is evident, once the difficulty of
organizing combined work is recognized, tha.t eYery opportunity
should be given the two arms to obtain experience at manceuvres
and on the flying columns. This is done every year, but somehow
or other the sapper work has not been of the use which one must
and ought to expect from it.
Engineer Work often llfere Prelence.-011 the march the sappers are,
as a rule, assigned to the advanced guard, so that they may be in
a position to repair the roads and bridges which the main bo,ly and
trains have to traverse1 But, as a rule, these repairs are merely fictional,
as neither the commander of the advance guard nor the captain of the
sapper company are provided with the means of obtaining the
materials indispensable for such repairs (baulks, planks, and poles for
repair of bridges, faggots for the repair of roads). Nevertheless,
the repair of vicinal roads and bridges is very often necessary.
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Suppose that a certain sum of money were assigner! for this
pnrpose. EYen in this case the commander of tbe engineers would
not always be in a position to carry out the indispensable repairs at
once. Given the mo11ey, the materials themselves may not be on
the spot. The search for them, the purchase and carriage to the
spot required, demand a longer or shorter interval of time when
e,·ery moment is of importance.
If there is a colnmn of troops marching up towards the broken
bridge in the expectation of finding the passage intact, and there
are trees near, there is nothing else for the senior engineer present
to do hut to have these trees cut clown and a bridge made with
them.
1llaterials on Spot cannot be Used in Mctnrci,vres as in War.-It is
evident, even in time of peace, that the engineers must, under
certain circumstances, decide to make use of the materials on the spot,
but certainly in a more restricted manner than would be possible
in time of war.

To build a bridge in war time houses might have

to be pulled down; in peace only trees and brushwood may be
utilized. The damage clone to private property under the circumstances should be paid for equally with that clone by the passage of
manceuvring troops.

Place of the Didsional Field Company on the Jl'forch.-N ow suppose
that the advance guard marches on after some difficulty, but that
one of the guns of the main body or a wagon of the trains breaks
down a bridge. It must he repaired at once, but there i;;; no one to
do it, the sappers are with the adyance guard. It is clear that the
custom observed on flying columns of sending the whole sapper
company with the a<lvance guard is not a rational one. In carrying
out marches it should be cliviclecl between the advance guard (half a
company), main body (a section), and trains (a section).
Misuse of Engineers in Flyillg Colwnns.-As regards the utilization
of sappers in combined work with the infantry, especially during
the flying column season (when the bodies employed are less than
a division), the state of things has, latterly, got worse and worse.
The sappers are either forgotten, or employed to take tbe place in
the ranks of a battalion of absent infa.ntry companies, or, at the
Yery best, when the general wishes to avoid the reproach of not
understanding how to make use of engineers, the sappers are
employed in digging shelter trenches and gun-pits on the selected
position, although this is not their business, but that of the infantry.
The general impression of the engineers gathered from work with
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the flying columns is that their presence forms a source of unnecessary
embarrassment for the general, particularly in the solution of the
question what to do with them.
Yet the regulations on the subject explain in a sufficiently
detailed manner what the .,-{j/e of sappers attached to infantry should
be. The instructi0ns are giYen in the appendix of Instr1tctions for
Field Service of De/(lchrnents of All Arms, I 882.
Order on Combined TVork in the TViuS(lW District.-The present
commander of the Warsaw District, General-Adjutant Count Shuvalof,
recognizing the normal state of things in the di strict entrusted to
him when engineers and infantry had to work together, in Local
General Orders, No. 70, of 9th June, 1895, gave directions for this
combined work on mobile columns, manceuYres, and in war. This
order, in the interest of the question under discussion, deserves to
be quoted here in full:" General Order, No. 200, of 1894, published in the Military
Bulletin, laid down the new organization of the field engineers.
Among other things it had the object of bringing the engineers into
closer contact with the other arms, and of giving them their due
place in the attainment of the general object, the defeat of the enemy.
"In peace time, therefore, in operations undertaken in conjunction
with other arms, it is indispensable for the development of the
intention of the above quoted General Order to endeavour to lay
down some sort of uniform system as to the work required of the
engineers, so as to assure a regular and useful application of this far
from numerically strong branch of the service.
"Up to the present, however, as far as can be discovered, during
the mobilB column season and manceuvres, a false direction has been
given to activity of the engineers; either the sappers carried out
work which, according to regulation, should have been done by
the other arms, or they were used as simple infantry companies, or,
finally, they were forgotten, and the sappers took part in the
operations without being of the slightest use to themselves or to the
rest of the troops.
"I, therefore, feel it necessary to point out to the commandants
of detachments to which tngineers are assigned a.t the time of mobile
columns and rnanceuvres that they should be guided by para. 23 of
Instructions for Field Sen>ice of Detach11ients of All Arms, 1882, and
the RegILlations for the Employnunt of Engineers Attached to Detachments on Field Service, which are annexed to them, from which the
following may be quoted:-
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(a). "Duties of Senior Engineer.-The senior engineer will take
part in the reconnaissances of a position, and will be responsible for
a report on the nrnasures necessary for the attack or defence, as well
as for drafting the orders for the engineers.

(b). "He will advise as to the construction of tactical pirnts in
the position, and take an executi,·e share in the work carried out by
the various arms in conjunction for completion and improvement of

them.

(c). "He will :vlvise on, and take an executive share in, the
preparation of localities occupied with a defensive object (detached
buil<lings, villages, woods) when this, under peace conditions, is

possible.
(d). "He will carrr out the construction of obstacles for the
strengtheni ng of tactical pivots and localities occupied for defensive

purposes.
(e). "He will carry out the repairs of existing posts and vicinal
roads on ,d1ich the troops move.
(f). "He will construct proYisional roads,
(g). "He will repair existing bridgei,, and construct new ones over
dry ravines arn l over sma.11 streams.
(h). "He will make arrangements for the passage over large

streams (by rafts, boats, etc.).
(i). "He will make preparations for the removal of artificial
obstacles in the attack of an enemy's position, and take an executive
share in their removal.
"In order that the engineers may be in a position to carry out all
the above at minor and grand mancenvres, I direct:-

(a). "Duties of Seniu,- Officcr.-That officers commanding bodies of
troops are to utilize the senior engineer with their detachment for
the execution of reconnaissances, and are to make known to him

their dispositions, orders, and the general distribution of their troops.
(b) . "Riding Ho,-ses.-Tbat at minor and grand mancenvres they
are to assign ri1ling horses from the caYalry to the commanders of
engineer units of their detachments, and to g iYe them mounted
orderlies. Otherwise, bfLving made a long march on foot, they will
not be in a condition to execute their reconnaissances.

"As reganls the provision of the money, indispensable for the
purchase of materials, arrangements will be made later on by me."

Ftmd.s P,-ovided.-In accordance 11·ith the representations of the
Staff of the ".,.arsaw District, the Headqua.rter Engineer Bureau

placed a certain sum of money in 1895 and 1896 at t he disposal of
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the dfrisioHal generals for the purchase of material s, and for the
execution of iHdispensa.ble engin eer work at the mancen,Tes.

The

same staff obtained a decision that this money should be allotted
annnally.
Rights aucl Duties of the Corps and Dirisional Enginrers by R egulations.- In consid ering the combin ed work of engineers and infantr.,-,
it is necessary to examine the rights and duties of the senior
engineer (corps engineer ; he is also commander of the sapper
battalion) and his assistants, th e divisional engineers (commanders
of the divisional engineer companies) .

The rights and duties of the corps engineers of an army corps not
operating alone* are defined in Directions for the Admini>tration of the
Am>!t in the Field, pp. 805-812 (see Jlfilitar!J Bulletin, No. 62, of
1890). He is made subordinate to the chief staff officer of the
corps, and for his assistance makes the necessary calcnla.tions in the
fortification of a position, for the construction and repair of roads
and bridges and other work which can be executed by t he men of
the corps. He also assists the chief staff officer of the corps in all
details referring to engineer work arnl by his own order directs the
executi on of work by units of the corps.
Altaation Saggested.-According to onr jndgmcnt, routine would
work better if the corps engineer had the right of personally reporting to the army corps commandc1\ that is, was immed iately subordinate to him.
According to the "Direction s," the corps engineer bas the rights
of a regiment,al commander over the corps engineers, and also over
engineers attached to the corps and the divisional engineers, unless
they have special instructions. It is evident from the "Directions"
that the only engineer troops likely to be attached to a corps, but
not under the corps engineer as batta1ion commander, are the bridging batt,ilions. It is desirable, in the interest of simplicity. that the
bridging battalions should also be placed, for all purposes, under the
corps engineer, so that all engineer movements can be dealt with in
one order. In general, it appears useful to make the paragraphs of
the "Directions," which treat of the ri ghts and duties of the corps
engineer, agree with Regn/a/ions of the Org,rnioation and Duties of Field
Engineer Troops, which were published four years later.
It should also be arranged that ,ill engineer companies not attached
*. If the ar11:y corps is alone, the sen ior engineer has the powers of a chief
eng meer, p. 7u8.
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to a diYision should be placed under the command of the corps
engineer as their battalion commander. This step wonld have, at
any rate, one advantage-that as the corps engineer is on the staff of
the army corps and interested in the success of the work of all
companies, he has fnll opportunity of learning of proposed movements of the units of the army corps and of proposed engineer works
and he can warn the commanders of the telegraph and sapper
companies in good time.
"'e should strive that the position in which the corps engineer is
placed by the Regulnlion., fur /he Organisation mid Duties of Fie/cl
E1111ineer J'roops may be entirely favoural,le for carrying ont the
duties required of him. Under his command in time of war are
officers and N.O.O.'s who have sen·ed 11ncler him in peace time, on
whose training he has expended many years. He knon-s their
characters and capacities, and they know him. And this is one of
the chief conditions of success in combined work.

CHAPTER

IL

The Lea.ding Principles in the Strengthening of a Position for n,n Obstinate
Defence.-In Occupying a Defensi,·e Position, an Active and not a
Passive Defence is to be arranged for.-It is indispensable to secure the
fullest scope for Artillery and Rifle Fire.-Sections for Passin and for
Actfre Defence.-The Preparation of the Front for an Obstinate Defenre.The Recognition of Natural and Artificial Tactical Pivots.-"·orks to
Facilitate the Operation of both Fil'e and Cold Steel.-Sectional Resen-es
to be Deployed on the Reverse Slopes, and no 8helters to be Constructed
for them.-Measures for Strengthening Exposed Flanks.-'l'he Necessity
of the Timely Preparation of a Rear Positiou.-The Speedy 11nd Timely
Strengthening of the Main Position.-The Duties of the Uorps and
Divisional Engineers in the Fortifiration of the Position.-The Execution
of the Reconnaissance and the Plan for t,he Fortification of the Positiou. Orders for the Engineer Units.

How" Defensil'e Position should be Occupied.-Before examining the
comhined work of engineero and infantry in the fortification of a
position let us consider how a body of troops should occupy a
position t,iken up for a clefensiYe battle.
Jllain Principles. -In the fortification of a position the following
main principles should be borne in mind:1. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SEOTIONS.-Every body of troops
deploying on a position for action must, with very rare exceptions,
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be prepared for an active, not a passive, defence, that is, for moving
forward to the attack at every favourable opportunity. The result
of this is that every defensive position must be divided into sections,
some for active and some for passive defence.
As a matter of fact, the attacker does not carry out a serious
attack on every part of the position, but only on some portions of
it ; against the remainder he demonstrates. A defensive position,
therefore, neecl not be ocwpied throughout with the sa,ne i,nifonn strength.
The parts on which it seems most probable that the enemy will
make his greatest efforts mnst be occupied in force (section of
active defence); the parts which are less important, and which
present stronger natnra.l obstacles to the attack, may be held
more weakly (section of passive defence). By the comparatfre wecikness of the troops in the passive sec/ions must by no mean, be understood a
less den.sity of troops in the fighting Hne, but only a less strength in the
secli01wl reserves.
Thus, on these sections, from a battalion of four companies, not
two but three may be put in the fighting line; from a regiment of
four battalions, not two hut three hattalions. The intenseness of
rifle fire jn the passive sections will, therefore, be greater than in
the active sections, so that(a). In the latter there will be comparative large intervals between
the tactical pivots, field batteries, and shelter trenches, so that there
may he no obstacle to the counter-attack of t he main reserve placed
behind these sections.
(b) . The defeat of the enemy's attack in the passive section may
be accomplished mainly by rifle fire, the possibility of which nuder
present conditions of range and penetration has been proved by
military history (Plevna).
2. FULL DEVELOPMENT OF FIRE.-In deploying in the defensive
position it is imperative to make full 1tse of the strong side of the defence,
that is, to give the greatest possibl, development to gun and rifle fire.
This means, with regard to rifle fire, that the company supports at
once join the firing line, and that in a battalion of the first line at
least two -better still, three-companies are able to use their rifles
against the enemy when be attacks.
:3. DrvrsroN OF THE ,voRK OF DEFENCE.-The work in the
strengthening of a position falls on the following three
groups:(a). The preparation of the front of the position for an obstinate
defence.
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(b). The removal of any cover from view and from fire aYailable
for the enemy.
(c). The removal of any obstacle to the free movement in every
direction of the reserves.
The works under (b) and (c), as they facilitate the action both of
fire and of cold steel, are not less important than those under (a),
and it is much to be regretted that they are often forgotten in peace
time, for this h::i.bit may be most injurious in war.
(a). Pm;PARATION OF AN ENTRENCHED LIN]:AND PrvoTs.-Value
of Tactical Pivots.-The preparation of the front of the position of an
obstinate defence includes the construction of trenches for men and
guns and the preparation of localities-natural defensive points
(woods, villages, detached bnildings)-and in their absence or unsuitability, the construction of field redoubts (closed, half closed, or
open depending on the conditions). Natural or ctrtijicial tactical pivots
are indispensable for gfring solidit!! and resisting power to a defensive
position. They make it possible to strike thet enemy in front, flank,
and rear; they provide not only cover for the defender, but present
an obstacle (steep wedge-shaped ditch, wire entanglement), and
should the enemy break through the intervals, they can be held until
the reserves come up.
Tactical pivots must be organized both in the active and passim
sections of the position. They are naturally indispensable on open
flanks, and on the strategic key of the position.
The position of tactical pi vats must be chosen so that they
give a good field of view and of fire, and command the localities
lying in front of the position. The defence of an artificial tactical
pivot (field redoubt) is best undertaken by an infantry battalion, as
one or two companies can occupy the redouLt, two or one company
the trenches on its flanks, while the fourth company forms the
exterior reserve.
The position of the tactical pivots and the spaces for the deployment of artillery must be selected at the time of the reconnaissance
These points form the skeleton of the position, and the spaces
between them are occupied by shelter trenches.
Selection of Position of Shelter 1're11ches.-The positions of the
shelter trenches are chose11 by infantry officers, who direct and
carry out the work without any assistance from the engineers. [N.B.Russian regulations do not favour the pushing out of infantry
in front of the artillery. If it is necessary to protect the front of
the guns, the artillery are withdrawn 600 to 800 paces behind
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the main line of pivots and trenches. The occupation of adYance
vosts is considered unfavourable to counter-attack.]
G1rn-Pits.-As reg:1rcls the construction of g nn-pits and epanlments,
things are somewhat different. Acconling to para. 26 of lnsti"uctions
for Intrenching, 189 1, "the positions of t he guns are selected by the
artillery officers. Each gun-pit requires 12 men with large shovels.
If the ,wmber of artillerymm amilable is ins1if!icient it is to be made up
by the infantry."
In each field battery of eight g uns eight pits are required.
According t,o the above instructions these require !)6 diggers, with
the same number of large shovels; but each fi eld battery only
carries 32 large shovels!
Infanh'y >nllSt Assist in Constr!lction.-It is, therefore, evident that
the men of a battery are unable, with the means at their di sposal, to
construct gun-pits at all rapidly, and that each battery will require,
in addition to its own 32 men, a working party of 6-! infantrymen
with large shovels. If the latter have only small shovels, then the number must be doubled, and it is better to do the work in two reliefs. As
the gunners have also to construct shelters for their limber boxes, etc.,
it is better to reckon that each battery will require the help of a
half-company of infantry with large shovel, , and a whole company
with small sho vels. These workmen should be sent from the regimental

or clicisional reserves, who do not ?"e<J.uire

to

1,wke themselves co1xr.

When large numbers of batteries are deployed together, the
infantry working parties on one portion may be several companies,
e.g., for six batteries three companies with hrge shoYe1s. In the
interest of the success and good order of the work, it is advisable to
Lletail an engi neer officer to superintend it, and to give him a few
sappers as assistants, say one to each two gun-pits. However, this
is not always possible, as the engineers have to undertake the
superinte ndence of the working parties preparing localities for
defence, constructing tactical pivots, making artificial obstacles and
improYing the communications for the free movement of the reserves
outside the position.
(b). CLEARING F OREGROUND.-In preparing the ground in front
of the position so that it can be seen and fired into, it is imperati\·e
to clear away everything whi ch would serve to conceal the advance
of the enemy or give him cover. Trees and bushes must be cnt
down, tall grass and corn cut or trampled. under foot, enclosure!:l,
hedges, and buildings demolished, and dykes and ditches brought
nuder fire from the position.
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Ra,t!fe.S lo be Take,i.-It is evident Lhe amonnt of preparation
which has to be done depends on the circumstances of the particular
place On level ground, without cornr in front of the position, it
will be jnsignificant; on broken country the reverse. " rhile the
work is being carried ont, ranges from the position to the more

promi11ent points in front should be found.

It is also indispensable

to t.:1.lrn measures to impede the approach of the enemy to the

, r

position. \\"ith this object, fords and hridges across ditches and
streams in front of it must Le destroyed, and the roads (in defiles)
broken up.
Tu be Carried Out by the Infantry.-AII these operations must be
carried out by the infantry alone, and for this purpose, in each
section of the front occupied by a regiment, one, two or three
companies, according to the dimensions of the work requirc<l, must

be told off from the battalion or regimental reserrn. The superintendence of the work should be given to a field officer of the
regiment.

(c). CmnIUNICATIONS.-In order to ensure freedom of movement
to the reserves of the various sections of the fighting line (battalion,
regimental, clivisioua.l) it is imperative to pay particular attention to
the repair of roads, the security of bridges, the formation of passages
throngh walls and hedges, the improvement of means of communi-

cation across hollows and r~Yines (and in the absence of mean s the
construction of them), and the construction of passages across
streams and swamps.
Artillery Communication to be Eas1trecl First.-In arranging for the
carrying out of tbese operations the measures to ensnre the free

movement of the artillery in eYcry direction must be the first care.
Iufantry in this matter are less exacting, and it is not necessary to
make special passages for them across ravines and hollows unless

these have nearly vertical sides.
1'0 be Carried Out wuler Superintendence of the E11gineers.-Tbese
operations present a certain amount of difficulty, and should be
carried out under the superintendence of the engineers.
The
necessary working parties can be detailed from the regimental or
divisional reserve.

{. INYlSIBILITY.-In order to hin<.ler the enemy finding out the
disposition of the troops in the position, and to put difficulties in
the way of his "ranging," all parapets, whether of trenches or
redoubts, must be masked, that is, the exterior must be made to
harmonize with the surrounding ground.
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With the same object, the parapets of tactical pivots should, if
possible, be kept low, say at 3½ feet, with +½ feet as a limit. The
masking of works should be carried out by the working parties who
construct them.
5. ACTION OF THE RESERYES.-The line occupied by firing line,
field batteries and tactical pivots forms the main position, and to
bold it the defender must make use of every resomce and his
whole strength. The sectional reserves behind the line (regimental,
divisional and corps) are told off for their duty-to drive the
enemy out with the bayonet should he succeed in breaking through
the line between the tactical pivots or in obtaining possession of one
of them.
Battalion Resen·e lo be Corered by Trenches, other Reserres by the
Ground.--This active role of the sectional reserves rlemands of them
complete freedom of movement, and excludes their being employed
on any particular position behind the main one. The battalion
reserve is an exception, and is deployed in trenches, partly in the
fighting line itself (when, for instance, the front companies are

pushed out to protect artillery), partly behind it in the support
trenches. As regards the regimental reserve (deployed about 600
paces from the fighting line), the divisional reserve (1,200-1,500
paces from it), and the army corps reserve (1,500--2,000 paces),
they must get cover from the grounJ, and be ready any minute to
move forward to a bayonet attack.
G. TttE FLANKS.-TVit!ulraw Flank a11d Use c, Defensii'e Picot.Under the present conditions of rifle fire the frontal attack of a
fortified position is certain to result in enormous los3es 1 and the
assailant has a better chance if he demonstrates on the front and
makes a flank attack. In view of this it is imperative to pay
particular attention to strengtbeni11g the exposed flanks of the
position. One of the best ways of doing this is to draw back the
flank and place in it a defensive pivot (about in line with regimental
reserve), supporting this with shelter trenches, so as to be able to
bring a heavy fire on the enemy while he is turning the posit.ion.
To garrison this defensive piYot, with its trenches and exterior
reserve, not less than a battalion should be detailerl.
It goes without saying that this battalion is detached from the
regimental reserve, and is attached to the fighting line. If the
regiment occupying the flank of the line has one battalion in
the front line and another in the above-mentioned flank redoubt,
there will still be two battalions in the reserYe.
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7. SECOND LINE OF DEFENCE.-However staunch the defender
may be, it is still possible that the attacker may, on certain
portions, penetrate into the position, particularly between the
tactical pivots; may even capture one of them, and hold on to it,
in spite of the cotrnter-attack of the sectional reserves.
Should be Short.-On this account, in order to hinder the enemy
from massing troops inside the position and acting against the rear
of the troops still remaining on the position, and also in order, in
case of need, to allow the troops of the fighting line to retire
without molestation, it is usefnl to form "rear position for a small
number of troops (say, one or tlrn tactical pivots with position for
artillery, and with well-marked lines of retreat for the retiring
troops) on the line of the army corps reserves (1,500 to 2,000
paces from the firing line). "'hen the army corps reserve moves
forward to the counter-attack it ought to leave about one battalion
to hold this lin e.
Marks Limit of Retreat.-The numbers of the defenders of this
rear position being gradually increased by the retiring troops in
case of the ill-success of the counter-attack, it may be of the greatest
utility. But, above all, it serces to indicate to the defending troops the

point to which they should retreat, and beyond which they must not retire.
It also has a good effect on the troops, for they know there is
support and a defensive position behind them.
Independently of this a rear position may stop a victorious enemy,
limit his spreading from the gap he has made and even serve to
change the fortune of the clay, if the sectional rese1Tes of the
neighbouring section or the main reserves hurry up to assist.
Such rear positions may be usefully placed hehind the position of
each army corps, and also behind the exposed think of a position.
8. PREPARE POSITION Drn~;CTLY IT IS REACHED BEFORE
REPOSING.-In the way warlike operations are conducted at the
present moment-by rapid nrnnceuvres and swift deployment for
battle-the defender nmst ob/11in full ralue from the time git-en him for
strengthening a position. If a body of troops on the march receives
intelligence to-day that to-morrow morning it will be engaged ill a
defensive action, directl.lJ it a,-rires on the position it must think not
of rest, hut of the fight before it. It must immediately ocwpy t!M
posi/io,i aud prepare it for bayonet and r\fle defence (removal of
obstacles to movement inside the positiou, clearing in front of the
position, construction of cover for men and gnns), and therefore it
cannot rest.
0
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Engin eers lo TVork through the Night.-If all the above are com·
pleted by dusk-they will take, as a rule, between two to three
hours-the sappers, with the help of a small working party, mnst
complete the rest during the night (construction of tactical pivots,
preparing localities of defence, and, if time and means permit,
strengthening them by artificial obstacles and constructing blinclagcs
and shelters).

HASTY AND DELIBERATE DEFENCE.-The amount of work which
the defender can do on the position depends on the time at his
disposal. Roughly, it may be treated under two beads- the hasty
and the deliberate defence.
The hasty defence is adopted when 1, 2, 4, up to 12 honrs are
available-when the troops arriving in their bivouacs one evening
have the whole night at their disposal.
It is sometimes possible to fortify the position within view of the
enemy, and even under tire, each soldier digging a shelter pit
for himself. For the deliberate defence the defender bas comparatively plenty of time-24 hours or more-but rarely oYer
36 hours (two nights and a day).
Deliberate Defence.-When it is possible to fortify deliberately, all
the numerous operations mentioned earlier in the article can be
carried out; field fortifications (redoubts) may haYe their full textbook profile; inside the parapet blindages and shelters may be
constructed to protect the defenders from shrapnel, rifle bullets, and
fragments of common shell ; parados may be built to protect the
defenders of the gorge from bullets which pass over the front
parapet; the more important tactical points may be strengthened
by obstacles.
Hnsty Defence.-Under the most favourable conditions of a hasty
defence of the position-when an evening and night are available- .
the greater part of the operations already mentioned may be can ied .
out, but in a restricted measure. Thus, although the artificial
tactical points constructed may have the form of redoubts, the
profile must be reduced, and the front ditch reduced to a depth of .
9 or even 7 feet (sic).
,vith energetic and skilled superintendence and under favourable
circumstances, some of the tactical points may be strengthened by
obstacles and even provided with blindages ancl shelters.
In the event of there being only a few hours available for the
hasty defence, the work clone must be limited to what is itbsolutely
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indispensable-the excarntion of trenches for men and guns, the
hasty peep:1ration of localities suitable for defence and the execution
of works to facilitate the action of rifle and bayonet. Where there
are no natural tactical pivots they must be constructed as open
works, with just a shelter trench profile. Sometimes such a pirnt
may be formed by connecting together a number of rifle pits; then,
if tinie is available, it may be converted into a closed work by
adding a gorge, the ditch may be deepened, and a parados, etc.,
constructed.
Trork. to be P.-ogressi,•e, and Ready for Use at c,ny J',foment.-In
general, in carrying out a hasty defence the ,vork must be arranged

in such a way that the trenches and fortifications undertaken may be
occupied at any moment after their commencement.

On the other

hand, they must be organized in such a way that should more time
be available, they may be gradually improved without filling up
ditches already dug or demolishing parapets already thrown up.
Deliberate Defence an Easier Jllalter than H<1sty Defence, but of Rarer
Occnrrence.-It is evident that the deliberate strengthening of a
position is a task more easily solved than its hasty preparation. To
judge, however, from the campaigns of 1866 and 18,0-71, the
latter has more frequently to be carried out than the former. The
combats at Trautenau, Nachod, Skalitz and Podol (in the war of
1866), and the Battles of "7eissenberg, ,vorth, Spicheren, Mars-laTonr, and Beaumont, in 1870, were chance collisions.

In the actions

of Trantenau, Nachod, l\Iars-la-Tonr, Beaumont, the defender had
not even an hour to strengthen his position. Among the mass of
examples of battles from chance collisions actions premeditated on
both sides are of rare occnrrence.
In general, considering the conditions of contemporary battles,
one c::wnot help coming to the conclusion that, in future, ehance

collisions between portions of the hostile armies wil always lead to
premeditated battles (deliberate strengthening of the position),
which will decide the fate of the whole campaign.
Recon1w,issance by C017Js Engineer.-Orders fur the E.Tecution oj
TVork.-The duty of tbe corps engineer when the army corps takes
up a defensive position, whether fur hasty or deliberate fortification,
includes first of a11 the preliminary recom1aissancc of the position in
conjunction with the divisional engineers, staffa.nd artillery officers.
This reconnaissance must he carried out in snch t,ime that, before
the arrival of the army corps on tho position, the corps engineer

can hand to the corps commander on the position itself the scheme
02
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of occupying it and the draft orders for the engineers and the
The
instrnctions for the general carrying out of the work
di,·isional cngineers 1 in accordance with t.heir orders and instructions, will make ont the on.lers for their men, each for his own

divi sion. In these will appear(")- " ' hat work is to be done under the officers of the Yarious
units a.ud what nnder the engineers.

(b). From what units the working parties for work under the
engineers will be detailed.
(c). " ' hen and where the working parties parade and what tools
they are to be provided with.
(cl). If other tools than the portable entrenching tools are
required and they are to be got from the wagons and reqnisitione<l

from the inhabitants, when and where they will be issued and when
returned.

(e). \Vhat engineer officers arc in charge of the works.
On the orders for the engineers, in combined work of infantry
and engineer, depend the Rnccess of the undertaking ; they are
naturally given by the senior engineer officer on the spot ;·rnll mnst
be sufficient, full, clear, aud short.
In the deliberate clefence of a position the orders for the engineers
will always be in writing. In the hasty defence written orders will
be written if there is time; bnt, as a rule, there will only be time to
give them verbally or in the form of simple memoranda.

CHAPTER III.

Repair and Construction of Roads and Bridges in Time of ",.ar.-The Duties
of the Inspector and General of Communications in Maintaining Roads
and Bridges in Full Repair.-The Classes of Bridges Constructed in 'l'ime .
of War.
FROM

the Yery first day of mobilization the sappers have important

duties to carry out as regards the demolition and repair of roads and ·

bridges.
1. D 1mOLlTIONS MAY RE R~:QUIREn TO COVER J\loBILIZATION.If the plan of mobilization of any given army is formed with the i,lea
that even on the very first day it must be prepared to defend itself,
either because the enemy can mobilize moreqnickly or from sorne similar cause, the temporal'y or total demolition of any engineering works

on railways that would compel the enemy to undertake their re 1,air
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before he could make use of the track must be carried out directly
mobilization is ordered. These demolitions fall to the share of the
sappers. It is, of course, understood that the works suitable for the
pnrposc have already been fixed in peace time.
\\'e mnst here a,ld that, although the sappers have the task of
destroying important engineering works requiring a large quantity

of explosives for the demolition, the destruction of minor works may
be unclertaken by cavalry officers, who, as far as that goes, may be
required to carry out important demolitions when on raids in rear of

the enemy's communications.
Besides the destruction of railway bridges. under given strategic
conditions, it may be imperative to destroy bridges ou main and

conntrr roads, if they are likely to be of service to the enemy. The
neglect to do this considerably facilitates the enemy's advance.
The French sinned grievously by their failure to observe this
p1inciple in 1870-71.
E,mnples of Neglect to Destroy Briclges.-For example, the bridges
across the Moselle at Noveant and Pout a Jlfousson were not
destroyed by the French. This allowed the Prussians to continue
their advance without waste of time aucl Jed to the Battle of Marsla-Tour, which stopped the retreat of Bazaine's arm_v on Verdon,
and was one of the causes which forced that army to take the fatal
step of shutting itself up in Metz.
A yet more striking example of the faults of the French in this
matter was given at the Battle of Worth, when they neglected to
destroy the bridges over the Sauer at Gorsdorf, Worth, Gunstedt
and Durrenbach, all of which were under artillery and partly under
rifle fire from the French position; a fire, however, which did not
prevent the Prussians making use of these bridges in their attacks.

Engineers shonlcl be Att«checl to the Advance Cctvalry.-\Ve must
remember that all the above-mentioned operations will be carried
out by the sappers a great deal more advantageously if engineering
works not in their own but the enemy's country can be destroyed.
,ve strongly advise that engineer officers, with the necessary
explosives on pack animals, should be attached to the cavalry
regiments, which on declaration of war are hurried across the

frontier to impede the enemy's mobilization.
2. REPAIR OF ROADS AND BRIDGJ!S FOR THE ADVANCK-When

the army advances the sappers belonging to the various army corps
will have to repair the roads and bridges-(ci), in their own; (b), in
the encm;/s territory.
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The parts of a modern army massed on the frontier previous to
aclrnncing occupy a front of considerable length (from 150 to
200 miles). This dangerous but unavoidable dispersion is gmdually
decreased as the army advances towards the enemy, so that a large
army on coming into contact with the enemy just previous to a
battle does not occupy a front of more than GO miles.
Having completed its strategic deployment, the army advances
from its frontier towards the enemy by march; so that, although in
accordance ,Yith the Jast paragraph the army grad ually concentrates,

the larger tactical units (army corps) must still march on many
parallel roads.
Country Boads.-Only a very small proportion of the troops will
march in main roads, where repairs to bridges and roads are not

likely to he wanted; the greater part will have to trudge on country
roads.

On these, repairs to bridge:, and even to the roatl surface,

will be constantly necessary. Besides this, all bridges will not be
fit to carry gnns, ammunition wagons and the heavy vehicles of
the train, either from their GOnstrnction or in consequence of their
age.
Further, as is well known, country roads are not, as a rule,

distinguished by their excellent state of repair. To render a rapid
advance of an arn1y, and particularly of the ,·eh icles, possible, holes
and ruts must be filled up, steep places improYecl and, if the road
crosses marshy ground, heavy work must be clone to allow of the
passage of artillery and trains.
Bridges and roads in one's own territory which arc told off for

troops by the plan of campaign must be repaired in the time
between the mobilization and the strategic deployment. The
improvements are, of conrse, the business of the sappers, who must
commence them at the same time as the mobilization begins.

Some Engineer Battalions must be kept at War Strength, so that they
do not luive to TVait to Mobilize.-Taking into account that all the
n.bove works-the earlier mentioned demolitions and also the pre-

parations of the theatre of war-the deliberate fortification of
localities, the fortification of already selected positions, etc.-we are

forcecl to the conclusion that it is of the greatest importance to
keep some sapper battalions at full war strengthi so that no time is

required for their mobilization.
When the sappers have completed the work of repairing roads
and bridges in their own territory, directly the army advances they

will have continuous heavy work in the hostile territory if the
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enemy retires witbont fighting, destroying not only railway bridges
and tunnels, b11t also the bridges on the country roads. In order to
permit of a rapid advance in pursuit of the enemy the sappers must
work fast anrl continuously. The corps and divisional engineer
companies in the advance guards and in first line will be detailed,
bnt they may have to be assisted by working parties from the
infantry, carpenters and smiths being selected for the purpose.
Orders must further be given that the work in the repair and
construction of bridges and roads undertaken Ly the sappers, must
not only be done to facilitate the a<lvance, but also on cross-roads,
so as to permit the reserves to move in every direction to the
support of the front lines.
3. ,Yno JS TO ORDER THE PRELrn!INARY DEMOLITIONS.-A little
earlier in t.his paper we showed the necessity, under certain circumM
stances, of destroying rail way bridges and tunnels, and even road
bridges, in our own and in the enemy's country.
Who is to take the responsihility of giYing the order for this
most important action 1 ,Ye say important, because a bridge or
tunnel destroyed at the wrong time or wrong place may do a very
great injury to our army and, in consequence, do service to the
enemy.
In accordance with the Regulations for the Duiies and Organfaation
of Fie/cl Engineer Troops, the sapper battalions, on which the duty of
carrying ont demolitions falls, are on mobilization assigned to the
various corps, the sapper companies to the infantry didsions of the
corps.
But neither the commander of an army corps forming part of an
army nor, much less, the commander of an infantry di vision will
take upon himself, in the majority of cases, the responsibility of
carrying out such demolitions or of ordering the time and place of
such demolitions. It is clear that such a c1uestion can only be
decider! by the st~ff of the army and only put into execution by
order of one of the chiefs of the field sb,f[
In the Regulatio11s fur the Fie/cl Slaff' of the Army in Tim, of War,
A.O. 62, of 1890, the executirn functions in the construction,
repa.ir an<l renewal (and particularly the maintenance in good
order) of bridges and strategic roads are placed in the lrn.nds of the
I.G.F. (the Inspector of Engineers) and Director of Communications
of each army (Eastern Frontier, Caucasian, etc.).
Tf7wt the Inspector of E11gineers is ResponsilJ/e for.-According to
para. 4~7 of the Regulations, tbe following are carried out under
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the orders and guidance of the In spector of Engineers-(a), the more
important field engineer operations in the fortification of positions,
the construction of commun ications, etc., when directed by the

Commander-in-Chief; (b), the constmction and repair, in the theake
of war, of main roads and crossings necessary for the carrying out of

the operations; (c), the telegraphic connection of the he<idquarters
of the army corps and detachn,ents by a system constrncted by the
Bureau of Field Telegraphs and Posts, as well as by the field
telegraph companies.
According to para. 429 on the advance of the army, by arrangement of the Inspector of Engineers with the Director of Communica-

tions and with the consent of the Chief of the Staff, constructed and
repaired line~ of communications a.re handed over to the field road
bureau. According to this, also, the Inspector of Engineers has to

see that the pontoon battalions, field telegraph parks and the field
telegraph companies detailerl to accompany the army are not
Uetained in the rear.

To facilitate this he enters at once into

relations with the Director of Communications, so as to have the field
telegraph line replaced by temporary and permanent lines erected
by the Burea11 of Field Posts and Telegraphs.
In para. 4o0 the Inspector of Engineers, with the preliminary
consent of the Chief of the Sta,ff, if the latter thinks that the march
of events permits it, may place the necessary material for the repair
and demolition of railways and other means of inter-communication,

and also telegraph material, at the disposal of the Director of
Communications, detailing, if necessary, engineer troops and the
necessary number of officers to superintend. Similarly, in case of

need he will address the Director of Communications for help and
for the means at the disposal of the latter.
TT7iat the Director of Go,mnunicalions is Responsible for.-By
para_ 315, in accordance with page 163 of these Regulations, the
Director of Communications, in the district assigned to him, will

form a complete plan for the construction of the communications of
the army_ This plan must inclucle-(1), the direction and chief
points of each road ; (2), measures for keeping all minor roads nsed
in conjunction with main roads in the necessary state of repair;

(3), measures for construction and further development of the
tele,graph lines.

Summary.-From the above-quoted paragraphs of the Regulations
it will be seen that to the Inspector of Engineers is assigned the
ordering of the construction a.ncl repairs of roads, bri(lges and field
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telegmphs in the rnyon of the action of the army, that is, from the
headquarters of the army and the army corps to the advance guard.
This during the advance of the army changes from clay to clay.
The Director of Communications is charged with keeping in repair
the means of commnnication connecting the headquarters of the

army and the army corps with the base.
Further from the frontier into the heart of onr country the communicat.ions are administered by the Directors of Communications of
the military districts.
Thus, according to the Regnlations, when the work of the

Inspector of Engineers ends that of the Director of Communica.tions
begins. Therefore, as the bridges and field telegraph lines built 1,y
the sappers '1ml pontooneers belong to the gear carried with the
army, and would be entirely nsed up during a long advance, the

,,

Director of Communications is ordered to replace them by temporary
bridges and telegraph lines, connecting the latter to the State trunk
lines.
It is e,·ident that to attain any measure of success the Inspector
of Engineers and the Director of Communications must work hand
in hand.
Director of Conuminications to carry oat Demolitions.-As far as
concerns the demolition, in case of need, of bridges and other railway

constructions, the Regulations give the order for carrying out of the
work to the Director of Communications. Besides what has already
been quoted this is e,·iclent from para. 316, which says, "To the
duties of the Director of Communications belong throughout the
whole war the ordering of measures for the maintenance of all roads

used by the troops, as well as of all telegraphs in his myon and,
similarly, for the demolition of such roads and lines when the
Commander-in-Chief judges it expedient.
Although the above-mentioned paragraphs only speak of lines of
communication, i.e., those in reach of the army, it is evident that
the Director of Communications (in peace time the District Director
of Communications) must collect and prepare material in peace time

for the rapid demolition of bridges and railway constructions
in the zone between the line of strategic deployment and the
frontier.

Rear Gucird Comnuindel's ma.,y Order some Denwlitions.- \Vith
reference to the destruction of bridges by pat·ts of an nrmy
<lnring retreat after a defeat, if special orders haYe not been issned,
it becomes the duty of the commander of the rear guard to take
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measures for carrying out the necessary demolitions on roads with
the object of hindering the enemy's pnrsnit.
The question of the <lestructio11 of railroatls is more complicated
and in case of an unsuccessful fight mnst be decided in good time by

the staff of the army.

The Rights wul Duties of the Inspeclm· ~f Engineers a11d the Director

~f Co11,nw11iccitions Compnrecl.-Comparing the 1·ights and duties of
the Inspector of Engineers and the Director of Communications in

laying down regulations for the control of the army in the fie!,!,
one must see that the Director of Communications, under the

Commander-in-Chief of course, has at his disposal all the means for
carrying out the duties which are assigned to him in rear of the
army for renewing and repairing roads, bridges and telegraphs.
For the immediate inspection and direction of the work he has

special instruments-the Direct,or of Field Roads, the Chief of the
Field Post and Telegraphs, and their subordinates. The works are
carried out in rear of and under co,·er of the field army am! may he
done under ordinary conditions either by volunteers or by working
parties.
In a word, the Director of Communications is the one and sole
director of the construction, repair a11d maintenance of roads and
telegraphs connecting the army with its base.
The Inspector of Engineers is in a Ycry different position with
regard to the repair of roads and bridges in the theatre of operations

of the army. According to the Regul<ttions Jo,· the Duties and
Orgcini,ation of Field Enginea Troops (published in 189J, that is,
four years after the Regn/a/ions for the Conduct of the Army in
the Field appeared), directly mobilization is ordered all the sapper
battalions are distributed among the army corps and consequently

ce.tse to be immediately under the control of the Inspector of
Engineers.

Further, he has no instruments for carrying out repairs

to roads and bridges in the proposed theatre of operations. Under
his immedi,ite control are :-(ll). The field telegraph companies, for
maintaining telegraphic communication between the headquarter

staff and the Imperial telegraph lines on the one side and with the
staffs of the army corps on the other. These companies shonld,
therefo re, be completely withdrawn from the army corps and be
solely under the Inspector of Engineers. (b). The pontoon battalions, which are available for the rapid throwing of bridges across
rivers of great breadth. The constrnction of pontoon bridges aYail-
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ahle for the whole army (e.y., Sistova-Cbemnitza, 1877-78) is carried
out under the Inspector of Engineers after consultation with the
Chief of the Staff.
\Yith regard to the repair of roads and bridges required by the
various colnmns of the army, the immediate interferenee of the

Inspector of Engineers in the work woul<l probably do more harm
than good. For the successful issue of the work it mnst be ordered
by someo11e 011 the spot (the commander of the advance gnard, the
commander of the column) and carried ont by the sappers with his
detachment. If during a movement any given column comes across
a broken bridge over a stream of small breadth, the commander of
the sapper company can get up the bridging train, which follows
his company, at once. If the material proves insufficient, some bays

can be constructed of materials to be found on the spot and the
infantry can assist the sappers by lending carpenters.
In the above cases the role of the Inspector of Engineers is solely
that of channel between the army and the office of the Director of
Communications for arranging that the hasty bridges bnilt by the
sappers are replaced by temporary bridges constructed under the
orders of the Director of Communications.

Only in the case whe11 there is important and lengthy work in
bridge building (the renewal of railll"ay bridges destroyed by the
enemy) may the Inspector of Engineers co-operate with the Director
of Communications, arranging for him to carry out the "·ork with
the military engineers of his bureau.

In constructing field telegraph communication in the theatre of
operations of the army the Inspector of Engineers will play a more
active r,Jle, directing the connection by the telegraph lines, of the
headquarters on one side with the staffs of the army corps on the
other, with temporary lines erected by order of the Director of
Comm11nications, which join on to the Imperial telegraphs.

A survey of the duties of the field telegraph companies and the
pontoon battalions will be giYen later.
! . BRIDGES WHICH THE SAPPERS MAY BE CALLED ON 'fO CONSTRUCT.-ln time of war the sappers may be called upon to
construct any of the following kinds of bridges :-(a). Field or
hasty. (u). Temporary. (r). Pontoon.

(a). Field Bridges.-Fiol<l bridges are constructed in moments of
necessity, sometimes e,·en under fire . Tbey are built of whatever
materials can be fou nd on tLe spot or near it-the timber of houses,

trees, bn1shwood. Jn 111al.ing field bridges the principal point is rapidity

~0-l

of ro11s/1w·tion, so that the mo\'ements of the troops are not delayed.
Their solidity, in view of the natnre of the materials of which they
are built and the short time for which they are required, may be
considerably less than that of temporary bridges, which arc required
to remain serviceable for a considerctble length of time.

Field brirlges ha\'e a definit,e purpose-to allow the troops constructing them to cross oYer obstacles. If it appears there is any
necesBity to maintain a field bridge for any length of time, it rnnst

be farther strengthened and completed or a temporary bridge bnilt
in its place.
The rank and file of the sapper and pontoon battalions are practice<l every year during the camping~out season in the construction

The time taken to
of field bridges from the material to hand.
buil<l t,hem depends on the number of bays and the span, hut may
be reckoned at from 2 to 8 honrs.
As an example of the construction of field bridges in time of war
we will describe shortly two bridges which we ourselves built (a)
during the Khiva Expedition in I 873, and (b) during the RussoTurkish War, 1877-78, for the Rushchnk army across the Kara Lom.
Field Bridge Constrncted in the Khim E.,;peditio11, 1873.-During
the advance from i\Iangit rid E:yate to the capital of the Khiva
Khanate the combined Orenburg-Mangit, column, on arriYing at the
channel of the Klich-Niaz-Bey, found, instead of the pile bridge
which bad crossed it, only the burnt ends of the piles scarcely
visible above the water.
The stream was 189 feet wide, with a rapid current of -l feet
a second.

Bearing in mind the necessity of building a bridge

quickly, the want of carpenters' tools and the small number of
carpenters in the combined column (there were only one officer and
four N.0.0.'s of the eng-ineers and a Turkestan sapper company with
it), it was resolved to dismiss the idea of ma.kino- use of the remains
of the piles by lengthening them and using ;hem as abutments.
The inflated goat's skin bridge equipment carried by the Orenburg
column provided a 49-56-foot bridge. l\Iaterials for the rest of
the bridge had to be found in the neighbomhood .
About three-quarters of a mile from the bivouac of the detachment grew a copse, in which there were very few trees as large as
from 4 to 6 inches -in Jiameter. " That there were were immediately
ordered to be cut down. Only necessity compelled the use of such
materials, as the trees were very twisted and small and, eventna..lly,

on further consideration, it was decided they were useless.
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A short distance from the copse was a cemetery, around which
were a few farmhouses. After examining them we concluded that
the joists and rafters, although not sufficient for the entire work,
would do for transoms and road-bearers. The doors and gates would
serve as ready~made superstructures for the roadway. Orders were
co nsequently issued to pull down the buildings and prepare the
materials for bridging and at the same time to cut saplings and
hrnshwood. The brushwood, made into fascines, would with the
saplings help to form the roadway.
By evening all the materials were concentrated at the place
chosen for the bridge.
Considering the materials to hand, it ,ms decided to lmild a
bridge on three-legged trestles. The spans were from 7 t.o JO feet,
depending on the road-bearers arnibble, in 20 bays, of which 5
belonged to the portable goat's skin bridge carried on camels, the rest
having to be built.
The work lasted all night. The chesses of the portable bridge
arnl the doors only sufficed to form a SJ-foot roadway; the rest 11·as
formed of fascines and saplings, the intervals being filled up with
brushwood and sprinkled earth. At 5 a.m. the bridge was ready.
It must be admitted that the bridge collapsed badly and
unexpectedly, in consequence of the small scantlings available.
Soon alter it was open to traffic one of the trestle transoms broke
under a field gun. ""bile it was heing replaced traffic bad to be
suspended and special measures of precaution had afterwards to be
taken to presene the bridge. The gnns and limbers were hauled
ornr by the men and some of the shells were taken out of the
boxes and carried OYer by hand. However, the passage went on
uninterruptedly, though slowly, and the whole detachment got
safely to the other side and continued its march.
Fie/cl Bridge Built in the Russo-Turkish TVar.-Tbe Turks, in a raid
from the fortress of Rushchnk, managed to burn the bridge over the
Kara Lorn at I van Chiftlik. The bridge was 70 feet long,
and in view of the intention of blockading Rushchuk without
delay and as closely as possible, the 3rd Company of the 7th Sapper
Battalion was ordered, in the middle of January, 1878, to restore
the bri,lge as quickly as possible. And here, as in the previous
instance, the materials for the piers and baulks consisted of the trees
growing in the vicinity; but for the roadway, by order of the staff
of the XII. Army Corps, planks and nails were brought up.
This materially facilitated tl,e work of building the bridge and
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gave it a certain solirlity, especially as t he trees available for the
constrnction of the trestles were 1:2 inches in diameter.
The bridge was built in tbe course of 2~ hours, as it was decit.lcd

to work all night, lighting the operation by bonfires. In consequence of the exceptional rapit.li ty of the current (8 feet a second)
anrl the floating rnasscs of ice, it was determined to make the
trestles exceptionally heavy, so that they should not be carried
away by the current. This circumstance and the nn evenness of
the bottom, made the work of placing the trestles correctly very
difficult. Nevertheless, the bridge was finished abot1t 6 a.m. and
opened for traffic. The bridge stood well, not only to the encl of
the war, but all through the occupation and thus by a combination
of circumstances fully replaced a "temporary lJ bri,lge.
(b). Temporary Briilge.-1'emporary bridges are intended for the
maintenance of communication for a considerable period and

possess such solidity that they may be crossed by any ,·ehicle used
in the army.
These bridges are built of materials of considerable strength ;
they require for their construction comparatively co nsiclerable time,
which increases or decreases with the length of the bridge.
For military temporary bridges the following methods of sp;;nning
the gaps between the piers are generally used :-Baulks, tension
bridges and fram e bridges.
The engineer committee pays special attention to giving the
N.C.O.'s and men of the engineers practice in temporary bridges
and i::;sues annually instrnction s and orders for the expenditure on
the construction of such bridges by every unit.
1'ime Required.-Practice in builcling temporary bridges in the 4th
Sapper Brigade has shown that the construction of tension bridges

with a span of from 35 to 56 feet requires 14 to 20 hours of
uninterrupted work.

The construction of Ira.me bridges with a span of from 35 to
49 feet reqnires 16 to 22 hours, because a great deal of time goes in
smiths' work. A bridge of three spans, 157 feet long, ,with two

iutermediote pile piers with the spans closed by doitble-lock frames,
requires 7 4 hours of uninterrupted work.
(c) . Pontoon Bridges.-The bridges carried with the army are of
two kinds-(1). Those assigned to every column of irnportance.

(2). Those forming the reserve.
(1). The first kind of bridge is intended for the construction of
bridges of small spa11i such as any column not less than a divi:;iun
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may have need.

These light bridges are assigned to the didsional

-engineer companies and go with them e,·erywhore.

In the Russian army it bas been determined to provide the first
two companies of each engineer battalion with this kind of bridae
70 feet of bridge for each company. In the German army
bri,lgcs are longer; each of the 62 divisional bridge parks has
material for the constl'llction of HO feet of bridge.
(2). The second kind of bridge is designed for the construction of
passages across rivers of some width, which will be required by the

tii~

whole army.

In the Rnssian army snch bridges a.re carrie<l in the

pontoon park assigned to each of the eight pontoon battalions.
These battalions in time of war are not divided up among the army
corps, but remain at the disposition of the army staff; which disposes of them as required. Each pontoon battalion can make a
bridge for the passage of all arms about 700 feet long.

In the German army there is no mobile reserve of bridging
material, but besides the 62 divisional parks mentioned aborn there
are 20 corps bridge parks, each with a bridge train for 399 feet.
In the French army there are several bridge parks-dfrisional,
corps, and army.
(a). 38 divisional (advance guards) parks, each with bridging

material for 98 feet.
(b). 19 corps parks, each with bridging material for 420 feet.
(c.). 5 army parks, each with bridging material for 840 feet.
"'e cannot help wishing that the third company of each of our
sapper battalions should have" light bridge park. Were it so, by
combining the bridge park of the three divisional companies each
army corps would have at its disposal 210 feet of bridge in case of
need.

CHAPTER IV.
The Cha.racier of the ,vork of the Telegraph Troops in Oftensive Operations.The Position of the Vehicles of the Telegraph Troops on the Line of
March.-The N ecessityof detailing Cavalry Protection for Erected Lines. The Necessity of placing the Telegraph TL·oops of the Subordinate Armies
under the Command of the Inspector of Engineers of the \Yhole Army.Scheme of Telegraph Lines fo 1· Tlnee Subordinate Armies under Command
of a Commander-in-Chief.-The "'ork of the Telegraph Troops of the 10th
and l.5th Sapper Battalions in the Grand :Manwuvres near Bielostok, 1898.

THE WORK OF THE TELEGRAPH TROOP~.-Let us examine the
work of the telegraph troops.
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\Ye have already shown that (a) in accor<lancc with para. 427 of the
Regulations for the Fieltl Administratior, (!I" Armies in Tim e of l-Vllr the
Inspector of Engineers of the Army is responsible for the connection
by fiel,l telegraph of the great headquarters of the army with the
staffs of the army corps and of detachments and also with the
telegraph net constructed hy the Bureatt of Field Posts and
Telegraphs; and (b) in accordance with para. 3 of the R egulationsfor
the Duties "''d 01·ga11ization of F i,/,l Enginee,· Troops the telegraph
troops of the sapper battalions are detailed for the construction ,md
maintenance of telegraphic communicatio11 between the staffs of the
army corps and divisions and also between the detachments of the
subordinate armies which may be in the region of operations of the
di,-isions (e.g., the portions of the army ad rnnce guards).
The Connection between an Army Go,ps Head~u«rters with Army Headquarters more importrint than with Divisional Headq uct,r/ers.-Comparing
the reqnirements of these t"·o regulations, we come to the conclusion that it is the task of the telegraph troops of a subordinate
army to connect the staffs of the army corps with the staff of that
army, as well as to connect the staffs of the army corps with the

,ve

can not help recognizing that the constaffs of the diYisions.
nection of the two former staffs is far more necessary than tlie
connection of the staff of the army corps with its divisions and

advance guards.

If there should be insufficient material to erect all

these lines, then we must dispense with telegraph communications
between the staffs of the divisions and the brigades anrl even with
the staffs of the army corps, but it is imperative to keep connection

between the last and the staff of the army.
An exceptionally serions, responsible a11Cl difficult task falls to the
lot of the telegraph troops allotted to the subordinate armies in
oflensive operations; (et), following behind its army corµs and
divisions they have to erect new lines daily; (b), they have to be at
the offices receiving and sending messages not only by day, but by
night, which is the busiest time; (c), on account of the limited
amount of material, they haYe, at the same time as they are erecting
new lines, to dismantle lines put up preYious1y which lead to places

which the army has left and then to pick up the army to erect fresh
lines with the material thus made available.
Description of the Conditions under which Telegrnph 1',oops ,rnrk.Captain Massenhach, of the.Bavarian l\lilitary Telegraph Sel'l'ice,
thus describes the conditions under ll"hich the telegraph troops ham
to work:-" No one who has not had the experience can imagine
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what a task it is to follow immediately after an advancing army
Three main difficulties present themselves-(a), want of
space 011 the roads encumbered by vehicles, guns, and wagons,
which makes the constrnction of telegraphic lines nearly impossible;
(b), exhaustion of the pe,·sonnel, who pass the night sending and
receiving messages and the clay in putting np and pulling <lm\-n
lines; and (r) da.rna.ge to telegra.ph material, arising from continuous

work." To the above must be added :-The damage to the lines done
by hostile raids, by the inhabitants and by cattle, who easily knock
over the light poles of the field telegraph.
Help from I,ifanlf'y.-In this continuous work of the telegraph
troops the infantry can only give a passive assistance, but a most
important one if the commanclers of the fighting troops allow the
telegraph section with their wagons to follow immediately after the
If this is not
wagons of the first echelon of the adrnnce guard.
permitted, the telegraphists, as Captain Massenbach very truly says,
will be seriously delayed in erecting lines and opening cornmunication.
Help from Gara/ry.-Help from the cavalry takes the form of

gu:miing the already erected lines.

A troop of cavalry with one

officer might form a guard for two a.ir line and one cable sections.
Enemy's Lines sometimes Avnilable.-The work of telegraph troops

in erecting field telegraph lines is sensibly facilitated if the enemy
has not entirely destroyed his own post office lines. In this case all
that has to be done is to repair the lines. The possibility of this
happening was shown in the Franco-Prussian War, 1870-1. Dnring
this campaign the Prussians erected 6,500 miles of lines; out of this
4,950 miles were repaired French lines, and only 1,550 miles were
.
specially erected military lines.
Gapt1tred Lines rnust be Prolected.-In order to ensure the possibility

,,,

of using tbe enemy's lines, it is indispensable that measures an~

taken to protect the telegraph in an occupied country.

If clear

categorical orders are not given to the army on this subject, the

telegraph poles will soon be used up for fuel and the wire will be
taken for various economic purposes.
All Telegraph Units shoulll be under the Inspector of Engineers.-In the
rayon of each army corps in the first line telegraphic communication

will be constructed by the telegraph troop of the sapper battalion
of the corps.

In order to secure telegraphic communication iu

offensive operations between the staff of the army and the staff of
the army corps, it is indispensable that or~ers are given every day to the
comnuinders of the telegraph troops, stating at what points they cire to unite
p

1 111
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with each other an1l with the staff· of the army. 1n accordance with
Reglllatiuns for the Field A dminislration of d nnies in War, these orders
should be given by the Inspector of Engineers of the Army; in
order, therefore, to avoid misunderstandings and to guarantee
uninterrupted service of the telegrnph, the telegraph troops Ollght to be

under the orders of the Inspector of Engineers of the Army and be taken
from the control of the cirmy corps and divisional commciuders.
Out of this arises the question : "Should the telegraph troops
be placed immediately under the Inspector of Engineers or shollld
they get their or<l.ers from him through the corps engineer~ 11
In
the first case, the Inspector of Engineers would issue daily orders to
the commander of each troop as to what lines he was to erect and
what dismantle; in the second case, the corps engineers would got
their orders aml pass them on to the commanders of the telegraph
units.
Taking into consideration (a) that during an advance the commander of a telegraph troop ought to receive his daily orders in
good time, and certainly not later than the hour when the bivouacs
are broken up (5 or 6 a.m. ), after which t he unnecessary lines are
dismantled; (b), that each day, directly the adrnnce commences and
the consequent dismantling of lines occurs, the Inspector of Engineers
is deprived of the possibility of communicating by telegraph with the
majority of the telegraph troop commanders; and (c) that during
an advance in the vicinity of the enemy, and particularly when a
collision is expected, neither the staff of the army nor the In spector
of Engineers can say where the various army corps and divisions
will be on the following day.
But Orders given through the Cmps Eugineer.-The corps engineer,
however, being on the corps staff will know earlier and it therefore
seems more suitable for successful working that the orders of the
Inspector of Engineers should be given to the telegraph troops
through the medium of the corps engineer.
In this case the Inspector should inform the corps engineer
daily (a) where the headquarters of the army will be next day
and (b) where his lines should join on to those of the neighbouring
corps, if the staff of each corps is not directly connected with headquarters, and direct him to communicate with it through the lines of
the nearest corps. This will be more often than not the channel of
communication.
•
Given these particulars, the corps engineer can get the other indispensable data (the headquarters of the corps and the divisions)
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from the corps staff and can inform the commander of the telegraph
troop in good time of the connections be has to make.

Scheme for Telegraphic Com11w11ication between Three Annies.- \Ye now
present the scheme of telegraphic communication of three subordinate armies under a Commander-in-Chief. "'e assume that (a)
the armies have completed their deployment and the grand headquarters are already in the enemy's country, about two or three
marches from the frontier; (b), the first subordinate army consists of
three army corps, the second of four and the third of five; and (c)
two army corps of the 1st Army and three each of the 2ncl and 3rd
Armies are in the first line and the rest follow.
Under the above conditions itis of the first importance to maintain
uninterrupted telcgra.phic communication : (!). Between the grand headquarters and the Government
permanent telegraph lines in the rear of the army.
(2). Between the grand headquarters and the headquarters of
the rnrious armies and between the latter themselves.
(3). Between the army headquarters and the headquarters of
the various corps comprising each army.
(c(). Communications from the army corps headquarters to the
divisions is most usefnl, also to the brigades if the last are employed
as army advance guards. But if there is insufficient material, this
telegraphic communication can be abandoned, as usually the distances
between the smaller nnits are not very great and communication can
easily be kept up between them by means of flying posts of cavalry.
[NoTE.-It is most desirable that the telegraph (or telephone)
should be made use of on outpost duty and therefore it is comenient
if the various portions of the advance guard can be connected with
each othet· and with the main bocly.
It is also desirable to employ
the telegraph company on the battlefield. But it is to be understood
that on outpost duty and on the battlefield the communication
between minor staffs (e.g., the divisional with the regimental) should
be made by telephone, not telegraph, and the lines should be lai,l
not by the telegraph troops, but by the infantry, the material being
carried on their own wagons. As a consequence of the pro,·ed usefulness of these telephone lines, the equipment of the army with
telephones and a small amount of thin wire is a matter of the near
fuwm]
•
.
Connec/ion with the Home Telegraph System.-In accordance with
1/equlations for the Administration of Armies in the Field, there is no
P2
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one on the staff of the Commander-in-Chief dealing with the construction and maintenance of the permanent telegraph lin es connecting

the grand headquarters with the Imperial telegraph net.
Actnally this duty falls to the General of Com munications of the
snbordina.te army, in the ra11un of which the Comma11d er-in-Uhief
happens to oc. By his orders the Bureau of Field Posts and
Telegraphs assigned to his command goes on continuously replacing

by its own lines the lines of the field telegraph erecte:1 by the troops
ach·ancing with the army.

h

is evident that this replacement is much facilitated and

h::v;tened if insteacl of constructing new lines the Bnreau bas only to
repair the enemy's permanent lines.
However, when the army has advanced a considerable distance
from the frontier, the duty of maintaining the permanent lines
is taken from the General of Communication s of the a.rmy and

handed over partly to the General of Communications of the oorder
district and partly to the govemor appointed to control the
conquered territory.
The work of maintaining uninterrupted telegl'aph communication

between the Commander-in-Chief and the various armies, and
between the latter, is the main duty of the General of Communications of each army and his Bnrean of Field Posts and Telegraphs. As
a rule, these telegraph lines are from their character to be reckoned
as permanent ancl their durability is equal to that of the Imperial
telegraph lines.
Independently, however, of the material for the construction of
permanent lines, the General of Communications ought to have at
bis disposal light telegraph material, carried in wagons, of the

It is indispenquality usually supplied to the telegraph troops.
sable that he should have the mciterial in view of his daily duty of
replacing the field telegraph line, so that the telegraph troops may
dismantle their lines in good time and always be np at the front.
This kind of telegraph line, generally known as the Etappen
telegraph, is used both in the French and German armies, and
the issue of it to the General of Communications seems indispensable.
In the French army the personnel of not only the Etappen, but also
the field telegraph, are formed on mobilization from the officials of
the State telegraphs, with a cadre of officers and N.C.O.'s. In
Russia it appears this arrangement would do for the Etappen
telegraph, as it operates at some distance from the enemy, a11d the
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presence with it of a non-military element would not act injuriously
on its efficiency.

Cmmeclion of Army Headq1uirlers 1cith the A1'1ny Coips and Divisions.
-The connection by telegraph of the army headquarters with the
corps headquarters and of the army corps headquarters with tbe
divisional headquarters and the advance guards is the duty of the
telegraph troops. Each troop has m.ltleriel and personnel for
erecting 30 miles of air line and 21 of cable, in all 51
miles.
Tf/'ork lo be EJ'f1ectecl of the J'eleg,·aph Troops.-Taking into consideration that this troop has daily and continuously for long periods-by
day to erect new lines and dismantle old ones, by night to receive
a11d despatch messages, we can only reckon on new lines of

½ of

the length of the available material being installed daily. This calculation is made on the assumption that every day one-third of the
personnel will erect and work new lines, one-third wili clismantle old
ones and come np in rear, and one-third wilt rest. This rest is
absolutely necessary for men and officers, as they are called on to
work day and night.
It therefore appears that as at peace manc:euvres lasting eight to
ten days there are rest days, more work may be expected of the
telegraph troops and we may reckon on their being able to lay out
a half of their material, 2± to 27 miles.
In onr example we assumed that in each subordinate army there
were several army corps in second line during an advance.

The

telegraph troops of these corps will he detailed to connect the
army headquarters with the corps headquarters; as a rnle it is
sufficient to connect the army headquarters with one corps headquarters, as the various corps headqnarters are connected together.
The corps headquarters will, of course, have communication with
their divisions.

Work of Air cincl Cable Sections.-Until contact with the enemy the
air line sections will work alternately with the cable section. On
collision being imminent, as it is indispensable that the telegraph
should be pushed forward to the position of the senior officer tit the
front (corps commander, divisional general), it is preferable to use
the cable section, as it is more mobile.
In Russia, as we ha,·e shown ahove, we have both air line and cable
telegraph. In France a deci,led preference is given to the cable ; of
the 3-l miles of wire carried by the telegraph detachment, which
corresponds to our troop, 30 are ce1ble and only 4 miles uninsulated
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wire. In the German army, on the contrary, t.be preference is given
to simple unin snlaterl wire.
Criticism of Dobrnishin as lo the Use of A ir Lines on Poles.-In the
,·ery complete and interesting article by l\L Dobrnishin, Telegraphs
awl Their Work in Tl ,11· (Vo,jenny Sbornik, 1895, No. 7), is given a
scheme of t elegraphs for an army of three army corps. The author
reckons that for the construction of uninterrupted telegraphic communication between the army headqnarters and the corps head~
quarters, only with marches of medium length, 12 mileR, 99 to 120
This de,l11ction is accompanied by the
miles of cable are required.
following unconsoling conclusion:-" No army can have such large
resonrces at its disposal for fear of impeding its movements with a
mass of vehicles. "
HoweYer, in the same article the author gives details of the new
organiza,tion of the engineers, from which it is not difficult to see that
th~·ee corps, the nm~ber of which he is speaking, have three
telegraph troops, with a sum total of 90 miles of air line and 63
miles of cable telegraph line.
The author rightly holds the opinion that" in offensive movements
the cable line exclusively must be used. " " ' hen an army is halted
there is no great difficulty in installing commnnicatiou between the
army and the corps headquarters and either air line or cable can
be nsed. But the construction of lines during the mm·ements of the
army is in a very different position. The posts indispensable for air
lines can only be erected slowly and this precludes (1) their being
used; there is consequently only one method-the laying of a field
cable.
We do not agree with the worthy author with regard to the slowness of erecting posts being so great as to exclude their use in
offensive operations. Cable telegraph can be installed more quickly
and more easily than air line, but the experience with air lines
gained at grand manceuvres and at the schools of instruction shows
under norrnal conditions (when there are no special obstacles to overcome) that air line on posts can be put up at the rate of about
2¼ miles an hour and that this pace is sufficient t.o keep up with an
advancing army. It is only indispensable that during an ad,·ance
measures are taken to remove any obstacles to the erection of a
telegraph line.
Two of these obstacles are («) difliClllty of movement for the
wagons of the telegraph troop on roads already occnpie(l by men
and vehicles; (b), comparative slowness of movement of the wagons
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of the air line section on sandy by-roads and in muddy weather.
The first obstacle is easily removed; the staff mnst order that the
telegraph wagons ,letailed for laying a line follow the vehicles of
the first echelon of the ad vancc guard. The second obstacle may be
got over by hamessing a fourth horse to the three-horsed telegraph
wagons and for this purpose spare horses must be authorized.
WORK AT THE BlELOSTOK .l\lAN<EUYRES, 1898.-At the Imperial
manoouvres near Bielostok in 1898 we hacl an opportunity of
watching closely the work of the field telegraph of the Western
army. For these manoouvres the telegraph troops of the 10th and
15th Sapper Battalions were utilized.
Nobilioation.-Each was of full strength-two air line and one
cable section. The personnel was made up to mobilization strength
by means of the three telegraph troops of the 4th Sapper Brigade.
For horsing the wagons through the manreuvres honrns were hired.
The contractors assembled the animals at the end stations of the railway where the telegraph troops ar riving from Warsaw disembarked.
The cable section of the 10th Sapper Battalion alone was completely
equipped with army horses collected from various parts of the

brigade.
lJaily Orders.-By order of the Commander-in-Chief these troops
were placed immediately under the orders of the Inspector of
Engineers of the Army. The latter, after consultation with tbe
Commander-in-Chief, issued orders daily by telegraph to the commanders of the telegraph troops on the following points :-(a).
·what lines to construct. (b). \Yhat lines to close. (c). At what point
the field telegraph was to be connected with the permanent Imperial
telegraph.
Iuterconnnunication. - At manceuvres the tasks both of the
Inspector of Engineers and of the General of Communications are
considerably easier than in war time in the matter of maintaining
uninterrupted communication between tha staffs of the armies and
the permanent telegraph lines. Actually the telegraph troops, when
they had made the connection each day between the new positions of
staffs of the army and t.bc staffs of the army corps and divisions,
a.lways foun(l themselves within easy distance of the permanent
telegraph. They used as points of connection either the railway
stations or the railway sidings, at which the officers of the fielcl
posts arnl telegraphs who followed up the army opened offices on
t,hc permanent line. In this manner it was practically uunecessary
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for the General of Communications to construct Etappen telegraph,
and the Inspector of Engineers was relieYed of the necessity of
maintaining the first constructed lines of the fielcl telegmph until
they were replaced by lines of Etappcn telegraph.
Daily Trork.-The lines of field telegraph were constructed two
days before the commencement of the manreuvres and connected the
army staff wit,h the staffs of the army corps, divisions and
advance guards in the p1accs of preliminary concentration for the
manceunes. Thus it happened that the telegraph troops during
the whole of the manceuvres, except on the rest days, hacl daily to
construct new lines, at the same tim e dismantling the old ones
as they followed up tl1e army. Even on the rest days they had to
operate the lines put up the previous clay. Once a telegraph station
was opened it received and despatcherl messages until the army
broke up bivouac (usually about 'i a.m.). Then the station was
closed, the lines were taken up, and the wagons with the available
plant rnoverl forward with the advance guard to construct new lines
to the indicated places.
Number ~f Jlfessages.-During the ten days' operations of the field
telegraph the following number of messages were received and
despatched from the various offices which were opened :-(a). By the
troop of the 10th Sapper Battalion-who provided one office at army
headquarters-despatched 1,051 messages, received 1,117 ; (b), by
the troop of the 15th Sapper Battalion, despatched 54-!, received 493.
Length of Line. -The length of line laid out each clay by the two
troops will be seen from the following table :-
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On inspection of the table we see:-(«). The staffs at the points of preliminary concentration were connected by air Jines, except for a short length of 3 miles of cable,
which the 15th Troop were compelled to employ, as they had nsed
up all their aYailable bare wire.

This arrangement was recommended

by the Inspector of Engineers, so as to have both cable sections
free on the first day of the manoeuvres to lay wire as the troops
advanced. On the first day, therefore, the greater part of the work
was done by the cable sections ; they laid 31 miles ont of 40½. On
subsequent days it was left to the judgment of the commander
of the telegraph troop as to whether he wonld use the air line or
cable. The commanders of the two troops agreed, in so far as they
used cable for the more distant lines and bare wire for those nearer
in.
Thus on the second day of the manoet1vres 13½ miles of cable
anrl 25 of air line were laid out; on the third day 11 miles of cable
and 17 ½of air Jine, etc.

(b). The greatest length of line laid out, 58½ miles, was on the eve
of the commencement of the manoeuvres. On the lirst day the
amount decreased to 40½ miles, on the second to 38½ miles, and the
fifth day the total length was only 19¼, This is easily comprehensible, for as the army advanced and approached the enemy it
gradually concentrated. The comparatively greater lengths used
on the sixth and se,·enth clays-26¼ and 31¼ miles-is explained by
the fact that in view of collision with the enemy the lines constructed
on the previous day were not dismantled, but were prolonged from
the places of bivouac to the scene of combat, so that the Commanderin-Chief could receive intelligence and send orders to bis two army
corps.

Rate of Tf"ork.-During the manamvres the following rates of work
were attained by the telegraph troops marching with the advancing
troops :-(a). For air line, from l¼ to l¾ miles au hour; and (b) for
cahle, l¾ to 2} miles an hour; the slower rate being reached when
the cable was hung on trees growing near the road, so as to protect
it from injury by wagons, etc.
Da,rnrige to ..tlfate'riel.-Turning to the question of what damage was
clone to field telegraph lines by rai<ls of the enemy, it must be
admitted that damage and injury icere very frequently done to the
lines crnd that the,-efore telegraph stores, and particularly cable,
deterio,·ated rapidly, although strict orders were given by the commanders of the military dist.rict that damage to the lines should be
carried ont without real injury to the stores.
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In onlcr that the obstacles under which the tclegrnph troops of
the Southern army maintained uninterrupted communication
between the various headquarters may be cJearly understood, we
give the following extracts from the reports of the commanders of
the troops for one day : " 18th August.-Dnring the night, on the *** line, the enemy's
raiders made nine breaks ttnd twelve faults on the cable, cnt off and
carried away 38:) feet of cable." (Report of Telegraph Troop of
10th Sapper Battalion).
"18th August.-011 the*'"' line twenty faults were made; the
cable was cut in se,·eral places, and nea1·ly 700 feet carried off."
(Report of Telegraph Troop of 15th Sapper Battalion).
Damage of the stores of the telegraph troops, which arc
exceedingly costly, is an evil which it is imperati,·e to combat and
imperative to lessen.
Sad to say, we cannot hope to stop it altogether, as the raiders can
avail themselves with impunity of the fact that it is impossible for
the men of the telegraph troops to be able to report them hy name.
Orders must be Given to Protect the l'elegmph.-lt occasion,illy
happens that damage is clone to the telegraph lines not by the
To ensnre
enemy, but by vehicles of our own army.
uninterrupted communication it is imperative to impress on the
troops that they must protect their field telegraph, as it is of the
utmost service.

CHAPTER Y.
The Command of Engineer Railway Cornpanies.-The Essential Principles of
the Use of Railways in War.-Ordinary and \Yar Traffic Management.11ilitary Traffic Management and Occasions for its Application.-The
Utilization of Enemy's Railways in the \\"ars of 1870-1 and 1877-8.Railway Troops and Railway Traffic Companies in Germany and France.
-The Railway Ba.ttalion of the Russian Army.-The NecesRity for
Russia to Organize in Peace Time.-Traffic Companies from the Per,wnnel
of the Railways.-The Necessity of ProYilling the Russian Railway
Battalion with Interrupted Practice in Peace Time and in Responsible
Railway 11anagement by Assigning to it the Administration of Somo
Small Brauch Line. -Field Narrow Gauge Railways and their Use in
War.-Field Railways with Steam Draft in Germany and Horse Draft
in Austria.-Proposed Ot·ganization of Sueh Railways· in Russia.
IMPORTANCE_ OF RA!L\\"AY~.-We have already discussed the
duties of engmeers on the repair :1nd construction of ordinary
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roads and bridges. But rnilroacls, as well as ordinary roads, play
an exceptionally important role in modern warfare in tbe preliminary, the auxiliary and even the main operations.
In view of this, it is a matter of the highest importance for a

field army to possess the means of putting in order and of
operating without nndne delay ra.ilways captured from the enemy.

The Railway Section of a Fielr/ Gvmpany.-ln accordance with
para. i. of Regulations for Sp,cialist Portions ~f /1,e En[Jineers, 1896,
the duty of constructing railroads is assignee! to the field engineer
troops. For carrying out this object each field comvany has among
its svecialists a raihray section consisting of 20 men of various

terms of service. In para. 25 of the Ins!mctions for the Specialist
Portions of the Engineers, 1891, it is laid down that this section
should consist of (a) privates who have gone through the course of
instruction at the sapper and demolition schools, (b), priYatcs who
have worked either on railways or with steam machinery and (c)
carpenters, locksmiths and blacksmiths. The completion of the
lower ranks of these sections by men of the above-named categories
meets with no difficnlties, except that men acqnainted with steam
machinery arc seldom met with in the field companies.
Their Tmining.-The railway sections of the sapper battalions
are trained every snmmer on the small model railway which is to

be faun,! in the park of ernry sapper brigade. In addition practical
instruction is carried out on free portions of any railway near the

sapper camp.
As far as possible the practical instrnction is also carried out in

the spring on railways near the headquarters of the battalion.
As a result of this instruction the railway sections are alJle to
carry out the repair and demolition of railroads. As regr1rds
traction, the men are only shown the construction of a locomotive
and are not trained to drive engines. \Yith traffic management also
they are practically nnacqnainted.

Their Use.-Taking into account that on mobilization the sapper
companies are distribnted among the infantry cli,·isions and that in
each company there are only 20 men with a knowledge of the
construction and repair of railroads, it is impossible not to come to
the conclusion tha.t recourse to the services of the railway section
of the sapper companies will only be made in case of dire necessity,

and then only for the repair of small sections of destroyed or
damaged perma.11ent way ; and they will be assisted by other
engineers or infantry working parties. The men of the railway
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sections may also be employed in preparing trucks for the con.
veyance of troops.
This modest rule of the railway sections is not difficult to cxplarn,
for the first specialist duty of the men is not railway work, they are
This
before all sappers and, as such, have already specialist work.
role is besides clearly laid down in Regulations for Specialist Portions
of the Engineers. For the working of rnilways in war and for the
construction of new railways in war, there are special engineer
troops-the rail way battalions.

The TVorkinq of Railways in Tf"ar. - Before examining the
organization and duties of the railway battalions in war we shall
give some general ideas on the working of railways in war.
Jlfain Principles.-The practical experience of the use of rail ways
in war during the second half of this century has given us certain
principles. The most important of these are:(1). On Jlfobilization ltC£ilways 1n1tst come under ihc 1llilitary
Authorities.-On mobilization every railway of the empire, with its
personnel and rolling stock, must come under the orders of the
military authorities.
(2). Two Categories-Peace and War Conclitions.-In such a case the
railway lines may be divided into two categories-(a), those on and
near the theatre of war ; (b ), those outside the theatre of war. The
former mnst be worked under war conditions 1 the latter may
maintain their ordinary organization.
(3 ). 1'hose under Civil and those under llfililary Jllanagement.The rail roads worked uncler war conditions may be divided into two
sections-(!£), those worked by the peace time administration, which,
however, is completely subordinate to lllilitary Directors of Railway (civil administration under war conditions) and (b) those
lines completely under military administration and worked by
railway troops (military administration).
U). Complete Control of Militciry Trains. -On railways with the
ordinary peace administration the agents of the War Office control
only the milita,ry trains, but unrler special circumstances may
control the personnel and rolling stock.
(5) . All under One H ead.- Thc "'"'wgement of C£ll mil,cays, both

those undu normal crncl those under war conditions, must be in the hands
of one ma,,i, This is imperative (a), so that military trains may
always be able to travel right through without delay; (/,), so that
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personnel and rolling stock may be shifted from one railway to
another without friction, as the circumstances of the hour reqnire.
(G). Railw,'1/S must be Watchecl in Peace l'ime.-Thc Ministry of
\Var must watch tbe railways in t he military interest in peace time.
The objects of this are (a) to obtai n a railway network which
will correspond with the strategic requirements of t he country; (b),
to ma.ke timely prepruations for a rapid change from peace to war
con,litions (mobi li zation of the rnilways) and (c) to prepare
beforehand time tables for the movement of men and stores on
mobilization for the strategic deployment.
(7). Uniform S!Jslem.-It is imperative for the success of railway
administration in war that in peace time all railways are organized
uniformly on one system corresponding to their duties in war.
This is particularly important with regard to t raffic (uniform rules
for traffic and signalling) and the construction and management of
the locomotives.
(~)- l'rctininy in Rapid Repairs.-To ensure the rapid repair and
preparation for traffic of lines captured from the enemy it is
imperative (a) to have in peace fnlly trained and reliable cadres for
the formation of construction and traffic railway companies; (b), to
form traffic sections in peace, inclepen,lcn tly of the railway troops,
from the railway officials servi ng on the varions railways and to
collect them periodically for practical exercises a nd (c) to have in
reserve in peace railway bridges and piers in numbered sections, so
that they can rapidly be put together.
T he System in Germcrny.-The railway system adopted in Germany
satisfies in a great measure the above-mentioned elementary
principles for railway management in war. In the German army
the Director of Railways, who is a member of the fiel<l headqua rter staff and subordinate to the Inspector-General of Etappen
and Railways, controls not only the railways in the theatre of war,
but every railway line in the empire. Besides this, the management
of troop trains on railways outside the theatre of war is the duty of
the chief of the rail w.iy section of t he general staff, who is
immediately subordinate to the Director of Railways .
.llilitary 1lfcmagem,nt of Railways.-The military management. of
railway lines is of particular interest for us. \Ve may divide railways into (a) those lines of our own or our allies, the manag~~ent
of which it is recoa nized must be wholly given over to the m1htary
authorities; (I,), li~es captured from the enemy; (c), lines built in
war time.
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(a). Rei>\force, but do not Remo,·e, the Civilian Slaff on ou.r Own Lines.As a fundamental principle it is neithcl' advantageous nor rntlis•
peusable to change the ch·il personn el who have charge of a line in

peace time for an exclusively military staff; the former have been
trained to a recognized system by years of work in combination, are

united in their interests and fully acquainted with idiosyncrasies of
the line and its management.

As a general rnle, the complete change of the rail way person,;el
of a line should only be carried out under rnry special circumstances,
but the strengthening of the personnel of any given line which may
happen to be in the theatre of war, in order to meet and deal with
particularly heavy traffic, is of frequent occurrence.

For instance,

in the war of 18i7-8 the personnel of the Roumanian railways was
reinforced by the men of our newly-formed railway battalions (first
by the 3rd, and afterwards by the 2nd and 4th), who not only
assisted in the general running of the lines, Uut in their up-keep and
improvement.

(b). l'he Enemy's Lines; how Repaired and TT'orked.-Directly any
territory is conquered from the enemy the railroads in it must be
repaired and got into running order. In 1870-1 the Prnssians had
to work about 1,800 miles of French railway lines and employed on
them about 25,000 men.

Howm·er, the experience gained in this

campaign led to the conviction that field railway troops formed at
the moment of necessity in time of war are not rilways up to their
wol'k. As a result rail way detachments were formed in Prussia, so
as to serve as a nncleus for constructional and traffic companies on
mobilizatiou. Besides these detachments 1 Germany has now railway
traffic troops formed from the personnel of the railways who are

liable for military service.
These troops are called out periodically for practice in railway
work under war conditions.

Som e l'w-/cish Lines in 18i7-8 work,cl by l'urlcs after they were
Capinml.-In the Russo-Turkish War oi 1877-8, when the Hussian
army had completed its winter campaign in the Balkans, use was

made of the Turkish railway line Sarambey-Constantinople (300
miles), and its branches Yamholi-Tirnol'o-Semenli (61 miles) and
Dadeagach-Kyleli-Burgas (66 miles). The Tur!<s in retiring on
Constantinople did not destroy the railway bridges across the

l\Iaritza (at Tiruovo-Semenli and at Kyleli-Burgas) and across the
Ard_a (near Ad1fanople). They limited themselves to burning the
rolhng stock, damaging the telegraph and burning the wooden
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trestle bridge (about H yards long) near Germanli station. This
bridge was re-built by an engineer company in a week.
Notwithstanding that there were three Russian railway battalions
in Turkey, this railway was worked by the same personnel which
had served under the Turkish management. Only some military
police and technical surveillance were provided by the 3rd and 4th
Battalions.
How the Line was G,umled.-According to the author of the article
"illaterials for the History of the 4th Railway Battalion" in the
Rnginee,. Journal, 1897, Nos. 6 and 7, the line was guarded in the
following manner :-At all stations anLl intermediate posts, which
were spaced about 6 miles apart, defensible posts for one to two
N.C.O.'s and three to six priYates were constructed. The duty of
these detachments included :-(1). The surveillance of the employes,
who were Bulgarians, Greeks, and Turks. (At first even the pointsmen, couplers, and guards of the trains had to be watched). (2).
The guarding of the permanent way and particularly the bridges,
embankments, etc.
It must be admitted that this is an exceptional example, and that
in future it is hardly possible that our army will be able to utilize
an enemy1s railway and work it by the same personnel which runs it
in peace time.
(c). New Lines Built in War.-The experience of 1870-71 and
18ii-i8 confirms the necessity of constructing new branches on
rail ways eYen during the progress of the campaign.
Thus the Pmssians built three branch lines.
1870-1.-(a). To avoid l\letz, from Remilly to Pont-a.-Mousson,
16 miles long, (b), to avoid the demolished tunnel at Nanteuil,
3 miles an,! (c) to avoid the demolished bridge de la Versine, 1 mile.
11177-8.-Our army in 18i7 built two railway lines-(o), BenderGalitz,a length of 171 miles, in 100 days; and (b) Fratesht-Chemnitza,
a length of 50 miles, in 50 days. Both these lines were built not
by the engineer troops, but by contractors. The explanation of
this is that the work had to he carried out in the country of an
ally, not of an enemy, and with the object of increasing the very
insufficient railway communication of Roumania. In future we may
expect that the construction of rail"·ay lines in an enemy's country
and their management will be carried outexclusively byrailwaytroops.
THE RAILWAY TROOPS OF FRANCE AND GERMANY.-The regular
and rational solution of the question of the rapid repair and the
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immediate opening for traffic of railways in time of war, equally

with that of the construction of new branches, is of the very
greatest importance. Let us examine how this question is solved in
Germany and in France, in the two empires which had notable
practice in working railways for milita.ry p11rposes in 1870-1.
Gtnnany.-In Germany in time of peace there are 21 railway
companies. On mol,ilization each company is expanded into four
companies, three constructional and one traffic, and there are there~

fore available 63 constructional and 21 traltic companies. Each
traffic company has t.o work a section of lin e about 27 to 36 miles
long.

For the practical instn1Ction of the men. Prnssia bas a

military line Berlin-Jnterbog <ibout 27 miles lon g, which is managed
,cl together by the men of the railway regiment.
In war time the constructional companies are detailed to put in
order damaged or demolished railroacls and to construct new lines.
The traffic companies prepare the enemy's lines for trnffic directly
they are captnred.
It is proposed to divide captured lines into sections managed by
the "Field Directors of Railways," each section containing about
2 70 miles of line. Under the orders of each of these directors are
two railway traffic inspectors, dealing with about 135 miles each. Iu
each inspection a captain carries out the duties of general manager,
two lieutenants superintend the work, the 2nd lieutenants perform
the duties of traffic managers and controllers of all trains and
Iuclividnal railway officials are detailed as
ordinary repairs.
managers of shops) stores, telegraphs, etc.
Under the orders of each inspector are:(a) . Raihrny traffic detachments for every 27 to 36 miles. These
detachments are formed in peace time of railway employes as
mentioned aboye and replace the railway traffic companies of the
leading armies, leaving them available to repll.ir and prepare for
traffic any lines that may be captured.
(b). Gangs of workmen for loading and unloading warlike stores,
supplies, etc.
France.-In the French army there is one railway regiment (the
5th Engineers) consisting of two four-company battalions. The
practical instruction of these units is carried ont at the railway park
in Versailles, and on the State railway Orleans-Potay-Voves-Chatres,
which is about 45 miles long.
Particular attention is paid in France to the formation in peace
time of technical railway traffic detachments of the regular railway
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These detachments are periodically mobilized for
employes.
practical work. The personnel of these detachments work· together
at their special duties in peace and form a united body for analogous
work in war, with the advantage that the seniors know the character
and ability of their subordinates and these latter know their chiefs
and each other. This guarantees success in snch a complicated, important and responsible work as the management of a. railway in "·ar.
In the article "Railway Troops," by A. von Venclrich (in the
Vo,jenny Soomik, No. 7, 1896), is inserted a translation of the regulations for the org,inization of these detachments and instructions for
their control. From these are extracted the following details of
their formation, instruction ancl management.
(!). The detachments for military communications form a corps
having a permanent organization in war. It is responsible for the
construction, repair and working of all rail ways, the service of
which is not assured by the national railway companies. These
detachments have their own hierarchy without any relation to the
arm_,·.
(2). The personnel of the detachments is formed from the engineers
first and second grade employes and the workmen of the six great
railway companies and the State railways. The senior employes
are obliged to serrn three years in the detachment and have the
privileges of "volunteers." The lo,ver ranks are taken principally
from those men liable for military service; they join willingly, as
they escape all other military duty.
(3). From the personnel of the private and Government lines are
formed nine detachments, each known by a number. With the
exception of the SLh Detachment, which is mixed, each railway
company provides a detachment.
(1). Each detachment is managed by a special administratirn
council, the president of which is the chief of the detachment and
its members are the tmffic managers, the road engineers, the
mechanical engineers and the chief accountant, with a secretary.
The chief of the detachment, who is generally a retired Engineer
officer, has the rights of the commander of a corps and is immediately subordinate to the committee of military railroads. All
the senior ranks of the detachment, as well as the chief of it, have
the usual disciplinary powers.
(5). In peace the detachments, by order of the Minister of '1'ar,
carry out inspections, reviews and musters for practice. ,vhen
called out in peace time all ranks are paid.
Q
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(6). In war time all ranks wear a uniform. It is somewhat
similar to that o! the Engineers, but with the addition of a wheel
and with lace on the sleeves and cap, depending on the rank in the
railway service.

The seniors also wear uniform on certain occasions

in peace time.
(7). Each detachment is <lil'i<lccl into three parts-service of
traffic, service of permanent way and service of traction.

Each

service has its own personnel. Each detachment has a total of 1,273
men, by whose help it can work 180 miles of line.
DJWUCTIONS

FROM

GERMAN AND FRENCH PRACTICE.-.Examining

the organization of the railway troops in Germany and France,

our attention is drawn to the two following facts:(1). Plenty of Practice.-In both empires the railway troops are
exercised in peace time and are responsible for the actual working

-0£ certain lines. This is most important, as it gives a guarantee
that these troops will show themselves eqnal to the duties expected
of them in war time. It is imperative that such complicatecl «nd
,·esponsible work as the working of " rctilway in wc,r shouhl be taught
pmcticctlly by the actuctl management of a railway and the instruction
£hould be by no means limited to lines in an engineer park, where
at the best of times there is hardly more than two or three miles.
(2). Employes of the Railways usecl as Reserre.-Independently of
the railway troops-not only in France 1 but also in Germany, where

there are on mobilization 84 railway companies-traffic detachments
.are formed in peace time from the personnel of the great rail ways.
These detachments arc of great use to the army in case of need(a), they stre11gthen the personnel on the national lines on which
there is more than usual traffic and (b) work lines taken from the
-enemy.

There are actually in France nine traffic detachments,

which hardly cost the " 'ar Office anything ancl are capable of
working nearly 1,600 miles of lines.
RUSSIAN RAILWAY TR0OPS. - In the Russian army of to-day
there are seven railway battalions-four regular (1st, 2nd, 3rd, -!th),
two Trans-Caspian and one Central Asian. The last is stationed in
the Priamur military district. The 1st Railway Battalion consists of
4 companies, 2 construction and 2 traffic.

The remaining regular

battalions (2nd, 3rd, aud 4th) and the two Trans-Caspian have each
5 companies, 2 construction, 2 traffic and a depOt.

On mobiliza-

tion the depot company, with the help of reservists, forms
1 battalion of 4 companies, 3 traffic and 1 construction.
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TLus, if we allow that the two Trans-Caspian battalions, which in
peace work the Trans-Caspian railway, are available, there will be
in the European theatre of war (a) 12 construction and 12 traffic
companies :ind (b) :5 construction and 15 traffic companies; in all
44c companies. Nothing has as yet been done towards forming
rail way detachments from the personnel of the railways.
Russian and Germnn compared.-Comparing the Russian railway
organization with the German we see that (a) in Germany the
21 railway companies of peace time become 84 companies in war,
the constructional companies (63) being three times as nnmerous as
the traffic companies (21). The explanation of this is that it is
propose<l to hand over the working of railways taken from the
enemy to the detachments formed of the railway employes of the
national lines. The regulal' engineer railway companies are only
expected to prepare lines taken from the enemy for traffic. When
they ha\'e put them in order they band them orer to the detachments. The repair of demolished railway lines, as well as the
building of new branches, is, in the German army, carried out by
the constructional companies. On the other hand, in the Russian
army the 2i railway companies of peace time give on mobilization
only H companies, 17 construction and 27 traffic. It is impossiLle
to concede that these numbers are sufficient and it is imperative to
take measures to increase them. It would appear that this could
be done without increasing the number of peace battalions. Sup•
pose on mobilization that each active railway company be divided
into two companies, then the six battalions before mentioned would
give !8 companies and with the depot companies expanded into
battalions as before, 68 companies, ~9 construction and 39 traffic.
Besides this it is necessary to form military railway traffic detachments
from the "personnel" of the national Milways.

[NOTE i.-The formation of these detachments is facilitated by
the present law, No. ~6 of 1888, by virtue of which the rank and
file of the reserve of the army serving voluntarily on the railways
are not required to join their units on mobilization, but remain in
the railway service; they come, if required, under the orders of the
responsible commander of the station.]
The principle accepted in France should be rigidly maintainedthat each detachment should be wholly formed from the personnel
of one national railway company. In all the empires of \\'estern
Europe the railway national companies have this obligation imposed
on them. It is imperative to introduce it iuto Russia. The
Q2
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l\linistry of Communications and the Ministry of 1Yar should be
instructed to arrange it.

The realization of this measure will make it possible (1t) to
increase the number of construction companies by a corresponding

decrease of the traffic companies; (b), to make <tvailable for the
active army the two Trans-Caspian railll'ay battalions, leaving the
working of the Trans-Caspian rail way in war to the before-mentioned
railway detachment.
The Instniclion of the Rank and Fi/e.-Turning to the question of
the special instruction of the rank and file of the railway battalions
in peace, it is evident that as the l wo Trans-Caspian battalions are
actually responsible for the working of the Trans-Caspian rnilway,
they enjoy a most excellent training, not only in traffic management, but also in maintenance of the permanent way, etc. The
Central Asian battalion receives a similar training on the Siberian
milway. It appears also that the constrnction companies of the
2r,d, 3rd, and 4th Battalions as a railway brigade, independent of
practice in the engineer park, are exercised nearly eYery year
under the orders of the headqnarter :;taff in the actual constructio11
of new· lines of railway, occasionally unJer nearly war conditions.
1890.-Thus in 1890 the 2nd and 4th Railway Battalions con-

structed the Kavertz-Lutzky branch of the South-1Yestern Railway,
seven miles long, under the superintendence of Lieut.-General
Golovin.
1891.-In 189 1 the 4th Railway Battalion built the fortress rail-

way in Kronshtadt.
1893.-In 1893 experimental broad and narrow gauge lines were
laid at Novogeorgievsk under the superintendence of Lieut.-Geueral
Bogoloobov.
1894.-In 1894 the following work was carried out :-the building of the railway at Libav, the Omno-Olitsky branch and the rapid
construction of the Bielsky-Gainobsky branch of the South-Western
Railway.
1895.-In 1895 the experimental construction of fortress lines at

Sebastopol was carried out, and lastly
1896-7.-In 1896-1897 the experimental construction of field
narrow gauge railway for steam draught at Looblin under the

superintendence of Lieut.-General Bogoloobov.
Undoubtedly all these works were of the greatest use, acquainting
both officers and men with the practical construction of railways;
but they do not give sufficient practice in the working of a railway.

There m,s certainly some practice in this (particularly in the
Looblin cxperinients), but it was far from sufficient, because it was
a narrow gange experimental line anJ not nearly all the traffic
<.!Ompanies took part in it.
Continuous Practice in Tf'orkiny II Line is Xecessciry.·-1'hcrefore, in
order that the rein/, <£11ll file of the traffic companies may be up tu their
wotl.· in 1car, it is imperative that we cop.tJ France ancl Germany wul give
the men continuous practice in the u-orking of " line. :For this ohject
some particular \.,ranch of a rail way should be handed over to the
railway brigade, which should be made responsible for its proper
A suitable loop line, with a small passenger and goods
working.
traffic, is the Prinarevsky raihrny (Malkin-Ostrolenk~ Lomka-Lapi,
111 miles long), with t11·0 ends (Malkin and Lapi), joining the
Petersburg-\Yarsa.w line.
Trar Conditions Desirable.-Tbis, however, is not altogether
snfficient; as the rail way battalions in peace serve only as schools
for the training of rail way employes for carrying out rail way service
in war time, it is evidently imperntice to teach the officers cind N.C.O.'s

of these bi/a/ions the working of c, rnilway 1lncler war conditions as well
as peace, e.g., to manage heavy traffic, say 16 trains in 2± hours,
which is about what would be expected in war, for a period of
several days every year.
Bridging, Builcling.-It is also imperative to practice the rank and
file of the construction companies in the erection of iron bridges of
a fixed pattern, which should be prepared in numbers approximate
In France, at the Yersailles
to what will be required in war.
Engineer Park, there are about a hundred bays of iron bridge, each
The rail way construction companies are
about 70 feet long.
practised in turn in putting up and taking down a rail way bridge
with fixed abutments and piers and fastened together with screw
Lolts.
NARRO\\' GAUGE RAILWAYS.-Independently of increase of broad
gauge railways for strategic purposes at homo and abroad, the
question of the use of narrow gauge rail ways, with steam or horse
draught, for an army in the field has been much discussed; such
railways are generally known as field railways.
Admntages.-The chief advantage of these railways, as compared
with broad gauge, is the rapidity with which they can be laid. On
this quality depends the special claim made for field rail ways-that
they may replace not only railroads but ordinary roads and may
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be built anywhere, where a country road is possible. For they
render possible (a) a considerable reduction in the radius of the
cun·es (40-35 yards), (Ii), the admission of considerably steepe,·
gradients, 55 in 1,000, instead of S in 1,000 required on the broa,l
gange and (c) a decre'.lse in the requirements in the strength of
bridges, etc.

The small radii of the cuJTes and the increased gradients m:.ke
it possible to apply the railway to the actual surface of the ground
without the necessity of constructing high embankments or deep
cuttings.
The carrying power of field railways is not great, 300-700 tons
per 24 hours.
The weight of each train of a field railway is not great
(about 61 tons of useful capacity), requiring small draught power
and, therefore, on1y a s1nall strain on the locomotive, which,
on the 2-foot gauge, for instance, only weighs from 2½ to 3 tons.
This decrease of strain on the locomotive is Yerr importa11t as

regards the rapidity of building the line, for the less the weight of
the locomotive the less the strain on the permanent wa.y ; so that the

ballast and all the sleepers, rails, etc., may be less solid. Similarly,
the time required for building bridges may be much curtailed.
Use of Narrow Gmtge Railuays.-N arrow gauge rail ways find
their use in war under the following circumstances : -

(! ). For S1<pply.-For uniting the Mtional railways with the
for although all the
nearest points of the enemy's system
11eighbonring empires have extensive railway systems, on declaration

of war the country which had at first to remain on the defensive
wonld render unserviceable the sections of the line Jying bet,veen

the frontier and the line of strategic deployment (tunnels and
bridges would be destroyed, part of the permanent way remornd,
embankments torn down).
On the advance of the army towards the front.ier and beyond it,
its supply would depend on A.S.O. transport. But this arrangement, as it depends on the quality of the roads, is not altogether
reliable and very troublesome, especially as the distance between
If it is
the field army and its points of concentration increase.
possible to construct several lines of field railway as the army
advances, so that they :i.re in a condition to bring up supplies every

day and uninterruptedly, then the burning question of supply is
very simply and snre]y solved.

(2). For Dii'ersion Lines.-For the construction of loop lines (to
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avoid a fortress or some engineering work, e.g., a tunnel which has;

been destroyed) and for connecting branches with the enemy's
lines.
Us(f1tl11ess Depends on Rapidity of Constrnction.-The usefulness of
a branch railway made in war time depends mainly on the rapidity
of its construction. The historical facts as regards the building of
railways are as follows :-(a). The branch built by the Prussians in
l SiO to avoid Metz, 15½ miles long, took 35 Jays (little less than
½a mile :t chy) and was of hardly any use to the Prnssians, as its
completion was nearly synchronous with the surrender of the
fortress; (/,), the line Frateshti-Chemnitza, built in 18i7, 50 miles
long, was constrnctecl at the rate of slightly over a mile a day, but,
in consequence of its late completion, die\ not entirely fulfil the
hopes placed in it; (c), the gre,ctest success attained in railway
building in war wa.s on the line Bender-Galatz, in 1877; 171 miles

were completed in 100 days.
If we reject exaggerations and accept the opinion of the commander of the Prnssian railway regiment, Taubert, the mean rate
of construction of a reliable narrow gange rail \Y:l.}' for steam traffic

is about 3} miles (6 kilometres) per 24 hours, and that this result is
amply sufficient to enable ns to decide on principle what type of
rail way should be built in war.
(3). For Cei11tnre Railways.-In fortresses, for connecting the
enceinte with the girdle forts and these with each other.
(-!). Fur Atliick of Forlresses.-In the att.ack of fortresses, for
bringing up the siege park (anJ other material) from the end point
of the railway to the artillery siege park and quarters of the
1,lockading troops. This line will have the character of a cei11ture
railway all round the fortress attcicket!. It is eviclent that for constructing this line in time of war the f,tores collected in the frontier
fortresses for laying fortress railway will be ma.de use of.

(5). Fur Temporary Lines.-For the rapid tiansport of loads for
comparatively short distances (e.g., the arming of a position with siege

or fortress artillery, the formation of depots, etc.). This class of
line, haYing merely to serve for a short time, may ba.vc the character
of a light portable railway of the Decauville, Dolberg, or Tacbtareb
type.
E1:periments with Narrow Gauge in Gennan,y.-During the last
seven years very serious experiments lu-we been carried out in

Germany in order to determine the details of the material for field
railways with steam draught and, more particularly, practical data
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for their constrnction and working.

The

,var

Office has not

grudged money for carrying out these experim ents, as simulta.neously

with them and with the preparation of the materials for use in war,
the railway troops have received most excellent training in the
construction and working of the lines. In 1893 the experi mental
line Elzen Zelle, 42 miles long, was built; in 1895 the line
Jenickendorf-Doburg, 5i miles; in 1896 the branch BroterodeVernshausen, 9 miles; and, lastly, in 1897 the line \Verder-ZinnaBuckarsdorf, 4 9 miles.
The success in building these experimental lines was varied,

apart from the powers exhibited by t hem. Thus the BroterodcYernshausen line was built by two railway companies in 37 <lays;
as the length was only 9 miles this was poor, only l mile a day; it
should be mentioned the lin e was properly ballasted for its whole
length.
Forty-.Vinc Miles Built in Eight D1tys.-The fi eld railway WenlerBuckarsdorf was bt1ilt by the men of the 16th Railway Company
(sic). The aim in view in constructing it was to lmild 80 kilometres
(48 miles) in 8 days, and in the following 8 days to transport OYer
it part of the artillery siege park (guns anrl platforms), 32 tous of
supplies and the guard siege artillery regiment with its baggage

and equipment. It was, therefore, necessary to build the line as
quickly as possible, without ,lctriment to its solidity, that it migl,t
be uninterruptedly used by heavy traffic from the very opening of
the line. For keeping the permanent way in order the line was
d ivi,led into sections of about 12 miles each.
The survey for the choice of route was canied out before the
commencement of work hy a special commission.

According to the

conditions, that no embankments were to be prepared and no
depressions levelled up where it appeared possible to use the slopes
without exceeding the limit of the gradient, the laying of 49 miles
of the permanent way was accomplished in 9 days. There are no
details as to how the traffic of the line was worked. This is much
to be regretted, as in all probability the very rapid constrnction of
the line to the detriment of its solidity must have affected its
carrying power during the first days of its working.
Narrow Guuge Pattern Selected by Gernurny.- As a result of these

experiments Germany selected field railways with steam draught;
with 2-foot gauge; limit of gradient, 55 in 1,000; limiting radius
of curves, 100 feet; weight of rails, 18 lbs. to the yard; rails in
16¼-foot lengths, with 8 metal sleepers (weight 385 lbs.); locomo-
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tives, three-axled, weight 7 ½ tons, 2½ tons on each axle; available
carrying power of each wagon, 1,200 lbs.; traffic possibility of the
line, l-! trains per 2-1 hours. The prepared material for the construction of field railways is stored at Thorn and Insterhurg.
Aus/rim, Horse Draugltt.-In Austrio. railway transport with horse
draught finds favour. The lines ttre of the types (u) field (light)
,rnd (b) fortress. Gauge, 2 feet 4 inches; limiting radius of curves,
40 feet; steepest gradient, 1 in 100. In the field railway the rails
are 9·9 lbs. per yard, in the fortress 11 to 13 lbs. per yard; wooden
sleepers; rails fastened end to end by hooks on the Dolberg system.
Two-axlecl wagons are used with a useful carrying power of 400 lbs.
-each; dou\Jle wagons, carrying SOO lbs., are also made. It _is
calculated the maximum load (useful and dead) for each pair of
horses used is l,HO lbs. On the basis of experiments which haYe
lieen made, it is expected to lay 9 miles in 2-1 hours. Distance
between stations, 15 miles.
A train consists of 200 wagons with J00 horse.s. Such a train
will carry 60,000 lbs., i.e., the daily supply nf two Austrian army
corps. Traffic is only carried on by daylight, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
A train can only travel 30 miles a day ; for the traffic of 60 miles of
line 4 trains are required, 2 loaded and 2 empty. Loading and
unloading is carried ant at night.
The material for bridges is prepared in peace time, for the light
railway wooden, for the fortress lines steel trestles and girders of
the Eiffel type.
In Austria there is already the material for the construction
-of four field railwciys, each 60 to 65 miles long; it is stored at
Olmntz, Kracow, Przemysl, and Stryi. The material of the fortress
rail way is kept at Kracow and Przemysl.
For the construction and working of each lino one rn.ilway company is detailed, with a telegraph detachment and a landsturm
working party .
Com1xirison of Steam and Horse Draught.-If the capabilities of the
iielrl railway with steam draught and horse dniught are compared, it
will be seen that the former has gre:cter carrying power, but that the
latter can he more quickly built. Premising that on a steam railway 15 trains c<1n be despatched in each 24 hours and the useful
load of each train is only 12,000 lbs. (10 wagons), 180,000 lbs. will
be delirnrecl every 2-! hours instead of the 60,000 lbs. of the horse
railway. Thus the carrying power of the steam line is three times
.as great as that of the horse line. But in solving the question of
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choice of type for field railways it must be borne in mind that when
supplies and stores reach the end of the railway they have still to be
distributed to the army, which will be scattered over a wide section
and mostly at a long dis~ance from the end station of the railway.
Thus, considering tho ordinary use of the field railway to replace
A.S.C. transport with an army of five to six army corps, it would be
better to have three horse lines than one steam line, as the troops
would more easily and quickly receive the supplies intended for
them.
This advantage of the horse line is strengthened
by the facility with which it is built, compared with the steam
line, as its construction permits the greatest portability, considerably less preparation of the surface and much lighter

bridges.
It appears, however, that for fortress railways, as well as those
bnilt in war as diversions or branches and ceintnre railways round

invested fortress had better be for steam dranght on account of its
greater canying power.
Preparation of N,11.,-ow Ganqe Railway tlwt Russia should make.Turning to the question of field railways as it affects Russia, we
ought to have
Stores.-(1). In each of our three frontier military districts a few
horse railway parks (about one park to two army corps), each park
for 60 miles.
(2). To pro\'ide each frontier fortress with steam rail way parks ;
as these parks can be used as already noted in offensive operations,
the material may be somewhat greater in quantity th,in actually
required for the needs of the fortress.
(:3). Independently of steam raikays each fortress should contain
a small provision (6 to 9 miles) of light portable railway for tmnsporting heavy weights in view of the necessity of having to rapidly
arm a position.
Personnel.-(4). For the construction and working of fortress and
field railways it is imperative to form in time of peace (a) in each
frontier fortress a railway company of the higher establishment.,
which in war is mobilized in a 4-company battalion; (b), in each of
the three frontier military ,listricts a railway battalion of the
following strength:-(!). Companies for the construction a111l
working of horse railways, one company per two parks; (2), two
railway cornpanies-constrnction and traffic-trained in the construction and traffic of hroad gauge railways.
This battalion should in peace be under the command of the
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General of the District. On mobilization each company of this
battalion should be expanded into two.
The inclusion, in this battalion of construction and traffic companies is desirable, as much for the increase of railway troops,
of which we have few, ss for the fact that the construction ancl
working of horse railways arc so simple that if the newly-formed battalion were left to do this simple work only it might degenerate
from an engineer into a mere transport unit.

CHAPTER

Smrn

YI.

~UGGESTIONS AS REGARDS THE ENGrNEER CORPS.

IN conclusion of our article we will make a few suggestions : (1 ). The Engi11eer Brigade Stajj'sholllcl 11ot Demobilize on Alobilization.We ha Ye shown abo,-e that in accordance with the Reg11/atio11.s Jo,·
the Dllties cincl Organization of the Field Engi11 eer Troops on
mobilization the commauder of an engineer corn pany becomes
divisional engineer, the commander of a batta1ion corps engineer.
It would seem desirnble that the commander of the engineer
brigade, as manager of the specialist instruction of the field
engineer units in peace, should fill the position of Inspector of
Engineers of an army. Bnt in accordance with the principle laid
down in the Regulations for the command of troops in the field,
that the chiefs of the sections of the staff of the military districts
occupy the posts of corresponding chiefs of sections in the field
headquarters of the army, the C.R. E. of the district becomes
Inspector of Engineers and the staff of the engineer brigade is
broken up, exhibiting itself as the only unit of the army "·hich
demobilizes instead of mobilizing on mobilization.
In the interest of the arm it would appear better not to break up
this staff, but to attach it as it stands to the staff of an army. The
officers of the engineer brigade staff by years of comrnon work are
accustomed to work together without friction arnl would form_ a
most useful nucleus for a ne,v staff, e.g., for the staff of the chief
engineer of a siege corps, the staff of a corps engineer of a
detached corps, the staff of the military goYernor of a captured
provi11ce.
(2). Suggestions as to the Ojjicers.-We have already seen the rnry
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Yarious special trades in which the lower ranks of the fi eld engineer
troops must be trained. For successful traini11g it is indispensa.blc
to barn in the engineer battalions a Yery fully trained and reliable
staff of officers. At present the engineers are mainly snpplied
with officers by the Nicholas Engineer School, the establishment of
which has lately been considerably increased. However, the supply
of officers from t hi s school is still insufficient and the nnmbers a,re
made up by can,lidates from the war schools, who arc transferred
witho11t examination, after being in the school a year and receiving
an "approYed" certificate. Experience shows that ttbout one-half
of the officers enter th e engineers thus by transfer.
The newly gazetted officers, not only those from the war schools,
but those a,lso from the Nicholas Engineer School, make themselves
practically acquainted with the rnrious special duties during the
first year and, strictly speaking, only begin to be u~cful in second

year of service; in the third year they can enter the Engineer
Academy.
Too Frequent Changes.--The frcqnent change of officers in the
engin eer units is a great inco,wenicnce in evel'y way.

Tra.Jition,

which is the very breath of a unit, is kept up by the officers; if the
officers are frequently changed esprit de co,ps disappears. \Ve allow
that eYery officer does not go to the Ac1demy, * but those who do
not and remain with the various units, use every effort to get transfe1Ted to something, to the Guard, to the cadets' schools as
instrnctors, to the Iutendence, to the engineer units quartered at
Petersburg; some eYen try to get into the cavalry.
Slow Promotion.-Deeply regretting the above state of things, it
is imperative to explain its cause. The chief reason is that though
there is more work in the engineers tban in the other arms of the

service (they have the same work as the infantry and m addition
entrenchments, demolitions, telegraphs, railways, etc.), the promotion

is exceptionally slow, notably slower than in the infantry. It is
sufficient to say that in the present year, 1898, there are captains in
the engineer battalions who entered the army in 1870.
How to Accelerate it.-It is most important to help the engineer
officers and quicken their promotion. For this purpose it would
seem best to take the following measures :-(lt). To note the junior
field officers of the engineer battalions and the commanclers of
detached engineer companies (fortress) as candidates for the corn* Higher Engineer School.
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mancl of detached infantry battalions as well as of engineer units;
(b), to introduce a fixed proportion, say 1 to 8, between the
commands of engineer battalions given to guard and ordinary
engineer field officers; (c), to nominate the commanders of engineer
battalions to the command of fortress infantry regiments as well as
of infantry regiments. It would be .-ery useful if engineer officers
exclusively were nominated to commarnl fortress infantry regiments,
as in war time the duties of these are almost analogous with those
of engineer battalions.
(3). In order to improYe the status of officers in the field engineer
units, it is imµerative to nominate to them officers of the highest
military capacity. For this purpose it would seem well to take the
two following mectsures :(a). To nominate to the command of engineer companies (and
afterwards of battalions) officers of the general engineer staff whothemselves wish this. Agreement with this solution is unaYoidable,
as in war officers of the engineer staff* will be undoubtedly included
in the active army and will have to superintend the duties of
engineer troops with which they haYe actually not,hing to do in
peace. This question has been discusser! more than once in the
n1ilitary pa.per:,, for instance, in our issue in 1878, after the then
recent striking experiences of the Russian-Turkish ,var.
For the practical solution of the above question it would seem
possible to accept the same arrangement which obtains for officers
of the general staff commanrling companies and to lay clown that
the commander of an engineer company, in whose place an officer of
the genera.I engineer staff is commanding for a year, sho1lld ret..1.in
the ration allowed :wcl additional pay allotted to the captain of "
company. This would give a well-cleserrecl rest to an officer who
had been commanding a company 18 or 19 years. He might
clnring the time perform the duties of second in command of the
engineer battalion.
An officer of the engineer staff who receirncl a good report at the
end of his time of command of a company might be noted as a
candidate for chief of staff of an engineer brigade, and afterwards
for the command of a battalion. It is, of course, understood that
some fixed proportion must be kept for the field officer of the
engineer battalions, so that they are not injured. In our opinion it
might be laid clown that of eight vacancies in the command of
* Permanent fortress building staff.
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independent engineer units, one should be given to the staff officer
of the engineers of the guard, one to the general engineer stafl: and
six to the field officers of the engineer lx,ttalions.
Right lo Special Promotion of StaJf College Grn,luates.-(b). It is to
be regretted that officers who have passecl the General Staff
Academy and <tre doing duty with engineer troops, do not enjoy
the right to accelerated promotion to field officer's rank, which is
grantee\ to officers who have passed the Nicholas Engineer Academy.
According to a Regulation of 1869, 25 per cent. of the annual
promotion to lieutenant-colonel are given to captains of the
engineer units who have passed the Nicholas Engineer Academy
and have completed four years as captains ; besides this, these
officers may, by a decision of the Minister of \Yar, be promoted not
only in the engineers, but into the infantry, particularly into the
fortress regiments.
As in the engineer units captains on an average are promoted to
lieutenant,..colonel after abont ten years' sen·ice in their rank, it is very
essential, as much in the interest of justice as for the good of the
.service, to extend the right to officers who have clone the two years
course at the General Staff Academy; otherwise they will not
remain with their units, to the unspeakable loss of the service.
(J ). As we mentioned above, in the interest of the service it is
desirable to give the corps engineer the right of personal interview
with the army corps commander, in the presence of the Chief of
ihe Staff, i. e. , to make him immedi,ttely snbordinatc to the army
-corps commander.

(5). In the frontier districts it is imperntive to keep the engineer
battalions at war strength; they have so much work to do from the
very first day of mobilization that they will not have time to carry
,out their own mobilization.

PAPER IX.

LIGHT RAILWAYS, AND THE EFFECT OF
RECENT LEGISLATION THEREON.
d Lecllire delii'crecl by COLONEL G. F. 0. BOUGHEY, 0.S.I., LATE R.E.,

at the R.E. Institute 30th November, 1899.

THE subject to which it is my privilege to ask your attention this
ernning is Light Railways, and the effect of recent legislation
thereou.
What is a light railway 1 This is a question which has been put
t0 me times without number in the course of the last three years,
during which I have had the honour of being one of the Light
Railway Commissio11ers 1 and since it admits of no concise and exact
answer, I have had, when it has been put to me by the man in the
street, considerable difficulty in parrying it in order to proceed on
my way. Indeed, it is an attempt to answer this question, or ra.thn·
to assist you in framing an ans11·er for yourselves, that forms my
justification for appearing before you this evening.
The railway system of this country is one of which, on the whole,
we may be justly prou,L Constructed in the most substantial
manner, and worked with the aid of every appliance that can conduce
to safety, a very remarkable degree of speed, safety, and efficiency
has been attained. But this result has only been arrived at by
considerable expenditure both in construction and working. This
has rendered it impossible to serve districts without any large
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centres of population, the traffic from which could not possibly be
expected to give a remunerative return on the outlay.

There are

still many ,listricts in England where the cost of cartage to the
nearest station rnries from 5s. to I0s. per ton. This forms a heayy
tax upon agricultural produce, and it led people to think that the
system of constructing and working ~ail ways in this country was too

inelastic, if the neetls of these districts, which were being sorely left
behind in the struggle for existence, could not be supplied.
The first attempt made by Parliament to deal with this matter
was as far back as in the year 1868. In the Regulation of Railways
Act, 1S6S, certain clauses were introduced to facilitate the construction of what were termed light railways. Here we come upon
the first authoritative use of the term "Light Railway," and also upon
the first definition of a "Light Railway"; for that Act, somewhat
rashly perhaps, defined a" Light Railway" to be one upon which the
speed might not exceed 25 miles an hour, and the axle load, or
weight which could be brought upon the rails by any one pair of
wheels, either of a locomotive or of a vehicle, might not exceed
8 tons.
Here I may perhaps say that I Yenture to think the use of the
term "Light Railway" to designate lines of the class we are considering is unfortunate, as it seems likely to give rise to some
misapprehension of their character. It is curious that among the

many terms which are used upon the Continent of Europe to
designate lines of this class there is not one which can properly be
translated " Light Railway." They are termed Chemins de jel"
vicinaux ; chemins de fer d'intcret loca,l ). chemins de fer afflue11ts /
chemins de fer seco11daires; chemins de J<~r iconomiqnes; secwuliirUahnen;
nebenbahnen: lcleinbahnen; and localbahnen; or local, feeder, secondary,
cheap, or minor lines, but not light lines.

To return to the Act of 1S68.
this Act proved a failure, and only
about 130 miles were constructed
were, no doubt, many reasons for

The light railway provisions of
11 lines with a total mileage of
under these provisions. There
this failure, but looking at the

matter only from an engineering point of view, it is clear that if the

first essential of a minimum capital outlay is to be complied with,
the line mnst be as far as possible a surface line, with, in many cases,
severe gradients a11d sharp curves. A very light locomotive cannot

haul a remunerative load up very steep gradients at ordinary
railway rates. The limit of 8 tons per axle was therefore very
prejudicial to such lines, for on a gradient of 1 in 40, assuming a.
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tractive force on the Jeni of 101b. per ton, and an insistent weight,
of 6 times the tractive force, a locomotive with 16 tons on 2 pairs of
driving wheels coupled will only haul a gross load, including its own
weight, of about 85 tons, allCl with 2-1 tons on 3 pairs of driving
wheels coupled will similarly only haul a gross load of about 140
ton.s. In another way this limit of 8 tons per axle was prejudicial,
for it required special locomotives to be obtained instead of allowing
the line to be worked by some of the old locomotives of the main
line. There seems to have been some idea that on a light, railway
the trains must be light. But even this object was not attained, for·
an engine with 24 tons on 3 pairs of wheels coupled would haul just
the same load as one with the same weight on 2 pairs of wheels
coupled, or 12 tons per axle. The only thing really gained by the
regulation in question was that the rails might be a little lighter ;
but this at the best only resulted in a very trifling economy in the
cost of construction.
So far, then, we have rather come upon a description of what is.
not a light railway than upon anything to help us in determining
what is a light railway. But while so little was being done in
England other European countries were not idle, and in Belgium
alone, in recent years, no less than 1,000 miles of minor lines, mostly
on the metre gauge (3-foot 3¾-inch), have been constructed at a cost,
including rolling stock and all outlay, of rather less than £3,000 per
mile, and are paying over 3 per cent. per annum on the whole of
their capital. It is pointed out by Mr. Cole in a very useful book
which he has recently published, entitled Light Railways at H ome and
Abroad, that we were better off than our neighbours when we had
better railway accommodation than they. But the position is now
reversed, and the result has been that farmers on the Continent
have actually been able to undersell the British farmer in the
London market. The pressure of this competition again drew·
attention to the subject in England, and it was felt that something
more must he done to encourage the construction of light railways.
This feeling was given expression to by Mr. Acworth, who very
pertinently asked why, if light railways are useful to foreign,
farmers, must they be nseless to English farmers 1 A conference·
was held at the Board of Trade at the end of 1894 and the beginning of 1895, at which the subject was thoroughly discussed, and a
committee was appointed to report:(1). How far the usual requirements of the Board of Trade as to
constructing and working new railways may fairly be relaxed ,
R

especially in the case of lines built through sparsely populated and
agricultmal districts.
(2). Whether additional legal facilities fo r obtaining powers
to construct tram roads and light rail ways are necessary or
desirable. The result was I.be passing of the Light Railways Act,
!896.
This Act, in the first place, greatly cheapened the procednre
necessary for obtaining the authority for constructing a light railway
by the appointment of three Commissioners, who were to hold a
public inquiry on the spot in the case of every application for a light
railway made to them. This greatly reduced the expense of obtaining the necessary authority, which, previously, could only be got by
the costly process of obtaining a private Act of Parliament.
Secondly. The Acts of Parliament, which were generally applicable
to all railways, aud in particular t he enactments requiring the use
of continnons automatic brakes on passenger trains, the inter-locking
of points and signals, the provision of gates at level crosain gs 1 and
other matters relating to the public safety, which were obligatory
on all railways, were declared not to be applicable to light railways
unless specially applied to them by the Order :tuthorizing the line.
Thirdly. Any connty, borough, or district council was empowered
to apply for authority to construct and work a light rail way, or to
advance money to a light railway company by way of shares or
loansi and there was power to charge upon the rates any deficie1~cy
of interest on capital not provided from the profits of working.
Fourthly. The Treasury was empowered, at its discretion, to make
loans, or in special cases free grants of money, out of fund s specially
a llotted fr,r t hese purposes. Lastly. An Order made by the Commissioners was to have no effect until confirmed by the Board of
Trade, who were specially charged with seeing to the safety of the
public, and who were directed not to confirm an Order if by reaso n
of its magnitude, or of its effect on the undertaking of an existing
railway, the proposal ought, in their opinion, to be submitted to
Parliament,
From this very general description of the principal proYisions of
the Act of 189 6 it will be seen that, very wisely, no attempt was
made to define a light railway. The only definition attempted was
the negative one, that a line of considerable magnitude, or which
competed with an existing railway, was not a light railway. But,
subject to this, the Commissioners, and specially the Board of Trade,
were left free to impose such conditions as they thought proper,
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particularly in the matter of public safety, and, in short, were left
face to face with the question-Wh:it is a light railway 1
The Yiews of the Commissiouers and of the Board of Trade as to
what constitutes a light railway will be fonnd in the various Orders
authorizing the construction of light railways, of which a consider•

able number have now been issued and published, and can be
purchased.
The first and principal poiut which differentiates a light railway
from a.n ordinary railway is that light railways are essentially
lines of limited speed. It is clear that a limitation of the maximum
speed is the foundation for any economies that may be effected in
the cost of construction, or iu relaxing the precautions to be taken
for the safe working of trains. When the maximum speed is
limited, the cost of construction can be reduced to a minimum by
making the line follow closely the surface of the ground by the use
of sharp curves and severe gradients, which would not otherwise be
permissible. The permanent way, too, may then be of a type which
would not be up to the requirements of first-class lines of unlimited
speed. In this way the cost of construction may be greatly
lessened, and, similarly, the staff and appliances necessary for the
safe working of trains few in number and of limited speed may be

sensibly reduced. The Commissioners and the Board of Tracie ham
accepted the maximum speed of 25 miles an hour prescribed for
light railways by the Act of 1868, and in no case up to the present
has a higher maximum speed been allowed than 25 miles an hour
for a line of the standard J-foot 8½-inch gauge, though in some
case., a lower maximum has been laid down. On the Continent the
maximum speed usually mries from 18 to 27 miles an hour. In
Fmnce it is left to be determined by the Prefect.
The maximum speed being scttled 1 the minimum radius of curves
is gO\·erned by it. For lines of the standarJ gauge with a maximum

speed of 23 miles an hour the Light Railway Orders issued prescribe
a. normal minimum radius of curves of 9 cbainti, or, say, 600 feet.

Round curves of less radius than this, speed must be redncecl to 10
miles an hour, and a guard rail must be provided inside the inner

rail of the cune. It is usual to limit the maximum speed to 20
miles an hour on long inclines with gradients steeper than 1 in 50.
On a line which was almost entirely curved, with hardly any
straight portions, and with many curves of 600 feet rarlius, and
many gradients of 1 in 50, the maximum speed allowed was 20
miles an hour.
R2
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The above fignres arc for lines of the standard gauge. An orderhas been issued for a line from Leek to Hartington, a portion of
whirh, abont 8 miles in length, is in a difficult country, and has a
gauge of :3 feet 6 inches, with a ruling gradient of 1 in 40. For this

line a maximum speerl of 15 miles an hour has been prescribed and
a minimum radius of cnrve of -1,½ chains, sa.y, 300 feet, unles~

otherwise specially sanctionerl by the Board of Trade, in which case
the speed over curves of lesser radius is not to exceed 10 miles an
hour.

The next point to be considered is as to the weight of rail to be
adopted, and the weight it has to carry, that is, the maximum loa<l
that can be brought on to the rails by any one pair of wheels.
Here, as everywhere, the maximum speed is the chief determining

factor, for a lighter rail in proportion to the load can be allowed on
lines with limited speed than on those with nnlimited speed. The
orders issued allow of 50-lb., 1\6-lb., 60-lb., anrl 70-lb. rails, with
corresponding axle loads of 10, 12, 14, and 16 tons respectively. It
is not desirable to have too light a rail, especially where there are
sharp curves and gradients. The rail I wonld recommend for lines .
of the standard gauge, and for all but very special cases, is a 60-lb.
flat-footed rail with a maximum axle load of 14 t,ons. This has the
advantage of being within the limit of weight of a large proportion

of the locomotives on existing lines, so that the branch line could be
worke,1 by locornotirns from the main line without having to obtain
special ones for the purpose. Olrl rails, which are still in good condition, but are no longer fit for the heavy weights and high speeds
of main line traffic, may well be used on these lines. The supply
of these at low rates is an important way in which main lines may

assist light railways, and at the same time secure the construction
of useful feeders to themseh·es.
I now come to the matter of crossing public roads. We have
seen that the line must be as far as possible" surface line in order
to carry out the condition of a minimum cost of construction. This
is also necessary, because there must be frequent stations or goods
sidings in order to serve the district properly. It is, therefore,
unal'oiJable that many roads shall be crossed on the level. l\Iain
roa<ls carrying a fair amount of traffic must, of course, be provided

with gates and gatekeepers if they cannot be passed under or o,·er
the line by bridges. But if for the reasons already given, that is to
say, either on the ground of economy, or in order to have

;:i,

station

at or near a main road, it is necessary to cross it at about the level
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<if its surface, it is not in the interest of the locality to make a
hnmp some 16 01· 17 feet high in an otherwise fairly leYel road in
order to carry it over the line by a bridge. It is better to have
gates and a gatekeeper. The orders issued, recognizing that the
unmber of trains on light railways are not likely to be numerous,
provide that the gates shall be kept closed across the rail way except
when required to be opened for the passage of trains. The road
traffic is thus unobstructed except for the passage of some six or
eight trains daily, three or fonr in each direction, and trains cannot
pass unless they see that the line is clear.
But there are many other roads of rnrious r.lasses, down to mere
,country lanes, on which the traffic is light, and which cannot be so
fully protected. On the Continent of Europe, as a rule, such crossings are not guarded or protected in any way. If light rail ways in
this country are to be constructed and worked economically, people
will ham to get accustomed to level crossings, and to look out for
themselves as they do on the Continent, or, indeed, as everyone
must do when merely crossing a street, in a town. Parliament has
granted to the Board of Trade full discretion as to what regulations
affecting the public safety shall be applied to light railways, and by
so doing appears to have recognized the principle that the same
precautions are neither possible nor necessary in the case of light
railways as for ordinary railways. The matter has been dealt with
in the orders issued b.r requiring gates a.t certain specified roads,
which include all the principal ones, and on roads of less importance,
where the line is fenced, which in this cow1try is generally the cuse,
what is known as an American cattle pit, or cattle guard, is required
to be proYided. These are a novelty in England, but they have
been successfully used in other countries, and even as near to us as
in Ireland. They consist simply of a shallow open culvert some
4 feet wide, cut across the railway, and bridged over by the rails.
In some cii.ses they are covered with a grating of wood or angle
iron set edgewise, which animals will not put their feet upon.
A11imals passing along the road arc therefore prevented from leaving
the road and straying upon the railway. The speed is ordered to
be reduced to 10 miles an hour, or less if the Board of Tra,le so
rnquire, for 300 yards before passing ornr the crossing, and a notice
board bas to be put up on the road 50 yards on each side of the
crossing. There is also power to the Bo<trd of Trade to require
gates at any of these crossings if hereafter found necessary. \\'ith
all these precautions there is no reasonable prospect of danger, and
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it is to be hoped that in time t he public will be satisfi ed that they
are sufficiently protected.
I have mentione,l that orders have been issued for light railways
of at least two different gauges, the standard gauge and a 2-foot
6-inch gauge, so I must say a word abont gauge.

But there is

already a good deal of literature on the subject, and I have no
desire to add to it. In Mr. Cole's book, which I have already
allndcd to, there is a whole chapter on t he question of gauge.
There is, or was, a very general impression that a light railway
mnst be a narrow gauge line. Thi s is not so, and I will endeavour

to state shortly my own personal Yiews on the subject of gauge as
affecting light railways, and leave you to form your own opinions

on the question.

A light railway or branch line should be of the

same gauge as the main line unl ess there are sufficient reasons to

t he contrary.

But in a difficult country, where the sharp curves

at.lmissible on a 2-foot 6-iuch gauge lin e wonld admit of a considerable saving in the cost of construction, and where there is a sufficient
area to be served, and conseqnent length of line to make that saving

important, and to jnstify the provision of special rolling stock, and
specially where the branch leads direct into a market tow n so that
a considemblc proportion of the goods traffic will not neecl to be
transhipped-in such cases, I think, the adoption of a 2-foot 6-inch
gange would be justifiable.
There is a strong feeling in England against a break of gauge

which cannot be ignored, and I do not wish to underrate the cost
and delay due to transhipment. But in t he case I have mentioned
I think there are sufficient reasons for encountering the disadvantages of a break of gauge.

In such a case full advantage

should be taken of the flexibility and economy of a very narrow
gauge, and I have no hesitation in expressing my preference for a

2-foot 6-inch gauge where the standard gauge has to be departed
from. i\Iodern designs of locomotives and rolling stock enable a
line of this gauge to carry a considerable traffic with good and
economical train loads, as I think those of yon will admit who saw
the rolling stock for the Barsi light railway in India, which was
exhibite,l at Leeds some three years ago. With no load brought
upon the rails by any one pair of wheels greater than five tons, a
locomotive with four pairs of wheels coupled, or 20 tons on the
driving wheels, was capable of hauling, including its own weight,

750 tons on the level, or 110 tons on a gradient of 1 in -l0,
in bogie wagons of a gross weight, including tare and load of :?O
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tons each, and was going round curves of, I think, only 150 feet
radius.

There is yet one more important point which the engineer must
consider before he can proceed to lay out his line, and th"t is
whether the line must be taken across country on land to be
acquired for the purpose, or can be laid along the side of a road.
Land in England is Yaluable, especially when required for a railway.
A light milway can seldom do with less than an average width of
one chain (66 feet) or 8 acres per mile, and this at £100 per acre
comes to £800 per mile. Naturally, therefore, where there is a
nice green along the side of a road, an engineer looks at it with
longing eyes. There is at least one line in England which is laid
on the side of the road. This is called the Wisbech and U pwell
Tramway, but it is for all practical purposes a light railway, or
branch of the Great Eastern Rail way, about 5¾ miles in length. It
is laid on the side of a Yery wide road in Cambridgeshire. It is
a very interesting line of its kind, and does not appear to cause any
practical ineonYenieuce to the traffic on the road. Lines along the
side of roads are more common in Ireland, where the exclusive use

of a strip by the side of a road is allowable, provided that a width
of not less than 18 feet of roadway is left untouched. The objections to the use of the side of a road are that this commonly involves
bad gradients and sharp curves, which form a permanent increase
to the cost of working, and it is often necessary to diverge from the
road and acquire land in order to avoid them, or to pass behind a
village. If the roacl is near a town, and the land along it is likely
to be built upon, the presence of a rnil way on one side of the road
would be prejudicial. And, lastly, the maximum speed would
probably be reduced from 25 miles to 15 miles an honr, or less,
when running on the side of a road. It is, therefore, only in
exceptional cases of a very wide road with good gradients and
curves that a light railway can appropriate a part of it for its
exclusive nse.
The engineer may now proceed to set out the line in accordance
with the principles I haYe indicated, and in doing so it is only
necessary for him to bear in mind this one additional point-that the
line is not required to 1,e a direct line from point to point, but
rather a circuitous one, laid out so as to serve as many centres of
traffic and population as possible. To sum up, I woul,1 say that the
principles affecting the construction of a line as a light railway are
as follows :-A light railway being one of limiter! speed, advantage·
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,ahoul<i he taken of this to make it as far as possible a surface line
with sharp curves and severe gradients. The weight of rail to he
adopted must be suitable to the speed and tho maximum axle load.
The crossing of public roads on the level must be accepted. The
gauge should ordinarily be the standard gauge of the conntry, but if
it has to be dep~rted from, a 2-foot 6-inch gauge should be adopted.
The line should ordinarily run on land to be acquired for the
purpose, but may run by the side of the road in exceptional cases
""here there is a strip of waste available for the exclusive use of
,the line. And, lastly, the line should be laid out so as to serve as
.many centres of traffic and population as possible, rather than in a
•direct course from point to point.
For actual details of construction I cannot do better than refer
you to those bid down in France for lines of local interest in a
decree of August, 1881. These regulations do not prescribe a
maximum speed, which is left to be determined by the Prefect.
They deal with three gauges - 4-foot 8½-inch, one metre
{3-foot 3¾-inch), and three-quarter metre, or 2-foot 6-inch, and
prescribe standard dimensions for all these gauges on the following
amongst other points : -Rails.-60-lb. iron or 50-lb. steel for the 4-foot 8½-inch gauge.
For other gauges weights to be prescribed.
Ballasl.-H inches deep. The width at top to be equal to the
greatest width of vehicles.
Fornwtio11.- ,vidtb to be such as to give 3 feet on each side
beyond the toe of slope of the ballast.
Curi:es.-l\Iinimum radius : 4-foot 8½-inch gauge .. .
.3-foot 3f-inch gauge .. .
~l-foot 6-inch gauge .. .

820 feet .
3~8
164

Gradienls.-Not t0 exceed 3 per cent. except iu exceptional
circumstances.

Straight or Level Portions betwem Opposite Curres and Gradients.200 feet for the 4-foot 8½-incb gauge; 130 feet for smaller gauges.
Level Crossings.-Types of barriers to be determined by the
Prefect. Gatekeepers' houses may be dispensed with at little
frequented crossings.
Fencing.-Permission may be granted to dispense with fencing,
,except_(a). In crossing inhabited places;
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(b). In parts contiguous to public roads;
(c). For a length of 10 metres (33 feet) on each side of level
-crossings a.nd stations.

Standard dimensions for rolling stock and fixed structures are
~!so prescribed.
From a report made by Colonel Addison on light rail ways in
Italy I find that a classification has been drawn up giving four or
five different types of secondary railways, fixing in each the gauge,
the weight of rail, the maximum curvature and gradients, the
maximum speed, the minimum width of formation, depth of ballast,
etc. If a new line is proposed it is only necessary to select one of
these types.
In India complete standard dimensions have been laid down
for the 5-foot 6-inch and metre gauges (3-foot 3j-inch). The
4-foot 8½-inch gauge is not in use in India.
A line having been constructed as a light railway, we have now
to consider how it may be worked as a light railway. I have heard
it said that the only thing about a light railway that is light is the
traffic. From the nature of the case the traffic must be light, ;;nrl
these lines cannot be made to give any return on their outlay
unless worked in the most economical manner. Here, again, spee<l
is the ruling factor, and precautions which are necessary in the case
of lines of unlimited speed with trains following one another at
short intervals may safely be relaxed in the case of lines with few
trains and restricted speed. The most important of these requirements are those which relate to the provision of continuous autonrntic brakes on passenger trains and the interlocking of points
with signals.
As regards continuous automatic brakes, it appears from Mr.
Cole's book on light railways that they are frequently dispensed
with on the Continent when the speed does not exceed 18 to 25
miles an hour. Mr. Cole quotes from the proceedings of the International Railway Congress of 189~, a table showing the percentage
of brake power to gross weight of train for speeds up to 24 miles an
hour and on different gradients, recommended by the " Union des
.::hemins de fer Allemands," and apparently, he says, adopted in
Austria-Hungary. Mr. Cole:s book also contains a valuable note by
Mr. Hodson, Directot· of Construction, Indian State Railways, on
the theory of brake power. In India I have been accustomed for
many years to work long Jines with considerable traffic without
-continuous brakes on passenger trains running at speeds consider-
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ably above% miles an hour, and it is only now, when speed and traffic
are considerably increasing, t hat automatic brakes are being adopted
in India, even on the main lines. A very light t raffic can only be
economically worked by mixed trains of passengers and goods.
A very large proportion of the traffic in India is carried in mixed
trains. The goods stock is of a good type, and is fitted with screw
couplings. It is placed in front of the passenger vehicles for
conYen ience of shunting at roadside stations, and consequently
there are no continuous brakes, though mixed trains consisting of
30 vnhicles and upwards are not uncommon. In England, however,.

the orders issued for light railways almost invariably require the
use of contin uous brakes on passenger trains.

Similar remarks apply to the interlocking of points and signals.
Again referri11g to J\lr. Cole's book I find that on German light
lines there is power to dispense with fixed signals, and even with

point indicators on facing points.

In Indict I have long been

accustomed to facing points unconnected with sig nals, and subj ect

only to a restriction of speed over them to 10 miles an honr. The
orders issued for light railways in England provide that at crossing
stations there shall be a home signal for each direction at the
entrance points, and that precautions shall be taken t hat no signals
shall be lowered unless the points are in the proper position, and
that two conflicting signals cannot be given.

Platforms may also be dispensed with if conYenient means of
access to the carriages are provided. This is an important item of
economy in construction, for platforms, though convenient, are
costly in the amount of underground work required, not on ly for

themselves, but to raise all t he station buildings to the same level.
On the Continent they are frequently dispensed with even on main
lines.

In India, for new intermediate stations, I have often slopecl

the platform up from the rail s at a slope of, say, 1 in 20, and set
the permanent or temporary buildings far enough back from the rails,
so that thei r floor should be high enough to enable a pl:itform to be
built hereafter if necessary.
Shelters and conveniences at stations must await the development

of traffic. With such a platform as I have described trains can
stop alongside every important road , and thus foster traffic as much
as possible.
The use of special instruments for block signalling may be dispensed with, and replaced by a telephone. Or, though it does not
appear to find fovonr in England, the Indian "Line clear system''
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might be adopted. In India a very considerable traffic is conducted
under this system on single lines. It consists simply, under a code
of regulations, in furnishing the driver with a copy of a telegram
from the station ahead stating that the line is clear, a11d authorizing
him to proceed. The orders for light railways in England provide
that if the Board of Trade require electrical commnnication to he
provided, it shall be provided in such manner as the Board may
direct.
I now come to the question as to what would be the cost of constructing and working a light railway in the manner described, and
what it may be expected to e,irn, In Belgium 1,000 miles of
minor lines have been constructed at a cost, including rolling stock
and all ontlay, of rather less than £3,000 per mile. These arc
mostly on the metre gauge (3-foot 3ji-inch), and as many of them
appear to be laid on the roads, the cost of land is Yery small. They
earn about £6 per mile per week. The working expenses arc about
66 per cent., or £-1 per mile per week. The net earnings of about
£2 per mile per week give a. retnrn of over 3 per cent. per annum
on the capital. In England a line on the standard gauge with no
heavy works would probably cost about twice as much as the
Belgian metre gauge lines, or, say, £6,000 per mile. It is not
nnreasonable to assume that it will earn £10 per mile per week, and
can be worked for 60 per cent., or £6 per mile per week, which
would give a return of about 3t per cent. per annum on the capital.
As instances of what is being done in the United Kingdom, I
may mention the "'isbcch and U pwell line in Cambridgeshire and
the Clogher Valley Railway in Ireland. The Wisbech and Upwell
line is on the standard gauge, with a 50-lb. rail, and rnns for the
most part on the side of the road. The length of line constmcted
is 5¾ miles, with 2 miles of sidings, at a cost of rather more than
£7,000 per mile of line, excluding sidings. The earnings are about
£9, anrl the expenses about £'i per mile per week. The Clo~her
Valley Railway, 37 miles in length, 3-foot gauge, 45-lb. rail, runs
also for the most part on the side of a ro~d. It has cost about
£3,500 per mile. It earns about £4 per mile per week, and though
worked very economically, practically the whole of this is absorbed
in working expenses.
The question of the rates to be charged for goods traffic on light
railways is an important one. It does not follow that, because a
light railway is constructed at a much lower cost per mile, and is
worked in a less expensive manner than a main line, it can carry
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<roods at lower rates, or even at the same rates as a main line. If a
branch costs, say, half as much per mile to construct as a ruain line,

but cannot hope to deal with a quarter of the amount of traffic per
mile carried bv the main line, it cannot afford to carry its tmffic at
main line rate;, at any rate until its traffic has developed to a considerable extent. Moreover, in many cases the saving in cost of
<:<mstruction is largely due to severe gradients and curres, which

will add to the cost of working traffic over them.

Consequently

many of the orders issued contain a provision that the maximum
rates for the carriage of goods may be 25 per cent. in excess of those

on the adjoining main line, but with power to the Board of
Trade to revise these rates at the end of the first five years. This
seems a reasonable provision, and will still enable a light railway to
effect an enormous saving on the cost of carting, which may be

approximately put at ls. per ton per mile.
So far I have only spoken of lines which, constructed like ordinary
railways, take their own line across country, or :tppropriate to their
exclusive use a strip alongside a road. But, street railways also, at
least in some cases, come under the definition of light railways. By
street railways I mean what are commonly known in England as

tramways, and in which the use of the road is shared jointly with
the ordinary road traffic. Several orders have been issued for lines
wholly or partly of this class, and you will probably have one here
before long, as an order has been issued for a line of this class to
serve Chatham and the surrounding districts. Tramways, for
reasons which I need not now discuss, have never been popular in

England, though in Europe and America they have been largely
employed. The wonderful development in recent years of electric
traction, which seems especially suitable for lines of this class, bas
drawn attention to this class of lines in England. Electric traction
would in itself form a most interesting subject for a lecture. In
America, with the rapidity characteristic of that great country, a
n1agnificent system extending to Sff,ne 15,000 miles of town and

country roads has already sprung up, and Switzerland contains some
interesting examples of the use of electric traction. Within the
last few days I have read in the newspapers that Lord Charles
Beresford told the members of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers
that the traveller could go from the station to the city of Pekin by
electric traction.

You are not at present, therefore, quite as arlvanced

in this respect here as at Pekin, but, as I have just said, it is likely
that this reproach will be removed before long. In this country a

smc.ll commencement hc.s been made, an<l systems are already at
work in Bristol, Middlesbrough, Dublin, the Isle of Man, and othel'
places, and in ~ereral 1arge towns the existing tramways are being
converted and extended for electric traction. There are signs of a.
largo development of electric traction for street railways in England,
and it cannot be doubted that there is a great future in store for
lines of tbis class.
The title of my lecture requires that I should say something in conclusion on the effects of recent legislation on light railways in England.
As to this I cannot do better than refer you to the two reports, fo1·
the years 189i and 1898 respectively, of the Proceedings of the Light
Railway Commissioners and of the Board of Trade, which have been
presented to Parliament by the Board of Trade in compliance with
the Light Railways Act, 1896. These are published, and the report
for the year 1899 will be presented to Parliament when it re-assembles,
and will then be available to the public. I have prepared a tabular
statement giving the statistics of light railways uwler the Act of
1896 np to a very recent date, and I will shortly summarize a few
of the leading figures. "'e have seen that in the 28 years, from
J 868, when Parliament first decided to encourage the constmction
of light railways, up to the passing of the Act of ]896, the mileage
constructed was quite insignificant. In the matter of tramways, or,
as I prefer to call them, street railways, England was far behind
other countries. The few lines that existed were mostly worked by
horses, a few were worked by steam, and electric traction was just
beginning to be introduced. The horse and steam lines were in
many cases anything bnt a commercial success.
The passing of the Light Railways Act, 1896, brought about a
remarkable change in this state of things. The Light Railway Com
missioners in their reports have separated the lines into two classes,
which they call A and B, and which correspond with the two classes
to which I have referred, namely, ordinary light railways or Class A,
and street railways, or Class B. In the three years since the passing
of the Act we have the following figures:CLASS

A.-Ordinciry Light Railways.

No. of lines applied for
Mileage
Total of construction estimate, excluding rolling
stock ...

110
1,425 miles
£i,907,953
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No. of lines approYcd by the Light Railway Commissioners

Mileage
Total of eonstrnction estimate, excluding rolling
stock ...

CLASS

70
786½ miles
£4,348,299

B.-Street Railways.

105
No. of lines applied for
791 miles
lllileage
Total of construction estimate, excluding electrical
£6,371,026
equipment and rolling stock...
No. of lines approve,! by the Light Railway Commissioners

)Iileage
Total of construction estimate, excluding electrical
equipment and rolling stock...

46

225½ miles
£1,661,402

These are large fignres, and show what a considerable impetus
was given to the promotion of lines of both classes by the Act of
1896. Of course the raising of capital, acriuisition of land, and construction of the line take time, and though several of the lines bave
.surmounted their preliminary difficulties and are now under construction, it is too soon yet to form any opinion on their financial

prospects, or the benefits they will confer on their respective
districts.
The difficulty of raising the capital is, of course 1 in some cases
great, and especially in the poorer districts. It is to be feared that
in some cases this difficulty will prove insurmountable, eYen with

such aid as is to be obtained from the State, and from local authorities. In most, if not all, European countries it is recognized that
these lines cannot, at any rate for some time, earn a sufficient
interest on their capital, and assistance is grnnte<l both by Imperial
and local atlthorities. This usually takes the form of a contribution
to the capital, or of an annual subsidy for a limited number of
years. The most complete system is in Belgium, where a National
society for local railways has been constituted. This society, which
is practically a Government department, itself constructs and works
the lines sanctioned, l<ceping separate accounts for each line
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sanctioned, At the end of 1S97 it had a capital of nearly £4,000,000
sterling contributed in the following proportions.By the State
By local authorities, i.e., provinces aud

29·5 per cent.

communes

By private persons ...
The result may be considered most satisfactory. As already
stated, nearly 1,000 miles were open for traffic, and earning over
3 per cent. on their capital.
In England the amount of assistance promised hy Imperial and
local authorities bas, so far, been small. The Treasury have promised sums amounting in all to £121 1 000 to nine lines, and in the
rnrious orders proYision has been made for local authorities either
to make loans or take shares to a total amount not exceeding
In one case of an ordinary light railway, and in several
£109,100.
cases of street railways, local authorities have themselves undertaken
to raise the capital and construct and work the line. But taken as
a whole, it is generally left to the promoters of a line to raise the
capital, and the amount of assistance from Imperial and local
authorities is very small. The experience of Belgium shows, I
think, two things-Firstly, the extreme difficulty in raising the
capital; and, secondly, that a moderate returfl on the capital may
reasonably be expected. The amount of capital found in Belgium
by private investors is insignificant, and far below what it should be.
I rnnture to think that Imperial authorities, local ~uthorities, and
private in1·estors might each contribute one-third of the capital.
In the case of public authorities the sum might be limited to a
maximum sum per mile, say, £2,000 to £2,500 per mile from each
of the two classes of public authorities. And I think that the contribution from Imperial funds need not necessarily l,e a free grant,
but might be entitle,! to rank for dividends after payment of a
moderate dividend on the other capital.
The value of light railways as feeders to the main lines is great,
and therefore some assistance may not unreasonably he looked for
from main lines. The most practical form which this assistance
would tnke is probably the provision of junction facilities without
cost to the new line, which appears to be frequently clone on the
Continent; also the supply of serviceable old rails, and the working
tbe line and supplying rolling stock on liberal terms. A branch
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line, even if of different gauge, can be worked better and cheaper by
a main line than by a separate administration, and this plan offers
tho greatest advantages to the public, the branch line, and the main
line.
Lastly, the experience of Belgium as to the direct return on
capital is encouraging, though it emphasizes the need for a very low
cost per mile, and for great economy in w01·king. The indirect
benefits conferred on the districts served by light railways make the
matter one of vast importance. The demand for light railways bas,
as I have shown, been felt in England at least for the last 30 years;
the Light Railways Act, 1896, has so far brought forth a very
encouraging response, and with such improvements as experience.
may suggest, there is every reason to anticipate thatJgreat ancl
lasting benefits will result from it.

Tm: LIGHT RAIL\\'AYS AuT, 1896.
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PAPER X.

THE BIOLYSIS OF SEWAGE.
BY W. D.

SCOTT-l\foNCRIEFF,

EsQ.,

FELLOW SAN. INST.

IN the last lecture an attempt was made to indicate certain lines of
advance npon which practical sanitation as applied to domestic and
public buildings is moving, in the direction of stronger materials
and less complicated parts.
Certain methods which have been introduced recently for the
purification of sewage by purely natural means, and without the use
of chemicals, will now engage our attention. These are now
generally known as bacterial processes, to which I have given the
name "Biolysis. "*
Before proceeding to explain these methods I must make a
grateful acknowledgment of the facilities which have been afforded
me by the vVar Department for dealing with the exceptionally
strong sewage from the barracks at Caterham. I shall specially
refer to this installation, as well as to what are known as the
Ashtead experiments, which supplied the necessary data for the
construction of the large installation.

* The tet·ms bacterial or bacteriological, which are frequently used, do not
suffice to convey the proper meaning, because the processe~ do not depend
upon the work of micro-organisms alone. but also upon the act10n of s~bstances
produced by the life processes which occur in digest_ion .. The br.eak11;1g up of
organic matter is mostly carried out by a combmat1on of cl1gest1~'e a~d
bacterial activity, and may, therefore, be spoken of more correctly as L1olytic,
s2
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In trying to make the subject clear to you I am afraiJ this lecture
must be more or less of the nn.tnre of a personal narrative of my
experiences in advancing step by step towards a final solution of

the problem, and there can be no better introduction than a
reference to the monumental labours of Pastcur. It may be
surprising to many of you that sewage should form the subject
matter of such lofty labours as those of the great Frenchman.
As a matter of fact, he did very little work directly n pon its
purification, but nearly all the kno,Yledge he acquired and communicated on fermentation, and the part played by micro-organism
in fermentati ve changes, bear directly upon the solution of the
sewage problem and the conversion of the waste prodncts of Jife to

the uses of the livi11g.

The chemist had utterly failed by the aid of

chemical processes to accomplish what these humble agents are
continually doing to perfection, ancl the sewage problem remained
unsolYecl until their functions bad been investigated, and their

beneficent processes applied.
That the task of discovering anti utilizing these functions has
been no easy one may be gathered from the fact tbat they had
until quite recently escaped the notice of the most accomplished
experts in the science of bacteriology, and this is borne out by the
disparaging criticisms made in journals devoted to scientific snbjccts,

which until quite recently jeered at the efforts of pionee,·s in biolysis
as the labours of ignorance.
It is almost unnecessary for me to point out that the organic substances which occur in sewage from ciYilize<l communities must

necessarily be of the most complicated clescription. There is not a
vegetable substance, either wholesome and fitted for food or poisonous
and fitted for medicine, but finrls its way into the sewers of our
towns. These substances represent nearly the entire range of com-

binations not only in the Yegetable but in the animal kingdom as
well, but the final result of a complete breaking clown of these
almost infinitely elaborated materials and their return to the inor-

ganic form from which they were originally built up

may be

Their final mi11eralization takes the
expressed in a single sentence.
form in Yarying proportions of the following substances :-Nitric

acid (HN0 3 ), sulphuric acid (H,SO,), phosphoric acid (H 3 PO,),
carbonic acid (00 2), and water (H,0). The solution of the sewage
problem is the solving of the ridclle how these final and comparatively simple molecular forms can be attained \Vithout the aid
of chemicals, by purely natural means, and on the largest scale

without incurring undue expense, without creating a nuisance, and
without danger to health.
One preliminary point with regard to the composition of sewage
has not been sufficiently appreciated. It is made up of the waste
products of life, diluted with water, which contains large quantities
of dissolved oxygen, as much as 7 c.c. of free oxygen per litre
being commonly present in ordinary tap water. It is well known
that outfall sew,.ge coutains little 01· no dissolved oxygen, and the
disappearance of t,he free oxygen in the tap water bas therefore to
be accounted for, either by supposing that it directly attacks the
organic matter, and oxidizes it, or by some other explanation.
Now we know that the dissolved oxygen in the water attacks
complex organic substances very slowly, an<l that the disappearance
of the free oxygen from the tap ,rnter is nearly wholly acconntecl
for by the presence of vast numbers of organisms in the sewage and
the sewers which use it up, and in doing so liquefy the solid organic
substances conta.i11e1_l in it. It was this obvious fact of the wonderful
liquefaction which went on in the sewers of our great communities
which first set me thinking that nature might be capaLle of purifying sewage without the aid of chemicals, and which started me
upon lines of enquiry, which ha.Ye closely occupied my time and my
thought:'3 for more than seven years. There was no literature aYailable at that time, not even the researches of Pasteur, or the great
work of \Yarrington upon the nitrification of organic matter in the
upper layers of cultivated soils, that could suggest any direct means
of applying these investigations to the purification of ordinary
sewage as a whole, and the well-known reports of the l\Jassachusetts
State Board of Health upon the bacterial action of differeut kinds
of filters never dealt with the main part of the problem, the
anrerobic and ammonia changes, at a.II.
The building of the honse in which I am now writing these lines
afforded au opportunityformaking experiments ona practical scale, and
in 1891 I erected the apparatus which I shall now show to you for dealing with the sewage from my own household, which consisted of a,bout
10 to 12 persons. The arrangement is shown on Plate IV., Fig. l, and
on Plate I., Fig. 1 being a plan, Fig. 2 a longitudinal, and Fig. 3 a transverse section of what has been since generally callerl :-i. "Cnlti,·ation
Tank." The tank is 2½ feet wide, 10 feet long, and about 3 feet
deep at the deepest part. The entire sewage and wctst~ water
from the honse, with the exception of the greas6, which is kept back
l,y a properly constructed grease trap, finds its way into one end of

the tank at the point G.

The liquid portion rises through a

perforated grating E, and then through a layer of flints till it

reaches the level of the outflow pipe H, which is about 2 inches
The mean depth
below the level of the inYert of the drain.
of the filtering material is about J.! inches, and the cnbic space
beneath the grating of the channel F is only about 5 cnbic feet.
Now it is quite obvious that unless some very rapid liquefying
process were at work this small area covered with the grating would
very soon be choked up with the solid matter corning into it which
is not strained back in any way, and without having actually seen

the apparatus at work it seemed more likely that it should be
clogged up in 24 hours than that it should go on working for
months at a time without attention of any kind. The invariable
results obtained from installations of these tanks, where an allowance
of 3 to 4 cubic feet of flints is allowed for each inhabitant, has been
that almost complete liquefaction of the solid organic matter goes on
continuously, and that the sludge in every case is a negligible
quantity.
Having got so far it now remained to be found out if the breaking
up of the organic matter which took place in the "cultivation"

tank was carried sufficiently far to allow of its being finally
mineralized if suitable natnral conditions were provided. I have
already referred to the disappearance of the free oxygen contained
in tap water in long lengths of sewers, bnt this, of course, could not

be expecte,l in a short length of 50 yards of drain coming from the
house.
Pasteur had divided micro-organisms into two great groups
or classes, the distinction being based upon the faculty of some to

live in the presence of oxygen, and of others to live in its absence.
These he called cerobic and ancerobic, a11cl he hod pointed out that
the changes which arise from fermentations produced by the
anrerobic varieties in the presence of common organic substances,
such as those contained in sewage, were much more rapirl. and

violent than those which occur among the fermentations from the
life processes of the rerobic varieties.
The question was-were these organisms capable of dealing
with the vast accumulations of organic matter which exist
in the sewage of large towns 1 Of their vast numbers there
could be no doubt, and it was well known that it was only
vossible to remove them either by large quantities of antiseptic

preparations or hy sterilization by heat.

Even if the former method
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were resorted to, as in the case of the Hermite process, other
organisms are continually ready to take the place of those destroyed,
the bacillus subtilis, for instance, being widely distributed over the
tropics as well as the temperate zones; and unless the most elaborate
precautions were taken, which are not possible on such a gigantic
scale, nature is always prepared to renew her attacks by the very
same organisms that she originally had employed. If the vast
quantities of organic matter contained in tl1e sewage of a large town
seemed to be in excess of the capacity of these natural forces to deal
with, the difficulty seemed to disappear in the light of what was
already known as to the prodigious and almost incredible capacity
of these organisms to increase in numbers, and to encroach upon
any amount of food which coulcl possibly be supplied to them.
On the one hand, if the organisms were set to work upon the
sewage of London, 67,583,000 gallons of sewage would have to be
treated every year, and this yielded 2,021,000 tons of sludge in
1893. It seemed improbable on the face of it that the whole
of this huge accumulation could be subjected to the elaborate
process of chemical disruption by organisms, which in their
simplest forms would require to number 25,000 to make up a
procession 1 inch in length. On the other hand, Cohn had
calculated that a single germ could increase, by simple fission, at
snch a rate that, if the conditions were absolutely favourable, their
numbers at the end of the third day wonld reach the prodigions
total of 4,772 billions, and that if this were estimated in weight, the
mass arising from the single germ would weigh 7,500 tons. Even
if their increase fell immeasurably short of the theoretical amount,
the presence of organisms in vast numbers was sufficiently proved
from observations in the laboratory at Ashtead, seeing that one
cubic centimetre of the effiuentfrom a" cultivation" tank contained
as many as 3,562,000 micro-organisms, so that after all it appeared
as if the vast amount of organic matter to be purified had its
counterpart in the unlimited forces which nature could command
for accomplishing the task.
The results of passing the sewage through the "cultivation"
tank were easily estimated, and were roughly speaking as follows :lst. The solid organic particles in the sewage were thrown into
solution, with the exception of a small amount of deposit, which
is not easily analysed, and which partakes of the nature of peat or
humus. 2nd. The compound nitrogenous organic substances such
as albumen and urates were broken down to a great extent into
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nitrogen as free ammonia, and the carbon compounds such as
starch and sugar into carbonic acid and water. Now all this was
a step in the right direction because from an eco11omic as well as a
chemical standpoint natnre did the work herself without requiring
The effluent
any attention, and without the aid of any chemicals.
itself, however, which came over from this hycholytic process was by
no means an attractive one, and much time and labour was spent upon
devising some means of improving it. I succeeded in making it
clearer and less odourons by duplicating the "cnltivation" ta11ks so
as to keep one always rerated antl rested in rcserYe; and this
has been widely adopte<l, though not always with intelligence.
Returning to the sewage as it came from the drain, I have already
pointed out that it would contain much more oxygen than in the
case of long lengths of sewers, in which it is used up and totally
disappears, but by the time it had gone through the "cultivation"
tank the free oxygen had altogether vanished, an<l this showed, of
course, that a great part of the tank ha<l an active anaerobic
fermentation going on in it, and that any rerobic organisms must
necessarily have their life proce~ses confined to the near neighbourhood of the incoming sewage, where they would soon use up all the
oxygen available. A vast number of these organisms certainly
survived their passage through the tank, and when carefully nursed
in the laboratory by being supplied with fresh nutritive gelatine,
under the most favourable conditions as to temperature and
oxygen, soon set to work and gave rise to the formation of colonies.
Among ot,her organisms B. Fluorescens Liquefaciens, B. Subtilis, B.
Proteus vulgaris, B. Fignrans, B. Luteus, B. l\Iycoicles, B. Cladotbrix
were found ; but in long established instalkitions many of these
seem to disappear, unable to survive in the struggle against
anrerobic organisms which establish themselves on the surfaces of the
flints, and whose ferments are highly poisonous to the aerobic
varieties.
Before long a more or less accidental opportunity occurre<l for
estimating to what extent the breaking clown of the organic matter
had been carried in the "cultivation" tank, not only in terms of the
chemical changes, which could be easily estimated, but in relation to
the important question as to whether or not the chancres were
sufficient to allow of complete mineralization taking pla~e under
favourable conditions. The first attempts I made to carry on these
further steps or stages in purific:1tion were in the direction of
passing the effluent through shallow open earthenware channels.
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filled with coke, or wide, shallow concreted channels filled with
flints; but little was effected by them, and the increase of nitrates
arising from the oxidation of the nitrogen as free ammonia, which ea.me
from the anrerobic fermentation, was very small indeed. The

opportunity I have referred to occnrre<l from noting what happened
when the effluent was passed into an almost stagnant but bacteA
rially very active ditch forming a back water from a river.
fairly accnrate estimate could be formed of the relation between the
rnlume of water in the ditch and the volume of the effluent flowing
into it by finding out the relative amounts of chlorine in the one
and in the other, as shown in the analysis. From this it appeared
that the dilution was about 3 of ditch or hack water to 1 of effluent.
"Then, however, the nitrogenons contamination was estimated there
was a totally different relation, for instead of the reduction of
nnoxidized organic nitrogen being from 1 to 3, it was from 1 to -}-th
in the albnminoicl ammonia, and from 1 to luth in the free
ammonia. This proved two things of great importance-lst That
the ditch or hack water was a very active oxidizing agent. ::lnd.
Tha.t the organic matter corning over from the "cultivation" tank
was in a condition higbiy susceptible to further oxidizing changes,
an<l was in a much more unstable molecular condition than the raw
sewage which had seriously polluted the stream when untreated.
Iustcacl of pollution occnrring when the effluent flowed into the ditch
it was a matter of common obsen-ation that it ran more clearly
belO\v than above the point of discharge.
This, of course, opened up a new light upon the whole process,
and as the chemists woulcl make no allowance for this change, "·hich
they did not seem much inclined to believe in, they still insisted upon
estimating the merits or demerits of the effluent, not from what
happened to it in the stream, bnt from its chemical composition as it
escapee\ from the "cultivation " tank itself. All this happened in
1893-4, and nearly four more years were passed before a solut,ion
of the problem began to dawn upon me. I began then, on the
bacteriological aspect of the riddle, to see what was obvious
enough :-lst. That there must always be a mob of organisms
coming over "-ith the sewage. ~n<l. That whether these sun·ived
or not, yet when the free oxygen was used up, the prevailing
fermentation must be anrorobic, and carried on by anrerobic
organisms. 3rd. That whatever intermediate conditions might he
necessary, the last stages of nitrification or oxidizing of the
hydrolize<l sewage must be carried on by nitrifying organisms.
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4th. That the less thev were interfered with by other organisms
the better, if the best 1:esults were to be obtained. 5th. There was
every reason to believe that the more completely the organic matter
was mineralized, the more likely would these nitrifying organisms in
the final stages be able to complete the process. I put the case as
follows in a paper read before the Sanitary Congress at Birmingham
last October:lst. The process of purification by biolysis is not instantaneous
bnt graclnal.
2nd. Dividing it into any convenient number of stages or periods,
each of these must represent a different character of food supply.
3rd. No one kind of organism is capable of flouri shing in all the
different media or stages equally well.
In other words, the process working upon these data or axioms
would have to consist(a). Of the disappearance of free oxygen in the tap water diluting
the sewage, with equirnlent changes due to the liquefying and
breaking up of the organic compounds in the sewage.
(b). Of further hydrol_ytic changes rlue to anrerohic fermentation
by anrerobic organisms in the "cultivation" tanks, more especia1ly the
breaking <lawn of the organic 11itrogen into nitrogen as free ammonia.
(c). A reversal of the anrerobic conditions and the providing of
some highly oxidizing apparatus, so arranged as to provide for the
nrganisms best snitecl to each stage being to a certain extent isolated
a.nd protected, more especially those nitrifying organisms which
bronght the mineralization nearest to its final stage.
\Vorking in that direction, I devised a very simple apparatus,
which actually docs provide the required conditions, and which
produces a percentage of purification in terms of the relation of the
oxidized to the nnoxidizecl residual nitrogen of 96·7 as against 81 ·5
per cent. of the Thames at Hampton, a standard considered high
enough by the good people of London for drinking purposes.
I constructed nine wooden boxes (Plate lV., Fig. 2) with perforated
bottoms, each of them 2 feet long by 7 inches wide, by 7 inches deep,
tilled with coke about the size of beans. These boxes were arranged
one over the other, with a clear space of :} inches between each.
The upper surface of the highest box gave an area of a Iitt1e over
1 square foot of area, a sma.ll margin of half an inch, 7 inches
instead of 6 being allowed as non-effective. By regulating the flow
of hydraulized sewage as it came from the "cultivation,, ta.nk
any given rate could be obtained per acre. This apparatus provided
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the condition already referred to of a series of colonies, each occupied
by organisms best suited to the food supply of each successive tray,
a11d the cxpectatio11 was-lst. That the anrerobic organisms in the
liquid would be superseded by rerobic organisms which could produce first nitrites and then nitrates in the trays immediately
beneath, and that the highly rernting arrangeme11t of the clear
air spaces between each tray would provide for the free growth
of nitrifying organisms in the lowest trays or colonies. Putting
on one sirle the chemical and bacterial results obtained, it is
obvious that the efficiency of the apparatus as an rerating
machine could be gauged by an estimation of the dissolved
oxygen that was absorbed by the liquid as it passed through
the various trays. This test is shown 011 the diagram, Plate II.
The tap water which was originally employed for flushing purposes
was known to contain about 7 c.c.'s per litre of dissolved oxygen,
and the liquid from the" cultivation n tank contained none at all.
It is evident then that the high oxidizing efficiency of the apparatus
was beyond all question when it was discovered that 6 c.c.'s per
litre of dissolved oxygen ,ras regularly returned to the liquid by the
time it had passed through the lowest tray; and it followed from
this that the conditions were highly favourable to the growth of
nitrifying organisms, which require a highly rerated liquid for their
activity. The pmific.ition actually obtained, measured by the amount
of organic nitrogen oxidized to nitrates by the life processes of
the bacteria, is clearly shown on the same diagram (Plate II.).
From this it will be seen that the liquid before coming on to the
filters contained more than 12 parts per 100,000 of organic nitrogen,
which was first converted into nitrogen as free ammonia in a con-clition easily capable of being oxidised to nitrates, and that the
percentage of nitrification was as high as 96 per cent. The carbon
changes which occurred were also most satisfactory, as shown in
the following analysis by the late Sir Edward Franklin:ANALYSIS BY Sm

E.

FRANKLAND, F .R.S.

Ashlead E.,periments.
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The apparatus was started on the 25th of October, 1897, an,! .ifter
ha\'ing been kept at work contin11onsly night and day, samples were
taken and ana.l_vzed by Dr. Rideal during the month of Fehrrnwy
following.
The peculiarity of the results ohtained were, first, that the
nitrification obtained was almost complete, the actual amount of
nitrates (9 parts per 100,000), being three or four times higher
than bad been supposed to he possible.
Another new featme
brought out by the experiment was that while the process
of nitrification had been generally belieYed to be a slow one,
requiring longer time than the conYcrsi•on of the organic nitrogen of
the sewage to nitlogen as free ammonia, the change in this caseonly occupied about eight minutes. It also appeared that the
process was capa.ble of consen·ing nearly the whole of the original
nitrogen in the sewage instead of dissipating it in gaseous forms,
which was one of the most prominent features of other processes.
\Ye ha,-e now to consider how far this high nitrification was of
importance from three distinct points of view-lst, the effect from
the standpoint of the pnrification of the liquid itself; 2nd, its
effect upon other organic impmities with which it might be mixed in
a stream or river; and, 3rd, the va.lne of the nitrates themselves as a.
nourishment for plants.
Taking these in their order. 1st. The purification could be
estimated from the most reliab}P. standard possible lJy comparing
the amounts of the oxidized to the unoxidized nitrogen in the
effluent, and as the latter was only abont two per cent., the purification might be regarded as very nearly approaching to perfection.
:2ncl. The presence of such a Llrge absolute quantity of nitrates mnst
ha,~e a great purifying action upon other organic pollnting substances with which the effluent might be mixed, hecanse the oxygen
in the nitrates is available for the miueralization of unoxidizB1l
nitrogen, ancl this process may either he carried on by organisms
which produce nitrates a.t the expense of the nitrites or as a
further oxidizing process rm·erting to nitrites. The evidence of
this process being one that is in active operation where e,,en
very slightly nitrified effincnts nre mixed with highly polluted
w:1.ters is brought out clearly ln a. recent report by the experts
employed to report upon the bacterial process for the Corporation
of l\Ianchester. In th is case the effluent was mixed with e,1,rnl
f\Uantities of the foul water of the ship canal.
Thus, ~9 daily samples of the average daily filtrate, which on no
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occa.sion showed any signs of putrescenct\ were mixed daily with an

equal bulk of ship canal w,iter, which latter differed from the filtrate
each day in being pntrescible The result in mixtnre was founcl to be
non•putrescent on 4;3 of the days, whilst 011 the remaiuing six days
the experts record that the mixed sample was questionable.
It can readily be understood from these figures how valnaille an
effluent coming from a bacterial process, such as that obtained bv

the Ashtead experiments, would be when no less than nine parts
per 100,000 were available. You must understand then that the
effluent from a well-designed bacterial plant is not only incapable
of putrefaction itself, but helps to prevent putrefaction in other
foul liq nids as well.
I have only to refer now to the third point, Yiz., the value
of the nitrates obtained in the effitient as a nourishment for
This may he explained in a few words from the
plants.
results obtained by Nobbe, who is a great authority upon what is
known as the watef culture of plants. The optimum required for
their nourishment has been shown to be eight parts of nitric

nitrogen per 100,000 of water, which is the exact figure obtained
in the Ashtead experiments between the 8th and the 9th trays.
It was eYident, then, that from all three points of view, the
purification of the sewage itself, the capacity of the effluent to
act as a purifier, and the value of the nitrates obtained, the results
were highly satisfactory, and it appeared certain that I was on tbe
high road to a final solution of the problem in the best sense of the
term.

I must now go into a further explanation of how these results
were obtained. It is obvious that if the coke placer! in the different
trays was to be utilized as the vehicle for restoring oxygen to the
sewage, it was necessary that full advantage should be taken of

every portion of it, iu other words, that the distribution of the
liquid should be carried on as evenly as possible. It was also necessary

to avoid any rapid passage taking place at particular points. The distributers in the experimenta consisterl of V-shapecl channel8 suspended, as shown on Plate III., Fig. l and 2, upon small trunnions at
each extremity, fixed at snch points that when the liquid rose to acertain level a condition of unsta.hle equilibrium was established, which
was led to the tipping out of the contents at periods which were
regulated by the time wl1ich was occnpiecl jn filling the "tippers.' 1

It seems at the first glance that it must be a difficult matter to
establish the proper amount of food supply which should be given to
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micro-organisms at a single meal, and the best intervals that should
occm between them, but with the output of nitrates as a test of
the best amounts and interv:.ls it was easy enough to find out from
estimation by error_ I fonnd that in passing the hydrolized liquid
through the trays beyo11d " rate of I gallon per foot per hour a very
rapid falling away in the quality of the efliuent followed, and that,
on the ot,her hand, passing it through very slowly did not give
proportionate results. This can be readily understood when it is
considered that only the very small margin of 2 per cent. or 3 per
cent. of unnitrified nitrogen remained to be oxidized, anrl that cutting

down the flow by 15 per cent. or 20 per cent. below the rate
that gave these excellent results was not justified by an advantage which did not show more than one-half or one-quarter per
cent. of additional nitrates. By running the flow at greatly varying
rates the conclusion was reached that, in the case of the A shtead
conditions, at all events, the best all-ronnd results were obtained
when the liquid was discharged from each tipper at intervals of
six minntes between each discharge, the tippers being 2 feet long,
and distributing the sewage in lines 3 inches apart. This is at the rate

of a little over 1,000,000 gallons per acre per 24 hours, but in the
case of very strong sewage this rate of flow cannot be maintained so
as to yield the same high percentage of nitrification. It also
appears from the Ashtcad experiments, confirmed by the experience
obtained at Caterham, that only 3½ to 4 cubic ieet of coke are
requirecl for the nitrification of 20 gallons per 24 hours of ordinary
sewage.

This compares favourably with installations where the

Ashtead conditions are only partially realized, and which require
as much as 9 cuhic feet of coke to yield less than one-third of
the nitrification, Yiz., about 3 parts per 100,000, not to speak of
the loss of a. large percentage of nitrogen in a gaseous form due
to the mixed character of the organisms which cany on the
work.

From the Ashtead experiments the following conclusions could be
definitely arri vecl at :1. That subjecting micro-organisms to alternately rerobic and
anrerobic conditions after the sewage has been subjected to an

anrerobic fermentation could not possibly yield satisfactory results.
The corollary from this conclusion is that all systems which depend
upon the alternate filling and emptying of bacterial beds must necessarily be wrong in principle because these do subject the microorganisms to alternately rerobic an<l anrerobic conditions.

2il
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2. That it is necessary to carry on the supply of hydrolized
sewage to the oxidizing organisms as regularly as possible, and that
flooding and emptying a bed does not approximate to the optimum
condition, but is a step in an opposite direction to the right
one.
I shall now show how the results of the Ashtead experiments have
been followed up in actual practice, more especially in the way of
accurate distribution. The original "cultivation" tank used for the
experiments was photographed, and is shown on Plate IV., Fig. l,
and the nitrifying boxes arc shown on Fig. 2.
The chain pump on the left of Fig. l is used for discharging the
contents of the ''cultivation" tank at intervals of about two months
upon a piece of ground 9' x 9', which has taken the entire discharge
of the last eight years without differing in appearance from ordinary
garden soil. The small pump on the right was used for filling a tank
fixed in the roof of the laboratory with hydrolized sewage for the
purposes of experiment.
Turning now to Piette III., Figs. l and 2 show the tilters or
tippers, which can be lifted off and on as they rock upon segmental
bearings. Figs. 4 and 5 show the method of construction of the
trays, which are formed into continuous horizontal gri<ls or gratings,
with inverted steel angle iron bars; and Fig. 3 shows an enlarged
view of these angle irons, which it will be noticed are punched with
semi-circular indentations along their edges, so as to prcve11t the
sewage from running along their lower surfaces, the points of the
indentations acting like the spokes of an umbrella, and forcing the
sewage to drop regularly as it drips from one tray to another. All
these details were the outcome of many failures to attain accurate
results by other devices. Having secured accurate dripping, which
is another term for taking full advantage of the biolytic conditions,
the problem of regular supply was easy enough, because when the
flow of the hydrolized sewage is properly regulated it is obvious that
the tilters must take a certain time to fill before discharging their
contents, and when this is regulated to six minutes between each discharge the experience of the Ashtead experiments could be repeated
in actual practice with perfect accuracy.
1 must, now give a description of the installation at Caterbam,
which was constructed with the intention of embodying the Asbtead
experimental apparatus upon a large scale, and of dealing with a
much stronger sewage. The following were the official figures

which were given to mo of the amount of water nscd in the barracks,
which is measured by meter.
Gallons per ~4 hours
Persons
Horses

22,000
1,180

Occasionally a large additional number of persons has to be provided
for, and the water at times has been cut down to about 15,000 gallons
per 24 hours. This occurred on the two weeks when the analyses
were taken, but was more than compeni;:ated for by the rn.infall,
which has not yet been separated from the foul water drains, and
which is sometimes very heavy.
Although the sewage is exceptionally strong, about twice the
foulness of that from average towns, it does not fol·Iow that a much
brger provision must be made on that account for the anrerobic
fermentation. On the contrary, there is reason to believe that the
fermentation of the stronger sewage is more rapid and viole11t than
in the case of less polluted liquids; and it may well be that f0tt!
liquids containing a small amount of organic solids may yield such a
feeble amerobic fermentation that they require a longer time to
complete the necessary change to free ammonia than in the case of
stronger sewage. This requires a separate series of experiments to
determine, but, as a matter of fact, the provision made in the
Oaterham installation for the anrerobic fermentation was only 3 cubic
feet per person of flints in the "cultiYation" tank, and this undoubtedly
suffices for the production of the necessary ammonia change
preceding nitrification, seeing that the oxidized results leave nothing
furiher to he desired when tbe flow through the fi lters is at the rate
of 400,000 gallons per acre per 24 hours.
In the plan and section of the Caterham "Cultivation Tauk,"
Plafe Y., yo11 will notice a chamber K filled with i11rnrted glazed
stoneware vessels or dishes I\1 carried on. T-iron bars batted in
to the opposite sides of the tank. The object of this arrangement
was to find out whether or not the anaarobic change conlcl be canicd
too far. It is obvious that the presence of lu.rge quantities of the
gases arising from the amerobic fermentation all throngh the botly
of the bydrolizecl sewage on its way from the "cultivation " tank to
the filters must greatly intensify the a11rorobic conditions, and be
highly lethal to rerobic organisms which might have snrvh-ed
the anrorobic conditions of the first fermentation. It was found

that compound forms of ammonia had been brought about by this
second subjection to an amerobic fermentation with the production
of enzymes highly toxic to the organisms of nitrification. The
object of the experiment was attained hy the falling away of the
nitrntes to zero in the final effluent, apparently due to the excess of
fermentation which had taken place among the inverted vessels.
This information haying been obtained, the liquid was taken direct
from the "cultivation" tank, but fortunately there is another
considerable installation which is still using a second chamber,
and I hope that later on there may be a further opportunity of
investigating this most interesting question of excessive septic
change.
You must understand then that the sewage in the Caterham
installation is treated in an exactly similar way to that at Ashtead,
that is to say, it is brought down and into the restricting channel
F (Plate V.) beneath the grating E and allowed to flow continuously
upward through the flints in the "cultivation" tank till it escapes
about the same level as the sewer invert A into the manhole or
sunip B, and is carried away by perforated pipes laid near the
upper surface of the flints (CC, Pllite VI.) to be treated in the
nitrifying trays.

DISTRIBUTION.

l\.fany experiments were carried on at great expense to discover
improvements in the method of distribution over the surface of the
top tray. Large tippers were tried, throwing their contents over
perforated slabs, Plate Y., Fig. ~a; revolving arms (Barker's mills),
like those used in breweries, were also tried; but both were found
to give very inaccurate results, and were abandoned. The device
now employed depends upon the production of a head of liquid by
its instantaneous discharge from a 20-galJon tipping trough into a
long properly proportioned tank ; but I am now reverting to the
tippers as shown in Plate III., which have already been described.
The tippers have the advantage over perforated pipes that there
are no small holes to clog up with the fibrous growths associated
with all unnitrified sewage.
It will be noticed that the plan of the Caterham installation
follows so closely on the lines of the one at Ashtead, which has
T

already been fully explained, that no further description is necessary,
and the same remarks apply to the nitrifying trays, which arc constructed with perforated concrete slabs instead of the inverted
angle irons as shown on Plate III.
The chemical and bacteriological results are fully given in the
appendix containing Dr. Rideal's Report.
The results obtained in the effluents are so clearly set forth in the
analysis that it is unnecessary to do more than refer you to the
tables ; but an interesting account wa.s given in the Engineer last
January of how their representative was impressed by the effect of
the highly nitrified effluent upon the vegetation which was
nourished by it. He says : "The effluent is caught in a basin at
the bottom of the trays, from which it escapes a clear, colourless,
fresh-smelling liquid, which passes down the side of a very poor,
chalky-soiled slope of ground. The effect of the effluent on this
soil is astonishing. The crops raised are luxurious in their growth.
Flowers are particularly gratefnl for the nitrates, growing, as they

do, to abnormal heights, being of extraordinarily dark-coloured
foliage, and being covered in season, at which time we saw them,

with a profusion of fine blossoms. It is certainly an object lesson
to observe at one end of the installation the catch-pit, which receives
the sewage from the barracks-a particularly strong sewage-and
at the other end the cle:m-smelling liquid watering the poor soil,
and causing it to produce flowers of unusual quality."

This is a

tribute to the capacity of nature to carry on the circle of life which
I haYe attempted to describe to you; but before concluding I wish
again to refer to Pasteur, without whose genius these results would
have been much more difficult of attainment.
He was a man who combined within his own personality those
qualities of intellect, of imagination, and of character which place

him not in one of the niches of the Temple of Fame, but upon one
of its highest pinnacles. When we consider the state of knowledge
that preceded the work of Pasteur iu the vast field where he was
both discoverer and cultivatot\ and compare it with the state of
knowledge at the time he died, it is difficult to realize that the
great gap was not only filled in by the labours of a single man,
but filled in such a way that almost all be did was like g-rain
garnered for the benefit of the human race, which again has
been sown in a springtime of prolific thought, to which his
researches are as sunlight1 and his ideas like rain. \Vben some

new fact has to be accounted for in the remote regions of

microscopic life, it is to Pasteur's writings that we turn to have it
explained.*
He made clear what was already obvious, but unnoted, that
life as we know it is divided into two great streams, or functions,
or objects, the one being building up and the other breaking
clown.
,ve do not know why life is for ever rising to its
apex in an individual form, recovering from the losses of its
dead, and rising from its ashes, thro~gb reproduction to the
renewal of youth and the retnrn of Spring. We know nothing
of the secrets of those occult forces which are never at rest, and
which neYer lose their potential ; but we Uo know, and Pasteur, more
than any other man, made it clear to us, that all this infinite labour
in building up the organic structures, upon which life in its infinite
aspects depends, rests on the work of incalcnlable myriar!s of microscopic creatures, each possessed of life, which prepare the waste
products of the living and the dead among the living, for the maintenance and support of life from its lowest to its highest forms. In
the performance of these functions these creatures are more than
beneficent; their functions may be looked upou as the very foundations upon which the superstructure of life reposes. A coral island
is not more dependent for its existence upon the work of the
organisms which bnilt it up from the floor of the sea t-han the living
man and the living worm are dependent on the life processes of
the organisms which bnild up their bodies from the waste-heaps of
death and decay. You can unrlerstand then how full of interest the
sewage problem becomes when you know that it is nothing less
than the invocati on of these vast forces a.nd processes which form
the subject matter of biolysis or the bacterial purification of sewage
by purely natural means .

.* _Fortunately ~or the ~nglish student, o.ne of his t~ost di.stinguished
disciples has pi-on<led us with a text-book wluch at all salient pomts gathers
and conce ntrates the light, so as to make the wOI"k of the great mas.ter
coherent an<l intelligible, brino-ing together many scattered rays, an<l makrng
everything plain.
I refer t~ Professor ~ims-\Yoodhead's text-book upon
bacteriology, which is unique in its method and its scope. I_t is not only one
of the most interesting, but the most readable of books. To its ~uth?r I b~,:e
been ind~bte<l for the most unstinted encouragement an<l help, g1yen 111 a spirit
of unselfishness and kindness, ·wh ich, as well as from deeper sources, he hai<l1·awn from the lifelong example of the incomparable Pasteur.
T2

APPENDIX I.
28, VICTORIA STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. ,v.
1Yo!'ernber 16th, 1809.
To the UNDER-SECRKTARY OF STATE,

War Office, S. TV.
"\VORKS."

Srn,-As requested by Mr. Scott-Moncrieff, I have the honour to
report upon the working of the bacterial installatio11 at Caterham.
The reference is contained in a letter from your Department of
September 7th as follows :WAR OFFICE, S. W.
S eptember 7th, 1~99.

W. D.

ScoTT-l\IoNCRIEFF,

EsQ.,

14, Victoria Street, S.TV.
Srn,-With reference to your letter of the 18th ult. respecting
bacterial installation at Caterham, I am directed by the Secretary of
State for War to request that you will be good enough to give information on the following points : 1st. The length of time the installation has been at work without
any alteration being made.

2nd. The average analysis of the sewage and of the filtrate.
3rd. The method in which the installation is being managed.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

R.

THOMPSON, FOR

I.G.F.

On receipt of this letter, l\fr. Scott-Moncrieff asked me to deal
with the second point raised therein, and I visited the barrack outfall towards the end of September, and arranged for a series of
samples to be taken for the week ending October 8th. The samples
of raw sewage, cultivation tank effluent, and filtrate were collected

proportional to the flow every half-hour for a periorl of 3 hours.
This average sample was then sent to me for analysis, and similar

three-hourly samples were taken twice every day for a period of a
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week, times being selected to ascertain the variation in the flow and
quality of the sewage for the complete period of 24 hours. In this
way I was able to ascertain the variation in flow and quality over
two complete cycles of 24 hours, and the results I obtained are
embodied in Ch,irt 1 appender! tu this report.
It will be seen that although the installation was designed for a
normal flow of 22,000 gallons (the official return per meter), that
during the trial the flow varied from about 86,000 gallons to a rate
of less than 5,000 gallons per 24 hours, as shown in Plate VIL
This maximum flow of sr,,ooo µ;allons occurs early in the morning between 6 anu 9 a.m., and it then rapidly diminishes, so that
during the remainder of the day the flow never exceeds 35,000
gallons. The volume discharged in gallons per 3 hours will be
better seen in Table I., containing the analyses of the raw sewages
during these periods, and although the half-hourly gaugings have
shown this abnormal flow, in no period of 3 hours did the flow
exceed the rate of 6,690 gallons per 3 hours, or 53,520 gallons per
24 hours. In the same table it will be seen that the sum of all the
gaugings gave a mean flow of 15,886 gallons per day, so that
although these abnormally high rates occurred for short periods, the
average flow per day was considerably less than the official figures
for which the works were designed to deal with. On drawing Mr.
Scott-Moncrieff's attention to this discrepancy, he obtained from the
barrack authorities the reading of the water meter during the period
of trial (the week ending October 7th). This was 110,000, or a
daily flow of 15,714, showing that if the gaugings can be relied
upon the quantity of rain and gronnd water finding its way to the
outfall amounted to 1,200 gallons for the week.
The time when this rainfall affects the flow of the sewage can be
seen by following the lines of the first and secoud period flow in
Chart 1, and it will be noticed that the variation in flow due to
rainfall during this particular period was inappreciable compared
with the great variation brought about by the method of discharging the latrines early in the morning, which seems to be greatly in
excess of the sanitary necessities for flushing. I understand that
during heavy rainfall the flow has been almost equal to the capacity
of the 9-inch sewer itself.
I have suggested to Mr. Moncrieff that it would be desirable for
him to ask the authorities in charge of the barracks to so regulate
the flow that it may be more uniformly distributecl over the 24
hours, as this would materially benefit the uniform working of the
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installation, and might lead t.o a considern\,le economy in the water
consumption as well.
J\Ir. iioncricff has made a. suggestion in which I qnite concur- that

an overHow weir should be provided at the outfall before communicating with the cnltirntion tank, whi ch should come into operation
when the flow exceeds 55,000 gallons, or OYer three times the
aventge flow during the week in question, as when the rate exceeds

snch an amo un t, although t he cultivation tank can deal with the
sewage at a rate many times the normal flow, the filters, heing designed for a continuous fl ow of about 20,000 gallons, cannot do so.
If the flow is made more uniform, the installation will then deal with

t he whole of the sewage satisfactorily.
A grating along the edge of the weir would prevent any frecal
matter or solids being carried away by any overflow which might
arise, should the flow exceed this amount through ueglect or exceptional fin shing or rainfall.

I am informed that provision is now being made for the separation of the rain water from the sewage, so tha.t the difficulti es which
arise through road detritus and sand passing into the culti,·ation

tank
such
land
take

will now be obviated. At the same time it is easy to remove
detritus from the bottom of the tank, and to utilize it upon the
without trouble; and I understand that the farmer is pleased to
it.
PURIFICATION EFFECTED.

The process consists of two stages.

In the first the organic solids

are dissolved and converted for the most part into ammonia and

carbonic acid. This takes place in the cultivation tank, and in
Table II. the composition of the tank effluent is shown, referring to
the same periods as those of the raw sewage.
The second stage in the purification consists in the conversion of
the ammonia into oxidized form s of nitrogen and a further oxidation of the organic carbon; and the average results obtained by the

filters during the trial are given in Table III., and, as will be seen
from it, tbe filters deal with about one-third of the total flow, or at
the rate, roughly, of 330,000 gallons per acre per day. When the
flow is regulated in the way suggested the filters will then he

capable of dealing with the whole of the tank effluent, as during the
trial they dealt with the sewage at the rate of 11,000 gallons per
<lay, as, for example, on }ifonday, October 1st, from 3 to 6 p.m.,

that being the time when the cultivation tauk contained a suflicient
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body of liquid tq ensure the filters running at that rate. It is
obvious that if the flow be made more uniform, it will be possible
for the tank to always contain sufficient fluid to ensme the filters
working at this rate.
It will be further noticed from this table that the efficiency of the
filter is not appreciably affected by the passage of the sewage
through it at the higher rate.
The aYerage results of the 16 samples of raw sewage, tank
effluent, and finished effluent are given in the following table:-

Raw

Sewage.

Chlorine

15·1

Oxygen consumed

14·97

Tank
Effluent.

Finished
Effluent.

14·8

13·3

9·25

2·71
9·0

Nitric nitrogen

0·346

Nitrous nitrogen

0·67

4·0

2·7

Ammoniacal nitrogen

13·2

14·9

5·0

Total nitrogen

17·2

17·6

15·016

Organic nitrogen

The percentage purification, as shown by the oxygen consnmed
and t.be organic nitrogen, is as follows :-

Ox.n:en
consumed.

Organic
Nitro;ten.

Raw sewage on tank effluent

40 p.c.

32·5 p.c.

Raw Sewage on finished effluent

82 p.c.

83 p.c.

The process has therefore been successful in destroying completely
four-fifths of the total organic matter present in the raw se:vage;
but the chief feature in the process consists in the large quantity of
nitric nitrogen in the finished effluent, amounting to no less than
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61 per cent. of the total nitrogen left in the cffineot. Effluents containing nitrates invariably are free from putrefaction, provide~ the
amount is sufficient to supply enough oxygen to preyent any residual
organic matter from putrefying; and in the effiuent at Catcrham this
is the case.
It is therefore needless for me to say that on no occasion have I
found any of the Caterham effluents to show any signs of putrefaction, even when incubated for some clays.
The amount of free ammonia in the average filtrate during the
experimental week was somewhat higher than I was led to expect,
as with the production of such a large quautity of nitrate, showing
that actiYe nitrification was taking place, it seemed possible with
slight modification to so further improve the effiuent as to nitrify
the small remaining amount of ammonia.
I therefore re-examined the installation on October 2Gth and 27th
with a view to testing the efficiency of the different filters, and as
the result of this supplementary investigation I found that three
bays, known as A, B, and C, representing one-eighth of the total
filtering area, were yielding effluents which were less completely
nitrified than those from the remaining filters, and that it was owing
to their diminished action that the arnrnge quality of the effiuent
was diminished.
This difference is well shown in the analyses
obtained on these two days. Thus the filters D and F, representing
half the filtering capacity of the installation, gave an average of 2·5
parts ammoniacal nitrogen, no nitrites, and 27 ·95 of nitric nitrogen,
whilst the beds, containing material of different quality and originally introduced for experimental purposes, yielded more than four
times as mnch ammoniacal nitrogen) with a. corresponding diminution in the quantity of nitrate, and the presence of nitrites showed
that the oxidation was less complete.
I have therefore advised l\Ir. l\Ioncrieff to remove the material
from the beds A, B, and C, and to replace it by similar material to
that which is giving such good results in the other filters; and when
this slight alteration is made I expect an increase in the amount of
nitric nitrogen from 9 to 12 and disappearance in great part of the
nitrous nitrogen, with a reduction in the ammoniacal nitrogen from
5 to 2.
I may also add that determinations of the dissolved oxygen in
the effluent shows that in the three beds, representing thrne-fonrths
of the total installation, the amount of 1lissoh·ed oxygen varied from
4·7 c.c. per litre to 7·0, showing that the effluent not only contained
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the large amount of oxidized nitrogen already referred to, but a
quantity of dissolved oxygen approximating to that met with in wellaerated river waters.

BACTERIAL RESULTS.

It bas recently been demonstrated by Dr. Houston in bis examination of the intermittent filter-beds of the L.C.C. that the sewage
organisms survive the filter. I therefore thought it would be of
interest to the Department to specially examine the effluents from
the filters at Caterham with a view to ascertaining whether the
sewage organisms sunived the oxidizing influence to which they
were subjected in their passage through the nitrifying trays, and I
found that the number of organisms capable of growing on carholized
gelatine surface plates, amongst which the bacterium Coli Communis
is fo1rnd, were reduced from 2,180,000 per c.c. to 100,000 in the
filtrate from C, to 50,000 in that from D, and 80,000 in the filtrate
from F; so that whilst the least efficient of the filters removed 95
per cent. of these organisms, the best filter D removes 98 ·5 per
cent.
I further found that although the addition of ·0001 c.c. of the tank
effluent to a broth tube, and incubated at blood heat for four days,
produced indol, the same dilution of the filtrate from D gave no
turbidity or indol, whilst the filtrates from C and F, although producing turbidity, also failed to give any indol reaction.
The survival of spores of B. Enteriditis is no less interesting, and
may be best seen from the following table, where ( +) indicates the
presence of such spores and ( - ) their absence :-

Filtrates.
Tank
Effluent.

c.

·Ol c.c . ...

+

+

·001 c.c.

+

+

·00:2 c.c.

+

+

•QQQ} C,C.

D.

F.

+

+

The mtrrn nitrogen and tile n,mmonia.cal nitrogen present on
No,·cmber 10th, when the bacterial samples were collected, are

shown in the following table :Filtrates.
Tank
Ettluent,

Nitric nitrogen ...

Nil.

Amrnoniacal nitrogen

12·3

c.

D.

11·6

2·05

On the several occasions on which I visited the works I noticed
no nuisance, and in my opinion the works, subject to the alterations
I haYe communicated in this report, will deal efficiently with the
present sewage from the barracks.
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
SAMUEL RIDEAL.

APPENDIX II.
TABLE I.
Raw Sewages.

Caterham, [11.-:tallation, Parts per 100,000.

No.

Volume ;~~c;~~~~~- gallons,

Date and Time.

I

Chlori11e.

I Oxygen consumed.I h'.jt~ahll rn:i~~all Or~_nic j

T~~l

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1----1- -- ---+---1---,- - - , - I
4

7
10
13
16
19

Monday, Oct. 2nd, 9--12 a. m ..
3-6 p.m.
,,
,,
Tueeday, Oct 3rd, 6-9 a.m.
12-3 p.rn ..
,,
,,
,v ednesday, Oct. 4th, 3-6 a. m.
,, 9a.m.-l2n.
"
Thursday, Oct. 5th, 12-3 a.m.

6-9

22

a.m .. .

25
28
31
34
37
40
43
46

9-12 p.rn .. .
"
11
Friday, Oct. 6th, 3-6 a. m.
6-9 p.m.... .
,,
,,
Saturday, Oct. 7th, 12--3 a.m .. .
3-6p.m . .
,,
,,
9--12 p.m ....
,.
,,
Sunday, Oct. 8th, 12-3 p.m ..
6-9 p.m.

AYerage

.·o,pi~-i~l-M;t~;.;:.
\Yater gaugings

4,358
1,491
5,450
1,702
434
2,529
1,904
6,690
1,054
4~2
888
563
1,751
514
1,535
678
15,886 galls. per d,iy.

15·0
16·0
15·6
19·4
6·4
12·4
4 -5

9·5
l!·I
3·8
19·6
23·5

12·4
24'8
23·3
24·1
15·1

"reek ending Oct. 7 IJ0,000=
14 109,000=

"

34 ·08
20·72
20 76
]6·56
3 !l2

16· 16
9·60
10·24
7·85
I ·]6
18·,2
10·28
24·80
21'76
]2·16
11·12
14·97

34·6

J:3·2
33·0
14·8
10·0
12·4
:J 4
13·4
12·5
2·9
2.-6
22·:J
]2·4
26·3
18·2
21 ·5

17·2

22·7
11 ·5

ll·9

l ·7

J;l·2

26 3
ll·5
7-7
8·4
2-2
9·7
10·4
2 ·1
17'8
18·0
10·4
18·5
16·6
17·4
13 2

6'7
3 ·3
2·3
4·0
1-2
3·7

33·0
14·8
JO·0
12 ·4
3·4
J:J-4

2·1

0·S
6·8
4·:J
2·0
7·8
1·6
4'1
4·0

15,714 g. p. clay.
15,571
SAMU CL BID EA L

34'6

12·,j
2·0

24·6
22·3
12·4

26·3
]8·2
21 ·5
17 2

·~

00
c,,

TABLE

II.

1'rink Bjj/uents.
Cate1·ham Installation, Parts per J00,000.

Oxygen

No.

Date and Time.

Chlorine.

consumed.

.Kjeldahl N.

2
5
8
II
14
17
20
23
26
29
32
~5
38
41

Monday, Oct. 2nd, 9-12 a.m.
3-6 p.m .......
,,
,,
Tuesdity, Oct. 3rd, 6-9 a. m......
12-3p.m ....
,,
,.
Wednesday, Oct. 4th, 3-6 a.m.
9-12a.rn ..
Thm;;day, Oct.. 5't'h, 12-3 a.m.

13·0
13·0
13·4
12·8
18·4
l!\·9
]0·4
8 ·5

9·38
7'71
4"48
9-52
6·48
7-92
8·96
6·40
l0·16
7·04
13·92
9·68
16·64
]0·56
11 ·20
8·00
9·25

18·2
15·5
15·8
18·2
18·6
23·2
11·8
I I ·8
]6·5
14·0
16·5
19·9
22·3
21 ·4
21 ·4
18 ·2
17'7

44

47

Average

6-9a.m ..
".,
",,
9-12 p.rn.
Fl'iday, Oct. 6th, 3-6 a m.
6-9 p.rn.
,,
,,
Saturday, Oct. 7th, 12-3 a.m ..
3-6p.m.
",,
",,
9-12p.m. ...
Sunday, Oct. St-b , 12-3 p.rn. ....
6-9 p.m ..

"

"

1•3·2
14·6
15·8
17·4
19·4
17·6
15·2
16·8
14·8

Ammoniacal
N.

16·5
14·4
15·6
]7·4
]6·!\

17·4
7·8
9·9
II ·4
11 ·4
14·4
16 5
]7·3
16 ·4
18·6
18·1
14·9

Organic N,

I ·7
I ·l
0·2
0·8
2·1
5·8
4·0
I ·9
5·1
2·6
2-1
3·4
5·0
5·0
28
0·I
2·7

SAMUEL

Total N.

18 2
15·5
15·8
18 ·2
18·6
23·2
II ·8
11·8
16·5
14·0
]6·5
19·9
22·3
21·4
21·4
18·2
17·7
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l-0

....

00

TABL!l

III.

Finished Ejjluents.
Caterhum Installation, Part1J per 100,000.

No.

Volume treated on

Date and Time.

800 squa re feet of
.F ilter.

l ii
-~

..~~

z

i.

oc

:5

•

I ·97
2·27
2·47
2·:J0
2·74
2·63
2·83
3·22
2·96
2·0:3
3·65
3-26
3·82
3·44
I ·36
2·4
2·71

10 ·5
9·4
7·0
7·0
7,9
8·6
8·0
8·1
7·0
8·1
8·1
11 ·2
9·6
8·7
11 ·5
13·5
9·0

o-d

~

0

3
6
9
12
};j

18
21
24
27
30
33
36
39
42
4/:i

48
Average

Monday, Oct. 2nd, 9-12 a.m ..
,,
,,
3-6 p.m.
'l'uesJay, Oct. 3rd, 6- 9 a.rn.
,,
,,
12-3p. m..
Wednesday, Oct. 4lh, 3-6 a.m.
,,
,,
9-12 a.rn.
Thursday, Oct. 5th, 12 -3 a.m.

6-9 a.m.
,,
,,
9-12 p.m.
Fri<lay, Oct. 6th, 3-6 a.m.
,,
,,
6-9 p.m ..
Saturday, Oct 7th, 12-3 a.m ..

3-6 p.m ..
,,
,,
9--12 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 8th, 12-3 p. m.
6-9 p.m.

432
1,440
1,085
720
480
744
566
720
618
618
644
592
978
686
652
635
¼ million gallons
per day per acre.

]
-~z

z
z

0

-~ I Total N.
~
g
z
.,,a
~
0
--------------- ---

,;

0

12·0
12·0
J4·0
13·4
14·0
14·5
12·0
11·0
12·1
12·6
13-5
14·0
14·6
15·2
13·2
14·8
13·3

·2H
·286
·400
·4HH

·500
·495
·375
·365
·274
·280
·363
·360
·218
·272
·325
·335
·346

3·2
5·8
6·2
47
6·4
5·4
4·1
4·1
5·8
5·3
6·8
6·6
7·4
66
6·6
6·1
57

2·8
3·8

5-7
4·6
5·4
5·1
3·8
4·0
5·3
4·7
6·4
56
6·7
6·2
4·4
5·6
5·0

·20
·31
·30
·30
·29
·:!2
·24

·25
·19
·2'2
·37
·25
·33
·29
·25
·22
·26

SAMUEL

·4

2·0
·5

·I
I ·0
·3
·3
·I
·5
·6
·4

I ·O
·7
·4
I ·9
·5
·67

13-944
15·486
13·600
l2·189
14·800
14·495
12·475
]2·565
13·074
J:3·680
15·265
18·160
17-218
)5·572
18·425
19·935
15·055
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[Excerpt from Vol. XX., PMt IV. , of The Journal of the Sanitary

Institute.]
"High Nit,·ijication in Sewage Filtnites," by W. D. Scorr-i\IoNCRIEFF.
(FELLOW).

the story of the sewage problem in this country comes to he
written, after its various phases have been foreshortened by the
passage of time, certaiu feaLures will come into prominence, which
are at present regarded as of minor importance.
One of these will be the value of highly nitrified effluents as plant
food.
Consciously or unconsciously, the vast every-day operations of
nature, whether upon cultivated land or the open prairie or forest,
" THEN

have always been a great factor in directing the mind towards the

true solution of the problem.

The natural method by which organic

nitrogen is mineralized to nitrogen as nitrates may be spoken of as

the high road which completes a circle, and all chemical devices,
however ingenious, as only culs-de-sac or wanderings to nowhere.

Fifty years ago Chad wick and his followers looked upon a wellmanaged sewage farm as a full and sufficient remedy for all the
troubles of great communities in disposing of their sewage, and bright

pictures were drawn of the profits that would accrue from the acres
that were fattened by their schemes. A higher note was struck by
1Varrington in 1850 when be read his paper before the Chemical
Society on "The adjustment of the relations between the Animal
and Vegetable Kingdoms, br which the vital functions of both are
permanently nmint:.1.i11cd. " As years went on it was discovered that
the average sewage farm did not provide for the aJjustment of these
relations, and this adjustment may be truly spoken of as the crnx of

the whole problem. W:1rringto11 saw the main point clearly, but he
had no data to go npon sufficient to enalilc him to offer " practical
reme<ly.
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It would occupy far more time than is now placed at my disposal,
and would be outside the scope of my present purpose, if I at.tempted
to fill in the gap between the state of know ledge now and that which
existed in 1850. ,vlmt I wish to make clear is that the disappointment arising from tho failure of sewage farms as sources of profit
is now fully accounted for, and they are not justified and should
not be reckoned in dealing with more ad,-anced methods in which
the relations between the animal and vegetable kingdoms have been
thoroughly adjusted; in other words, and to put it quite clearly, the
solution of the sewage problem on purely natural lines, as suggested
hy w·arrington, if realized, must be profitable in the very nature of
things, so long as men, and animals, and plants continue to be
constituted as they are <it present; and this for the simple reason
that where the cost of the necessary conditions is moderate the work
itself is carried out for nothing.
Looking at the question from a quite contemporary standpoint,
there are one or two features of the problem, which have been
brought into prominent notice within the last twelve months, which
might he spoken of as coincidences if they had not the common
bond arising from a general mo,·ement of. scientific interest in a
particular direction.
The first of these I shall mention is Sir ,Villiam Crookes'
Presidential address to the British Association at Bristol. The
second a Paper by .M:r. Daniel Pidgeon in the current number of the
Royal Agriculhtral Society Jounuil upon the bacterial purification of
sewage; and the third, which is quite a coincidence, a Paper by l\Ir.
1V. E. Bear on fruit farming in England, which immerliately follows
the previous Paper in the same journal.
In the first paper Sir William Crookes points out the urgent
necessity which exists for restoring nitrogen to the soil, and
estimates the loss arising from the wasted sewage of this country
alone at £16,000,000 per annum. This sum would pay 3 per cent.
on a capital expenditure of £3~0,000,000, and still provide£6,400,000
per annum for wages and depreciation.
In the second paper .M:r. Pidgeon deals with the bacterial treatment of sewage in a most interesting and masterly r,!swne of the
whole subject, and a clear perception of the ultimate lines which the
progress of the system is certain to take in the direction of a high
nitrification of the filtrates.
In the third paper lilt-. Bear deals with the enormous present
production of fruit under highly artificial conditions, and gives the
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return of grapes at an average of 12 tons per acre, oi· 1-1- tons from
vines in fnll bearing, and of tomatoes at an average of 20 tons per
acre, both crops to n, great extent being grown upon the same
acreage.
These apparently disjointed contributions may be connected as
follows:lst. The enormous importance of nitrogen, as nitrates, for the
nourishment of plants.
2nd. The capacity of the bacterial processes to produce and
conserve nitrates as the mineralized eqni valent of the organic
nitrogen in sewage.
3rd. The marvellous productiveness of land under highly artificial
r,onditions at present in vogne, ,vhich woulrl be greatly increased if
highly nitrified effluents were available.
The paper by the President of the British Association speaks for
itself, and the figures he gives, even if greatly modified so as to
cover only the amount of sewage which .could be dealt with in
practice, would still he sufficiently startling; but the point of most
importance is that bacterial ]Jrocesses, if properly canied out, do
realize these figures in terms of nitric nitrogen per gallon of sewage
purified by this method. Ninety per cent. nitrification of the total
nitrogen in the effiueut c:tn easily be obtained from ordinary sewag~;
and this, based upon the cost of nitrate of soda, works ont to ahont
£14,000,000 per annum for the sewage of the United Kingdom. It
should be clearly understood by everyone interested in the hiolytic
purifica,tion of sewage that the failure to realize the prom ises of
profit from sewage farms has no bearing upon the present state of
the case, because when raw sewage has been broken down to nitric
nitrogen, carbonic acid, and water, the problem of the final adjustment spoken of by ]\fr. Warrington has been quite as completely
solved as the problem of purification. They are inseparable, and
the one is the counterpart of the other. It is nature's method, and
whatever she does is done to perfection when favourable conditions
are provided.
The following is the standard solution adopted by Nobbe as a
model plant food supplied in parts per 100,000 : Lime ..
Magnesia
Potash
Phosphoric Acid

16
3
31
7

Chlorine ...
Oxide of Iron
Nitrogen

21

·5
8·2

~89
Dr. Voelcker, in a letter to Mr. Pidgeon, speaks of this solution
as "containing those constituents ancl the amounts of each which

have been found to be requisite for plant growth, and the absence
of any of which or the supply in markedly lesser quantity of which
would produce deterioration, while the larger supply of any of
which would not be attended by increased benefit. "
To show how mpiclly the bacterial purification of sewage
approaches this standard solution in the all-important element of
nitrogen, I reproduce Dr. Rideal's analysis of the Ashtead experiments, from which it will bu seen that the nitric nitrogen figures are
identical with those of the standard solution between the 8th and
9th tmys.
It follows from these figures that in the bacterial purification of
sewage it is not only purification iu its best sense that is obtained,
but also a supply of nitrogen ready prepared for plant food, which,
if generally available, would postpone the pressure of population
npon food supplies among civilized communities for an indefinite
time.

At the present moment disappointment about the broken
promises of profit in the past seems to make everyone look upon
sewage only as a nuisance to be got rid of; but the adjustment

referred to by "\Yarrington in 1850 has lost none of its significance.
It is now certain that this adjustment is effected by bacterial processes when properly conducted, and profit must follow to the
community if these highly nitrified efllnents can be utilized without
too much expense being incurred in obtaining them.

As I have

already said, when the conditions are once provided the work itself
is done for nothing.

I would much like to see a start made in such a community as
. Worthing, where the filtrates could easily be passed on to the fruit
growers.

u
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:This discussion also applies to the vapers by W. J. Drnnrn and
GF.OHGE THUDICHUM,
GARFIELD.]

and Prof. A.

BOSTOCK HILL

and

JosF.PH

Dr. ARTHUR ANGELL (Hants County Analyst) said he was now fully
:mn\'inced that the only proper method of treating sewage was on
biological lines. He discouraged the idea of producing a profit from
the sludge, and as to filtration, expressed the opinion that there was
nothing per se in the kind of material used. One point had not yet
been touched upon, and they must not put their heads in a sack in
regard to it. The methods of disposal of sewage by microbic agency
we really processes of putrefaction, and at present, apparently, they
knew of no way of preventing the formation of obnoxious gases in the
He had not heard of anyone successfully collecting and
tanks.
managing theses gases.
l\Ir. A. J. :MARTIN (Exeter), referring to a remark of the previous
:;peaker, said that the production of gas was a necessary accompaniment
:,f the work of a septic tank. There was, however, no difficulty in
l'endering the gas innocuous. At Exeter a part of it was burnt and
L1tilized for lighting the ,vorks at night. Another method, which combined the merits of simplicity and efficiency, consisted in allowing the
. gases to filter through the roof arches and the thick layer of soil
covering the tanks. No better way of deodorizing these gases could
well be devised. A great deal had been said with regard to the
respective merits of different filtering materials. He joined issue with
the reader of the paper on filtration through coal when he attributed
the excellence of the results he had obtained to the nature of the
material used. He (the speaker) was of opinion that these results were
due rather to the skill and judgment which were used in grading the
material than to the nature of the material itself. Too much stress
could not be laid upon the importance of thoroughly mingling the
effluent passing through a filter with air. Mr. Dibdin,s method of first
filling a filter with effluent and then discharging it, so that wherever the
water went air should follow, was the best practical way of effecting this
on a large scale. He regretted that Mr. Cameron was not present to
hear the handsome acknowledgments which had been made of his work.
Dr. L. P. KINNICUT (Massachusetts) said a few words respecting the
change which had come over the methods of sewage purification adopted
in England during recent years, and adduced facts in regard to
l\Iassachusetts.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. S. JONES (Finchampstead) said Mr. Dibdin's
paper supplied a good deal of information as to the progress which had
been made in his experiments, and he was glad to know that they were
being followecl up. As to Dr. Hill's paper, he thought it was pretty well
a.greed that whether it was broken glass, coal, ballast, or anything else
which was used, the main thing was the way in which it was put
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together. Everything depended on getting a sufficient space for the air
to come in, and it was advisable to drain off the very last portion of the
water by an air-pump, so as to bring in a fresh supply of air throughout
the filter. As to Mr. Scott-1\foncrieff's paper, he went back to the old
notion of making a profit on the slu<lge, and there he was on the wrong
line. "Sludge, like the poor/ 1 the Colonel added, "we shall always have
with us.n And he desired to express his regret tha.t, the Septic 1'ank
Syndicate had been allowed to parade an advertisement-" No more
sludge "-in the Congress Exhibition. Referring to Dr. Bostock Hill's
paper, Colonel Jones remarked on the new name "resolving chamber n
for the old cesspool, or" septic tank. 11 as l\Ir. Cameron called it.
:Mr. E. G. 1\IAwBEY (Leicester) observed that in Leicester they got on
well for some time with a sewage farm, notwithstanding that the soil
was clay; but as the town grew, the farm began to get overworked, and
they came to the conclusion that they ought to clarify the sewage before
putting it on the land. From experiments, which were carried out at
Leicester for twelve months, they found that sewage could be clarified
without chemicals. The question they then wanted to settle was which
was the best way to do it, whether by open tanks, closed septic tanks, or
rerobic beds. The resulting effluent was to go over a large area of
pasture. They had been extremely successful in clarifying the sewage
by the use of coarse grained rerobic beds, and then sending it on to
pasture land. They had splendid effluents, and everything was going on
well. His opinion was that the end of sewage farms had not arrived,
but the farms could be used successfully in connection with biological
treatment.
Bailie R. ANDERSON (Glasgow) said one point had been carefully
avoided in the papers to which they had listened, and that was why the
septic tank took no trade refuse or storm-water carrying road detritus.
So far as the arrangement which he had seen at Exeter went, it was
entirely for domestic sewage; also at Barrhead, where separate sewers
had been laid for conveying the domestic sewage to the septic arrangement for the treatment of the sewage, and not, as he had been informed,
for the whole refuse of the borough.
Mr. A. J. 1\iARTIN: And storm-water.
l\Ir. J. BRIERLEY (Southampton) said that what had been stated in
regard to the absence of nitrates from the effluent brought to his mind
the results of some analyses which he rnade ten or twelve years ago of
samples of water taken from various points of the river Itchen. He
found that there was a gradual increase of nitratei:. up to a certai11
point. At that point the water had to pass through a mill, and he
there found that there was not only a considerable decrease of organic:
impurities, but also a considerable dirniuution of nitrates. It had
struck him that the process of oxygenation to which the water was
subjected on passing through the mill gave an increased activity to the
rerobic microbes in the water, and led them to attack the nitrates. If
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that was the case, and the same thing happened in the filter-beds, when
the quantity of nitrates was increased it would seem to show that the
activity of the rerobic microbes was being lessened.
The PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION (Professor Percy Frankland), in a
few general remarks, said the figures that had been given as to the
capacity of the filter-beds corresponded very closely with what he had
found himself. As to the disappearance of nitrogen, there had always
been a general impression that the inter-action of the nitrites and
ammonia salts affected the amount of total nitrogen ultimately found in
the effluent. He had found that it did not injure the filter-beds to run
storm-water through them. As to the most suitable materials for
filter-beds, everyone had his fad. All were probably equally good, but
much depended on the grain, and the way the beds were arranged; they
could have all sorts of results from the same bed, according to the way
in which they managed it, and that showed the advantage of having
trained persons engaged in the work. A rumour had got abroad to the
effect that the Massachusetts Board of Health had abandoned the
biological treatment of sewage, but there was absolutely no foundation
for that statement.
Mr. G. THUDICHUM (London) said, in reply to Mr. Anderson, that it
was not necessary to exclude storm-water, as that gentleman had
alleged.
Professor BosTOCK HILL (Birmingham) agreed with the last speaker.
He also explained that he did not write his paper with the view of
advocating the universal use of coal filter-beds. He had simply stated
that he had obtained a certain result in a practical way, and he quite
agreed with those who said that tl:e chcice of material was not the
main thing.

